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They tell you-in seminars, magazine ads and TV
spots-that today's technology enables the smallest business or smallest big business department to
own acorn pu ter. And they're dead righ t.
What they don't tell you is that you can - and
should - be doing your word processing on the
same system. Frankly, their small business computer doesn't do word processing.
CADO's does.
Andnot just plain vanilla word processing. But an
all new systems approach to text files and their use.
CADO's document-oriented word system lets you
prepare or edit text files simultaneously with data
processing tasks like billing, payroll, or payables.
And CADO's word system lets you merge database records like customer or client files with text
files. It automatically inserts names, addresses,
balances or other personalized data on letters,
forms or collection notices. Pagination, line numbering, page balancing, and global search &
replace are all standard features! Communications? Of course.
What's more, CADO includes -free of costJUST ASK. It's a simple, English-language method
that not only generates your own reports ... it
defines, enters, and utilizes data files as well!

other things ... writes letters or reports about them
... does it all without knowledge of programming
expertise!
Finally, there is CADO software. Your nearby
CADO dealer has general accounting packages
and specialized industry applications ... all on· a
turnkey basis.
The cost? Just $3.25 an hour which includes:
3 CRT termina.1s, a typewriter quality printer, and
file capacity equivalent to 7.2 million characters
of IBM formatted .files. Optional high speed line
printers and larger disk files are available.
Don't be half right. Write or call CADO now for
your free 12-page color brochure on the system that
does the whole job ... at a price that's 100% right!
~------------------I

CADO~[M]~
CADO Systems Corporation
2771 Toledo St. • Torrance, CA 90503 (213) 320-9660

Please rush me a free brochure on the CADO System
20/ IV -the information processor designed for the 80's.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS

PHONE

So, for the first time, you have a system that keeps
track of personnel, property, papers, and dozens of
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11 megabytes of hard disk and 64 kilobytes of fast RAM in a
Z80A computer for under $10K. Two floppy drives, too.
Naturally, it's from Cromemco.
It's a reality. In Cromemco's new
Model Z-2H you get all of the above
and even more. With Cromemco you
get it all.
·In this new Model Z-2H you get
not only a large-storage Winchester
hard disk drive but also two floppy
disk drives. In the hard disk drive you
get unprecedented storage capacity
at this price-11 megabytes unformatted.
You get speed-both in the 4 MHz
Z80A microprocessor and in the fast
64K RAM which has a chip access
time of only 150 nanoseconds. You
get speed in the computer minimum
instruction execution time of 1 microsecond. You get speed in the hard
disk transfer rate of 5.6 megabits/ sec.

microcomputer field. Software Cromemco is known for. Software like
this:
• Extended BASIC
• FORTRAN IV
• RATFOR (RATional FORtran)
• COBOL
• Z80 Macro Assembler
• Word Processing System
• Data Base Management
with more coming all the time.

Included in that cabinet, too, is
Cromemco ruggedness and reliability.
Cromemco is time,-proved. Our
equipment is a survey winner for
reliability. Of course, there's Cromemco's all-metal cabinet. Rugged,
solid. And, there's the heavy-duty
power supply (30A @ 8V, 15A @
+18 V, and 15A @ -18V) for circuitry you'll sooner or later want to
plug into those free card slots.

SMALL, RUGGED, RELIABLE

CALL NOW

With all its features the new Z-2H,
including its hard disk drive, is still
housed in just one small cabinet.

With its high performance and low
price you KNOW this new Z-2H is
going to be a smash. Look into i~
right now. Contact your Cromemco
computer store and get our sales
literature. Find out when you can
see it. Many dealers will be showing
the Z-2H soon-and you'll want to
be there when they do.

EXPANDABILITY
You get expandability, too. The
high-speed RAM can be expanded to
512 kilobytes if you wish.
And the computer has a full 12-slot
card cage you can use for additional
RAM and interface cards.
BROADEST SOFTWARE SUPPORT
With ,the Z-2H you also get the
broadest software support in the

Hard disk drive at lower left can be interchanged just by sliding cut and disconnecting
plug. Seven free card slots are available.
Z-2H includes printer interface card.

n

PRESENT CROMEMCO USERS
We've kept you in mind, too. Ask
about the new Model HDD Disk
Drive which can combine with your
present Cromemco computer to give
YOl! up to 22 megabytes of disk
storage.

porated

280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computers now
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Both! The Microline 80 is all business when it comes to
performance. It will run all day at 80 characters per
second. There are no duty cycle limitations! With a tiny
seven pin head that weighs less than three ounces, it
coolly and quietly produces letter perfect upper and
lower case characters on standard paper in both 80 and
132 column formats.
It's all pleasure when you get to reliability and price. The
Microline 80 carries a one year head warranty and a
price tag that matches its unbelievably small size. You
can change from friction to pin to tractor feed multi-part
forms almost as fast as your program can change
character spacing, line spacing and printing style-via
your choice of microprocessor-controlled Microline 80
interfaces.
Call or write today for the name of your local Okidata
distributor! You'll find it's a pleasure to do business with
Okidata.

OI(l DATA
Okidata Corporation
111 Gaither Drive
Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 609-235-2600
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Austin, Texas 78766
(512) 258-5171
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Whether your application is a
general one like designing, mapping
or schematics, or more specialized
like 3-dimensional data presentation,
structural analysis, contouring, piping isometrics or business charts and
graphs, CalComp offers you the
broadest line of plotters.
Nobody offers more ways to solve
your graphics problems. Continuous
roll, belt-bed and flat-bed plotters
for cut sheet applications. Computer
output to microfilm. On-line to your
CPU. Off-line via tape-drive storage devices. And even on-line/
off-line with floppy disk storage.
Add our extensive library of
applications software packages
to complement our operating software and you've g6t most of your
problems solved.

1055
Drum Plotter/l0l2 Desk-TopPlotter

The best answers come from the
best people.
Looking at the broadest line of computer graphics systems in the world
may still present a problem to you.
Like choosing which solution is
right for your particular needs; planning for growth and upgrades; and
making sure your system delivers
consistently excellent performance,'
That's where CalComp's Sales
Force can help. Because our sales

,

representative is really a consultant.
formance, there's our 960 belt-bed
plotter. It delivers big 33" x 60" verIn every sense of the word.
tical plotting for any "E" size plot
They are, each and everyone,
expert listeners, too. Eager to under- and 30 inches-per-second speed with
stand all your special needs.
4g acceleration.
And nobody handles computer
That's why you can expect indepth answers to all of your quesgraphics on a grander scale than
tions. About system capabilities,
CalComp. And that's where a topof-the-line family of flatbed plotterscor:trollers, software, delivery and
. more.
the 7000 System -literally draws
You can also expecUo hear a lot
away from the competition. In dozens
of discussion
of applications
about our sysand at huntems analys'ts
dreds of sites
and field service
throughout
engineers. And
the world.
what makes
them part of a
We do some of
support netour best work
work that's truly
OD fUm.
worldwide and
1681 Graphics COM System
Pen and ink
second-to-none.
0.· ... ' . ·.,.;.,.......,.•..•. ,., ...... ........·., ......."•••••.,._••••• _m.'~_.w....,''' .........' .•...
plotters aren't
At CalComp, part of the right
all we make at CalComp.
answer is the right people,
In fact, for over a dozen years,
we've also been designing, building,
At CalComp, hardware's a multiselling and servicing exceptional
ple choice question. Nobody offers COM (Computer Output Microfilm)
a broader choice of answers.
systems.
Take our compact 1012 desk-top
This year we're introplotter, for example. You get crisp,
ducing two new highclean 8};2" x 11" or 11" x 17" size plots
speed, high-volume
COM systems, the
1581 and the 1681. The
former expressly for·
graphics-only environments. The latter for
both graphics and
alphanumeric applications. \
At CalComp, COM
systems are an important part of the big
picture.
,0',;,'

L :·.·,., .......".·.•

Nobody· has more experience to
at an impressive 10 inches-persecond. Four-pen versatility, and
the convenience of Z-fold paper.
For bigger jobs, there are six other
precision drum plotters to choose
from. Including the largest,. our new
1065, with an extra-wide 72" drum
that plots at 30ips.
Or, for the best of high-end per-

draw UpOD.
CalComp pioneered computer
graphics way back in 1960.
That gave us a significant headstart. Now, almost twenty years
later, CalComp is still the leader and
prime innovator in the field. With
more experience and models to
choose from, up and down the line,
CIRCLE 113 ON READER CARD

than any other single source.
So contact CalComp today. And
get the best possible answer to your
specific graphics need.

Sales Offices:
Tempe, AZ: (602) 894-9468. Orange,
CA: (714) 639-3690, (213) 430-2104.
Santa Clara, CA: (408) 249-0936.
Englewood, CO: (303) 770-1950.
Norcross, GA: (404) 448-4522.
Rosemont, IL: (312) 696-1770. Shawnee Mission, KS: (913) 362-0707.
Waltham, MA: (617) 890-0834. Rockville, MD: (301) 770-1464. Federal
Accounts Manager, Rockville, MD:
(301) 770-4850. Southfield, MI: (313)
569-3123. Bloomington, MN: (612)
854-3448. Union,
NJ: (201) 686-7100.
Cleveland,OH:
(216) 362-7280.
Dayton, OH: (513)
276-5247. Tulsa,
OK: (918) 663-7392.
Beaverton, OR:
(503) 646-1186. Bala
Cynwyd, PA: (215)
667-2895. Pittsburgh, PA: (412)
922-3430. Dallas,
TX. (214) 661-2326.
Houston, TX: (713) 776-3276.
Bellevue, WA: (206) 747-9321.

California Computer Products, Inc.
2411 West La Palma, Anaheim
CA 92801, TEL: (714) 821-2011
TWX: 910-591-1154.

KEY/MASTER®
A full-feature
data entry
system
for CICS.

Reduces Costs
No needior programming.
Applications are designed
and tested interactively.

Simplifies' Entry
Powerful on-line editing and
control' facilities' do the work.
Operator effort is minimized.

Provides Fast Payback
Installs easily.
New applications can be
operational in minutes.

And More
• Full data management
• Built-in security
• Automatic data extraction
KEYjMASTERisa
ready-to-use software system
for CICS that' makes data
entry programming obsolete.
Contact us today.
We'd like to show you how~

turnkey systems, inc;
50 washington street '
norwalk, connecticut 06854
, (203) 853·2884/telex 964351
additional representation worldwide
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TWENTY YEARS AGO ITEN YEARS AGO

LOOKING
BACK
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1959
The "first known'! magnetic film computer memory in operation made its debut at
the MIT Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington,
Mass.-an event worthy of a cover story.
In operation on the TX-2 digital computer,
the memory featured a capacity of 32 10bit words and a read/write cycle time of
O.S microseconds, consistent with the
speed of the computer itself. Bench tests
had even demonstrated successful operation at a cycle time as short as 0.4 microseconds. The story pointed out "potential" advantages of a thin film memory
over the "familiar" ferrite toroidal core
memory: faster cycle time, lower power
dissipation, greater compactness, and
simpler fabrication. Both the new memory and the TX-2 computer were develope.d
by Lincoln Laboratory under an AIr
Force contract, with the joint support of
the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Meanwhile, the race was on for
setting up computer service centers
around the country. In a move that was
said to have "caught IBM with its guard
down," RCA had announced plans to open
a series of SOl computer centers. One was
operating in Camden, N.J., and a second
was expected to open on Wall Street by
early 1960. IBM responded by dis~losing
plans to open 25 to 30 data centers In major cities and stocked with 7070's. IBM
said it would open its own Wall Street data center in March 1960. To put things
into perspective, a 705 III was moved into
Wall Street's Bache & Co. only one month
earlier and was said to be "the first big
machine on the Big Street."
And the rumor-mill was grinding
away this month. Word was out that IBM
had a new machine in final product testing, "probably a solid state machin: called the 1401, said to be somewhere In the
spectrum of the 7070 class." It was also
rumored that "RemRand men are talking
quietly about some new machines of the.ir
own." The prediction was that a solId
state Univac III would surface early in
1960.

SEPTEMBER 1969
In 10 years' time, much progess was made
in the field of magnetics. A patent had
just been issued to researchers at Bell

Labs for "a single-wall domain magnetic
memory." A story on this breakthrough
said these bubble memories "could someday offer a replacement for the magnet!c
disk." Bell Labs issued the prophetIc
statement that "much work still remains
before these devices can be shown to be
practical for use in computer or communications systems." Meanwhile, results of
four years' development in the labs at RCA
were announced-erasable holograms.
"Significance of the new RCA technique,:'
the story said, "is that it could make POSSIble an optical computer memory able to
store 100 million bits of data in a film one
inch square that CQuid be read out, erased,
and reused repeatedly."
Outside the labs, the center of attention was IBM'S new System/3., "The
SO-column card's days are numbered"
was one conjecture in a story on reactions
to IBM'S latest product. Competing manufacturers criticized IBM's "irresponsibility
in adding another incompatible medium
for data recording." On the other hand,
they welcomed "the use of .IBM'~ money"
to bring a targeted 25,000 fIrst-tIme users
into the market. "The new user will be
locked into the new and different System/
3 and will have to buy everything at the
company store for some time to come,"
the story said. "The other manufacturers
may get a crack at him by the time he's
ready for his third system."
And in Washington, the FCC voted
to grant Microwave Communications
Inc. a common carrier license, a decision
that ended six years of litigation. The ruling would permit MCI to offer microwave
private line voice/data service, initially to
Chicago, St.Louis and intermediate
points. A key concern was said to be
whether AT&T would provide terminal
loops to connect MCI customers' terminals
with the nearerst MCI tower.
Another "milestone" decision
came from the U.S. Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals, which ruled that a
computer program can change an al~eady
patented general purpose computer Into a
special purpose machine eligible for a separate patent. "The ruling clearly established that computer programs can be
'unobvious processes,' an idea that software firms have been trying to sell to the
patent office for years," the story said. #

TheNEC

Static Withstand.
It keeps man-made lightning
from knocking out our printers.
People walking on nylon carpet can easily generate thousands of volts of static electricityenough to knock out mainframes, cause
head crashes and create costly printer
failures.
Most electronic operations in computer products use only 5 to 10 volts
of energy. When someone with high
static energy touches such a product, equipment failure can occur
unless that energy is siphoned off
quickly and safely.
That's why NEC designed and built into
its Spi nwriter™ character p ri nters and
TrimlinerTM band printers the industry's most
complete static electricity withstand system. Some
standard NEC printers have been independently

tested with 20,000-volt jolts of static electricity and not
missed a single print cycle.
The NEC withstand system starts with an
aluminum frame and die-cast cover seta massive electrical ground. It puts
large protective ground planes on
all circuit boards and itinstalis
more than 25 ground cables and
straps throughout each printer.
The result: a man-made light. ning bolt can be dissipated in
thousandths of a second, while
Trimliner and Spinwriter operations continue uninterrupted.
NEC goes to greater lengths to build better
grounding systems into its printer products.
But then, NEC wants to build perfect printers.
Send for our new printer brochures.

NEe. Going after
the perfect printer.

SEEUS
AT INFO '79
BOOTH #3300

NEe
Irll"T'7Jstio.n Systems,/nc.
Eastern Office: 5
Drive;Lexington, MA. 02173, (617) 862-3120
Central Office: 3400 South Dixie prive. Dayton, OH. 45439, (513) 294-6254
West Coast Office: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. 90045, (213) 670-7346
Southern Office: 2965 Flowers Rd. South; Atlanta, GA. 30341, (404) 458-7014
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VAX Program Capacit~ .

Askany_us_e_r._ _
/IVAX offered us almost
three times the address
space of our 370/168."
Bill Miller, Senior Systems Analyst
Chevron Geophysical Co., Houston, Texas

to be about a third as fast as the 168, which is
really quite impressive. And it's very possible
that for certain applications, we may see a negligible loss of throughput over the 168, thanks to
VAX's unique page clustering scheme."
And as far as system perfonnance to date,
Miller reports: "The VAX/VMS operating system has been remarkably reliable. The people
at Digital have done a phenomenal job."

''VAX's true 32-bit addressing
puts its potential capacity
so far out, we don't have
to worry about it."
Dr. Edwin Catmull, Director,
Computer Graphics Lab
New York Institute of Technology,
Old Westbury, New York

Chevron Geophysical is heavily engaged
in seismic data processing involving matrix
operations on large arrays.
As Senior Analyst Bill Miller states the
problem: "Our mM systems, running on TSS,
give 24 bits of true address space- for a maximum program size of 16 megabytes. But only
10 to 12 megabytes of this can be used by the
programmer- and our application had grown
to the point that TSS was simply cramping us.
'With the VAX-ll/780, we know we can
have application programs that use a full 32
megabytes as we're configured now- and it
could be more if we wanted."
But Chevron didn't buy their VAX without
first benchmarking it against the far more expensive 168.
Miller comments: 'We developed a number
of benchmarks to test specific areas of performance. On the average, the VAX CPU appears

The Computer Graphics Lab at New York
Institute of Technology
is a leading research
and production facility
for computer animated
commercial and educational films.
In Dr. Catmull's
words, here's what
broughtNYITtothe
VAX-ll/780: 'While
spending years developing our capabilities with mini-

JJWith a 22,OOO-point data base,
we really needed VAX's
huge me~ory capacity/'
Peter Ackermans, Manager of Computer
Systems Engineering
CAE, St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada

continually ran into the problem of small address
space. Our work demands the large address
space we can get with a 32-bit machine. We
were dealing with extremely large, randomly
accessed data bases, and memory mapping is
not the answer."
Dr. Catmull continues, "The VAX UNIBUS
lets us easily hook up a wide range of special
video display equipment that had previously
been on the minicomputers, and allowsus
to easily convert our algorithms."
According to Dr. Catmull, ''VAX has
'fulfilled our expectations for speed, program size, ease of conversion, and ability
to attach special graphics equipment."

CAE Electronics Ltd., currently has thirteen
VAX-11/780 systems under development for
both flight simulation and supervisory power
control.
Here again, VAX capacity was key. Systems
Manager Peter Ackermans told us: "Our SCADA'
systems for the power market need to handle
a 22,OOO-point data base. VAX's large memory
capacity and the VAX/VMS virtual memory
operating system made it a very attractive
machine."
But speed was also important. "In flight
simulators," Ackermans continues, "top
.
FORmAN performance is essential, and on
that score, VAX measures up well. Our FORmAN programmers have also been impressed
with the machine's debug facility and file
handling capabilities."
Digital's VAX-ll/780, with its true 32-bit
address space, has set a new standard for program capacity. This means that you can run
large programs easily on VAX, with a potential
for growth that's unmatched in the industry.
But rather than have us tell you about it,
.
send for our new brochure.
And listen to our customers.

ro Pleas~nd

me the ~ "V~sk Any Us;;:
brochure and detailed Technical Suqunary.
D Please contact me.
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My application is: D Education D Medical D Laboratory I
I D Engineering D Government D Resale D Other.
I Communication
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation,
I
Services, 146 Main St., NR-2/2,
Name--------Title------1

Company

Address

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ ziP _ _ _
Phone

~a~d,MA~~e1.617-481-9~~6885. _A-~
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User-programmable intelligent
terminals for distributed processing, data communications, and
even standalone applications ...
from $4500. *
The growing MDT family.
Includes the popular Mini-Disk
402, with more cost effectiveness
than any other terminal in its
class. Plus the all-new Multi-Disk
405 with more processing power,
more mass storage (twice that
of competitive systems), more
product line software, more
flexibility, and more reliability.
And still there's more...

Mini-Disk MDT 402

Compugraphic-over $200
million in sales-makes more
intelligent terminals in a week
than most of our competitors
can in a month. And we back
those terminals by our own
400-man field service force in
the United States alone.
What's more, substantial quantity discounts position the MDT
family as the most cost-effective
intelligent terminals on the
market for the OEM and end'
user alike.
Need more information? Clip and
mail the coupon below today.

'Mini-Disk MDT 402 list price with 16K RAM Memory,
CRT, mini-disk, keyboard, and disk operating system.
Multi-Disk MDT 405

Smart, Powerful-and More____ _
I

0 . compugraphic
~

80 Industrial Way
Wilmington, Mass. 01887
(617) 944-6555

I
I
I
I
I
I

Pr~ducts Sales

Mail to: Compugraphic Corp., Computer
80 Industrial Way, Wilmington, Mass. 01887

The MDT 400 family is intelligent. Tell me more.

D Text Editing D Distributed Processing
D Communications D Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

-------1
DM979

1______
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Want your cargo to
Call the airline
places the most often.
United gives you over
1600 direct, same-day
flights to 109 U.S. cities
-more service than
anybody!
.
Plus we reach 3S00
surrounding communities with fast, doorto-door .delivery.
We also connect with
every U.S. scheduled
airline and every international airline serving
the U.S. So you get
every domestic and
international market
when you choose United'.

14 DATAMATION

Biggest fleet in the air.
We've got more planes,
more space than any
other U.S. airline. 362
jets, each carrying
freight. Including 55
widebody and 14
all-cargo DC-SF's.
The most people to serve
you. United has over
2,000 people ready to
help you full-time with
your cargo needs. And

A.F.I.S. (our advanced
computerized Air
Freight Information
System) gives us
positive control. Your
shipment moves
according to your plan
from start to finish.
Think Big. Think United.

get there soonest?
that goes to the most .

Call~~The Big Gu~"
More planes to more places ~ore often.

IIJ uniTED AIRLinES CARGO
CIRCLE 105 ON READER CARD
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NOW
A FULLY-INTEGRATED,
MULTI-USER,
INTERACTIVE
COMPUTER SYSTEM
FORJUST

$29,950*

The 5000/ES: BTl's new Entry-~System to
tape; line printers to 900 lpm.
24 hourslday, 365 dayslyear maintenance
the 5000 product line~ It's a fully-integrated
support by BTl, featuring computer-tosystem specifically designed for a multi -user
computer remote diagnostics.
environment, featuring:
The BTl 5000lES is backed by experience
MULTUS multi-user timesharing
-over 1000 BTl 5000 systems have been
executive.
Full -scale 16-bit minicomputer with the
delivered.
processing power and I/O capacity to support
Application software is available for:
accounting, financial modeling; manufacturing;
multiple concurrent users.
medical billing; pharmacy management;
10 megabytes of hard disk; expandable to
over 100 megabytes.
school administration; text publishing; mailing
4 user ports;' expandable to 32 ports.
list man. age me nt, general- ~B~I'
6400 bpi cartridge magnetic tape.
purpose data base manage ~
-=::::Unique proprietary account protection for ment; and more.
application software.
Call us for details on the
COMPUTER
Optional industry-compatible magnetic
new BTl 5000/ES.
SYSTEMS
* Single quantity; attractive quantity discounts for the OEM,
BTl, 870 W Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Sales Offices: Piscataway, NJ' (201)457-0600; Cherry Hill, NJ (609)662-1122; Braintree, MA 1617)843-4700;
Minneapolis, MN (612)854-1122; St. Louis, MO (314)878-8110; Dallas, TX (214)630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122; Anaheim, CA (714)533-7161.
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TI'S SMALL BUSINESS Texas Instruments has taken its sweet time developing its
latest wond~r machine--an innovative small business system
MACHINE PLANS
which was expected to make a surprise debut at this year's
NCC. Now, after a series of organizational and technical
setbacks, the secretive company is rumored to be putting the
final touches on the system which is expected to be unveiled
in the first quarter of 1980.
Originally dubbed the SR-70, TI's new small business system may surface as the 99/7, which slots into the high end
of the company's personal computer line, or more likely the
name will be the 990/1, which would target it as the low end
of TI's 990 minicomputer series. The name discrepancies result from the on-going battle between TI's Digital Systems
Group and its Calculator Group which formerly honchoed the
project.
Ironically, the system's development team was transferred
to the digital group in Austin from the calculator group in
Lubbock the week of the NCC. The move was precipitated by
sluggish cpu speed and disk deficiencies (density and access
time) which TI felt could be improved by the computer
specialists in Austin. TI also wanted a higher quality product than the Lubbock group could deliver. Not surprisingly
the system's price tag will be doubled--to $lOK from the
$5K speculated earlier (April, p.17).
MORE NEW MACHINES
FROM IBM

IBM is reported ready to unveil two new products -- System/36
out of General Systems Div., and the 3033-0 (also dubbed the
Newport) out of Data Processing Div. The latter machine
should be out early in October and sell for below $2 million
with two megabytes. The /36 is also slated for introduction
either this month or in October, GSD's delays with the
sister machine, the /38, notwithstanding.

COMPLETE PORTABLE
ENTRY

MSI Data Corp. is readying for a November introduction, a
family of program-loadable, multi-application two-way
communications terminal systems. The company, a leader in
the hand-held data entry terminals calls its upcoming
offerings its "Omega Concept." Said Donald Brosnan, MSI
president, the concept "expands the horizon of our hand-held
data terminals beyond their traditional role as order entry
and inventory-taking devices to a point where the user can
design an application terminal for a specific job and expand
and enhance that terminal's capabilities as requirements grow
and change by simply adding any of a whole new series of
plug-in modules.

BEATING BELL TO
THE PUNCH WITH ACS

When AT&T introduced its Advanced Communications Service
(ACS) one of its cornerstones was a transport network that
promised compatibility with all major types of terminals.
While ACS remains a hopeful dream for network users, Tymnet
has introduced a service that sounds like a page out of the
ACS textbook.
SEPTEMBER 197917

Tyrnnet's packet-like network will support IBM 3270
terminal applications using special software in the net's
intelligent processor "engines," already installed in most
major cities. Moveover, it will allow asynchronous ASCI
terminals such as teletypewriters and low cost crt's to
access the same 3270 applications. This is a real advantage for users who need low volume access to a 3270 application but would like to avoid the cost of the higher priced
IBM display. Last, but not least, the service will allow
direct terminal access to multiple 3270 hosts and multiple
3270 applications via the Tyrnnet network o
For users with 3270 polled applications three interface
methods will be offered. The network will handle polling
when X.25 or asynchronous interfacing is used. For bisynch
interfaces, the customer's host will do the polling. All
this means greater flexibility for the customer who now has
the option of replacing private line circuits with less
costly public network data links. The 3L70 service will
introduce Tyrnnet terminal support at the higher data speeds
of 4800 and 9600 bits per second. Industry sources report
that a 4800 bit per second circuit would cost $150 per
month per cpu port, plus $40 per terminal. At 9600bps the
cost would be $250 per cpu port with the same charge of $40
per terminal. Network transmission costs will stay at three
cents per 1,000 characters transmitted, the sources say, the
same rate charged Tyrnnet 1200bps customers.
The rates are subject to FCC approval but Tymnet feels it
will get the regulatory OK, barring any unforeseen objections
to the tariff. All this is very frustrating to AT&T officials who are anxiously waiting for a firm date when a basic
first phase of ACS could be operational. Based on what its
competitors are doing now, ACS could be a full software
generation behind when it gets rolling in the early '80s.
OLIVETTI JOINING
AMDAHL-MEMO REX
TALKS?

18 DATAMATION

There are rumors in Italy that the current two-way merger
talks between Amdahl and Memorex may become three-way with
Olivetti completing the triangle. Olivetti's only reply was
"No comment," although it is known to have been talking with
Amdahl on a "commercial venture" for several months (p. 110)
and in March signed a technology cooperation agreement with
Memorex. So far, the Italian company has not confirmed
current rumors that it is planning to reenter the mainframe
market in its own right, although a deal to sell Amdahl
systems has been expected. Olivetti's earlier attempt at
mainframes with its Elea 6000 was aborted in the middle 1960s
when General Electric bought out its computer division.
The "merging of interests" with the two U.S. companies
would be part of a long and deep transformation of Olivetti
by its two new top men, the deBenedetti brothers, Carlo and
Franco. Carlo, the financial whiz kid, has now assured
Olivetti's long term cash position by securing multi million
dollar loans with international banks. Franco is heading a
new technical push that will see the company's debut in
... large minis over the next three years, as well as a new
portfolio of dp products. Olivetti's internal estimates
(continued on page 85)

A Major Enhancement
Release 8 Is The New MARK IV.
Now you can choose a major new product that
can dramatically reduce the cost of programming your
business applications.
It's called MARK IV® Release 8. It offers major
new improvements in throughput, graphics
capabilities, on-line support, and multi-dimensional
arrays.
(MARK IV is the most successful application
implementation software product ever sold. Today
it's in use at more than 1,400 computer sites in 44
countries. )
Release 8 has been configured to deliver optimal
price/performance for your operating system, data
base, and virtual memory needs, and DOS-level
systems at attractive prices.
Enhancement By Committee.
Many of the advantages available to you in
Release 8 are the direct result of the experience of
actual MARK IV users: the System Evaluation
Committee of the MARK IV User Group.
The number one priority of this experienced
group was array processing.
So now the new array definition capability of
Release 8 lets you process multi-dimensional arrays
to quickly produce aging reports, cross-foot
financial reports, and statistical summaries.
Enhanced Throughput.
You achieve it through major architectural
changes in Release 8 software.
You get single-step processing capability.
This simplifies execution procedures and reduces
I/O channel activity for report sorting.

And since Release 8 uses sophisticated
compilation techniques, execution speed is
comparable to equivalent COBOL jobs.
Enhanced Data Display.
Graphics is another new feature of Release 8.
You can produce vertical or horizontal bar
graphs. Scatter diagrams. Absolute or relative bar
graphs. And recap summary reports.
All of this display flexibility can be extremely
useful in graphic management reports, forecasting,
and mathematical or trend analysis.
Enhanced On-Line Support.
Release 8 now makes the MARK IV data
inquiry language available for CICS and
INTERCOMM environments-together with
several query language extensions and enhanced
IMS/DC support.
And Release 8 now provides a compatible query
language for use with all of these operating systems
and monitors:
OS, OS/VS, DOS, DOS/VS, IMS/DC, CICS,
INTERCOMM, TSO, and CMS-among others.
Enhancement Of The Mind.
MARK IV Release 8 is a new Implementation
System from Informatics. It is a working tool. A
system specifically designed to expand the problemsolving power of the human mind.
Discover all of the ways it can help you realize
the maximum potential of your programming staff.
Just mail the coupon. Or, call (213) 887-912l.
Telex: 69-8473
.

r------------------------------------------------,
Mr. Ron Mullenaux, Informatics Inc.
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Yes. Tell me more about MARK IV
Release 8 and how it can enhance
the productivity of my operation.
The Information Management Company
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Problem Data is one thing there's no
shortage of. The business problem today js getting
the right data to where it's needed in a fonn that's useful.
In fact, American
businesses are now
spending nearly as much .
to transmit d~ta as to process it. And as much as 40
percent· of the nation's data
Not how much,
.
but what and where.
processing capq:bility is tied
up in operations perforrped solely for the purpose
of transmitting the data.

Solution We at the Bell System have

conducted many-faceted studies of the data communication needs of our customers. And we've developed systems "to meet those needs.
Consequently, todqy, whatever your concemmultipoint inquiry-response or order entry; credit,
inventory, or payroll; analog or digital; large-scale or
small-we have a solution.
There are Bell System communications specialists for every sector of industry, ready to advise
you. And there's equipment covering broad degrees
of sophistication, all backed by the
incomparable' Bell System maintenance staff-230,OOO strong:
If you haven't talked systems with your prob- Fast, versatile, reliable
lem-solving Bell
Dataspeed® 40 terminal.
Account Executive lately,
your finn is missing something. In voice, data, and
network services.
The system is the solution.

@ Bell System

ADR's DATACOM/DC

has five features
no one else can match.
DATACOM/DC is the only TP
monitor in the world that offers
so many exclusive features:
Video masking with powerful
data editing. Automatic storage
management. Consistent, easyto-learn programming conventions. Unlimited growth capability
without rebuilding or redesigning. User view facility which
accommodates new applications
while preserving the integrity of
tI"~ose already operational.
Powerful video masking. Screen
formats can be created online
and fields can be extensively
edited. The field data is appropriately justified and decimal
adjusted and each' field is edited
for presence, data type, value
range, check digit, etc. Programmers are relieved of the timeconsuming effort of data editing
and housekeeping, thus making
them more productive.

Complete environmental
management. DATACOM/DC
manages all 'online resources, in-'
c1uding memory, disks, terminal
devices, and tapes. It provides
all communications line handling, terminal polling, message
transaction, screen paging,
message framing, task orientation and termination, program
check, loop control facilities,
and transaction restart. It supports over 30 termi'nal types
including 3270s and teletypes.
Flexible programming conventions. Programs may be written
in such high-level languages as
COBOL, PU1 and FORTRAN,
and Assembler language.
No precompilers required, no
unusual coding conventions to
learn. An application written
under one IBM operating system
can be used with any other IBM
operating system without source
code changes.

Operates on DOS/VS through
MVS. Now operating in hundreds of sites worldwide,
DATACOM/DC runs under DOS,
DOS/VS, DOS/VSE, MFT, MVT,
VS1, SVS, MVS, and VM. Hardware environments range from a
360/30 or 370/115 to an Amdahl
470/V7 or 370/168 and from 3
to 3000 terminals on a single
computer.
Multiple interfaces. DC supports
all disk storage devices available
for IBM 360/370/303x/43XX and
all standard file access methods.
It interfaces to DBOMP and
many data base systems, including DATACOM/DB, written
by ADR to provide the best
DB/DC system. Additional interfaces with DATADICTIONARY,
DATAENTRY, DATAQUERY,
VOlLlE, and The LIBRARIAN/
Online make DATACOM/DC a
part of the most comprehensive
set of software tools available
anywhere.
I

ADR. The leader In Datapro Software Awards 1977 and 1978 for IBM 360/370 products.
Over ,10,000 products installed.
o
o

DATAENTRY for online
Please send Information on:
data entry
o DATACOM/DC for data
DATASECORETM for privacy
communications control
and protection
DATACOM/DB for data base
management
Other ADR products:
DATADICTIONARY for data o VOLLlETM for online DOS/vS
usage control
program development
o DATAQOERyTM for data base o ROSCOE<!l for online OS
retrieval
program development
o DATAREPORTERTM for data o On-line ETCT~ for all your
reporting
word processing needs

o
o

0 MetaCOBOL<!l for COBOL
pro,9ram development and
maintenance
0 LOOK<!l for real-time
performance measurement
0 The LlBRARIAN<!l for security
and protection
0 ASC<!l for s stem and
application~evei documentation
0 AOTOFLOW<!l1l for
maintenance and debugging

Name

Title

Company

Addrbs
City
Telephone

State

Zip

Computer

. . . APPLIED DATA RESEARCH THE ON-LINE DATA BASE SOFTWARE BUILDERSTM
1~
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3707 Rawlins Street, Dallas, Texas 75219 Telephone: (214) 526-4280
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"Since installing Westi, our TP network has grown
from four 3270 local terminals to 70 ... with
15 mini-computers and 1,000 point-of-sale
terminals. Our response time has remained
excellent~'

Bruce Kullman
Data Processing Manager
Strawbridge & Clothier

'; Westiadapts' a.syour. '.' .....;.......•......... ' .....•...••....• '.
. forStrawbridge&C/othier:1 carrfdr
you:> . , ' ; ...•..........••... :.: ...... ". . ' .
. "Westi wi.11 never be obsolete; Westi:
hasfasteracc~ss:Faster;programrning.; ., ..... ;. • :.>.,..:
And fasterresponse"With.trainir'lg and;'
. support unsurpassed ..il'lthe Jndljstry;, .;. •. •.•. . . . . ,: . :.:.....
.... , . :. · •. ·.\fI/e·re.a!waysi.frlP~q\,/ing~the systerp:Rign t :<:.·,;·····
.··;now we're maki ng' sure·.vye~ti wil/ be. rE3ady,/':,
'::;forthe n~w POSIYSE/An' on~line' pr()gram~: ~ ."
.'
. gsystein;Scepter;i~avai.l?ble.!6. m~i~,
your{.p~ogrammer.·sprodu9tlYlty;·i' .. ' •.·.
'~,""'~"'~'~. '. ". ina/i'support};.,..'.:
h

h .rne.f,;, •. :.. ,:·""·'}'?::'

_ .... -1 • • _ - -

h?~thebest paYi;'/;;
._ ..,., ..............".J.·AnQ.why.Westi,.::; .
{'i~/;;t)~~t)~~!1 's,ele9rj~g to the [)A1APRQ',j':'
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SIGSMALL '79, October 1-3, Dallas.
At the second annual Symposium on Small Systems, papers will
be presented on business and industrial applications of microprocessors, small systems applications in entertainment and education, distributed processing with small systems, and mini and
micro software advances. Contact Dr. Fred Maryanski, Computer Science Dept., Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, KA 66506.

1979 International Conference on
Cybernetics and Society, October 8-10,
Denver.
Sponsored by the IEEE Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society.
The main theme is modeling and applications of world systems in
areas relating to energy, environment, economics, technology,
biocybernetics, pattern recognition, man-machine and system
science. Contact Dr. James D. Palmer, (202) 426-4461.

The Eighth NASTRAN User's Colloquium,
October 9-11, Kennedy Space Center,
Florida.
Due to conference facility' security all'interested persons are
required to' notify COSMIC of their intention to attend the Colloquium. For further information contact 8th NASTRAN User's
Colloquium, COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602, (404) 542-3265.

1979 EMC Symposium, October 9-11, San
Diego.
For further information contact Fred Nichols, 1979 IEEE-EMC
Symposium, P.O. Box 17510, San Diego, CA 92117, (213) 8709383.

INFO 79, October 15-18, New York.
The Sixth International Information Management Exposition &
Conference. Attendance may reach 20,000. Exhibitors such as
IBM, BaSIC Four, Xerox, Datapoint, NCR, Hewlett-Packard,
Wang and Vydec' have reportedly increased the size of their
booths by an average 44% in comparison with last year's show.
Contact Clapp & Poliak, Inc., 245 Park Ave., New York, NY
10017, (212) 687-7730.'

ASI Conference, October 30-31, Chicago.
Data processing, office automation, resources from space, the
economy, and a wide variety of training and management issues
are 'to he address,ed by 18 speakers at the 11 th Anniversary
Professional Trainirig Conference sponsored by Advanced Systems, Inc. For further information contact Conference Coordinator, Advanced Systems, Inc., 2340 South Arlington Heights
Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005, (312) 981-4283.

Interface West,October 30-November 1,
Anaheim.
.
Conference sessions are planned on small computers and office
automation systems, word processing, distributed dp, and, data

communications hardware, software and services. Contact The
Interface Group, 160 Speen St., Framingham, MA 01701, (800)
225-4620; in Massachusetts, (617) 879-4502.

NOVEMBER

I-------'-------------------~

COMPSAC 79, November 5-8, Chicago.
The third International Conference on Computer Software and
Applications, sponsored by the IEEE. The first day is devoted to
tutorials. Papers, are being considered in the areas of software
development methodology; software management; data base
management systems; data communication and computer
networking; transaction and information management systems;
computers and biomcdicin'e; business office automation; design
automation; application-oriented languages; reliability, maintainability and security; software testing and tools, mini/micro
software, distributed system performance, human engineering
of software systems, legal implications ofdp technology and
others. Contact the general chairman, Dr. William Smith, Executive Director, Toll Electronic Switching and Operator Services
Div., Bell Laboratories, Naperville, IL 60540, (312) 690-2389.

Federal Computer Conference and
Exposition, November 7-9, Washington, D.C.
Over 6,000 attendees were present at the first Federal Computer
Conference last Noveinber.A seminar on federal adp marketing
for vendors is planned for Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 8. The
seminar will cover procurement regulations; market and usage
information about government use of hardware and software, as
well as time-sharing and services; the role of the GSA; and the
federal marketing structure, with emphasis on intra-agency relationships and key policy committees. Contact the Federal Computer Conference, P.O. Box 368, Wayland, MA 01778, (617) 3585181.
.

Canadian Computer Show, November 13-15',
Toronto.
Last year's attendance was 15,159. This year's show will celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Canadian Computer Show.
Contact Reg Leckie, Show Manager, Canadian Computer
Show, 36 Butterick Road, Toronto, Canada M8W 3Z8, (416)
252-7791, or Bill Robertson at (416)444-0321.

American Bankers Assn. Western Regional
Workshop, November 14-16, San Francisco.
Contact the Meetings Coordinator, Operations & Automation
Div., American Bankers Assn., 1120 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Washington,.Dc 20036 or call William' Moroney at (202) 4674332.
,

T.he ,Third Western Educational Computing,
Conference, November 15-16, San Francisco.
Sponsored by the California Educational Computing Consorti-
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Ohio Scientific has taken its standard Challenger III
computer and married it to the new Shugart 29 Megabyte Winchester Drive. The result is the C3-C. This new
microcomputer now fills the vacuum that existed for
computer users who need more mass storage capability than floppies can offer - yet until now, could not
justify the additional cost of a larger capacity hard disk
computer such as our C3-B 74 Megabyte disk system.
Winchester Technology
Winchester hard disk drives offer small business and
professional computer users the logical solution to
mass storage problems that are beyond the capability
offloppydisks.ln addition, Winchester
disks featu re a track seektime that is much better
than floppies a"nd because
they spin at eight times the
rate of floppies, Winchesters hi:lVe a shorter latency.
Both of these points reflect
one remarkable speed
advantage Winchester disks
have over floppies.

Yields the Microcomputer of the Future
With an eye toward the future, the C3-C, like all other
Challenger Ill's was designed with provisions for future
generation 16 bit microprocessors via plug-in options.
There are ten open slots for lots of I/O and multiuser operation. Truly, the Ohio Scientific C3-C is a
computer with a future.

The new C3-C computer
with, 29' Megabyte
Winchester Hard Disk.

Coupled to the Challenger III
Computer
Ohio Scientific's award winning Challenger III computer
is a classic. It is the only computer series that utilizes the
three most popular microprocessors - 6502A, 68BOO and'
Z-80. This tremendous processor versatility enables one to
utilizeaseeminglyendless selection of quality programs available
from Ohio Scientific's software
library as well as from many
independent suppliers.

Easy to configure
and service.
.
.' ~Rack slide mounting
~.
.• on all subassemblies ..
10 open slots far
expansion.

Shugart SA-4008
29 Megabyte
Winchester Disk
(23 Megabytes of
formatted user space
under OS-65U).

And Advanced Software
For instance, there are single user,
multi-user and network operating,
systems. A complete turnkey small
business package, OS-AMCAP provides accounts receivable, accounts
payable, disbursements, cash receipts, general ledger, etc. OS-CP/M'
offers a complete FORTRAN and
COBOL package. And there is WP-2, a
complete word processing system. For
information management, OS-OMS,
features an advanced file handling system
and program library'that simplifies information storage and recall and routinely performs tasks which usually require special
programming on other systems.
n
n!
:fl ,: Ilr;l
. ·.
G~JJ~

Q~I.~-·,nrs,~~-U-il~~';]I.'··

c..J0U....:J~U

1333 S. CHILLICOTHE RD., AURO

LLJ-U0

OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101

, $9340 with 48K static
RAM and OS-65U
operating system!

OEM
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Now the best way to use IBM

"We need the order~entry tracking system by the 1st. The budget consolidation in
two weeks. The sales forecast next week. And the seating arrangement for my
daughter's wedding by tomorrow."
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:compoters inside may be to goootside.
I

. ,,"our in-house equipment is
I IBM compatible. You need to
distribute your data processing to
many locations. Your production
processing needs keep growing.
Your best solution may be to
step outside and come to us.
General Electric Information Services Company. We have a way
to help you handle your company's data processing needs.
All from a single source

Our MARK 3000SM Service is an
IBM based, remote computing
service. It's one single source for
just about everything you need.
• The latest state-of-the-art IBM
hardware.
• Driven by some of the most upto-date software.
• linked to the world's largest
commercially available teleprocessing network.
• Serviced by experts in IBM
computers.
• With a 24-hour, seven-day-aweek customer service desk.
Production processing
where and
when you need it

Where you need it. With MARK
3000 Service, distributing your
production processing is usually
as easy as making a local phone
call. That's because the world's
largest commercially available
teleprocessing network becomes,
in effect, your network.
"So you can tie your information
processing together over five
continents, 24 countries, 600
cities, and 21 time zones.
The network is accessible via
low speed ASCII terminals operating up to 1200 baud. And high
speed 2780/3780 compatible terminalsoperating up to 4800 baud.
When you need it. If you have
production problems caused by
peak and valley workloads, rush

jobs or special requests, MARK
3000 Service probably has everything you need.
It starts with a central processor, the IBM 3033, operating
under MVS.
It has a wide range of disk and
tape storage facilities.
In short, it has all the capacity
you're likely ever to need. So you
can extend your resources, without making costly up-front capital
commitments.
Use what you need. MARK
3000 Service has software packages ready to use for a wide variety of industry and functional
applications, from financial management to mechanical design. So
you don't have to start from
scratch.
We also have trained experts in
IBM technology and business
data processing who can build
new applications, or tailor existing ones, to fit your needs.
Easier systems
development, too
Fully integrated TSO lets you
develop and test new programs
interactively and submit them to
run in batch. You also get the latest utilities for sorting, editing and
managing data.
Also available are useful devel- .
opment tools like file management
and data base -management
software.
We also give you a full complement of languages, incILJding
ASSEMBLER: COBOC:,PLI1, and
VS BASIC; all 'with interactive and
symbolic debug capability.

them get full measure out of
MARK 3000 Service.
Safeguards and
back-up power
Your data is protected with our
tight security safeguards. And
even during a black-out, we have
back-up power designed to provide continued access to your
da,ta processing.
Who we are

We're General Electric Information Services Company. One of
the world's leading companies in
computing services.
We help make business more
effective, more efficient and more
profitable for our customers, over
5,000 of them around the world.
If you'd like to know more
about how MARK 3000 Service
can help you use IBM computers
best, fill in the coupon below, and
we'll send you our brochure. Or,
if you prefer, one of our representatives will give you a call.
General Electric
Information Services
is how to use
computers best.

r--------------..,
General Electric
0979
Information Services
Company
401 N. Washington Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850
Attention: C. Newman
Please send me more information on using
IBM computers best.
o Please send me your booklet.
o Please have your representative call.
N~~p

________________

Titlp~

Our people back up
your people

- Not only is our customer service
desk at your beck and call 24 '
hours a day, seven-days-a-week,
we' can also train your people and
provide documentation to help

~

___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Streetl-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _----::>Statpt:--_..L..IZip ____
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of business»---_ _ _ _ _ __
Do you have a specific application in mind?
If so, please specify.
L..: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-1
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urn (CECC). For further information contact Ron Langley, Director, Computer Center, California State University, Long
Beach, 1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840, (213)
498-5459.

JANUARY
The Sixth Semiannual ATE Seminar IExhibit,
January 8-10, 1980, Pasadena, Calif.
For further information contact Sheila Goggin, Coordinator,
Seminar/Exhibit, 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA
02215, (617) 232-5470.

INTELEC 79, November 27-29, Washington,
D.C.

ATE

The International Telecommunications Energy Conference is
sponsored by the IEEE Communication Society. Contact R. H.
Jones, Publicity, 1979 INTELEC Committee, ITT North Electric
Company, Power Systems Div., P.O. Box 688, Galion, OH 44833,
(419) 468-8100.

Invitational Computer Conference, January
15, 1980, Orange County, Calif.

New developments in computer and peripheral technology such
as Pascal-based systems, "two-page" printers, streaming tape
drives, microprocessor-controlled floppy drives and eight-inch
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - 1 Winchester disks will be featured. For further information contact B. J. Johnson & Assoc., 2503 Eastbluff Dr., Suite 203,
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Newport Beach, CA 92660, (714) 644-6037.

DECEMBER

Winter Simulation Conference, December 3-5,
San Diego.
Cosponsoring WSC 79 are the National Bureau of Standards and
six leading organizations sharing an interest in computer simulation. For further information contact Stan Lichtenstein, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234, (301) 921-3181.

The 18th IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control, December 12-14, Fort Lauderdale.
For further information contact Ron Hackney, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, Palm Beach Gardens Facility, Mail Stop R23, West
Palm Beach, FL 35402, (305) 840-4000.

Communication Networks '80, January 28-30,
Washington, D.C.
Communication Networks '80 is the national business communication conference and exposition. For further information contact William Leitch, Conference Company, 60 Austin St.,
Newton, MA 02160 (617) 964-4550.

WINCON 80, January 29-31, 1980, North
Hollywood, Calif.
More than 500 scientists and engineers from government, military, and industry will attend the three-day meeting to probe
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North Star Announces - ,

Double Density x 2 Sides = Quad Capacity!
The North Star Horizon now delivers quad capacity by using two-sided
recording on our new mini drives! That's 360,000 bytes per diskette! A four
drive North Star system accesses over 1.4 megabytes of information on-line!
Think of the application flexibility that so much information storage can
give youl
North Star has quadrupled the disk capacity of the Horizon computer but
prices have increased a modest 15 percent. On a dollar per byte basis,
that's a bargain that is hard to beat!
The proven North Star disk controller was originally designed to
accommodate the two-sided drives. North Star DOS and BASIC are
upgraded to handle the new capacity, yet still run existing programs with
little or no change. Of course, single sided diskettes are compatible with the
new disk system.

North Star Horizon OEM Prices
(includes 32K RAM, one parallel and two serial I/O ports),*
assembled, burned-in and
tested:
Horizon-1-32K-Q
$1645
Horizon-2-32K-Q
$2060
Horizon-1-32K-O
$1485
Horizon-2-32K-O
$1770
*In quantities of 100 or more

Get both sides now! Call Bernard
Silverman for more information.

North Star Computers

1440 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
415-527-6950 TWX/Telex 910-366-7001
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Alot of Fairchild thinking
went into the world's

most powerful computer.
A passion for building faster and faster computers led Cray
Research into producing the Cray-1. This uniquely designed
supercomputer is four times faster than anything built before
it. And it's winning out against tough competition from
some of the biggest names in the industry.
When Cray needed high-speed memories and logic
for the Cray-1, they came to Fairchild. They knew we had
everything it takes to help them build the highest-performance computers.
That's because Fairchild has grown up with the computer
industry. We've been developing and delivering semiconductor components that have kept u·s on the leading edge
of technology since its beginning. And we plan to stay there.
A quarter of a million chips of logic went into the Cray-1.
Plus another seventy-three thousand memory devices.
With the help of Fairchild logic and memories, the Cray-1
can process information much faster, while using much
less power.
Thanks to Cray, the industry has a new supercomputer
with a standard of performance that puts it in a class by
itself. Thanks to us, the world's fastest computer has superior
logic and great memories. We can do the same for you. And
whatever else it takes to help you make a better computer.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporation, Box
880A, Mountain
View, CA 94042.
Tel: (415) 962-445l.
TWX: 910-379-6435.
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new technQIQgy and develQpments in electrQnics and aerQspace.
FQr further infQrmation CQntact Richard L. HarmQn, ITT WQrld
Headquarters, 666 East Dyer RQad, P.O. BQX 929, Santa Ana, CA
92702, (714) 557-4700.

FEBRUARY

1--------------------------1
COMtec, February 26-29, 1980, Atlanta.
TQpics covered will be alphanumeric COM, scientific graphic
COM, and cQmmercial and in-house micro. publishing. FQr further infQrmatiQn CQntact Computer Micrographics TechnQIQgy,
290 Fischer Ave., Costa Mesa,cA 92626, (714) 545-7676.

1--------------------------1

MARCH
1--------------------------1
Conference 'on Application Development
Systems, March 9-11, Santa Clara.
For further infQrmatiQn contact Mitch ZQlliker, IBM Research,
San JQse, CA 95121 (408) 256-7582.

1------------------,...---------1

MAY

1-------------'---------------1
The Se.venth Intern'ational Symposium on
Computer Architecture, May 6-8; La Baule,
France.

CALLS
Papers are sQlicited fQr the Tenth InternatiQnal SympQsium Qn
Multiple-Valued LQgic to. be held in EvanstQn, Ill. Qn June 3-5,
1980. The cQnference is cQ-sPQnsQred by the IEEE CQmputer
SQciety and NQrthwestern Univ. The meetings will be held in the
NQrris Univ. Center. AuthQrs are invited to. submit fQur cQpies Qf
papers Qn any tQpic in multiple-valued IQgic to.: AnthQny S. WQjcik, Dept.Qf CQmputer Science, Illinois Institute Qf TechnQIQgy,
Chicago., IL 60616, (312) 567-5150. Papers shQuld be dQublespaced Qn a maximum Qf 20 pages. Deadline: Dec. 1, 1979.
Papers are being sQlicited fQr the 1980 Summer CQmputer SimulatiQn CQnference, which will be held in Seattle, July 1980. The
theme will be the future Qf cQmp\lter simulatiQn. Three- to. fivepage summaries are due Dec. 1, 1979. Contact David R.S. McCQll, 1980 scse General Chairman, Manager Military Spacecraft, Boeing AerQspace CO.., P.O. Box .399,9, Ms84-16, Seattle,
WA 98124, (206) 773-1543.
'
Technical papers fQr the Fifth InternatiQnal CQnference Qn
CQmputer CQmmunicatiQns, Oct. 27-30, 1980, in Atlanta, are
being solicited· fQr presentatiQn at the regular cQnference sessiQns and publicatiQn in the Qfficial prQceedings. The cQnference
will represent an interdisciplinary fQrum fQr discussing sQcial,
eCQnQmic, PQlitical, and technQIQgidll implicatiQns Qf cQmputer
cQmmunicatiQns netwQrks. Six cQpiesQf all materials must be
sent by March 1, 1980 to.: Dr. J. Salz, PrQgram Chairman, Icce
'80, Bell LabQratQries, 1G~509, HQlmdel, NJ 07733. FQrfurther
infQrmatiQn CQntact Wayne W. Adams, Sperry Univac C2SEIO,
P,O. BQX 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424, (215) 542-4673.
#

For fur'ther infQrmatiQn contanct Jacques Andre, Campus de
Beaulieu. Avenue du General leclerc, 35042-Rennes Cedex,
France (99) 36 48 15.

SJdUGART SERENADE
If yau want yaur machine to. play, give it quality

mini magnetic media. And at Verbatim Corporation
the whole message is quality,
,
Would Victor Borge kid you?
For the name of your nearest Verbatim distributor,
call toll free: (1) 800-538-1793.
In California call: (408) 737-7771. Call collect.

Verbatim Corporation
FORMERLY INFORMATION TERMINALS CORP.

323 Soquel Way. Sunnyvale.
CA 94086: (408) 245·4400
TWX: (910) 339·9381

Sp~cify

.

Verba1im.\~

Hotline to your PDP-II

Able deals a powerful data-communications hand
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Along with our
powerful communication
package and
world-wide product support we
have a complete
selection of cache
buffer memories,
Fastbus memories,
DMA interfaces,
PDP-II bus repeaters and LSI Q-bus
adaptors. Write for
details. You'll find
out why our
customers consider
us the leader among
manufacturers of
PDP enhancements.
Able Computer. 1751 Langley
Avenue. Irvine, California 92714.
. (714) 979-7030.
TWX 910-595-1729.

Able,'
the computer
experts

PDP, LSI, UNIBUS, FASTBUS are registered
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Of course

our Floppys

aren't Cheap.
Quality never is.
It's no use trying to hide the fact: Maxell Floppy Disks
give you the finest quality you can buy no matter how much
you spend. And more and more of you are agreeing that
your data is worth our perfection.

means no peak shift, complete freedom from dropouts, total
absence of particle orientation. Plus longer life, greater
overall durability, and significantly less oxide build-up and
head abrasion.

Our f10ppys work better with your drive.

So when you have to depend on full data retrieval, a
few cents can make a big difference. Depend on Maxell
Floppy Disks. They can really save you.

Naturally, our floppys conform to ISO and IBM
specifications. More important, they have also been approved
by major OEMs, the people who recommend only those
few floppys they are certain will work best with their
hardware. So although we obviously don't know which
drive system you are using, it makes no difference. Maxell
Floppy Disks are so good they actually work better with
any drive.

Maxell offers the full range of Floppy Disks from
standard 8-inch to 5 Y4 -inch plus Data Cassettes.
Dealer inquiries invited.

What it all means for you.
Yes, you can pay less for some other floppys. But lost
data is a terrible price to pay when quality is what you want.
And Maxell Floppy Disks help you profit in the very
parameters you use this medium for: storing more data with
virtually no down-time.
The level of modulation uniformity in every Maxell
floppy is vital to double density recording and readout. It
34 DATAMATION

maxell®

DATA PRODUCTS
The Quality Alternative

Maxell Corporation of America, Data Products Group
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074 Tel. (201) 440-8020
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Partners.
Burroughs offers xou a choice of small computers.
They can work alone. Or be teamed together in a network.
When you choose Burroughs, you can choose from a
family of small computers, the B 80, B 800, and
B 1800.

They offer complete, compatibility in data
processing through the common use of an integrated
system of operating and application software
known as our Computer Management System.
eMS saves time and money for organizations of
any size needing single or multiple free-standing
computers. And for companies needing distributed
computer networks.
You can configure an integrated network with the
exact amount of computer power at each location.
CMS allows all the computers in your network to
work and interact on common applications.
CMS also protects your software investment as
your requirements expand.
Application programs can be transferred from the
smallest·B 80 up to the largest B1800. Without

reprogramming. Without recompilation.
Burroughs small computers have been proven in
thousands of installations. They are easy to use, easy
to manage, and highly responsive.
And with Burroughs, you get more than just a
computer. You get the bonus of dealing with a total
capability company with over 90 years experience.
And the security of knowing the whole Burroughs
organization is behind you.
We call it "Total System Support:' Hardware,
system software, hundreds of application programs
for all major lines of business, customer training,
system maintenance-:-even the business forms and
supplies you need.
See Burroughs small computers in action. Call
your local Burroughs office or write Burroughs
Corporation, Department DM-2, Burroughs Place,
Detroit, Michigan 48232.
CIRCLE 32 ON READER CARD

PEOPLE TO FILL
VOLD~ DATA
PROCESSING NEEDS.

......

....

DASD Corporation is a nationwide Data Processing
Service Organization with offices in major cities.
Our staff is carefully selected from people most
qualified in the latest computer technology. Our
library of fully documented sOftware is conscientiously maintained. And our line of conversion tools is the
most comprehensive available. Anywhere .
Altogether, we have total capabilities. For you.

Please
•
fill me in •• •••
We can support peak load situations, when major
on DASD's
•
development projects, conversion or attrition place
total capabilities. • • ••••
Name

•

........

--------_.__

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _••

Phone
Address

...

We'll stay on the job short term. Or long term.
Working side by side with your people to .contribute
the extra manpower and experience necessary to
complete a specific project. Or ... undertaking full
project responsibility, matching our capabilities and
expertise against the calendar to complete implementation within budget and on time.
Our dramatic growth reflects our professional,
common sense approach. Our adaptability to a
variety of situations. And our ability to create
customized programs for specific needs. Our
impressive track record and many satisfied clients are
our best credentials.
If you'd like to know more about us, fill in the coupon.
Or call. We'd welcome the opportunity to fill your data
processing needs.
DASD Corporation
Corporate Services Center
9045 North Deerwood Drive
Dept.DM23
Milwaukee, WI 53223
(414) 355-3405

........

,Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• ••

an unusually heavy workload on your own staff. Or we
can simply furnish the technical knowledge not
available within your own organization.

••••
••

.........

City
State
Zip _ _ _ _ __
If you'd like information on a specific problem, please specify.

••

........

PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
Atlanta. Baltimore/Washington D.C. • Chicago
• Dallas • Des Moines • Detroit • Florida • Hartford
• Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City • Los Angeles
• Milwaukee. Minneapolis. Omaha. Philadelphia
• San Francisco. Seattle
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Starting October n* we'll charge you30e a minute less
than inybody else who's licensed to telex overseas.
Whether you're a big or small user, you
can save 30C a minute on all your international
telex calls.
Simply by placing your international calls
via ITTWorldcom.
In another industry first, ITT is"unbundling"
telex charges-separating the overseas
transmission costs from the domestic costs.
And we're charging you a flat 30C a
minute less.
Sample 3-minute telex calls
Current Reduced
Rate
Rate
$8.34
$7.44
Los Angeles-Tokyo
New York-London
5.94
5.04
New OrleansRio de Janeiro
8.64
7.74
Washington, D.C.Mexico City
3.99
3.09

You don't even have to be a regular ITT
Worldcom customer to get these savings.
All you do is place your call through the
nearest ITT international telex switchreachjng us by Western Union or TWX.
By WATS line or Direct Distance Dialing.
Or any way you choose.
And from there, we'll connect you with
the world.
Later, you'll be billed by whoever carried
the U.S. part of your call. And we'll bill you
separately-at ITT's new reduced rates.
For more information (including how best
to reach the nearest ITT international telex
switch), contact us.
'- Call your ITT Worldcom representative.
Or our toll free Action Answer Line,
800-424-1170.

ITT

World Communications

*Subject to government approval of a tariff filed on July 11
CIRCLE 4S ON READER CARD-
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Why not the best
of both w([))Jrlds?

Meet the ne",
Benson-Varian.
Our pen. plotters
and electro-static
printer/plotters CorIO
the greatest teaDl.
anyurhere to tnake
hardcopy easy.
Anyone, anywhere, who is planningto upgrade ...
or expand ... their computer graphics hardcopy output
~houldget the facts about us.
Benson, S.A., will demonstrate its electrostatic and
pen plotter hard copy graphics product line at the
SICOB Exhibition, Booth 3 F 3154, Paris, France.
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We're talking about Benson-Varian Pen Plotters and
Benson-Varian Electrostatic Printer/Plotters that interface
with IBM 360/370s (or any PCM), with most popular
minicomputers, and even with many desk top computers.
Our products siIp.ply do it all!
Benson SA., France and Varian Graphics, Mountain
View, California, have combined their expertise and
product lines to provide you with a real opportunity to
substantially upgrade the quality and quantity ofyour
computer graphics hardcopy output. No one else
, has this to offer.

About pen plotters: Benson S.A. has the most efficient
sales, and service organization in Europe. Period. And,
apparently, Benson plotters simply don't know when to
quit. Is there any other way to earn more than 500/0 of the
market? Benson-Varian will be manufacturing and
servicing Benson products in the U.SA.

About electrostatic printer/plotters: over
the years, Varian Graphics has been a leader
with technological advances in electrostatics.
That's our reputation!
Recently, we added a significant number of
highly qualified field sales/service personnel.
You'll be amazed at the things they can tell you
about our product line .... or the competition's.
Our people know the industry inside out and they tell it
like it is.
We've also given our field people something new to talk about.
Graphware® 1000, a microprocessor printer/plotter controller that can
handle more than 1,000,000 vectors and, in the process, create hard copy
graphics at nine times the speed of conventional "minicomputer output
systems" .... plus a new line of wide printer/plotters. Benson S.A., France
will manufacture and service these products internationally.
There's a lot more to be said. To get the whole story, contact
Benson-Varian in the United States or any Benson sales office in Europe.

MODEL 9236
Electrostatic
Printer/Plotter

385 Ravendale Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043
Telex: 345579 Answerback: BENVAR MNTV
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LETTERS
CHESS COVER
NO CAT -ASTROPHY
Re: Letters (June, p. 41): With all due
respect for Mr. Robert A. Jackson and his
analysis of your February cover, your
chess consultant appears to have the situation well in paw.
Since the white corner is always to
the player's right, the alignment of the
players of the February Cover simply has
White on the left and Black on the right
(as an outsider might observe).
The White King is then situated on
K5 and the last move was Black's: B-KB3.
RICHARD A. KERHIN
Systems Analyst
Kearney & Trecker Corp.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

SETTING THE
RECORD STRAIGHT
Re: Software Survey of Project Control
Systems (June, p. 147), there are unfortunately some major omissions and errors
with regard to our product, pCj7o.
Error #1: Available through: G.E.
Mark III
Correction: Available through: Atlantic
Software, Inc.
pCj70 is the leading "lice'nsed" project
management system in our industry
today. The G.E. Mark III network
may also be used, but PCj70 is primarily an in-house, licensed product available through our firm. We are the developers, installers and trainers.
Error #2: Source language: COBOL
Correction: Source language: ANSI
COBOL
The fact that both COBOL and ANSI
COBOL are listed for products in this
survey is clearly misleading in regard
to our product.
Error #3: Hardware requirement: Hon.
eywell
Correction: Hardware requirement:
96.5% of over 550 PCj70 installations
worldwide are operating on IBM mainframes. Others include Univac, Burroughs, DEC, HP and Honeywell. Even
on the G.E. network, PCj70 is on its
IBM service, not Honeywell!
Error #4: Network size and method:
100,000, etc.

SCRAMBLED
COMMUNICATIONS
The table listing the top-ranked vendors in the data communications
field in July's issue ("Piecing Together The Datacom Industry," p.
110) was scrambled in typesetting.
Although most of the data was correct, the entire table is reprinted on
pp. 42, 43 in this issue for readers'
convenience.
Correction: Network size and method:
Unlimited
Error #5: Resources: 100+
Correction: Resources: Unlimited
Error #6: Number, Length of Calendars: NjA
Correction: Number, Length of Calendars: Unlimited
Error #7: User Accessible File: NjA
Correction: User Accessible File: Yes
Error #8: Estimated Users: NjA
Correction: Over 550
Error #9: Training: In Development
Correction: Training: Comprehensive,
phased workshops on-site and regionally
Error #10: Cost to rent or buy:
Timeshare
Correction: License at $22,500 or
Timeshare
ROBERT B. WOLK
Executive Vice President
Atlantic Software, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

I was very disappointed to discover that
the survey of project control systems did
not include my company's products. Our
first system, the Event Scheduling System, has been marketed since April 1978.
ESS currently has six users in the automobile manufacturing, textile, electronics
industries and the military. Most of these
users are running multiple projects on the
system.
The second product we offer is
called MicroPERT and is currently being
field tested and documented. That system
currently has one user, an electronics
manufacturer.
Both of these products are oriented
toward graphics output. Both systems of-

fer network diagrams and Gantt charts,
among the variety of outputs available.
The systems are designed to run on
Tektronix 4050 series (desktop) graphics
computer systems.
LELAND C. (CHUCK) SHEPPARD
Sheppard Software Company
Milpitas, California

ORWELLIAN NIGHTMARE
I read with great interest "Beyond DP: The
Social Implications" (July, p. 98).
Messrs. Anderson, Glaseman, and Pyles
contemplate the dream world of computers and communications-fascinating
stuff for the dp professional and small boy
in me. It truly boggles the mind. But
dreams have a way of turning into ~ight
mares, too.
As a practical manager I wonder
about the effectiveness of extending the
office into the employee's home. How
would I monitor the productivity of my
people when they're out of sight and physical contact? How productive would they
really be without the disciplines imposed
by the office environment? What morale
problems would arise without the support
and camaraderie of their co-workers? Imagine the excuses for missing deadlinesall those distractions at home: the kids, tv,
etc.
But who wants the workplace in
the home anyway? Aren't those "distractions" what home is all about? Home is a
respite from the job-a shelter from the
daily toil where people can be themselv.es
and relax with their families. Going home
means getting away from work. When
your home is your office you never can
really get away. Ask any home-based
salesman about that. I think you'll find a
lot of grassroots revulsion for this kind of
thinking. An alternative might be to have
companies directly subsidize employee
energy costs with the savings realized by
more pervasive dp, e.g., the "paperless office."
As a U.S. citizen, comments like
"Adjustments will be necessary, too, in
such value concepts as privacy" made by
responsible persons scare the hell out of
me. I'll do my own adjusting, maybe, at
my own pace, and thank you to keep your
hands off my vital statistics. We Americans cherish our nonsystem of individual
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When printed in DATAMATION'S July issue (pp. 112 and
113), some of the lines on the right side of this table were
out of order. Here is how the entire table should have
looked. Please refer to "Piecing Together the Datacom
Industry," page 110 in the July issue, for explanations of
the entries.

THE TOP SO U.S. MANUFACTURERS
IN THE DATA COMMU.NICATIONS INDUSTRY
Estimates

RANK

COMPANY

TOTAL DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
REVENUES
$K

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCT
REVENUES
(% of total)
<1.0%
3.0%
100.0%
90.4%
100.0%

PERCENTAGE OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS REVENUES
ATTRIBUTABLE TO MAIN PRODUCT CATEGORIES
MODEMS/
NETWORKINODE COMPUTER
CONTROLLERS FRONT·ENDS MULTIPLEXORS OTHER

$25,899
22 ,000
,. 20,000
$18,800
$17,129

100.0%
100.0%
5.0%
1.0%
100.0%

0%
0%
0%
12%
0%

30%
0%
0%
88%
100%

70%
90%
' 0%'
0%
0%

0%
10%
100%
0%
0%

8.'
9.
10.

Paradyne
Rixon
Northern Telecom/Spectron
Burroughs
.
Computer Communications

11.
12.
13.
14.
15,.

Honeywell
Control Data
Sperry Rand
Hewlett·Packard
Infotron Systems

$16,500
$15,800
$15,600
14,800
14,387

1

1.0%
<1.0%
«1.0%
<1.0%
100.0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Intertel
NCR
Racal·Vadic
Timeplex
TRAN Telecommunications

$12,500
$12,200
12 ,000
11,517
$11,293

1

100.0%
<1.0%
100.0%
100.0%
95.0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
40%

0%
100%
0%
0%
0%

60%
0%
100%
100%
50%

40%
0%
0%
0%
10%

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Periphonics
Bolt Beranek & ~ewman
Memorex
Tektronix
Anderson Jacobson

$11,000
$10,550
$8,750
$8,607
$7,615

100.0%
35.0%
,5.0%
1.0%
28.0%

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

M/A·COM
Dynatech
T·Bar
Penril
Micom Systems

6,600
1$7,160
5
16,350
,620
5,400

7.2%
34.3%
50.0%
40.0%
100.0%

49%
0%
0%
0%
0%

23%
0%
0%
0%
0%

28%
0%
0%
100%
100%

0%
100%
100%
0%
0%

3L
32.
33.
34.
35.

Atlantic Research
Rockwell International
International Data Sciences
Prentice
United Technologies

$4,970
$4,500

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Plessey
Gandalf Data
ComData
Coherent Communications
Wavetek

3,300
1$3,400
3,014

$3,000
$2,567

2.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
10.0%

90%
0%
0%
0%
0%

1%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
100%
100%
100%
0%

·9%
0%
0%
0%
100%

41,
42.
45.

Data Access
Interactive Systems
L E. Walz
'Novation
Federal Screw Works

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Harvey Hubbell
Datastream Communications
Carterfone Communications
Omnitec Data
Digital Communications

$1,967
$1,800
1,610
1,600
$1,427

<1.0%
100.0%
12.5%
100.0%
100.0%

0%
30%
0%
0%
30%

0%
45%
0%
0%
25%

100%
20%
100%
100%
40%

0%
5%
0%
0%
5%

6.

7.

16.
17.
18.
~ / 19.
20.

43~

44.
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1

ft,700
3,500

3,500

1

Estimates and Reported Data
TOTAL
U.S. REVENUES
(% of total)

1977 TOTAL
' REVENUES

1978 TOTAL
REVENUES

1978 NET
INCOME (LOSS)

$K

$K

$K

47.6%
;77.0%
85.0%
85.0%
92.7%

$18,133,184
$1,853,514
~52,900
36,320
" $20,12~

83.0%
66.0%
96.0%
58:4%
85.0%

$15,358
$16,000
$183,825
$2,126,822
$13,522

$25,899
$22,000
$402,390
$2,460,002
$17,129

$3,087
$1,980
$26,190
$253,364
$1,106

625
380
' 12,607
54,638
340

Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Dec. 31
Dec. 31
June 30

A
R
R
A
A

74.5%
67.0%
65.0%
56.6%
90.0%' ,

~2,911,'00
2,301,456
$3,292,186
$1,360,000
$9,000

$3,547,800
$2,738,327
$3,674,157
$1,728,000 "
$14,387

~201.400
166,962
$176,619
$153,000
$4,209

' 86,328
45,950
88,275
42,400
200

Dec. 31

A
A l
A '~i
A j
R d

85.0%
53.4%
92.0%
67.0%
50.0%

$8,448
$2,311,939
~8,700
8,020
$10,800

95.0%
100.0%
55.0%
63.7%
83.8%

$10,000
$26,573
$450,112
$454,958
$20,921

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

FISCAL
YEAR END

at

Dec. 31
Dec; 31
March 31
Dec. 31
; Sept, 30

A 1~
A
R
R
A :t

i
I
%

88.8%
73.2%
88.0%
95.0%
90.0%

$74,121
$14,991
$9,359
$10,021 '
$1,200

$545
($2,722)

Dec; 31
June, 30
Dec. 31
May27 ,
M~rch 31
$99,317
$19,247
$12,667
$14,050
$5,400

l6,095
1,508
$1,101
$~178
> 600

Sept. 30
March 31
Dec. 31
July 31
March 31

$1,357
$473,800

Dec. 31
Sept.3Q
July,3t
April 30
Dec. 31

$45,183
$5,668,800
l3,700
'"
3,500"',.

90.0%
100.0%
100.0%
90.0%
67.0%

$174,000
l3,300
3,014
$3,000
$25,667

$7,300

$16,101
$3,000
~2,250
2,000
$49,?69

$1,117

$260,118
$1,800
$12,900
$1,600
$1,427

$20,521

80.5%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

$6,265,218,

$21~024

101
$10,776
$1,200
$1,180

Oct. 31
Dec. 31
April 30
June 30
June 30

$193,731

95.0%
87.2%
100.0%
90.0%
63.0%

$47,801

oec~31

" March 31' ,
Oct.3t
',' Dec. 31

$500
$234,144

March 31
July 31
June 30
Dec. 31
Sept. 30

$333
$1,608

~

E

A

E

A
R
,"'",R i
R
A
A "I~
'A ~
i
A
A
A
R
R

i

A i
A "Ii
~

"E

"

E !I

A

E

f

1

E

E
E

A

A l'
,E !i
R ,'l'
E 1
A 'J

$100
$2,819

$100
$72

I

-;~

8,400
20
270
50
' 39

Dec. 31
Sept. 1
March 31
June 30
June 30

A j.
R I

E
E

R

at: Source of revenue and income data, A= audited report, R= unaudited report, E= estimated
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LETTERS
choice, our freedoms to be anomalies, to
live with distortions. of fact, and to harbor
romantic illusions and prejudices; to hope
against all odds and to fly in the face of
common sense. Some of the most creative
thought has been born in this chaotic caldron.
In short, I don't want anyone, cor-.
porations or government (and the distinction is blurring) manipulating my lifestyle, values or concepts. Don't bother
attempting to fold me into the national
information mainstream. I find the notion
of institutions and think-tank types shaping my future involuntarily repugnant.
The whole thing smacks of Orwell's 1984
with Big Brother watching over everyone
allegedly for their own good.
A final word of caution by analogy. All along we have tended to view the
Russian economy as vulnerable in the
long run because it does not rely upon the
judgments of individual managers and the
price mechanisms to clear the marketplace, but upon the decisions of central
planning committees. Because of the
enormous number-crunching involved,

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
We apologize to all those who
searched in vain for the missing
graphics in "On Estimating" (June, p.
164). Here, then, is Fig. 1, below, as
advertised on p. 169 at the end of
paragraph two under "How to
Estimate," and Table 2, at right, as
mentioned in line eight on p. 172.

surely their system will eventually fail as
they slowly drown' in a raging sea of unprocessed data. Right?
Given the iron resolve of < the
U.S.S.R. and their near-total disregard
for human freedoms, coupled with advanced dp technology which the West will
directly or indirectly provide, they may
very well pull it all off. Then Orwell's fictiorr will become a reality.
I ·submit that the kind of national
personal and institutional computer hookups and data bases envisioned by Messrs.
Anderson, Glaseman, and Pyles ought to
be viewed with the same healthy suspicion
and hostility currently accorded nuclear
energy.
JAMES 8. POTTER

Director, Management
Information Systems
Publicker Industries, Inc.
Greenwich, Connecticut

sionals interested in the social ramifications as discussed in "Beyond DP: The Social Implications." It is about time man
began acting to control social transitions
rather than just reacting or exploiting its
effects.
The groups least affected by the
transition will be children and affluent
adults. Children find computer use easy
because they have not restricted their definition of this powerful tool but accept it
as something to be investigated and
played with. Affluent or economically independent adults will find the transition
to a technocratic society easier because
they are constantly being exposed to a
world of new gadgets, for example, the
microwave oven.
My concern is for groups who traditionally have been excluded from the
mainstream of society, particularly mentally retarded people and people who are
unfamiliar with dp equipment, its use and
its abstractness.

Having witnessed some of the consequences of moving toward an automated
society, it was a relief to find dp profes-

Project
Number

EstliTates

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2. Sample estimates and their
variances.

$

STEPHEN BAILEY

Hallmark Cards Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri

Percent
Variance

Actual

1,000
4,000
27,000
8,000
10,000
14,000
1,000
20,000
9,000
6,000

$

$ 100,000

900
12,000
31,300
9,400
15,000
15,200
1,200
17,400
10,400
7,000

Within
Tolerance?
---

-9
+300

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

+16
+18

+50
+9
+20
-15
+16

+17

$119,800

8 of 10

Fig. 1. Examples of different risk
alternatives: On the three axes (Structure,
Size, and Technical Reach) the risk is
Totals within 20% of estliTate
roughly proportional to the square root of
the area contained inside the boxes. The
units are Company-relative, as is noted in
the text. This risk should be compensated
for by widening the range around the estimate; i.e. Case A may be estimated accurately to
90-95% tolerance, Case B, perhaps ± 50%. In terms or risk, Project B is far riskier than
Project A, therefore, less precision is available in the estimate. Risk, as project size and
complexity grows, seems to obey the "square-cube" law .
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THE NEW TAl IY 300
LINE PER MINUTE PRINtER.
More features. More Benefits.
Mechanical simplicity merged with state of the art
electronics. A proven print mechanism that never
wears out. Unmatched reliability. Lower cost of ownership. No preventive maintenance. Sterling print quality
that never wavers. Office quiet. No rising service costs
over the life of the printer.
Standard features like dual microprocessors,
diagnostic display, self test, interface PROMS. Operator convenience features like auto-load reel to reel
ribbon with pre-threaded leader, straight path paper

loading and easy access control panel with push
button convenience.
There's more. Designed to wage war on the lost
tirrie of downtime, the Tally T-3000 is modldarly constructed for quick service access. And the diagnostic
display pinpoints any fault condition. And even tells if
it's operator correctable.
Call your nearest Tally sales representative for
all the details.
Tally Corporation, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent,
WA 98031. Phone (206) 251-5524.
CIRCLE 101 ON READER CARD

TALLY®
PRINTERS

WORLDWIDE
OEM SALES OFACES

BUSINESS SYSTEMS SALES

Atianta (404) 955-1630
Boston (617) 272-8070
New York (516) 694-8444
Chicago (312) 885-3678
Los Angeles (213) 378-0805
Philadelphia (215) 628-9998
San Jose (408) 247-0897
Seattle (206) 251-6730
San Antonio (512) 733-8153
Washington, D.C. (703) 471-1145

Orinda, CA (415) 254-8350
Boston, MA (617) 272-8070
Chicago, IL (312) 885-3678

The more you dema
. . the more you sll
Chances are, you'll find that the performance you
need is already there.
At HP, our long experience in developing instruments for engineering and manufacturing has given us a
real good idea of what's needed in computer systems for
technical applications. That's why Hewlett-Packard's family
of computer products can meet your needs so closely in the
lab or on the factory floor.

Matching the computer to the job.
Take our 9800 Series Desktop computers. For
,single-station interactive computing, they're in a class by
themselves. With up to 449K bytes of memory, enhanced
BASIC, graphics· capabilities, and a built-in keyboard and
display, you get the power of a minicomputer in one complete,
integrated package. And there's easy interfacing with HP
instruments and peripherals for jobs like control and testing,
statistical analysis, and even engineering design.
For more complex multi-processing tasks, the
HP 1000 computer has the power and flexibility to meet your
needs. You can choose from a broad range of computation
power to process your data, from the low-cost M-Series to
the high-speed floating point F-Series. All of the configurations use upward-compatible RTE operating systems, so
you don't have to rewrite your programs when you change

jobs or move up to another model. And if you need additional
storage, you can expand the systems to two megabytes of
main memory starting at only $18K/per megabyte.
The HP 1000 system also comes with a number of
applications tools to minimize your programming costs. HP's
new DATACAP/1000 software, for, example, lets you design
a real-time factory data collection system according to your
shop floor needs. And to help you manage vast quantities
of technical data, we developed our powerful IMAGE/1000
data base management system. Just a few simple keystrokes
give you up-to-the-minute information on inventory levels
or instrument check-out status. If you'd like a really clear
picture of your information, HP's GRAPHICS/1ooo will plot
your data in a way you can understand: as a bar graph, pie
chart, logarithmic graph, and more.
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nd from a computer,
()uld look at UP.
Communication ~ade simple.
General purpose interface cards let you adapt the
HP 1000 to a variety of tasks, including ND conversion and
multi-point communications. What's more, with the plug-in
HP-IB (interface bus), you can process and control data from
over 200 sophisticated measurement and testing instruments.
Talking to the computers is easy, too. The HP 1000
uses BASIC and FORTRAN as well as assembly and microcode languages. And our powerful communications software,
DS/1ooo, lets you hook HP 1000 computers together in any
network configuration you want - across your plant
or around the world.

A continuous growth plan.
HP's family of computer products is constantly
growing to meet your scientific, engineering, and manufacturing needs. Whether it's instrumentation front ends, CRT terminals, plotters or digitizers, HP's compatible products let
you add to your system at any time without writing new
software. And of course, you get HP's full support, service,
training and documentation.
Go ahead and ask your own computer some tough
questions. Then ask ours and see the difference. For a handson demonstration of the HP 1000, just call your nearest HP
sales office listed in the White Pages. Or for more information
write Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Roger Ueltzen, Dept. 459,
11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.

Here are just a few of HP's range of products for manufacturers and engineers:
1. HP 9845 Desktop Computer.
2. HP 9825 Desktop Computer.
3. HP 1000 Model 45 Real-time
System with HP 7906 Disc
Drive and HP 2648A
Graphics Terminal.
4-6. HP 1000 F-, E-, and
M-Series Computers.
7. HP 2108 Board Computer.
8. HP 7925 Mass Storage Unit.
9. HP 2240 Measurement &
Control Processor.
10. HP ATS AutomaticTest
System.
11. HP 12050 Fiber Optics.
12. HP-IB Link IEEE-488
Standard Interface.
13. HP 2621 CRT Terminal.
14. HP 3075 Data Capture
Terminal.
15. HP 3077 Time Reporting
Terminal.
16. HP 3455 Voltmeter.
17. HP 3495 Scanner.
18. HP 5328A Universal Counter.

19. HP 5342 Microwave
Frequency Counter.
20. HP 436A Power Meter.
21. HP 4262 LCR Meter.
22. HP 8566A Spectrum
Analyzer.
23. HP 8754A Network
Analyser.
24. HP 3325A Synthesizer/
Function Generator.
25-6. HP 8660A & HP 8672A
Synthesizer/Signal
Generators.
27-8. HP 9876A & HP 2608
Printers.
29. HP 2631G Graphics Printer.
30. HP 7245A Thermal Plotter/
Printer.
31. HP 7221A Plotter.
32. HP 7225A Graphics Plotter.
33. HP 9872A Programmable
Graphics Plotter.
34. HP 9874A Digitizer.
35. HP keeps it coming.

HEWLETT~PACKARD
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LETTERS
FISH ARE JUMPING

MORE MYOPIA

The cartoon on page 39 of your April edition shows the first two lines of a Middle
English poem.
Though your cartoonist may have,
deliberately made the setting drab, I feel
the illustration would have been more appropriate if the stenographer had been
young, in a flowered dress and sitting near
an open window with a bird singing on the
bough of a tree outside.
That carping criticism aside, It was
a pleasure to find "Sumer is icumen in" in
your informative magazine.
T.G.H. MCNAUGHTON
Blantyre, Malawi

It is obvious from reading the, article
"Third Generation Myopia" and the subsequent letters from Mr. Reeves and Mr.
. Lung that the differences between the
system programmer and the applications
programmer are not recognized.
'Application programmers are
needed to take advantage of the computer's capacity to solve scie,ntific/commercial/industrial problems. In order to perform this successfully it is important that
the programmer have a good working
knowledge of the problem environment
and a relevant high-level language. Systerns programmers, on the other hand,

must solve systems oriented problems (of
which there are plenty). An in-depth
knowledge of the computer's hardware
and software is essential to perform this
task.
'
We are now in the age of structured or modular systems (to give it a
name); this has only been successful with
a high-level language, and further highlevel languages are being developed to
support it. Nobody really expects to find
structured code from ALC; we are delighted when the code is reentrant and
overjoyed when the relevant data is protected by some sort of software gate. I
accept that ALC uses less memory (even
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the machine more efficiently and is fast
(even when badly coded), I can even accept that you can do everything (given
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ty, and its "superior programming technique" capability. Considering the
situation that a good library of macros is
used with ALC, then how can this be differentiated from higher level languages?
As Mr. Lung pointed out, since 1967
computer storage has substantially increased in size (he omitted mention that
prices have also fallen) and even when the
supporting software is written in ALC,
things like data bases, time-sharing, and
communications require memory space.
I am glad that there are still people
like Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Lung, and Mr.
Reeves. I would be even happier if they
and people like them could get together
and solve the real dp problems.
DAVID W. BOUGOURD
Systems Consultant
Am Wolfsberg
West Germany

IBM ON AT&T
Seanachart ortwo rather than slog through 1 Built-in features for basic plotting ... au~
a" volume, of. printout Pertinent facts and
tomaticlayout, most-used axes, trial and
complex relationships are more clearly seen
error design aids, and much more;
,
with a TELl-A-GRAF plot
J&O'R n•• d. to find a n.w pro~uct
2 Options' for sophisticated
i than with numbers and·
'" Cla.motron I. ob.ol.t....
.
graphics ... even report 1
1
words.", '.
production complete with
TELL-A-GRAF,'"a • conversa~
justified .text and charts;
~~~n.al . softwar~ \syste~~·:··puts ~
3 N~tural, ~~glish ~ 'anguag~
'quality graphics in your ~ ~o
•••• getyournbnproghands __ andfast. Bar, .Iine,
rammers involved;
4 Operates any 'graphics
surface and pie charts for the'
decision-making process
device ..... CRT. plotter,
.'pan .be. generated in"terms . of·,minutes· or
microfilm;
. hours rather thandaysor weeks. / '
5. Available. immediately for. virtual storage
But ;TEll~A·GRAF is different-'from other
IBM's . . . ask us. about other versions
graphics systems you've seen and used:
we're working on.

I

ISO

TELl.AU1Af.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE SYSTEM

IICD.

Integrated, Software .Systems .'Corporation
4186 SorrentoValleyBlvd., San Diego, CA 92121 (714)452·0170'
"".,~,,,~,,,,,,,,;,~,,,",,,,o.~""'W"~""'"
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Re: the June Look Ahead column, your
readers could be left with the impression
that I dispute the Justice Dept.'s authority to enforce the AT &T 1956 Consent Decree. Clearly, Justice has that authority.
My quoted comments were made
only in relation to the issue of whether the
decree can be modified.
IBM believes AT&T should be permitted to offer ACS on an unregulated basis, and if the Decree prevents this, that it
can and should be changed.
D.N, PICONNE
Office of IBM Director of
Teh;communications Practice
IBM Corp.
Armonk, New York

CORRECTION
A typo occurred in our NCC preview (May,
p. 125). The presentation "Sexual Barriers
in Business and How to Overcome Them"
was written by Ida W. Mason, not Ira. We
regret the error.
#

If you're going to make it in business today, you've gives you power and performance at a very com-

got to plan your growth. You can listen to Business
Systems (BS) people who claim their computers
can help you. Or you can pick one from a family of
computers that's been designed for planned
growth - the Data General Commercial Systems
(CS) Family.
Our Commercial Systems Family is the one
group of computers that grows with ease and
economy.
The secret is· something called Interactive
COBOL-compatibility. Which means that the
software developed for your initial CS computer
can be used when you add more terminals and storage, or any larger computer in the CS Family.
That's real protection of your software investment.
And real savings because today, software can cost
more than hardware.
Don't fall for a line of BS. Check out our CS
Family. Start with the new Data General CS/30. It

petitive price for business processing needs like
billing, payroll and inventory. And, if you need help
with your application software, there is a group of
experienced Commercial Systems OEMs to assist
you. Get complete information by mailing the coupon.

r--------------,I
Mail to: Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581.

I D I can do without the BS. Send me information on your CS
I Family.
I
I
I
Name

Title

Company

Tel. No.

Address

I

City

State

Zip

I
I
I
I

D979J

1---------------

-. DataGeneral

We make computers that make sense.

Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581, (617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario, Canada. Data General Europe, 61 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France, 766.51. 78. .
Data General Australia, (03) 89-0633. Data General Ltda., Costa Rica, Latin America, 22-79-42. Data General Middle East, Athens, Greece, 952-0557. © Data General Corporation, 1979.
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Error-free transmission
Up to eight ch~nnels at 9600 bps each
Automatic baud rate detection
Bell 113B compatible
Sixteen modems in only 7" of rack
Full diagnostics

Auto-equalization
line degradation indicator
Analog and digitalloopbacks

Up to 128 channels
Mixed synchrqnous and
asynchronous inputs
Data compression

TheTandem NonStop System

BIT OF
COMPUTING POWER,
ERE YOUR
COMPANY OPERATES.
Truly a unique capability.
Tandem's Expand™ software can provide
immediate access to any piece of information
from any storage device in your system to
any terminal in the system -as long as proper
security clearances are logged in. If your
business locations are across the city, across
the country or across oceans, you can query
the total data base for up-to-the-minute reports
and analysis without any special programming, without having hard-wired connections
between locations. And it's. easy to change
command location. Simply access any terminal
hooked up to the system with your preassigned, security passwords.
This is the most fault-tolerant system
yet devised. Because each segment of the
network is composed of individual Tandem
NonStop Computers, ~y processor, I/O
channel, disc controller or disc in the system
can go down without contaminating the data
base and without loss or duplication in the
business at hand. This is the only commercially
available multiple processor sy~tem in the

world which treats all resources, both hardware and software, as separate files. That
allows complete geographic independence for
the user and for programs. And it means
expansion can be handled as needed, without
modifying one iota of software or hardware,
without one cent of loss on the original
investment. Ever. Even expanding an initial
system to a worldwide network.
. Write or call for further information.
With Tandem as with no one else, your.whole
world is truly at your fingertips.

Tandem Computers, Inc.
19333 Valleo Parkway, Cupertino, CA 95014

Toll Free 800·538·9360 or (408) 996·6000 in California.

TANDEM

Regional Offices:
New York (212) 594-2320; Chicago (312) 397-5200;
Dallas (817) 640-8771; Toronto (416) 863-0575.
Branch offices throughout the U.S.A., Canada and Europe.
Distributors in Mexico, South America and Australia.

Complete Line of' FCC Registered
DOD Direct Connect Data Modems
Designed to Save You Money the
Moment You Piug Them in.

c" . . ~=:

,,'$$£

o DIRECT REPLACEMENT - Unplug your Be1l103J,
113C, 2025, 201C, 208B or 212A and plug in a
Rixon T103J, T113C, T202S, T201 C, T208B or
T212A replacement. It's that easy.
n SAVE MONEY - Compare prices ... the Rixon
Alternative is lower!
o YOUR CHOICE'~ LEASE OR BUY - With Rixon,
you can lease with a buy option or buy outright.
o OTHER Rixon ALTERNATIVES include ... dial-up
test center ~ .. exchange! repair program ... service contract ... the latest technology and built-in
diagnostics.
o PEACE OF MIND - For more than two decades,
Rixon has served data communications needs with
quality products and service.
A satisfied customer is our first consideration.

AL

ST

DL

=n?

----

SEND FOR THE RIXON ALTERNATIVE KIT ...

,

~

with details on our complete line of DOD data modems, a comparison chart on prices, details on
our lease and service programs and more.
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SANGAMDWESTDN
2120 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904
(301) 622-2121- TWX: 710-825-0071
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The new VISUAL 200 terminal has the features
of competitiye terminals and will code-for;;code
emulate them as well. A flick of a switch on the
rear panel programs the VISUAL 200 for cOfTlpatibility with a Hazeltine 1500, ADDS 520, Lea.r
Siegler ADM~3A or DEC VT~52. To anO.E.M.
customer it means no change in software to
displace the older, less powerful terminalsin
his product line with the new, reliable and low
cost VISUAL 200. To a Distributor it means of;;
feringa single mOdem terminal which is com-.
patible withal! the software his custqmers have
written for the older terminals: And you're not
limited tqmereemulatiQn;youca,noutp~rform
themat th~ same time.~ytaking· advar'lta,geof
•the additional features and human engineering
of the VISUAL 200,such a.s:
.- •. Oetachable SOlidSta~eKeYb<)~rq
-Smooth Sgroll·.. i .>:
-Tilt SprE3~n (10° tQ15°)
-large] x 9
MatrixGharaCters
- Others in
For
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We understand that a particularly virulent
disease, especially partial to dp managers,
is still plaguing the computer community.
Known as DBMS fever, it most often seems
to strike managers whose file handling capabilities have reached a critical mass.
For many organizations the implementation of a data base management
system can have a soothing, salutary effect. But for others, the results can be
toxic.
If you're feeling the early warning
symptoms-that rush of adrenalin when
your vendor tells you a DBMS comes free
with his newest system, or you're indulging in compulsive brochure collectingthere is hope. We would like to bring to
your attention an antidote published by
the U.S. government. It's a General Accounting Office report titled, "Data Base
Management Systems-Without Careful
Planning There Can Be Problems," and
it's free.
Seems that the GAO decided to
study the use of these systems throughout
various federal agencies. Although only
18 agencies were visited, there are apparently scads of DBMS scattered throughout
the government. And the report gives the
general impression that many were installed in a slapdash, wasteful fashion,
costing taxpayers boodles of money.
,
The report's format is simple. First
some salient points are made about how to
acquire or implement a DBMS. Then come
the horror stories-little tales of the crypt
that tell what happened to various agencies that disregarded what the GAO feels is
prudent practice. And each one has a
price tag on it.
For example, there was the agency
that justified the acquisition of a DBMS in
order to set up a user-oriented query language, develop an integrated data base,
58 DATAMATION

and support much on-line work. ,One
small problem-the agency did not survey its user's needs. They bought the system, says the report, because the dp director wanted the latest technology.
Well, four years and $1.2 million
later, the first application finally became
operational. And hardly anyone used it.
There was no integration of data, no online processing, and the user-oriented
query language lay idle. '
"In our view," growls the report,
"expenditures of at least $1.2 million
could have been avoided if a user require- .
ment study had been performed before
spending all the money on what has been
essentially a nonproductive area."
Only one of the agencies visited
had done a cost-benefit study before buying and many failed to follow any systematic evaluation process during the selection period.
The report goes on to talk about
some of the government's more absurd
procurement regulations, the need for
standards, and the failure of agencies
such as the General Services Administra-

tion and the National Bureau of Standards to provide clear-cut procedures and
technical guidance.
Comments such as, "The acquisition cost of a DBMS appears to be relatively insignificant when compared to the
long-term commitment that an agency
must make to application software, computer hardware, communications, procedures, training, and support . . ." not only make for informative reading but can
help moderate the effects of DBMS fever.
A free copy of the report can be
had by writing the U.S. General Accounting Office, Distribution Section, Room
1518, 441 G. Street, NW, Washington, DC
20548. Include the report number,
FGMSD-79-35 and date, June 29, 1979,
when ordering.
#

WE'VE MOVED
DATAMATION'S editorial offices are now
located at 666 Fifth Avenue, New York,
NY 10019, telephone (212) 489-2200. Bureau offices in the U.S. and overseas have
not been affected.
#
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Lifting the ceiling
on proQuctivity
Today's manufacturer, faced with orders, but provide analysis for
product forecasting and business
the growing need to increase efficiency and productivity while at the trends.
same time reducing costs, is finding
Finally, as an administrative
tool, computers play key roles in
it increasingly difficult to remain
competitive without turning to some cost accounting, financial management, accounts receivable, and
sort of on-line computer information management system.
payroll.
Historically, the information
In the engineering department,
computers of all sizes are being
needs of most manufacturing comused at every stage of product
panies were processed on one
design and development to solve
central computer system. Over the
_past few years, however, many
technic~l problems.
On the manufacturing floor,
innovative companies have begun
to recognize the benefits of distribucomputers from desktops to minis
ting their processing in order to give
to larger systems are being applied
each department more responsive
to such tasks as machine and procontrol over their own systems. In
cess control, materials and producthis process of placing computer
tion management, warehousing,
power closer to its users, manuand shipping.
facturers still need to ensure
And in marketing and sales,
that they maintain the advantages
computer systems not only process
of integrated information
Many opportunities for computerized information management
lie within the manufacturing
facility. With networking,
coordination of all
functional areas is
now a reality.

2

~~
~~

and centralized planning
~~
and control.
~~
. Overall planning is vital to as sur- ~
ing that major functional areas are
not isolated from each other.
F or example, purchasing managers might review test and quality
assurance data before placing new
orders with a supplier; or manufacturing managers could scrutinize
production data to determine lead
times for delivery to customers;
or production managers can reschedule operations based on
timely information concerning process yields corre-

Hewlett-Packard

lated with the production plan.
Today, some computers are
capable of integrating these dis- .
tributed functions via networking,
providing a consistent information
system solution.
Hewlett-Packard has a broad
range of products that include a

variety of networkable computers,
software, peripherals, and instrumentation. As a result, integrated
information systems can now be
planned to increase productivity in
all areas of manufacturing companies, and provide all the benefits
of distributed processing while still
allowing centralized coordination.

Light-y~ars ahead
Fiber Optics, a technology considered to be tomorrow's data communications technique, has already
been incorporated by HP into its
12050A Fiber Optic Link - the first
HP-IB (HP's IEEE 488 interface
standard) optical data transmission
device ever.
Manufacturers can now benefit
from the many valuable advantages

Computer Advances

offered by this technology, which
include electromagnetic immunity,
safety within explosive environments, high speed, and remote
instrument communications'.
With the Fiber Optic Link, a user
can transmit data through the most
severe surroundings imaginable
with total electrical isolation, providing complete immunity from
noise.
This means that fiber optic cables
can operate in the presence of both
electrical fields (high voltage,
switches, relays, lightning, etc.) and
magnetic fields (rotating machinery,
transformers; etc.) without being
affected by spurious electrical
spikes that endanger data being
carried to a computer. And since no
electrical energy is being transmitted by the Link, even if damaged
it is safe to use in an explosive
environment.
This makes the 12050A an excellent way to transmit data between
an HP1000 or HP9800 computer
and remotely located HP-IB-compatible instruments. Not only can a
single Link connect up to 14 instruments in clusters at distances of up
to 100 meters (328 feet), but multiple Links can be used to connect
many more instruments.
Under certain conditions,
fiber optics can transmit data at
rates up to 20 times faster than
standard coaxial cable - vital in
many real-time instrumentation
applications. The data transfer is
20K bytes/second between an
HP-IB device and the computer.
Furthermore, the Link enables a
computer to handle a service request interrupt (SRQ) from any

remote device within 100 JlS.
Hence, with the trend toward
smarter and faster instruments, the
Link provides a way to prevent
costly, time,-consuming communication bottlenecks. As a result, the
12050A Link is outstanding for
today's growing computer-based
instrumentation applications.

Highly reliable and
easy to use
In application, two 12050A Link
units must be used for each remote
site. Dual channel fiber optic cable
connects the two units. In this way,
each Link functions as a transmitter/receiver, with HP-IB bit-parallel
protocol automatically converted to
bit-serial information for transfer
over the fiber optic cable.
No ~pecial programming is
required for operation of remote
devices. HP-IB devices communicate programmatically via the
12050A units just as they would in
local operation.
With the silicon-on-sapphire
(SOS) microprocessor that is contained in each 12050A, data integrity is carefully maintained. If a
transmission error is found (using a
checksum comparison algorithm),
retransmission automatically continues until the correct data byte
is received.
As for durability, the fiber-optic
cable has proved more rugged than
conventional wire cables.

Seeing the light
For more information on how this
new technology can apply to the
manufacturer, please indicate A on
the reply card.
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Factory data collection:
putting it to work
Now, factory managers can
quickly and easily put together a
real-time factory data collection
system -without extensive and
costly programming - tailored to a
variety of specific user applications.
DATACAP/1000- HP's new
applications software tool- enables
you to build an interactive system
that allows fast access to a continuing flow of accurate and timely factory information. The ability to
retrieve data on critical production
processes or procedures - at any
time and in either display or hardcopy format - has created a "quality
information" process. With this
new capability, managers can now
see problems as they arise, and take
corrective action immediately to
prevent situations that could cost
the company much time and money.
With DATACAP/1000, all information is captured in real-time
directly from the factory floor, and

can be validated to ensure accuracy
- resulting not only in lower information-handling costs, but in quality information upon which to base
important production decisions. If it
is available, information concerning
every phase of production can
immediately be at the fingertips of
everyone concerned. No longer will
the manager be flooded with too
much data, or data that is unorganized or delayed somewhere in the
system.
In short, DATACAP/1000 is an
efficient means of keeping manufacturers alive and productive in
today's competitive business world.

"GOOD MORNING, JOHN"

ENTER JOB CARD
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Hard-nosed software ...
the DATACAP approach
DATACAP/1000 is a data-entry
software product designed for use
with an HP1000 computer system.
It enables users to process information collected by data-capture

(HP3075/76) or timekeeping
(HP3077) input terminals - as
many as 56 per computer- in real
time for immediate use. In addition,
instrumentation can also be controlled by a single HP1000 through _
the HP-IB 12050A Fiber Optic Link
or other local interfaces.
Using DATACAP/1000,.slow
and error-prone manual methods of
recording data are eliminated, and
gathering of information is not only
up-to-the-minute,but accurate and
cost-effective. And, for even more
powerful data processing, distributed systems networks (DSN) can
be established to communicate
between HP1000 and HP3000
systems.
When combined with IMAGE/
1000-HP's data-base management
software-DATACAP/1000 is able
to organize the continuous flow of
up-to-date manufacturing and work
data to generate automatic status

OPERATION?

Hewlett-Packard

reports on either
CRT display termi, nals or hard-copy
line printers.

There is no turnkey solution applicable to all problems on the
factory floor. DATACAP/lOOO,
however, can be easily tailored to
meet most user requirements. And
once placed on line, it requires no
special programming expertise to
operate.
To adapt DATACAP/lOOO to a
specific application, a user must
define specifications for data-entry
transactions that will represent the
bulk of factory data processed by
the manufacturer. This is accomplished through a simple, interactive process on a display terminal
using plain language, and typically
includes instructions for entry

sequence, entry method, data validation, and storage.
Once the user has designed all
possible transactions
that will be required
. (for example, one for
inventory control, one
for work-in-progress
monitoring, and others
representing different
phases of factory production), a
program is created through
DATACAP/1000 that will continually monitor all or a portion of the
many factory input terminals.
After the DATACAP/lOOO programs have been established, data
entry itself can be made at anyone
of the many input terminals deployed
throughout the factory floor, using
one of four input modes: a function/
numeric keyboard, alpha-numeric
punched (80-column) cards, marksense (pencil) forms, or type-III
plastic perforated identity badges.

URGENT: PLEASE RUSH" ","

PART NUMBER?

How it works

Computer Advances

In addition to numerics, the keyboard includes 15 prompting lights
to guide the user through each
transaction, and 10 special function keys. Keyboard data is displayed on a 15-digit visual readout,
which can also be used to display
data being sent to the terminal from
the computer. For hard-copy recording, a 50-lpm thermal printer is
available. For security purposes, a
code may be assigned to a user,
allowing access to specific transactions only.
For each data transaction, temporary storage is provided until the
user indicates that the transaction
is complete. At that time, DATACAP/lOOO records the data (along
with 'the transaction number, terminal identification, data, and/or the
time of day, if requested) on magnetic tape, cartridge disc file, the
IMAGE data base, or a storage
Continued on page 8
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.Materials tnanagement
made more manageable
In the past, the users of material
requirements planning systems
were faced with a number of fnlstrating data processing problems:
long turn-around time, inaccurate
data, lack of good documentation,
costly and inflexible software,
long and difficult implementation,
inadequate training, and practically
no systems support.
Today, however, the application
of computers to the manufacturing
world can be a lot friendlier. Packaged applications software is not
only easier to install and use, but
eliminates the need for costly inhouse software development and
maintenance. Using a package
designed for use by operating personnel, manufacturers can now
reduce inventories, eliminate annual
inventory shutdown, increase customer satisfaction through on-time
shipments, and improve people
productivity.

o

o

6

An integrated
solution
Within the past year, HewlettPackard has introduced four software products - all part of
MFG/3000-that help manufacturers to improve inventory management, control costs, and obtain
more timely and accurate information on which to base purchasing
and manufacturing decisions.
And the MFG/3000 products
talk to one another, so that manu-

facturing users from more than one
department now can communicate
and use information collected from
almost everywhere in the manufacturing operation, from engineering
and assembly to inventory control
and product planning.

Timely materials information will
help keep production plans current
and save inventory costs.

o

o

Hewlett-Packard

An important advantage of
MFG/3000 is the ease and speed
with which the user can enter,
retrieve, and modify data via an
interactive terminal. Easy-to-use
HP CRT terminals are used to enter
data on forms that resemble those
typically used in materials planning
and control departments.
On-line transaction menus are
shown on the terminal screen to
guide the user in making entries. If
unsure of the proper entry to make,
the user can initiate a "help" procedure, which will display information on the screen to assist in
making the correct entry.
MFG/3000 was designed primarily for the manufacturer who
assembles standardized multipiece
products in lots, and includes the
following products:
'

EDC/3000, the Engineering Data Control portion of
MFG/3000, is used to maintain
an IMAGE/3000 data base on
every item in the materials inventory.
This includes part numbers, product descriptions; costs, bills of
material, standard routings, and
engineering or materials changes.
With all data easily entered and
edited on interactive CRT display
terminals with specially formatted
screens, EDC/3000 allows users to
have high confidence in the accuracy of all information.

IOS/3000, HP's Inventory
and Order Status product, maintains information in an IMAGE/
3000 data base to manage the use
of materials documented by
EDC/3000.

Computer Advances

By continually reviewing all data
interactively, the user can predict
and control inventory activity. And
IOS/3000 will maintain a complete
and accurate record of all on-line
transactions affecting inventory
balances.
In the event of exceptional inventory conditions, IOS/3000 will
issue recommendations for corrective action well before the situation
becomes critical.

EDC/3000

SPC/3000

IOS/3000

MRP /3000

MRP/3000, Material
Requirements Planning, simulates
the complex flow of material necessary to meet a production schedule.
Using bills of material, parts on
order, and inventory status information provided by the other MFG/
3000 products, and a company's
master production schedule, MRP/
3000 recommends a plan for material acquisitions that will satisfy
that schedule.
If a particular material or component is in short supply, MRP/
3000 either suggests an order to
replenish the supply, or expedites an
existing order.

SPC/3000 calculates
Standard Product Costs - including material, labor, and overhead
-of each subassembly, assembly,
and finished product in a manufacturing operation. Based on the
current costs entered into the
EDC/3000 data base, SPC/3000
establishes a standard cost for a
product at each stage of its
assembly.
With this product, not only is
time saved in the calculation of a
product's cost, but a manufacturer
can simulate any changes in a production process before actual implementation 6f a new standard.
Each element of MFG/3000 has
been designed to solve a particular
manufacturing problem. To achieve
a total solution to the materials
management challenge, however,
they should be implemented together
to form an overall integrated materials planning and control system.
At HP, the expertise gained from
years of manufacturing experience
has been used to successfully
develop an off-the-shelf software
package to substantially enhance
the management of materials planing proQlems. Tested and proven
by use at numerous customer
installations, MFG/3000 is quickly
implemented and easy to use. It is
truly a cost-effective approach to
help increase the manufacturer's
productivity.

If you would like more information on Hewlett-Packard's
packaged applications software for
materials management, please .
check D on the reply card.
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A pacemaking
mini network
The following story gives an
example of how a manufacturer
has successfully applied the technique of Distributed Systems
Networking (HP DSN) in integrating manufacturing process
applications:
A distributed processing network
of three Hewlett-Packard 1000
minicomputers is the key to testing
and quality assurance at Medtronic,
the world's largest manufacturer of
cardiac pacemakers.
"The HP system has helped
increase the efficiency of our pacemaker.testing by 400 percent:' said
Vern Menk, senior project engineer
at the Rice Creek Facility in Fridley,
Minn.
By using Hewlett-Packard's
DS/lOOO software to link the three
computers, Medtronic has created a
system it calls MED-NET (for minicomputer electronic data network).
This system operates five stations
for performing long-term life testing, low-volume qualification
testing, and high-volume receivinginspection testing of pacemaker
components.

Other features of the network are
shared resources and mutual backup among the minis, simultaneous,
real-time test program development,
interchangeability of the computers,
and ease of interface with the
HP-IB (interface bus) links.
One HPlOOO is the central processor, which is used for program
development, pacemaker life tests,
and for checking out test hardware.
This processor also stores test
programs for downloading the- two
satellite computer systems currently testing about 40 different
parts and devices. Seven other
HPlOOOs are used by the company
for other related purposes.
A portion of the data collected is
transmitted to an IBM 370 system
for archival storage and trend
analysis.
The multiprogramming dlpability of the HPlOOO allows simultaneous testing of both fast and slowrunning device types, a feature not
often found on test systems that are
commercially available.
H you would like more information on HP Distributed- Systems
-Network software, please check E
on the reply card.

Factory data collection
(c~ntinued )
medium provided by the user via a
special subroutine.
DATACAP/lOOO also provides
other user features. For those requiring an audit trail for specific types
of data, a logging of all pertinent
transactions can be selected and
recorded. To ease support and maintenance, documentation for each
transaction specification can be
provided.
For more information on HP's
factory data collection software,
DATACAP11000, please check B
on the reply card.To find out
more about HP's durable, low-cost
data capture terminals, check C.

Computer Advances is written to
inform professionals of the latest
technical contributions from
Hewlett-Packard. You are invited
to receive issues at your place of
business or residence. Write
Bob Iog01s, Editor, Computer
Advances, 11000 Wolle Rd.,
Cupertino CA 95014.
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IBM recently announced two new computer systems, the IBM 4331 and 4341.
We suggest you take a careful look at
both of them. .
Because that way, you'll appreciate
Wang's remarkable VS computer family
and the new VS 100 processors that
much more.
Here are some of the things you'll
appreciate most:
Major industry analysts consider
Wang's VS systems more advanced than
IBM's 4331 and 4341.*
The VS family provides a completely
integrated approach to computing with
word processing, data processing and
telecommunications, all available on the
same system.
Wang's VS computers deliver'the highest degree of programmer productivity
of any system.
"
The VS has a high degree of compatibility with IBM 370 application softwareeven higher than IBM products like the
System 38 and 8100.

WANG
VS
Price

IBM

4331

IBM

4341

WANGVS
100

$65,000
$245,000
$93,000
$37.000
(512KCPU) (512K CPU) (2 MEG CPU) (1 MEG CPU)

Performance
Index

1.0

1.1

3.7

6.0

~~g:~~~

138

138

148

158

Operating System

MUlti-User
Interactive

BATCH

BATCH

MUlti-User
Interactive

System
Expandability

DP,Wp,TP

Dp,TP

DP,TP

Dp,WP,TP

Cache Memory

N/A

8K Bytes

8KBytes

32K Bytes

Memory Range

128K512K

512K1 MEG

2MEG4MEG

256K2 MEG

. Disk Storage

2.3 Billion
Bytes

9 Billion
Bytes

18 Billion
Bytes

4.6 Billion
Bytes

Delivery Date

10 Weeks

1-2 Years

1-2 Years

12 Months

On~Line

WANG

VS interactivity is the highest of any
system. That's right, any system.
The VS is extremely easy to use. Any
programmer familiar with IBM 370 procedure can become productive in a
single day. Even clerks or supervisors
with no computer experience become
productive within a matter of hours.
The VS can grow from the level of a .
System 34 to that of a 370/158-without
reprogramming, without major equipment
swap outs. No other system can do that.
If you'd like to know more about the
Wang VS family, including the new VS
100 )rocessor, call us in Lowell, MA, at
(617 851-4111. Or send in the coupon
below.
And we'" continue
this chart-to-chart talk.

r----------,
I 0 I'm interested in
theVS.

I Tell me more.
I Name
I Company
Position
II Address
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I City_ _ _ _ _State_ _Zip _ _
Tel# _ _ _ _ _- - - - - I
Send to: Wang Laboratories
One Industrial Avenue, Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 851-4111.

Making the world more productive.

*Industry AnalYSis Report for Executives. Advanced Computer Techniques Corporation, New York, New York.
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THE HEAD·IN·THE·SAND CAPER

Computer crime appears ~o have a great future. Laws are inadequate, countermeasures are ineffective, , ,
and often business', basic, attitude seems to be, "Let's ignore' it and may~e it will go~way." ,

.AQUESTION
OFVULNER·
ABILITY

Forget the fancy hardware, it's the
people interface that needs the
attention.

The question of computer crime and the
vulnerability of computer and telecommunications systems was unavoidably
raised during the deliberations of the National Commission on Electronic Funds
Transfer (EFT) back in 1976, when that
blue-chip advisory group was developing
its recommendations to Congress on the
coming of the cashless society.
Raised, but rather quickly disposed of.
70 DATAMATION

"The community of the commissioners was very interested in making sure
everything was all safe and sound," dryly
remarked an ex-commissioner recently,
"but they didn't want to spend too much
time on the subject. Being largely a group
of bankers, bank commissioners, credit
company, savings and loan, and credit
card people-they didn't really want to
admit to difficulties in the existing system
or even in proposed systems."
Two 'of the 26 commissioners were
representatives from federal agencies; one
from the General Accounting Office and
another from the Federal Trade Commission. Perhaps predictably, much of the
overt concern about system vulnerability
was expressed by the government's representatives: odd-men out amid a general
sense of well being and perhaps even complacency.
"Nobody could prove to them that
it was a problem," explained an agency
official intimately involved in the proceedings. "Their position was that besides
the vulnerability, there hadto be a threat.
(Our) view was that if you have the vulnerability, and you have all the money, a
threat is going to come right along."
The FTC representative, seconded
by his GAO colleague, formally proposed
that the EFT commission at least recommend the formation of an interagency
government team to watchdog security
problems in EFT development. By vote of
the commission, it was rejected, 24 to two~
The vote was a metaphor for the
This report was prepared by DATAMATION editors Angeline Pantages, Vin
McLellan, and Edith Myers,

clash of relative values inherent in any
discussion of computer-related- crime.
Bankers and businessmen-dp executives
and salesmen included-are conditioned
to accept a certain level of risk as tolerable. Others, with different values and responsibilities, and a sense of threats more
malevolent than those of the marketplace,
have less tolerance.
It's the cash crime-preferably
complicated, and meticulously executed
-that captures the fancy of novelists and
the public at large. But genius is rare,
even in crime-and while examples
abound of lesser folk using and abusing
computers for criminal purposes-it's
perhaps a measure of the art that a generation will remember Stan Rifkin as a
tech-wiz who pulled off a brilliant computer crime only to flub the getaway.
Rifkin, the computer security consultant who ripped off $10 million plus
from a California bank which he had professionally advised, told the FBI after his
arrest that he had ac;tually considered executing a fraud by 'inserting a "Trojan
Horse" program among the bank computer's legitimate software input, but decided against it because the scheme· was
too complicated and the "Trojan" would
require too much computer testing before
use. Instead, he bluffed his way into the
bank's wireroom, noted the password
openly displayed on a bulletin board,
walked to a telephone and called in a
transfer order, imp~rsonating a bank officer with the password.
A nice bit of business, as the mastermind of the Victorians' Great Train
Robbery might have said-but all con, no
computer.

· "Who needs to invest in hardware," asked Jerold Isaacson, of the
Computer Security Institute, "when a
guy like Rifkin can just walk into a bank's
money transfer room, get the password
off a bulletin board, make a call, and collect $10 million?"
Isaacson, an EFT security expert
formerly with the New York Federal Reserve, suggests that bankers don't worry
about external attacks on their networks
-wiretapping, intercepting and changing data--:-because they know only a stupid criminal would go to such lengths
when alternatives are so much easier and
cheaper. "The Fed understands that it·
will have to deal with sophisticated electronic attacks in the future," he said;
hence the financial community's major
investment in encryption. "But that's in
t~e future; For now, it's cheaper to pass
$50 to a clerk somewhere."
Like the rest of the edp community, bankers have apparently been slow to
realize that the most vulnerable part of
their systems is the human/electronic interface: the people involved in handling
the input and output of their systems, the
people who open the doors to those offices, the people who put passwords on
bulletin boards. The vast majority of
crimes involving computers have involved
simple data diddling, changes in data input or output-and except for the aura of
respectability our culture attaches to a
computer printout, the system is no more
culpable than the paper of a fraudulent
balance sheet. All known EFT frauds, said
Isaacson, have involved improper access
to data at the bank or illicit manipulation
of data-all manual 19th century crimin,,!l techniques, preventable by good internal security.
There are, however, vulnerabilities
beyond-truly "undetectable" crimes
that can be described in detail; electronic
attacks on system integrity from insiders,
against which there are no known defenses. Because computer operating systems are not completely predictable, we
have no analytical method for proving
that an os is not performing unauthorized
acts; thus there is no systematic defense
against any of several known techniques
by which a programmer could corrupt a
system for illicit gain.
"Computer operating systems are
not predictable in that we do not know
how a computer operating system will
function under all conditions," explained
security expert Donn Parker of SRI, International, "which is why computer operating systems tend to be more works of art
than engineering accomplishments. And
so far, we have been unable to prove the
integrity of significant computer programs. With a great deal of effort, we can
prove that a program does perform according to its specifications, it's positive
specifications; but we can not prove that it

does not do any more than what it is specified to do."
Parker has been funded by the National Science Foundation for several
years to. preach his particular message
against complacency. While he, too, notes
that the more immediate problem is in establishing conventional security within
the edp environment, he highlights the
further vulnerabilities. The computer industry just hasn't developed sufficient
controls that can be built into computer
systems~r even the analytical tools that
could detect some of the known sophisticated methods to breach system security.
"Computer systems are simply too
large, too complex, and-at the customer's insistance-too flexible and easy to
use, for manufacturers to build in even the
levels of integrity and resistance we can
achieve," said Parker. "I think computer
manufacturers will readily agree that
their systems are vulnerable to very sophisticated attacks and they are not capable of designing commercially available
systems that are going to resist that kind
of attack, but they take the position that
their products are secure enough relative
to the needs of their customers."

-V.M.

OF TROJAN
HORSES AND
TRAPDOORS
In sophisticated computer crime,
technique's the thing. ,

,th~

"Vulnerabilities of edp to losses from accidental and intentional acts take many
forms, limited only by the foibles and ingenuity of people,". notes a report on dp
bank security from the Federal Deposit
Insurance Co. The FDIC uses four general
catgories of threat in discussing dp vulnerabilities-physical, transactional, programming, and electronic. Each requires
different levels of skill, knowledge, and
access on the part of the criminal.
In the FDIC categories, physical

acts include destructive attacks on equipment, data, or programs; false data input
through normal manual methods, and
scavenging for information available in
physical form. Transactional acts include
imposturing (assuming the identity and
privilege of another person) and "piggybacking" (unauthorized second use of a
still-open terminal which another person
had properly used to access the system).
Electronic threats are described as wiretapping and electronic hardware modifications that could produce the same results as software meddling-access,
information, or tainted output-but it's
the area of programming attacks that is
generally considered the wonderland for
the criminal technocrat.
With the array of techniques available to the malicious and the mendacious
-a spectrum of criminal potential by no
means fully explored-perhaps it's little
wonder than many consider computer-related crime to be a growth industry.
Criminal computer abuse may be changingour sense of scale regarding big-time
crime. With EFT systems, for example,
fraud and embezzlement will likely be
rarer but involve larger dollar amounts.
Some of the more impressive dollar
figures are still attached to cases in which
nothing more sophisticated than data diddling was involved. In Chicago, a corporation's president, dp manager, and a programmer were charged with an intriguing
$40-million fraud after they allegedly inflated inventory to cover poor performance. The hyped inventory was discovered
by the board of directors, who allegedly
hired new executives and charged them
with gradually deflating the inventory so
as not to impact publicly traded stock.
Sometime later, the SEC moved in.
Most 'computer-related crimes
seem to be inside jobs. The computer system is never more vulnerable than in the
hands of those who feed and care for it.
The possibilities of manipulating a computer's software programs to distribute
money and information into the wrong
hands are numerous, and the gamesmanship inherent in the art has brought more
than a few programmers to consider it a
challenge to their ingenuity to "break the
system."
.
Some of the techniques they've
used are easily understood-like the "salami technique," rounding off odd fractions in, for example, bank accounts and
dropping the extra mills into another account. But the ways in which such software modifications can be hidden can be
infinitely sophisticated.
The method Stan Rifkin said he
was considering-a Trojan Horse attack,
situating an unauthorized computer program within authorized programs to gain
access to computer resources--can be
used to explain the difficulties of defense.
With the Trojan's secret code deftlY hidSEPTEMBER 1979 71
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den among the five to six million instruction inside a computer system at any point
. in time, trying to locate the code even
when you know. it's there is like getting
the proverbial needle out of the haystack.
And a Trojan could include a logic
time-bomb, a program that would order
the computer to execute instructions
sometime in the future-on a given year,
day, and time; transfer mOiley, for instance-and/or destroy all internal evidence that there had been any illicit access to the system. Steal, then erase
yourself! It brings a certain elegance to
the criminal potential of a computer system.
Avenues of complexity are still
spreading. Another known technique for
corrupting a system's integrity involves an
asynchronous attack, using the asynchronous nature of most computer operating
systems to confuse the os into executing
two programs while it records only one
continuous program run.
Yet another involves the discovery
or insertion ora "trapdoor" within a computer program.
In the development of large computer programs, it is the practice of programmers to provide breaks in the code
for the insertion of additional code and
intermediate output capabilities (something like subtotals). Most operating systems are designed to prevent additions or
modifications to their code, but programmers sometimes insert these "trapdoors"
to handle necessary changes while the system is in its development phase. Although
they are to be removed during the final
editing of the program, sometimes they
are overlooked. In other cases, these hidden holes in the program are inadvertently. created in large complex programs
through weaknesses in the' design logic.
And, in still others, a programmer had
purposely inserted a trapdoor for his own,
illicit, later use.
The trapdoor can be used to hide
instructions given to the system so that
the computer's own internal controls
aren't aware of what's happening. It's like
a large well-hidden cave in an otherwise
well-controlled park; anything could be
happening in there and no one would
know.
Examples of the more common
type of computer-related crimes are no
longer difficult to come by-although, as
with other white collar crime, it is generally assumed that only a minor fraction of
the discovered crimes are reported. And
while there are rare examples of each of
the sophisticated techniques mentioned
above, these are mainly areas of longterm potential. Somewhere, some computer science collge undergrad had probably just discoverd a new trick. What will
he do with it?
And if he just "borrows" informa-V.M.
tion, will anyone ever notice?
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,A KITCHEN
TABLE GANG

The personal computer may be used
for more than Star Wars.

The lack of edp auditing techniques sophisticated enough to check today's complex systems is a constant subject of discussion. But Robert Abbott, the head of
EDP Audit Controls Inc.~ a California
firm, says the problem is less the availability of techniques than "the unwillingness of the industry to accept curtailment
or restrictions." Two trends illustrate Abbott's point: the home hobby computer
and the implementation of changeable
microcode in today's systems.
Suddenly, with the proliferation of
personal computers, he says, all computer
systems face a real threat-penetration
from the kitchen table: "I am concerned
about the hobbyist who can buy a computer, put it on his kitchen table and write
a program which allows his computer to
dial phone numbers and print out those
which are answered by a computer. The
tone is easy to distinguish, you know.
Then he can develop various strategies
that allow him to access that computer."
Why is it so simple? He growls,
"because people don't like to change the
password or entry procedures with the
frequency needed. When an employee
leaves a company, for instance, every
password, phone number, and valid account number should be changed."
Unless the computer user takes "a
severe posture" in implementing tight
procedures, he is "courting disaster of serious proportions." The heart of the matter is that the hobbyist is undisciplined.
While Abbott believes some computer
people may not have the right business
ethics (he condemns the "idiotic reasoning" of those employees who feel it is a
"fringe benefit to play with their employer's computer"), the industry at large has
developed a discipline and set of ethics
that the home hobbyist does not have. The
computer user, he reemphasizes, must

protect himself against this situation.
Abbott's second hot button is the
implementation of changeable microcode
in today's systems-a development that
makes in impossible. to assure system integrity. First, changeable nIicrocode itself
means that the knowledgeable can make
the system appear to be something (or be
doing something) that it is not. For in. stance, "I could generate my data in microcode so you would think it is coming
off the disk when it isn't." In the hands of
the criminal, this facility becomes a great
weapon for undetected stealing of ~ata or
assets.
Isn't the fact that many vendors
are making microcode a "trade secret,"
not releasing technical details, a safeguard? Abbott insists that nothing is secret when someone with the right knowledge wants to unravel the code. From
what Abbott says, the trade secret handling of microcode is only good for keeping out those with an honest need to know.
In one instance, Abbott's firm was auditing a client's system and asked the vendor
for information on the system microcode.
The vendor refused. Hence, says Abbott,
his team has been unable to verify the integrity of the total system.
Another problem is that some vendors are making their microcode accessible and changeable remotely, says Abbott. The vendor can perform tasks, such
as maintenance and system reloading,
from "anywhere in the world." This facility defrays the vendor's rising manpower
costs, but it also creates a new vulnerability~the clever criminal may learn enough
to do his deeds remotely.
Going back to the point of developing better auditing techniques, Abbott asserts that the edp auditing community has
to get together with the research/development part of the computer sciences community. Controls, he feels, must be considered at the very beginning, when new
technologies and systems are being con-A.P.
ceived.

RED FLAGS
OF FRAUD

The environment may be blatantly
ripe for computer crime, but if no
one cares, no one is caught.

About $432,458,763.25 worth of undetected computer crimes occurs each year.
If you are not laughing at this
statement, join the crowd. Security experts successfully pull this statistical flimflam on audiences everywhere. But it does
represent a grim reality. Like an insidious
disease, most crime committed through

Sometimes~ Out-Thinking means

sticking with what works .

T

oo many computer systems
are introduced only to"
quickly disappear. The reason? Probably because their owners
didn't profit from using them.
DATASHARE® is Datapoint's multiuser business data processing
system. It's been
helping its owners
operate profitable
businesses since
1972. Rather than
reinvent, we've made
proven know-how more
versatile: as proof, we've
installed over 15,000 DATASHARE systems to meet a wide
variety of business needs.
Software that keeps
getting younger
DATASHARE isn't getting older, it's
getting better. We've continued to
enhance the operating program, adding new, useful features like an automatic program generator. Along
with the hardware improvements,
there's a new software catalog containing hundreds of applications
programs developed by satisfied
users in the field.
Among the enhancements are
print spooling and the ability to
pool several terminals multi-dropped
on a single telephone line. A
DATASHARE system can even be
directly linked to a 360/370-type
mainframe for inquiry and update,
file transfer, and a wide range of
other tasks.

Transaction
processing's a cinch
A DATASHARE system can be as
large or as" small as you need it.
It's easily upgraded.
~~__iiiiiiii~~
It's compatible with
everything

Datapoint "
makes, so you
can tailor it to .
fit exactly. And
coming from Datapoint, you know it's
easy to use, even for beginning operators.
A single DATASHARE system
allows as many as 24 users to execute
the same or different programs concurrently. And systems can be linked
to accommodate even more users.
Virtual Memory techniques make
the generation and operation of
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processing systems fast and easy.
Communications can be terminalto-terminal, systein-to-system, or
terminal-to-mainframe, in a wide
variety of protocols, and all at the"
same time.
Easy operation,
excellent support
Datapoint's Systems Engineers and
nationwide staff of over 650 Service
Reps know DATASHARE very well.
That makes installation and service faster and easier. Your new
system is up and running
in a hurry-usually in
a matter of hours.
Datapoint's
approach
Datapoint
out-thinks
its com'petition to
help you out~
"'"" think yours. And
DATASHARE is
only one of the ways.
Whether you need a major computing facility for
corporate headquarters or
50 small systems for branch
offices, we have a cost-effective
solution.
To find out more about
DATASHARE, or any other Datapoint product, contact the "nearest
Datapoint Sales Office, or write:
Datapoint Corporation, Marketing
Communications Dept.
(D-9),
"9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio,
Texas 78284.
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manipulation of computer processes or
data is difficult to detect and feared too
horrible or embarrassing to mention if
discovered.
Why are computer crimes and
abuses so difficult to detect? While there
are many technical reasons, others fall
under the category of "not my job."
For instance, most universities
have not, so far, deemed it their responsibility to teach courses like edp auditing
and controls. Only in recent years has the
internal edp auditor been required to
learn the right combination of edp, auditing, and business skills. And similarly, the
outside auditing firm has been loathe to
take responsibility for doing more than
verifying the client's financial statement.

were exhibited in many famous computer
and other white collar crimes-including
the Equity Funding scandal. (One of the
study team, Prof. Marshall Romney, was
an auditor called in on the Equity Funding case. Readers will recall that the firm,
among other things, created $2.1 billion
in bogus insurance policies to bolster the
stock and create other benefits for its perpetrators.)
The Equity Funding fraud alone,
according to the study, exhibited 37 red
flags and illustrated blatantly that fraud
detection at the time seemed to be "nobody's job."
,
To show the breadth of the study
and the magnitude of someone's responsibility, here are Equity's red flags:

a. .Unrealistic productivity
measurements.
C.

RED FLAGS AT EQUITY FUNDING
"Auditor Involvement in the Detection of
Management Fraud" examined the major
forces that influence the decision to commit
fraud. Ninety-seven variables, or red flags,
were identified. The Equity Funding Case
exhibited 37 of them, as follows.
SITUATIONAL PRESSURE RED FLAGS

D~tection of computer crimes o"r general
business fraud? "Not my.job." .
But the auditing profession, at
least, has been undergoing a gradual but
major overhaul. In particular, the "big
seven" auditing firms have been examining the problem of fraud detection, holding numerous seminars and funding study
projects.
A recent project, funded by the
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Foundation, was
the study done by a multidisciplined
group at Brigham Young Univ., "Auditor
Involvement in the Detection of Management Fraud." Its impetus was the conclusion of the 1978 findings of the Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities: the
independent auditor, the commission
said, does in fact have a duty "to search
for fraud, and should be expected to detect those frauds that the exercise of professional skill and care would. normally
uncover."
The Brigham Young report is an
enormous compendium on the causes. of
white-collar crime, and comes complete
with a 60-page bibliography. One of the
most fascinating aspects is its delineation
of "red flags" that indicate a company's
vulnerability to fraud or its likelihood of
corporate ha~ky-panky.
While stopping short of the technical red flags one might find in the computer room itself, the study identifies 97
such warning signals and shows which
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A.

PERSONAL PRESSURES/FINANCIAL
1. "Other" man/woman.
2. Undue family, company, or
community expectations.

B.

PERSONAL PRESSURES/OTHER
1. Peer group pressures (At least
100 employees were involved).
2. Greed or desire for selfenrichment and personal gain.

C.

COMPANY PRESSURES/FINANCIAL
1. Unfavorable economic conditions
within an industry.
2. Heavy investments or losses.
3. Insufficient working capital.
4. Extremely rapid expansion
through new business or product
lines.
5. Reduced ability to acquire credit.
6. Urgent need for favorable
earnings (to support high price of
stock, meet earnings forecast,
etc.).

COMPANY STRUCTURES
1. Related party transactions.
2. Very complex business structure.
3. No effective internal auditing
staff.
4. Highly computerized.
5. Several different auditing firms
used.
6. Reluctance to give auditors
needed data.
7. Auditors changed often.
a. Auditor hired lacks expertise.
9. Several different banks used,
none of which can see the entire
picture.
10. Large year-end and unusual
transactions.
11. Poor internal accounting control
-or does not enforce an internal
control system.
12. Unduly liberal accounting
practices.
13. Poor accounting records.

III. PERSONAL CHARACTERISTIC RED
Fl.:AGS

A.

PERSONAL TRAITS
.1. Low moral character.
2. Wheeler-dealer.
3. Likes intellectual challenge.
4. Highly motivated, skilled,
intellegent and/ or.creative. -:-A.P.

BUSTING IN,
GUNS
BLAZING
The Europeans may be a bit
more subtle.

II. OPPORTUNITY RED FLAGS

A.

PERSONALLY DEVELOPED
OPPORTUNITIES
1. Very familiar with operations
(including cover-up capabilities).
2. In a pOSition of trust.

B.

PERSONALLY DEVELOPED
.OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO COMPANY
ENVIRONMENT
1. Employees not informed about
rules and disciplines of fraud
perpetrators.
2. Rapid turnover of key employees
-quit or fired
3. No annual vacations of
e1(ecutives.
4. No rotations or transfers of key
employees.
5. A dishonest management and/or
environment.
6. A dominant top management
(one or two individuals).
7. A firm always operating on a
crisis basis.

"·We are not such a villainous lot as you,"
joked Adrian Norman, A. D. Little consultant and computer crime expert in
London. Europe, he explained, has had
some instances of computer abuse, but
"we have not had an Equity Funding
scandal yet."
Norman is now working with the
British National Computer Centre on a
comprehensive collection of case studies,

Then! is one place
10 gel rinl Class harclwan! service.
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Albany NY
Albuquerque NM
Allentown PA
Ames IA
Amsterdam NY
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Ann Arbor MI
Appleton WI
Atlanta GA
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Binghamton NY
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The company:
Sorbus Inc.
Named as the number one
service organization, by man~",~,""",,~
and end-users alike, in independent
preference studies run by Datamation.*
And cited for "Best Technology,' "Best
Price/Performance Ratio;' "Best Service
Organization;' and as "Most Preferred
to Do Business With;' by readers of
Data Communications.**
And you know where a lot of the
votes came from? Places like
Wilkes-Barre, and Waco, and Wausau.
Places, maybe, like yours.

New York City NY
Oakland CA
Oakridge TN
Ogden UT
Oklahoma 'City OK
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Orlando FL
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Phoenix AZ
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that wouldn't ___"_,.'
First Class service
if it weren't for Sorbus.
ecause that's how we got
be First. By making a point of
being close to you. And being there
on time. With the right parts.
And the right tools.
In the hands of people who know
how important up-time is to you.
It's a lot of work being Sorbus.
But it sure beats being second.
Call or write today.
·....... n,..,."n
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*Datamation Reader Preference Studies, 1978, 1977, 1976, 1975

**Data Communications Reader Preference Study, 1978

+Sorbus
Sorbuslnc.
A Managemeht Assistance Inc. Company
150 Allendale Road
King of Prussia. PA 19406215-265-6700
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a part of the Centre's work on computer
security.
He listed a few of the kinds of incidences found in Europe. Germany, for example,he said, had an experience with
"some ghosts." Apparently, the government suspected something was wrong
when it noticed that an unusual number of
pensioners were dying off in the summer
months. What was happening was that as
dea ths were being reported to the pension
department, a few clever employees were
simply changing the addresses of the deceased and routing their, paychecks into
their own pockets. Under the German system, the pensioners were required to come
in for verification once a year-during the
warm summer months. Therefore, the
crooks would "kill off' the already deceased just before inspection time.
This kind of computer data manipulation seems to be the most common occurrence, said Norman. Perhaps where
the Europeans are leading the U.S. is in
industrial action-the unions' use of selective strikes in which only computer
center personnel go out on strike, rather
than the entire work force (June, p. 72).
Some European countries are suffering another type of industrial actionthe computer center bombing. Italy has
had 25 such occurrences-a terrorist action of the Red Brigade, a leftist group
that believes that computerization is part
of a western plot to maximize social controls and "implant special espionage sections within every fundamental institution."
According to London's Daily Telegraph, each occurrence has resulted in
about $1 million worth of damage to the
computer center and was clearly carried
out by technological experts. Honeywell,
Information Systems Italia was one such
target, losing four systems ($4 million
worth) at its corporate center.
Norman pointed out that European countries have not had as much computer fraud and thievery as the U.S., and
they are vitally interested in keeping
things that way. European experts are
constantly visiting the U.S. to examine
new developments in controls, detection,
and law. Some countries are examining
the Ribicoff bill now in the Senate to see
whether it is applicable to their system.
The U.K., said Norman, does not need
such a bill since its law is structured to
"chase the thief no matter what' method
of thievery." But they still have the same
problems of detection and prosecution.
To help solve some of these problems, Norman and other dp and law enforcement researchers in the field have
formed a Computer Crime Club in
London. And their honorary president is
the "historian of computer crime" himself, Donn Parker of Stanford Research
Institute.
Norman notes that the attitude of
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the police in the U.K. is that they need to
understand enough to call in an expertmuchas a pathologist is called in to examine the body "once the police have decided
someone is dead." Hence, the police are
beginning to use· industry experts as
'~computer pathologists."
After a little more discussion with
Norman on the difference between the
American and British crime scene, we
weren't quite convinced that the U.K. lags
the U.S. in computer crimes. As Norman'
very wryly pointed out, the American
criminal, "like your Bonnie and Clyde,"
has traditionally preferred to go busting
in through the front door, guns blazing.
The British "prefer to go in through the
back in the dead of night," and have produced, for example, some of the most expert safecrackers in the world.
The British could indeed be the
masters of the undetected computer
crime.
-A.P.

THE
RELUCTANT
RIP·OFF
VICTIM
Businesses, out of embarrassment
or fear of public panic, are not
reporting most computer crimes.

"The, probability of a computer-related
crime being detected is about one percent.
Of those, only 15% are being reported to
law enforcement agencies."
This statement was made by Joseph T. Woodall, a special agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in the
Los Angeles office at a local seminar conducted by the EDP Auditors Assn. It was
an echo of statements made at virtually
every forum where computer-related
crime and computer security are discussed.

Reluctance to report is the most
oft-cited problem in prosecution of what
is termed computer crime. Jay J. Becker,
a deputy in the Los Angeles County District Attorney's office and director of the
one-year-old National Center for Computer Crime Data, thinks it is the big
problem. When he started the center he
hoped it would become, among other
things, a vehicle to bring business, law enforcement people, security people and the
general public together to talk about the
reasops why computer crime isn't reported. "We've got to get the reasons out into
the 'open." He believed then and believes
more strongly now that the reasons have
their basis in myths.
"Possibly," he said when he started his efforts, "the reluctance of business
to report computer crime is based on what
they think we (the public) think and possibly we don't think that at all." Business,
in failing to report perceived computer
crimes, is "afraid of panicking the public.
They (businessmen) rely on what they believe is a general public expectation that
computer systems are inviolate and the
more we get rid of that idea the less tenable that argument."
In the year Becker has been running the National Center for Computer
Crime Data, which he sees as an information clearing house for prosecutors, investigators and anyone else interested in the
subject, he has been trying to get a "dialogue" underway on the reasons for
nonreporting of computer crimes. So far,
he says, he hasn't been successful.
He's continually giving talks, he
says, to a diverse selection of organizations. "I express my concerns and back
them up with anecdotes but the dialogue I
want has not happened." _
Who needs to be educated? Becker
believes the public has ceased to believe
that computer systems are iiwiolate and
that it (the public) wouldn't loose faith in
a company just because it was a victim of
computer crime. "After all, we've been
talking about embezzlement for years."
But he feels companies aren't so
sure that this is true. And, he feels, they
wonder about cost. He talked of a conversation he had with'Ray Ellison, National
Computer Crime Centre of the U.K. He
gives talks to firms about secure computer
systems. He's' constantly asked what it
would cost to come up with a sufficiently
secure system. "If·they can't figure that
on~ out, how can they possibly analyze the
cost of nonreporting or reporting a perceived computer crime."
But he feels there is cause for hope.
He had high hopes for a federal grant of
some $400,000 of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) money
due to have been awarded in August for a
compilation, of materials to help in the
prevention of and fighting of computer
crime, primarily as aids for prosecutors
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SEE System 6684

Unique Standard Features'

• CPU integrated into Diskette Cabinet with
peripheral ports in rear of cabinet
.• 4 Full communications ports RS232 or 20
mA/60 mA CL; 75 to 19,200 bits/sec.
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SEE System 6784

Unique Standard Features

• CPU integrated into video terminal cabinet
with peripheral ports in rear
• Video has 16 programmable function keys,
128 high resolution characters with
graphics, numeric keypad, reversed video,
full editing, 24 x 80 display

Standard Features on All Systems
• Central Processing Unit with 12 slots; 2 MHz (expandable to 4MHz with pipelining architecture)
• 8 Free Slots for expansion; capacity for 442,368
characters of memory within standard chassis
• 49,152 characters of 200 ns random access memory;
150 ns memory optional
• 8 vectored interrupts; all input and output is interrupt
driven
• 1.2 million characters, double sided, dual 8" diskettes.
IBM 3470 compatible

• Printer controller; Centronics compatible
., Magnum BASIC. Extremely fast business BASIC with'
full editing capabilities, print using, sequential and random
files, integer and floating point arithmetic with up to 16
digits precision; N-dimensional matrices and much more
A superset of Microsoft 16K extended disk BASIC,
• Interactive conversational macro assembler and editor
for 6800 family microprocessors,
• One-year transferable lim ited warranty on parts and
labor for all SEE hardware
• Guaranteed 24-hour turn-around time on repairs

Optional Features on All Systems
• Up to 64 interconnected, intelligent terminals with no
degradation of response time. Each is a stand alone CPU.
True distributed processing
• Expandable to 12 MB of 150 ns RAM for each terminal
• Up to 64 RS232 ports with full communications. Talks to
any peripheral or CPU with RS232 interface
• Expandable to 4 MB of diskette storage
• Up to 660 MB hard disk storage with removable modules
• ANSI standard 10.5 inch tapes (1600 BPI)
• 11 MB cartridge tape system.
• Matrix and word proceSSing printers from 55 CPS to
1400 LPM

• Choice of 6809 and/or 6512 CPU board with speed of up
to 4 MHZ with 150 ns memory
• Interactive relocatable macro assembler, development
system and DOS for 6502 and 6512 microprocessors. Can
assemble source programs up to 2 MB long
• PASCAL compiler
• FORTRAN compiler
• BASIC compiler
• 6809 Macro Assembler
• Powerful word processing software
• Comprehensive business software, incl. General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable, Acco,unts Payable, Inventory, Payroll, etc.

Quantity discounts to bona fide dealers, OEMS, and schools
Special configurations and modular shipment available
A few distributorships available in the United States and other countries
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says that anyone who uses a computer to ing to the slammer for keeping bowling
defraud or "obtain money, property, or league scores in storage.
Many state legislatures have alservices by means of false or fraudulent
pretenses, representations, or promises" ready passed or will soon pass some verwill be slapped with a fine of up to 21h .sion of computer crime bills. Florida, Coltimes the amount of the fraud or theft and orado, California,Michigan, and Illinois
a sentence of up to 15 years. Anyone who are among them. Colorado's bill contains
"without authorization directly or indi- an added element that corporations.·
rectly accesses, alters,damages, destroys, should find interesting. This legislation
or attempts to damage or destroy" any states that it is a duty of victim to report
computer or computer network or any a computer crime-addressing another
computer software, program, or data sucb major problem in detection: the fear or
systems contain, will be given a fine up to desire of a company to avoid the embarrassment and potential civil action that
$50,000 and a sentence up to 15 years.
Ribicoff has aimed his bill at solv~ might arise from being ripped off. The
ing the difficulties the courts have had in Colorado clause does riot make reporting
prosecuting computer crime under ex- mandatory, but is seeking to change busiisting law. He noted that "a major com- ness' attitude toward coming forward. It
puter crime conviction was won in one further makes the. reporting VIctim imwell-known case only because the perpe- mune from any civil charges that result;
trator had used a telephone line to peneFederal regulations applicable to
trate the computer system of a federal dp operation in specific industries are also
contractor across state lines .... In the appearing. Lawyer Robert Bigelow., in
same case, a part of the indictment was Computer Law and Tax Report, reported
dismissed because electromagnetic im- that the Food. and Drug Administration
pulses which transmitted valuable data issued new rules this spring that regulate
were determined. not to be 'property' as how computer systems used iri manufacdefined in the interstate transportation of turing, processing, packing and storing
stolen property statute."
drug products should be operated and
Under this law, the use of tele- controlled to meet the drug characterisphone lines would not be a requirement to tics required bylaw. Bigelow says that the
qualify a computer crime as a federal .drug manufacturer who fails "to set up
crime. And the ·definitions of data as and enforce the appropriate controls on
property would no longer be a burden to security, backup, access, and documentalaw enforcement officials; the alteration, . tion" may be opening itself up to prosecudestruction, or theft of data is well cov- tion. And the programmer and systems
ered.
analyst that fails to do his part may also
Many in the computer industry be liable.
The problems of prosecution are
endless. One is simply the lack of dp
knowledge on the part of law enforcement
officers and their impossible task of gathering evidence. It is evidence that obviously does not come in traditional forms
-fingerprints, signatures, or a blunt instrument.
Honeywell's Jerry Lobel, one of
the industry's foremost educators in the
field of security and privacy, notes that
Pending Senate legislation proposes
the "most important thing to teach crimitougher computer crime laws; the
nal justice people is how computers work
states are also getting into the act.
so that they can approach the problem inBooks have been written about how few
telligently." How for instance are they to
reported computer crimes are brought to
make a warranted search ora file?
just conclusions. The problem has been
Some of these problems .are alfirst, the applicability of existent law, and have criticized the bill for not differenti- ready being addressed. For instance, the
second, the difficulties in finding and ating between the kinds of misuse that do FBI hasa computer crime school in Quandamage and those "unauthorized" ac- tico, Va. Donn Parker and lawyer Susan
presenting the evidence.
Legislatures all over the country cesses that produce something as. harm- Nycum, both established experts in this
are trying to correct the first problem. less as a Snoopy calendar. Ribicoff has field, are now developing a manual to help
The second Senate draft of the Federal responded that the same type of "brows- law enforcement agencies (under a grant
Computer Systems Protection Act, S. ing, unauthorized access and manipula- from the Law Enforcement Assistance
240, is now in committee, and its prime tion which creates a Snoopy calendar Administra tion).
But Lobel puts his finger. on the
proponent, Senator Abraham Ribicoff, is could also facilitate major fraud .... In
. quite optimistic that this Congress will addition, the criticism ~ : . is oblivious to ultimate problem that the law and the pothe fact that federal prosecutors have dis- tential victim face: "Most system~ are not
pass it.
auditable and there are too few people
It deals with abuse of federal dp cretion in their application of the law."
systems and networks, systems of "certain
In other words, it is tough enough able to institute the proper audit controls.
financial institutions," and systems oper- to find and prosecutethe'serious crimes, It will be several years before we can get a
-A.P.
ating across state boundaries. In effect, it· so dp people presumably need not fear go- handle on this."
and investigators. He hopes he can volun,,:
teer the services of. his center to the successful bidder in the RFP which was issued
last May 21.
U.S. Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff (D., Conn.) has said he feels his proposed Federal Computer Systems Protection Act which would make certain
computer crimes federal offenses, would
encourage reporting, but Becker isn't so
sure. "He (Sen. Ribicoff) bases this belief
on the notion that his bill would make it
more clear that a crime has been committed (in any kind of computer-related
crime) and that when it is clear a crime
has been committed it's hard not to report
it. In the cases that have come to light so
far it has been clear there was a crime
because, in most cases, it was theft and·
still there has been reluctance to report."
"Unfortunately," Sen. Ribicoff
has said, "all too often the victims of big
computer crimes-insurance companies,
banks, brokers, even the federal government-are so embarrassed by their misfortune that they do not report the offense
to law enforcement agencies."
"If we know about it, sometimes
that's enough," said Woodall of the FBI'S
Los Angeles office .. _
And if Becker can win the big fight
of getting business to accept the fact that
the general public can take the knowledge
of a computer crime in its stride and without panic, that might really be more than
-E.M.
enough.
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READY·
FOR THE BEST
GENERAL LEDGER
. SYSTEM?·
Collin

Informatics:

I

I

or anyone of our growing family of quality
application products,-you'll want to call
us in. Use the coupon to let us know what
you need.

The Informatics General Ledger and
Financial Reporting System is the one to
grow with. Used on more than 300 IBM
360/370 or compatible mainframes, it is
oriented to provide enormous flexibility
of accounting structures and reporting
formats.
It's a state-of-the-art system, incorporating on-line database technology. We
designed it so you could drive it yourself,
without needing a platoon of programmers. Our exclusive advanced implosion
techniques let you get out useful management information, not just data.
If you are ready for the choice of the
leaders-the best General Ledger System

The
Information
Implosion.

I'M - - - - - -. - -.,

,.. - -- -- ---

II

Please send me infonnation about your
General Ledger and Financial Reporting
System.

II
I

Our machine is a:

I

We are currently using:

I
I

I

;1
I

(manufacturer)

(model)

APPLICATION PRODUCTS
DIVISION HEADQUARTERS
21050 Vanowen Street, Canoga Park, CA 91304,
. Telephone: (213) 887-9121
.
DOMESTIC OFFICES
Dallas, TX (214) 750-0800, Chicago, IL (312) 298-9300,
Raleigh, NC (919) 872-7800, River Edge, NJ
(201) 488-2100
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
21031 Ventura Boulevard, Woodland Hills, CA 91364,
TELEX: 69-8473, Cable:. INFORMAT .
Twenty-three locations in Europe, Latin America,
Japan, Southeast Asia and Africa.

READY!
Name
Title

(Financial Reporting System)

Our decision time frame is
o this month
o this quarter
o this year

Company
Address
City/State/Zip

(

)

•

Telephone

Mail this
coupon to:
Infonnatics, Inc.
APPLICATION PRODUCTS DIVISION
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, CA 91304

informatics inc I

®I

Our General Ledger and Financial
Reporting System is only one of our
growing family of application products.
We will be happy to send you infonnation on any or all of them. Please check
the products that interest you:
o General Ledger
o Accounts Payable
o Purchase Order
o Accounts Receivable
o Payroll
o Human Resource System
o Financial Modeling
o Corporate Shareholders System
Finally:
Everybody has a hot button-a capability
they are looking for in a General Ledger
and Financial ReportingSystem. Please
note here the key features you're looking
for. Then we can get right to the point.

- - - - ------- - -- - The Infonnation Management Company.
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"It's hard to find enough good stat typists to keep up with
our growing volume," says Melvin Kreiner, National
Administrative Partner of L&H, a maJor international
accounting firm. "That's why we ordered Lex1tron word
processing equipment for our 33 offices."
,"Before,"says Armine Van Roon, Report Supervisor, "I
needed three or four typists. With Lex1tron, two typiSts do the
same work. Areport that used to take 2-1/2 hours, now takes
about 45 minutes."
"With that capab111ty," says Kreiner, "we can
accommodate every client request, even for last-minute
changes, without worrying about overloading the typists."
"And everything looks better," says Candiss Rinker, an
L&H Administrator. "No corrections, no white-outs. Justified
columns. It reflects our professionalism."·
"We searched for the right equipment a long time," says
Kreiner. "Since 1971, we've looked at, or actually tested,
every kind. But until Lex1tron, they all failed. Abig problem
was training."
"With the others," says Van Roon, "there was so much

coding and memOrizing, it wasn't worth it. But Lex1tron's
very easy to learn and use."
"Also," says Rinker, "no other vendor would supply so
much to meet our special needs -like double underscores
and extra wide carriages. Lex1tron's always developing new
program discs to accommodate new uses. They're very
innovative. "
"Right now," says Kreiner, "we're testing
communication among Lex1tron units in our various offices,
along with time-sharing compatib111ty. For us, 'the office of
,
'
the future' is herel"
Get with the
future - now. Call or
write Lex1tron today.
9600 De Soto Ave.,
,
....... -..-...-.....
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 882-5040
,

lBxibon
CORPORATION

Jaaventhol8e IIorwaPt S!lY.S,

"LexltroD word pr~essmg~s us be
even morerespODSlVe toourclleDts"
Melvin Kreiner
Nat Admin Part

Candiss Rinker
Dir of Pers, Chi off

Annine Van Roon
Rept supvr, Chi off
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Merger of Memorex and Amdahl
seeri as a benefit to both parties as
talks continue in Silicon Valley.
In the Silicon Valley area of California,
employee badges that clip to one's outer
garment are a common sight. Made of a
credit card-size plastic laminate, they bear
the corporate logo or insignia and the em,
ployee's likeness and number. At Memorex
Corp. last month, some employees had
made up gag badges bearing the corporate
names of Memdahl' and Amdorex. The
consensus at that company was that Memdahl was the better name.
. Within the industry, however, there is
disagreement as to who would get the better of the deal in a merger of Memorex and
Amdahl Corp. The two plug-compatible
manufacturers announced tliey were holding "exploratory discussions looking toward a possible merger," and that if successful the exchange of common stock
would be in a ratio of 1.2 Amdahl shares
for each Memorex common.
"Looks to me like they might be putting
together the Chrysler of the computer busi- .
ness," says Martin Simpson of Martin
Simpson Co. in New York., His view may
be a bit far-out, but maybe not.· Michael
Burwen of Input, the consulting and re~
search company in Palo Alto, Calif., says,
"Someone at Memorex told me he was
glad that he didn't have stock in either
company."
Such views notwithstanding; people tend
to see a merger as a good ~ove, one that
could benefit both parties. Says' Btirwen,
"As an outside, objective observer, it looks
to me like a super move by both companies
because it creates an almost full-line company with a size that enables it to compete
in the systems market."
Memorex was founded in 1961 to manufacture magnetic computer tape. It expanded its product line with the delivery in
1967 of disk packs, followed in '68 by its
first IBM plug-compatible disk drive. It ventured into mainframes in ~72, a line withdrawn the following year and written off at
a cost of $39 million. The company, which
employes some 11,000 people worldwide,
last year had sales of $633 million and
profits of $50 million.
,Disk drives continue as the major. busi~
ness at Meinorex. But according to the
1979 Disk/Trend Report published. by
James N. Porter, Memorex has relinquished its leadership position among iridependents to Storage Technology Corp.,
which was first to the marketplace with

plug-compatible 3350 drives. The company also continues as a leading supplier of
media, is into th~ communications processor business and terminal products, and
is also vending tape drives supplied by Fujitsu Ltd.
The much ,younge~ Amdahl. .corp. was
formed in 1970 to develop large-scale
mainframes wholly compatible,with IBM'S.
By the time the first machine was shipped
in 1975, the company. had spent close to
$50 million. The capital to finance this venture came mainly from the Chicago venture captial firm of Heizer Corp. and the
Japanese mainframe maker; Fujitsu Ltd,
Currently if both firms· were to exercise
their warrants to purchase more Amdahl
stock, Fujitsu would ow~ 34% of the com-

Proposed· merger is vi~wed.as an
attempt to build a systems
,
company ,large enough, to finance
expansion into new technologies
and markets.
pany, Heizer an additional 25%.
Despite startup problems, however, the
company has experienced. a phenomenal
growth. Revenues last year topped $320
million. and earnings $48 million. But in
January.IBM announc'ed' its 4300 series
comp'-;1ters with its attractive price-performance levels, causing users to hold back
Qnorders and iristallations of not only Amdahl computers but also those of IBM, itself.
Amdahl's revenues in the first half of 1979
were only a trifle more than in the same
period in '78, but earnings were down by
28%.
.
A third-party company with a ,presence
at both firms is Fujitsu Ltd., which not only
has a large equity position in Amdahl
Corp. but also is a supplier to Amdahl of
components and .subassemblies. And
Memorex sells Fujitsu tape drives. According to Business. Week, Fujitsu would own
22% of the combined companies. But no
one questioned onthis matter thought that
Fujitsu had anything to do with bringing
the two parties together.
Instead, people view this proposed mer~
ger as an attempt to build a systems company, one capable of supplying mainframes and peripheral~, one whose diverse
product line would make it less.sllsceptible
to harsh business cyCles, and .one large
enough to be able to finance expansion into
new technologies arid markets. Industry
consultant David E. Gold of Saratoga,
Calif., thinks the combined companies
would sti1ll:;tck an adequate i~-house semiconductor capability, as. well as communications products. He minimizes Memorex's success with its front-end processor.
Robert Domenico of Palyn Associates
Inc. says Amdahl does not have a large
semiconductor production capacity but
doe~ have a very advan~ed processing capability. "In the LSI/VLSI world to come,'"

lunch." But Gideon Gartner of the Gartner
Group, a WaIl Street research firm, takes
the opposite view. Is there a future in the
peM business?
"We think there is," says Gartner. "We
think the plug-compatible concept is a very
viable one, long-term." The reasons, he
adds, are that the so-caIled IBM environ,:
ment, including the peM's, will continue to
get larger and larger. And the users wiII
continue to want a second source.

- Edward K. Yasaki

COMMUNICATIONS

WANTED:
SPACE IN
SPACE
AMDAHL CHIEFS: From right, Eugene R. White, deputy chairman of the board; John C.
Lewis, president, and Gene M. Amdahl, founder of the company who is retiring from his
position as chairman of Amdahl Corp.

says Domenico, "he's (Amdahl) probably
got enough processing capability to take
care of all his own requirements and maybe
some of the LSI requirements of Memorex." The San Jose, Calif., consultant explains that Amdahl's capabilities currently
are designed to aid in the development process, not to enter into mass production of
LSI chips. He thinks their plan for the future is not to farm out the processing work,
as they did in the past, but to bring that inhouse.
Input's Burwen, however, minimizes the
importance of an in-house semiconductor

community said that Amdahl was not paying enough in the exchange of stock. But
those in the technical community, concerned less with who's lining whose
pockets, say that Memorex has more to
gain from a consolidation. Frequently expressed is a concern that Memorex has not
been spending enough in recent years for
research and development, that in product
development the company is a foIIower, not
an innovator.
"I think Memorex management has optimized for the short-term," says Gold,
adding that Memorex is not the attractive

"Someone at Memorex told me he
was glad that he didn't have stock in
either company."

"We think the plug-compatible
concept is a very viable one, longterm."

capability, "because it's such a smaIl part
of what creates the revenue stream." Adds
Burwen, "There's an element missing in
both companies. That's a very strong software capability, which I think they wiII
have to develop fairly quickly in order to
compete at the level where they must compete." He says Amdahl is building that capability but isn't there yet. "It's key. A fuIIline systems supplier must also have that
software."
It's generaIly agreed that what Memorex brings to this marriage are a good marketing force, including a strong presence in
Europe, an instaIled base, and a reputation,
"although it's increasingly being nibbled at
by Storage Technology," says Dave Gold.
When the merger talks were first disclosed to the public, those in the financial

partner that some believe it to be. "I think
that in many ways Amdahl has paid its
dues and bought its future-although, depending on what IBM does with its H Series, it's not clear. I think Memorex in
many ways has sold its future."
It's generaIIy believed that Amdahl has
the stronger management and that that's
what Memorex wants from this merger.
But a securities analyst who asked not to be
identified is critical of Amdahl management, as well.
StiII, when all is said and done, the future of the peM business is not at all clear.
Martin Simpson thinks it's. possible to
make money at it over. the short haul but
considers it dangerous over the long term
because, as he puts it, IBM has shown a
reluctance "to have other people eat their

Some equatorial countries, who
demand "parking s~ces" for their
own use in outer space, may be
heard at 1O-week World
Administrative Radio Conference
this month.

Suppo'se the government of Colombia informed the U.S. that communications
sateIIites "parked" above its land were
trespassing. To go a bit further, suppose the
days of "free parking" for geosynchronous
sateIIites anywhere above the equatorial
region were gone forever. That would
mean that any U.S. communications satellite stationed over that narrow belt, the
only location a communications sateIIite
can be positioned and still appear stationary to any earth antenna, would have to
pay rent for the orbital space it occupies
some 22,000 miles above the earth, or else
get towed away.
Sound far-fetched? Not at all. Indeed, a
little-known declaration in 1977, sponsored
by Colombia and endorsed by several other
equatorial countries, claims equatorial orbit sovereignty. And not only do these
countries want this valuable orbital space
declared their sovereign property, but they
also want sateIlite "parking spaces" reserved there for their own use, even though
they have no immediate plans to use these
slots.
That's but one of many prickly issues
·that will be hammered out in a 10-week
international confab that begins this
month. On September 24, some 1,200 delegates from 154 countries will gather in
Geneva, Switzerland to divvy up the
world's airwaves and orbits. This meeting,
one of the largest international conferences
ever held, is caIled the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARe) and is sponsored by the International TelecomSEPTEMBER 197987
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munications Union (ITU), a United Nations body.
The first gathering of the ITU was back
in 1865. On the agenda was the adoption of
an international code for telegraphy, or the
Morse code. More than a century later,
vast improvements in technology have
caused the world to shrink. But as WARC 79
nears, it's becoming more and more apparent that politics could serve to pull nations
apart once again.
The world has greatly changed since the
!~$t general WARC in 1959, when satellite
communications was not yet in existence.
Many more changes can be expected before the next general WARC in 1999. The

Some battles, if lost, could pose
grave problems for the U.S.
telecommunications industry.
20-year interval between meetings is one
signal that the conference is an important
one. There are, of course, many other reasons that WARC 79 has great significance.
The upcoming WARC will have the authority to consider, and possibly rearrange,
the entire electronic spectrum available for
radio, tv, radar, Citizen's Band, satellite
transmission, and radio astronomy. The
actions of WARC 79 could affect the direction of new technology research, the cost of
many forms of electronic transmissions,
and several aspects of national security.
Any changes in existing regulations for
global telecommunications are of special
interestto the U.S. telecommunications industry, both the manufacturers of hardware and software and the international
communications carriers. Significant
change could render existing equipment
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obsolete or, at least, require expensive
retooling.
. Radio waves, a finite resource, are no
respecters of national boundaries. Thus, to
maintain order in global communications,
the U.S. believes that the best available
means is through support of the ITU. There
is increasing concern, however, that the
U.S., along with the other major world
powers-the U.S.S.R. and the People's
Republic of China-may not be allowed to
run the show at WARC 79 as they have at
past WARC'S. And some battles,· if lost,
could pose grave problems for the U.S.
telecommunications industry.
"There is growing apprehension that
Third World countries, which now comprise over two-thirds of the membership of
the ITU (as in all U.N. agencies), and
therefore command a majority if they
choose to vote en bane, might use the occasion of WARC 79 to attempt to win a round
in what they.view as the continuing conflict
between the developed countries of the
'North' and the developing countries of the
'South,' " explains a report on WARC 79
prepared by the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) at the request of Senators
Barry Goldwater (R., Az.) and Harrison
Schmitt (R., N.M.).
Under the heading of the "New World
Information Order," these less-developed
countries (LOC'S) have voiced a number of
grievances. Their concerns include a more
"balanced" flow of information between
North and South; the prior consent of governments before their people are exposed to
foreign "prQpaganda" or cultural influence~particularly in anticipation of the
future development of direct broadcasting
by satellite; and the demand that portions
of the increasingly crowded spectrum be

reserved for developing countries that
might not be able to use it until some un-·
specified time in the future.
While only the la tter concern will be officially placed on the WARC 79 agenda, the
others are certain to be raised in general
debate. And the LOC'S are quick to point
out that they represent 90% of the world's
population and control 10% of the spectrum, while the industrialized countries
control 90% of the spectrum and account
for only 10% of the population. It's time the
tables turn, they argue.
The U.S. position is that the spectrum
should be allocated for specific services, not
for specific countries. Furthermore, the
U.S. contends, it should be allocated on a
first come, first served basis. "The LOC'S
want to make sure there is room at the inn
when they get there," states Glen O. Robinson, head of the 64-member U.S. delegation for the conference. A law professor at
the Univ. of Virginia and a former commissioner of the Federal Communications
Commission, Robinson adds that while the
LOC position is understandable, it's just not
feasible. "In 1973, for example, one satellite carried 250 telephone circuits. Now
each satellite can handle 24,000 circuits,"
he points out. Because technology changes
so fast, Robinson claims, "there can be no
guarantees [made to any country]."
One big factor that cannot be known until the conference convenes, Robinson admits, is how well organized and unified the
LOC contingency is. According to the Congressional Research Service study, which
was released in early July, "It does not now
appear that the Third World will speak
with one voice at WARC." The study adds,
however, that most of the feedback the
U.S. has gotten from foreign countries has
come primarily from "technicians or technocrats, rather than political or govern-

Seventy-two U.S. delegates from
government and private industry
will attend Geneva conference.
ment leaders." And it's almost a certainty
that politics will play a key role in the
deliberations.
"I have been concerned with the growing
politicization of the ITU as a result of the
efforts being made by Third World nations
to accomplish political objectives in what
has been in the past a forum for technical
discussion," remarks Sen. Goldwater, a
member of the Senate Communications
Subcommittee which has closely followed
the U.S. preparations for WARC 79. The
Arizona senator hopes to be one of eight
federal legislators that will make the trek
to Geneva this month with the other 64
U.S. delegates from government and private industry.
Similar sentiments about the conference
degenerating into a political forum have
been voiced by Robinson, who leads the

U.S. delegation. In recent testimony before
the House International Operations Subcommittee, he expressed concern that ideological rhetoric carried on too long could
"sabotage the conference."
While the skirmishes that are certain to
ensue between the LDC'S and the industrialized nations are the ones causing the
greatest consternation for U.S. policymakers, they most definitely will not be the
only battles fought. In sectioning off the
spectrum, any increase in one band necessarily requires a decrease in another band.
One U.S. proposal requests an expansion of
the AM radio band to make possible an additional 700 AM radio stations. This pro.posal is aimed at increasing minority ownership of these financially attractive broadcasting stations. But officials in West Germany, for instance, have voiced concern

There also exists the possibility that
resolutions will not be reached by
the targeted close of the conference
on Nov. 30.
that such an increase in the AM band would
place the U.S. into frequencies their country is using for navigation and sea services.
They worry that such an allocation could
cause interference in those services for
Europeans.
Other proposals submitted by the U.S.
to the ITU last January include:
-co-equal sharing by broadcasting and
land mobile services (e.g., Citizen's Band)
in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band;
-future consideration of changes that
would provide for inexpensive two-way
voice and data communications via satellite to remote areas where terrestrial facilities are not available;
-expansion of fixed satellite service;
-splitting the satellite service in the 12
GHz band into two sub-bands for fixed satellites and direct broadcast satellites, effectively tripling the number of orbital
positions available to each; and
-expansion of the number of frequencies
available to the amateur service.
Because the decisions made at WARC will
have treaty status, they will be reviewed by
the Senate before U.S. endorsement is
given. The U.S .. can take "reservation" to
any or all of the WARC decisions, in effect
refusing to abide by the majority rule.
Such a practice, however, is considered politically detrimental to the country's relations with the Third World, as well as
contradictory with the U.S.'s stated objective of promoting harmony in global telecommunications. So, while the ITU has no
official sanctions against countries that do
not endorse its rules, there are strong unofficial political and economic incentives for
U.S. agreement.
There also exists the possibility that resolutions will not be reached by the targeted
close of the conference on Nov. 30. That's a

matter of concern to Sen. Schmitt, also a
member of the Senate Communications
Subcommittee, who sees parallels with the
Law of the Sea Conference. After eight
meetings, the Law of the Sea conferees still
could not reach decisions on international
rules to govern exploitation of the oceans
and seabeds. "WARC is the same kind of
forum, and the same issues will be there,"
Sen. Schmitt warns.
Even assuming that the issues of WARC
79 can be resolved in 10 weeks, several people in private industry think the 20-year
span until the next general WARC is much
too long. "The evolutionary cycle of technological change may have permitted two
decades to elapse between WARC'S in the
early part of the century," comments Terry
Mahn, a Washington communications attorney with Toth & Mahn. "But the phenomenal pace of technology today precludes that kind of a timetable now,"
Mahn asserts. "It's absurd to assume that
this meeting can set the directions for
global telecommunications for the remainder of the century. I don't think that
can happen at this meeting; I don't think it
can ever again occur in only 20-year
intervals. "
By the end of next month, we'll know for
sure. As for now, the CRS study claims, the
mood in the U.S. is one of "cautious apprehension." According to a recent report
from Kalba Bowen Associates, a Cambridge, Mass., research firm that is
monitoring the situation, there is good reason for apprehension: "By the end of the
century-and this prediction may be made
with confidence-no aspect of human society will fail to bear the imprint of the decisions made at the WARC of 1979."

-Becky Barna

PERIPHERALS
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AMPEX
GOES THE
PLATED
DISK ROUTE
Ampex has achieved a packing
density of more than 1,000 tracks
per inch and 12,000 bits per inch.
In a laboratory last month, a thin film
plated disk was spinning away. On every
eighth revolution, a flying read-write head
was seen crashing onto the shiny surface of
the platter, producing nary a scratch.
It was Ampex Corp.'s dramatic way of
showing the product with which it is entering, this month, the oem marketplace for

plated disks. The new magnetic disk,
known as Alar, is said to be compatible
with Winchester head technologies, as well
as standard ferrite and thin film heads.
With the Winchester technology, the company claims, as many as 500,000 startstops can be expected without failure. And
packing densities are said to be four to five
times the capacity of oxide coated disks.
Using thin film heads made available to
them, the people at Ampex have achieved a
packing density of more than 1,000 tracks
per inch and more than 12,000 bits per
inch. This is not the technical limit, cautions Irwin Roth, disk product program
manager, but rather what they've achieved
in the lab with available heads.
According to Roth, one way to increase
packing density is to control the thickness
of the magnetic film. "With plating," he
explains, "we can control to a fraction of a

To get the greater packing densities,
it's time to go next to thin film
heads and plated disks.
micro-inch." And that's much closer than
can be done with coating techniques. But
Roth also admits readily that coated disk
makers are improving their technology,
too, so this is not to imply that plated disks
will soon obsolete coated disks.
Ampex is no newcomer to the technology of electroplated magnetic media. It has
been producing plated disks for use in its
own Videofile storage and retrieval systems
and for its slow-motion video recorders,
known to sports fans as instant-replay machines. In addition, the company has been
supplying them to makers of head-pertrack storage devices in disk diameters
ranging from 4 inches to 16 inches. Current production of its plated disks for both
video and digital applications is said to run
between 40 and 60 per week.
According to Ampex's Paul D. Baba, a
number of customers could have 8-inch
Winchester drives on the market with thin
film disks early in 1980 if they progress
through their tests as planned. Baba, who
is general manager of the materials and
devices group, audio-video systems, explains that people are continually pushing
technology to its limits. And while the older
coated disks and ferrite heads have not
reached the limits of their capabilities, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to squeeze
more performance out of them. Thus, to
get the greater packing densities, it's time
to go next to thin film heads and plated
disks.
Industry analysts who study the disk
drive technologies and markets, however,
don't look for that transition to occur for
awhile. In his study of the 8-inch disk drive
market, Santa 'Barbara consultant Raymond C. Freeman Jr. says, "Plated 8-inch
disks are available in sample quantities for
those who wish to experiment with them
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funding for the project and all but publi~ly
scorned the internal Navy politics that
have limited the scope of the project.
In HR 4040, the proposed 1979 Defense Appropriations Bill, the committee
inserted a line item directive that the additional funds were to supplement the project's on-going funding and be used to
implement the S-1 mUltiprocessor configuration, a crossbar linkage of 16 secondgeneration S-1 processors-each of which
will process typical scientific mixes of logical and numerical operations at approximately the same speed as a Cray-l, currently the largest commercially av.ailable
scientific processor.
The Navy expects the multiprocessor
S-1 configuration will offer processing
muscle to take on computational problems
a full order of magnitude greater than
those which currently can be addressed by
the largest computing system.
The S-1 was designed as a high speed
real-time signal processor, albeit with
strong internal general processing support,
to fulfill Navy needs in environment prediction and analysis; submarine surveillance through massive sensor input; and
. AMPEX introduced its Alar line of thin film plated disks for emerging microdisk market in .
weapons
system simulation. But it is comdiameters that range from 2 to 24 inches.
monly accepted that an order of magnitude
increase in capability generally brings a
and prepare for the inevitable coming of early in 1981. Thin film disks could be in- full qualitative difference in the applicathin film technology." But he also observes troduced with the heads or, more likely, in tions where a technology is brought to bear.
that there is no strong competitive pressure a subsequent announcement."
The S-1 uniprocessor-the independent
yet to make the switch. "Winchester techIn addition to Ampex, an earlier supplier processor that will be the multiprocessor
nology should enjoy an acceptable life cy- of plated disks to oem's has been Poly-Disc module-is itself an extremely fast, apparcle without threat of early displacement."
Systems Inc. of Torrance, Calif., which has ently very cost effective supercomputer of
And James N. Porter, a disk drive con- been developing nickel cobalt surfaced unique architecture and unique history.
sultant in Mountain View, Calif., who re- disks in both the 8- and 14-inch diameters. The S-l is a multiple instruction, multidata
cently came out with his 1979 Disk-Trend
-Edward K. Yasaki machine, the first large MIMD machine
Report on rigid disk drives, agrees that
ever built. Compared to the conventional
plated disks won't show up right away. As 1------------------1 cpu design which calls for a single instrucfor their use in oem drives in the 8-inch TECHNOLOGY
tion stream operating on a single data
format, he comments, "It's very questionstream (SISD), or even the single-instrucable whether there will be much usage of
tion, multiple-data machines like the Illiac
IV, the MIMD design is hardware intensive.
thin film heads or any significant use of
thin film disks over the next couple of
But with the lowering trend of hardware
years." Porter notes that there won't be an
costs, such a trade-off is freely accepted for
the generality of implementation that
adequate supply of thin film heads in the
marketplace, and those that do show up
MIMD architecture allows.
won't be configured for use with 8-inch
A unique computer-aided design system, SCALD (Structural Computer-Aided
drives but rather for the 14-inch size. FurLogic Design), is both midwife and sibling
ther, those companies that have the capability to develop a high-performance USN
d Itt
to the S-1 processor. SCALD, developed as
•• avy eve opmen a
an integral part of the S-l project, has been
drive, such as the IBM 3370 range, will be
Livermore aims at putting
termed "probably the most broadly significant area of the S-l project," by a blueIBM will use thin film heads first on supercomputers on chips.
chip Navy review team of academic and
its larger drives, probably in the
A small U.S. Navy development effort at industry specialists. In the last year SCALD
fourth quarter.
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, a gov- . has already had a major impact on comernment high-technology research in- puter-design concepts in this country.
directing their efforts at the large-capacity stitute in Livermore, Calif., has made
SCALD has been described as basically a
14.:.inch drive.
substantial progress toward achieving the powerful bookkeeping system which supFreeman, too, expects that IBM will use Department of Defense goal of putting su- ports a structured approach to design, an
thin film heads first on its larger drives. He percomputers on chips within the next four approach closely analogous to structured
writes: "Their initial shipments (of thin to six years.
programming. The SCALD system leapfilm heads) are likely to be in the large
So impressed was the House Armed Ser- frogs the conventional design manpower
3370 drive (expected in the fourth quarter vices Committee with Livermore's prog- circuit by permitting the designer to work
of this year) and almost surely in the billion ress in its S-1 development effort, the com- solely at almost a block diagram level.
byte machine expected late in 1980 or mittee quadrupled the Navy's requested
"We've got it down to where you can
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SUMMARY OFTHE S-J PROJECT FIVE-YEAR PLA~(PROPOSED)
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Design System
ECl-10K wire wrap (I)
ECl- i OOK wire wrap (IIA)
Timing verification, (IIA)
EcL gate array (III)
PC board layout (III)
CMOS gate array (IV)
PC board layout (IV)
Gate level simulation
VHSI design/layout (V)
PC board layout (V)
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Uniprocessors
ECl-lOK (I)
.'_ _
ECl-10/100K (IIA)
ECl gate array (III)
CMOS gate array (IV)
VHSllogic (V)

Multiprocessors

•

ECl-10/100K (IIA)
ECl gate array (III)
CMOS gate array (IV)
VHSllogic (V)

Software
Batch OS
PASCAL
FORTRAN
LISP
Multiprocessing OS
Full OS kernel
000-1
Full OS
UYK-7 simulator
UYK-7 emulator
PDP-10 simulator
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)-Denotes S-1 processor generations

take a ,rather small group of engineers an~
let them input-in rather high level graphics':"-just what they want tO,db in the system, and then we've. got a set of programs
that exparid that design out in work that is
typically done by, many many engineers
and draftsmeri,"explained Thomas. McWilliams,the prinCipal developer on
SCALD. ~hereas most computer~aided design systems focus on automatirig the lowlevel physical skills-automating I>~ hoard
generation, for instance~ScALDhs~s its
ever-increasing library of detail design to
autoriuite the expansion of register-Ievd
drawings (block ,diagrams) into the full
scale design package.
,
"What we, do is prOduce, essentially a set
of macros, each of which is a graphics presentation, and these inacros when put together will ,automatically expand to a
complete set oLschematics,',' said, McWilliams: "But we never, for instance, ex,:,
,parid out by hand basic symmetries and
references throughout the design. What we
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hav~ done is, focus more on the front end of
the design: reducing the amount of effort
that draftsmen and engineers ,would typically do, el,iminating the middle-level engineering. Conventionally, the .lead engineers do only the first stag'e, the high level
desigri-but in our case; they're the only
people who exist: The descriptive notation

A uniquecomp~ter.aided design,
system is both, midwife and sibling
to the 5-1 processor.
is sufficiently concise and workabl~ that we
can, pretty much go from there' to iinplementation in an automatic fashion."
SCALD.; according to the Office of Naval
Research's industry /academic review
team, has finally introduced structured description of logic as a d,esign tool. "Computers are simply ,not designed t~is way,
although they ought to have been for some
time," notes the ONR review report. "SCALD

does what' should ~av~ been dorie; is'elegant in detail" and contains some excellent,
previously unheard of, features .... ,The
fact that a few individuals were able to
complete the design of a complic~ted processor in such a short time is most' convincing dernonstration of its effectiveness!"
declared the ONR review, exdamation
point and all. "
"
Whiiecoriventional large scale computer design efforts typically, command
perhaps 100 man-years of desigri effort; the
S-l design was completed during a single
calendar year in a total of two man-years of
design effort. 'A pace-and ingeed, a
cost "'---:that mocks 'manY currentccimputer
design efforts., "Manpower savings well in
excess of an order of magnitude may be
reaiized, and have ac~ually been demonstrated in practice during boih the S-l
Mark I and Mark IIA deslgri," noted Lawrence Widdoes, with ,McWilliams a principal designer for the project. SCALD also
allows designs to be recompiled rapidly

a

when new integrated circuits become available. Hence a designer can quite effectively
use a previously implemented design to reduce his design time on a new project, or a'n
upgrade of an on-going project.' . , "
" The' ability of SCALD to recoin pile a design in tenns of a new technology, probably
newer components with higher efficiency,
is central to tlie S-1 prograrri. The Livermore team has presented the Navy with a
five-ye~r plan that u~es the inteqjhiy between SCALD and the S-1 uniprocessor as a
ladder by which both systems are funy exploited over a fairly limited time fram~.'
The first model of SCALD was used to
design t~e prototype Mark I yersion of S-I,
using ECL 10K wire-wrap technology. The
Mark I' S-I, which now fUrlS SCALD II, is
refining the design and recompiling iCfor
the Mark IIAVer:sion of S- i, which will include ECL-I00K wire'-wrap technology.
The SCALD III systein will be'used to generate gate array masks iri recompiling S-1
desigriTor Mark III, the S-1 threshold of LSI
tech~ology'. '
"
"The whole program is focused on LSI
Implementation," explained McWilliams,
"and these other machines,the'Mark I and
Mark IIA, have been stepping-stones-to
debug the architecture, the basic design,
the design system,the applications and so
forth:" Thefive-y'ear plan currently berore
the Navy calls for successively upgrading
the SCALD system until "it gets to the point
where it's compiled the proven desigriof
the S-1 down toa single chip, the Mark v.
"Aciual1y,'~ said McWilliams, "the Mark
v'is likely to be one to f~}Ur ~hips, depending
,

,

SCALD finally has introduced
s~ructured description 'of logic as a
d~sigJ1 tool.'"
' ,""
, ,
on the technology 'available; essentially a
microprocessor-sized supercomputer. This
is whatthe technology in general is looking
tosupp6r~, talkirig a four- to five-year time
scale;"
,
, The SCALD design system has been
drawing major attention from commercial
vendors but, remarked Digital Equipment
Corp.'s engineering vp Gor~on Beil, "the
particular a:rchitec~ureused in the S-1 processors is innovative and 'elegaht and perhaps also quite important· in the commercial future." Bellhad been keenly aware of
the projec~ since its inception in 1976McWilliams was aformer student of hisand had been involved in infOrmally advising the'governmentas to the significance of
both S-1 and SCALD'. Like the ONR review
team, Bell felt that dollar for dollar, the S~ 1
project had been an economy buy for the
Navy.
",
"'The history and cost effectiveness of the
S.:I, Mark I, con'tinues'to startle speCialists," saidDr. Lowell Wood, special studies
group leader for Livermore's Physics Dept.
and S-1 coordinator. "And the peOple who

have come through on review have been at
least as startled by the cost effectiveness we
expect to get out of the second generation,~'
the Mark IIA, the first of which is expecteq
to be completed by next spring~ the component processor for the S:"l multiprocessor.
The protot'ype Mark I model did not
have arithmetic 'capabilities built into it,
explained Wood. It executes arithmetic by
microcode 'subroutines, and it. runs high
level 'programs about a thih~ as fast as Control Data's CDC 7600. "The Mark I came in
with an implementation cost of about ~85,
OOO,"'said Dr. Wood. "The second genera~
tion machine, the Mark IIA, which we
expect to 'realize for about $250,000, runs
the Department of Energy simulation
benchmark codes, the ~ so-called LL
internals, about as fast as the Cray-l. \'
Direct comparisons with the Cray mach~ne are somewhat showy and niisleading.
The high precision Cray is focused, on
different'applications than the 36-bit S':I,
which needs high volume but less precision
for real time'signal proces~i~g. Still: it aIlows' for a technology refere'nce. Largescale arithmetic capabilities are, ofcourse,
built into the Ma'rk IIA design, and the ,architecture is basically identical to tp.efirst
generation S-I; but while it runs the same
s'oftware, the gate count has roughly
doubled.
Compared to the Cray-l, the ECL I,OOK
technology of the Mark IL.\ will have component 'cost 'and power, effectiveness that
has improved "by a fa<;tor of 30 t040," said
Wood. Simply because SCALD implementation allows' very' u'p~ to-da te technology, to
be included in the design-in this case,
Fairchild's lOOK MSI series of components
that became available only in mid-1979.'
"SCALD allows us ~o recompile the architecture down into a new, technology on a
one-year timescale," said Wood, "which is
about as fast as a new technology rises, at
least at the present time .... SCALD is
rather paced to tha~. We design in terms of
what is 'available' in spec sheets before we
commit to prototyping. We evaluate samples in as large a quantity as we c~m; and by
the time we get through' the prototyping
process-at the presen~ time wire-wrap
boards, but subsequ~ntiy, for the third genenltioil, on pc boards-wehav~ engineering prototype quantities. And about the
time we're ready to replicate for Navy
evaluation systems or, whatever, we have
large scale production avaiIilble and the
costs are becom!ng reasonable.
"SCALD is thus pitched at the very leading edge of the semiconductor industry,
and we kind of just move along at the same
pace the leaders of the semiconduCtor industry move, so far as the technology available; We restricted the first two generations
exclusively to commercially available com~
ponents~indeed, in most cases, multisourced products-but with the third
generation we'lll?e going into semiconductor LSI," he said., ' ,

The S-1 Mark IIA uniprocessor is con..:
stitutedof approximately'2,500 ECL-IOOK
MSI Circuits inperformance-crittcal areas,
and approximately 6,900 Eq.-l0K circuits
elsewhere. The transistor population of the
Mark IIA'S arithmetic unit alo'ne is greater
than that of the entire cpu of -the Cray-l ~
Gate circuit densities within this arithmetic unit are about 20tirries greater than
those in the Cray-l cpu. The internallcigi~
cal structure of the S-1, Mark IIA, consists
of five micro-engines, relativeiy special
purpo~e, prog~amma ble co~trollers,opera ting in parallel to provide high performance.
Four cif the micro-engines form the instructiori pipeline; a single micro~engine handles
memory traffic in parallel with the opera'
tion of the instruction pipeline.
, Although 'S-1 design is optimized for the
multiprocessc;>r linkage, a single uniprocessor system can be, configured by connecting the processor directly· to a memory
controller, a configuration. which requires
neither hardware, nor Il).icrocode changes.
The S-1 instruction set architecture allows
the. programmer to 'address' t~o hi'Ilion 9bit bytes of main memory uniformly;without using base registers~more than any
other high performance computer.
Stanford Uitiv. and Stanford Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory have been major
subcontractors throughout tlie S-1 projeCt,
today largely as prime, subcontractors for
the S-1 software work. Foran intermediate
operating 'system; the S-l project is transporting Bell Lab's UNIX to theS:-l, butthe
ultimate goal of 'the Stanford/Livermore
software team is to. br!ng in an "extremely
ambitious large scale time-sharing system," according to Navy sources. "It's
modeled fairly closely after MULTIX," said
one. "Yoti might say it will be MULTIX done
right, along with a lot of other good features taking advantage of things learned
along the way." , '

Second generati<?n machine runs
Department of .Energysimulation
benchmark code,s about as fast as
the Cray.. l.
The funding for the S-1 project has
never been extravagant. Beginning with an
original grant from the Office of Naval Re':
search for a partial year's workin 1976, the
S-1 project has been maintairied on core
flJnding of between $1.5 and $2 million annually, and the Navy's 1979 budget proposed to continue that level, of funding. In
the light of the expressed congressional interest; however, the Navy is reviewing both
the current, and long..:terrri S.:.1 program,
according to Joel Trimble, the oNRofficer
with oversight responsibility on'S~ 1.
The leverage' offe'red for, ~ relatively
small additional investmenfwas what convinced the Armed Ser'vices Committee to
add another $4.5 million t~ the Navy budget for the S-ltnultiprocessor : "There was
SEPTEMBER 197993
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no 'point to slowing up the technological
pace for a couple of a million dollars,~' explained Anthony Battista, the member of
the committee staff directly involved in the
decision. "There are' some projects where
no matter how much money you put in,
you're still limited by either the laws of
. physics or some technical problem. This
wasn't the case here. So we just added the
money to make sure that there was money
that was in constance with the progress
that could be made."
.

- Vin McLellan

OFFICE AUTOMATION

NOTA DP
FUNCTION

Autoniat~ 'offices must be viewed
a'nd' handled as a communications
environment, not as a dp
appllca~ion~
. .

Computers are being applied to the job of
factory automation,controlling not only
separate devices but also entire manufacturing processes. They're also doing the
same in warehouses and refineries. And
they're being used to control the heating

and air conditioning in large buildings. But
will it work in the office?
People with a data processing orientation are trying to automate offices by
providing a computational capability, but
that's not what's needed, according to consultant Tim Tyler. Offices are not established to process data, Tyler contends, but
rather to communicate~for employees to
communicate among themselves or with
outsiders and to facilitate one company
communicating with'another. Thus offices
must be viewed and handled as a communications environment, not a dp application.
"Practically all. time spent in the office
environment is spent either preparing communications or communicating," Tyler
writes in a report published last month by
Strategic Business Services of San Jose,
Calif. ". " . Any computation or even analysis is only incidental to the basic function of
communica tions."
What's hindering the automation of that
communications function is people's continuedreliance on paper as the main medium of intercourse. "As long as paper and
voice remain the primary interoffice communication media, all attempts to automate offices will occur on a standalone
(and piecemeal) basis," he writes.
To date, of course, there has been nothing to 'indicate that offices in the near fu- '
ture will be paperless. Indeed, the trend

appears to be toward the papermore office.
Pundits have long been saying that we live
in an analog, not a digital, world. We're all
accustomed to writing things down, to carryingscraps of paper, maintaining a private address book. And a veritable fortune
has been invested in office equipment oriented to paper~from typewriters and
word processors to copiers and file cabinets,
and, lest the cgPlpany mail department fail
us in our efforts to spread the paper word,
the facsimile machine. As one .white-collar
worker exclaims, waving his arm over a
desk cluttered with paper, "It's almost a
full time job just· trying to keep my desk
clean."
.
Yet, despite this inundation, people have
a preoccupation with generating more paper. This psychological attachment to paper and the analog world, the difficulty of
arbitrarily reducing the paper flow by
half-much less removing it entirely from
the office environment"':"is 'not addressed
by Tyler. Nor does he treat the politics of it
all.
But he makes a good case for the economics of ending our reliance on paper,
and even explains how the savings achieved
from such an ambitious undertaking can
finance the electronic systems that replace
paper.
He notes that the price of paper continues an upward spiral, that personnel
costs are on the increase, and that at the
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... will finance the leasing of
these hardware complements

By eliminating paper in the
automated office, these annual
savings ...
Source
Printers, copiers, paper
Paper handling expense
Mail and courier service
Totals

Systems

Crt's

Billions

(000)

(000,000)

$19.1

480
1300
220

8.6
23.4
4.0

55.0
8.6
$82.7

--

--

2000

36.0

DATA: Strategic Business Services, San Jose

same time we are seeing prices decline for
such things as data storage, processing capability, and data communications.
"It is obvious that the rate oftechnological change is actually increasing," he explains, "and the cost spread between
paper-oriented systems and electronic
technology is widening at an increasing
rate."
Elsewhere, Tyler observes that whenever
a lower cost process arrives on the scene, it
tends to replace the more expensive
method. "Past experience indicates that if
cost spreads are sufficiently wide, the more
expensive technology will be replaced, regardless of either current investment or
personal preference."
As shown in tabular form on these
pages, the funds are there for anyone who
wants to finance a move to the paperless
office. In a larger breakout, he shows that

by eliminating paper and thereby improving personnel utilization, we could reduce
by more than $200 billion a year the
amount spent for personnel, hardware, and
services oriented to paper.

-E.K.Y.

WP:

MAKING
PROGRESS

It's on the verge of becoming an
offshoot of information processing.

After more than ten years in the maturing
process, word processing is now on the

verge of becoming an offshoot of information processing. The technology fueling
this is certainly on-hand, and the necessary
packaging and "psychological environment" are also beginning to evolve, confirms Datapro Research Corp.'s Amy
Wohl. While this "slow steady progress"
continues, leading inexorably toward the
office of the future, word processing expert
Wohl sees the need for more packaging
solutions.
At the heart of the packaging issue,
Wohl explains, is "the inventory, service
and support problem." These packaging
prerequisites become even more important,
she maintains, as word processing branches out from the simplistic "French vanilla
systems." Packaging wp for ease of use is
also a must. Word processing systems, she
insists, should be user programmable "and
not turn everybody into merry programmers."
Speaking at the recent Syntopican VII,
the International Word Processing Association's Annual International Conference
and Exhibit in Chicago, Wohl predicted
that "managerial support work stations"
would be big on the word processing scene
by the 1980s. This wp concept, pioneered
by Citibank in New York, links management and secretarial workstations to a
computer.
Vendors, busy designing multifunction
workstations, Wohl points out, are facing

qeIOU~~irlg,\¢I~rn,igati~~,t~i~~s.err&rp~~~;'f'G

:,'s~i1r1~ing' of.: program :lis~ngs: '~\,',
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FEDERAL WP USAGE BLASTED
Word processing's track record in the
federal government has been less than
heartening. In a recent probe of the
Washington wp scene, the General Accounting Office dismally concluded that
most government agencies had turned
the technology into a bane rather than a
boon to productivity.
"Most departments and agencies," the
watchdog authority found, "are not in
compliance with regulations covering the
management of word processing systems.
Furthermore, most agencies can neither
demonstrate that they have increased
their productivity nor that their word
processing systems are, in fact, cost
effective. "
The Feds currently are consuming
about $80 million worth of word processing wares a year. If this appetite continues, Uncle Sam is expected to be
ordering over $300 million in wp delicacies by 1982. While these statistics
may be good news for prospect-hungry
vendors, they evoke considerable concern
on the part of GAO investigators worried
by the government's poor implementation of the technology to-date.
The cutting edge of GAO'S criticism is
aimed squarely at the individual agencies
which have mismanaged their word processing ventures. Some of the blame, the
federal auditors contend, also lies with
the National Archives & Records Service (NARS), whose four-year-old wp program for doling out agency applications

several user "impediments." At the top of
the list is cost. Currently, she says, this
equipment is too expensive for the average
user. Another user stumbling block results
from the fact that currently no vendor is
offering this gear as a package deal. The
"traumas of change" for office personnel

The successful office of the future
suppliers will have to expand their
equipment muscle by moving into
more areas than they're in today.
must also be overcome, she declares, so a
person can "sit in the office and not suffer
reorganization problems necessitated by
current equipment."
At the same Syntopican session, Quantum Sciences Corp. consultant Melody
Johnson ticked off the weaknesses and
strengths of the various top-ranking word
processing vendors. The successful office of
the future suppliers,she said, will have to
expand their equipment muscle by moving
into more areas than they're in today.
These include word processing, data processing, integrated wp/dp, photocomposition, copier capability, dictation, voice
processing, facsimile, and satellite commu96 DATAMATION

aid "has been ineffective," according to
the watchdogs.
To shore up these gaping management
loopholes, GAO urged agencies to heed established regulations and told NARS to
promptly issue pertinent word processing
guidelines aimed at giving the federal
flock a helping hand in planning their wp
schemes. Originally due out in June,
these guidelines are expected to be available this month.
Meanwhile, as a result of the GAO
findings, many chagrined agencies are
beginning to get their wp acts together,
according to one GAO insider. Some agencies have been on the right track all
along-the Social Security Administration and the Department of the Army
were two "isolated" examples of agencies
which the GAO found to have "well-managed and productive" word processing
setups.
Several agencies were also singled out
by the GAO for having poor wp operations. Included on the loser list was the
Office of Education, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Internal Revenue
Service, the Department of Commerce,
and the General Services Administration. This fingerpointing was intentional,
reveals one GAO staffer. "We wanted to
kick the agencies indirectly," he admits.
"Now agencies are starting to look at
word processing in a little different light."

-L.F.R.

nications for larger companies.
In the race to corner the office of the
future market, Johnson sees IBM "losing
market share, but having most of the key
elements." Xerox, she says, suffers from
the lack of dp capability-capability they
are hoping to beef up through possible acquisitions. Both IBM and Xerox, she points
out, are weak in photocomposition. While
still "the best" in facsimile, Xerox's weak
spots, she pinpoints, are in dictation and
integrated wp/dp.
Wang, a strong office of the future contender, has "covered immense ground in
the last one to two years," Johnson asserts.
Strong in photocomposition, the company
has yet to come up with a standalone wp
system.
Exxon Enterprises, which always "creates a tremendous amount of excitement"
with its products, leaves "only the tip of the
iceberg showing," according to Johnson.
The company's "current product position is
not that strong," but its plans to plunge into
such new areas as copiers and voice processing could change that positioning
dramatically. '
Johnson sees word processing companies
responding more to user needs. So much so
that they're even willing to turn to their

major rivals for equipment. She cites IBM'S
use of the Qume printer as an example of
this newfound competitive collaboration.
Today, Johnson argues, "no one vendor

Exxon Enterprises leaves only the
tip of the iceberg showing.
is yet prepared to be an office of the future
vendor. But users are not ready to accept
(the technology) either."

- Linda F. Runyan

SYSTEMS

BECAUSE
IT WAS
NEW YORK

Virginia Edgerton's concern about
what she saw as potential for
degradationof an on-line police
system led to her dismissal.

"People get killed here," said Virginia
Edgerton about New York City.
This, she explained, was the primary
basis for her concern back in June of 1977
when, as a senior information scientist on a
project of the New York City Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, she saw a potential for degradation of an on-line system
used to dispatch police cars in response to
emergency calls.
"It's because it was New York," she said.
"If it had been Augusta, Me. or Aurora,
Ill., it wouldn't have been so critical. I live
on 34th St. and I hear sirens 24 hours a
day."
The system in question, called SPRINT,
accepts as inputs from a police terminal
New York City street addresses and responds (typically within -seconds) with
street coordinates and the location of the
nearest patrol car. Police dispatchers, upon
receipt of emergency calls for assistance,
enter the addresses given and use the output to direct the nearest patrol cars to the
scene.
Edgerton was employed in a project
called CIRCLE established to install an online system called PROM IS, intended for use
by prosecutors to keep track of various data
pertinent to cases scheduled for trial.
Chairman of the project was Manhattan
District Attorney Robert M. Morgenthau.
SPRINT was operating on a pair of IBM
370/158 computers, one of which was
being used for backup and test purposes.
At first,. Edgerton thought PROMIS would
be implemented on the backup computer.
When it became obvious to her that it was

Buy the first page,
get the second one free.
Our new smart terminal, the
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formatting and protected fields
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Dr. Eskin reported back to the working
group that the matter was complex, that
Edgerton was raising a legitimate issue and
that definitive answers could not easily be
found.
"After that the IEEE told me what to do,"
Edgerton said. She was advised to call in
sick for two days and was helped to prepare
a memo outlining her concerns to project

"After that the IEEE told me what
to do."

VIRGINIA EDGERTON- "We care about
our fellowman."

to go on the main host she became concerned about the degradation potential for
SPRINT with the computer handling the additionalload.
"I wanted to take the chicken-way out at
first," she recalls. She asked her supervisor,
project director Sarwar A. Kashmeri, if she
could be assigned to another project. "He

"I wanted to take the chicken-way
out at first."
seemed to agree, but a day or two later it
was as if the conversation had never taken
place and it was back to SPRINT."
She claimed illness and went home. "I
stared at the walls for two hours. What to
do? I'm not an activist. Should I resign in a
huff? Should I resign quietly?" She called
the headquarters of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and
asked the receptionist, "Is there someone
there who knows about ethics."
She was referred to IEEE'S Committee on
Social Implications of Technology, which
assigned the case to a subcommittee of its
working group Ethics and Employment
Practices, chaired by Stephen Unger. He
referred Edgerton to Dr. Howard Eskin,
manager of systems programming at the
Columbia Univ. Computer Center, in
order to obtain a preliminary assessment of
the technical aspects of the situation.
"They wanted to find out if I was a lunatic," she recalls. "I almost hoped they
would decide I was a lunatic."
98 DATAMATION

director Kashmeri. He rejected it.
Two weeks later (again on the advice of
and with the help of the IEEE working
group), she circulated a revised version of
the memo to the members of the Criminal
Justice Coordinating Council, the organization employing her. For this she was discharged by Kashmeri on grounds of insubordination.
She then asked the IEEE Committee on
Social Implications of Technology to formally investigate the situation. The committee wrote to Kashmeri asking for his
version of the matter. There was no response and after what was deemed a suitable interval a letter was sent to District
Attorney Morgenthau asking him to look
into the situation and respond to the prima
facie case presented by Edgerton. This letter was answered by Kashmeri who said
Edgerton's dismissal was "effected because
1) her distribution of the memorandum to
the members of the CIRCLE Committee
was in direct violation of policy established
by me, and 2) against expressly given orders that all communications sent to the
Il,lembers must be approved by the Project
Director."
He also said that "the issues raised in her
memorandum were at that time (and still
are) under continuing discussion with the
computer staff of the New York City Police
Department and members of the CIRCLE
Committee. "
There was additional correspondence
between the IEEE committee and various
city officials with responses as recent as this
summer, "but no positive responses," said
Unger last month. "To the best of my
knowledge no study has been done (of the
degradation potential for SPRINT)."
He said Morgenthau finally did respond
but that it wasn't a positive response. The
committee never pushed for reinstatement
for Edgerton because she didn't want it.
"In retrospect I think that was a mistake,"
said Unger. "Pushing for reinstatement
might have made our case stronger and she
could always have declined to go back."
But he feels maybe Edgerton did have a
positive effect. "SPRINT is still running on
the same two computers but there has been
an informal indication that a second computer will be brought in for the SPRINT
system."
Edgerton, too, feels her efforts had some

effect. PROM IS for all of New York's burroughs was to have gone on the SPRINT
computer, but so far only Manhattan is on.
She feels she delayed the rest. "And they
(the CIRCLE Committee) now' have a budget for an analyst. Before it was only me
(with computer expertise)."
Unger feels culmination of the matter
came last April when the IEEE, at Intercon,
its national conference, presented an
award to Edgerton for "Outstanding Service in the Public Interest." The award
consisted of a certificate and $750.
'The money has gone into a fledgling
company Edgerton has been running since
she left the employ of New York City. It's
called Intelligence Technology Resources
Inc. and is primarily a service bureau operation for small organizations.
"I had enough money to live for a couple
of months," she recalls, "and I gave myself
two months to get a client. I had doubts
about my selling ability. After the fifth
week of everyone saying no, I went home
and began throwing up. I wasn't sick but I
was even throwing up Alka Seltzer."
A friend with 20 years of selling experience assured her that sales frustrations
usually lead to one of three things: "You
become an alcoholic, you begin smoking
two packs a day or you go home and throw
up. I felt better when I decided I was normal after all."
The next week she got two clients. One
was a lawyer who was a friend of a friend.
"The lawyer was seeing a shrink and his
shrink was threatening to strangle his
bookkeeper. He thought the shrink could
use my services. I was taking most of these
people (prospects) out to lunch but the

At first she was only going to pick
up weak little old ladies.
shrink didn't want lunch,just my services."
Edgerton said ITR "has always paid its
own way excluding my salary." Her expenses include leasing of computer time
from a service bureau in midtown New
York City, help as needed and a telephone
answering service 24 hours per day.
Her market continues to be primarily
what she calls shrinks-psychiatrists, psychologists and similar counselors. Her first
lawyer decided he didn't want the service
but he did pay. "Lawyers need word processing and I can't provide that now."
She tried offering an inventory control
system for bakeries and went so far as to
print up brochures featuring a cookie dancing on a terminal. But she backed away
because "the CIA couldn't be more paranoid. They don't even want you to know
what their ingredients are."
Edgerton said her accounts receivable
are five times what they were when she
started the company but profit is yet to
come. "It's coming along and I know it's
the right thing to do. Sometimes I think it's
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irrational, me doing ihis, but (feel, when ings on their computer system last Decem- words to do this to obtain proprietary data
all logic fails, gamble."
ber, the firm immediately reported this to from the system 196 times, using.48 hours
She's found other ways to keep eating the Federal 'Bureau of Investigation.
of computer time. He also is charged with
"We have monitoring devices on Ol,lr sys- deleting codes in the pes system which preand paying her rent. "I found that colleges
are willing to hire part time instructors. tem which told' us suspicious thIngs were vented, pes, customers froIIl accessing the
They're called adjunct faculty. I teach two occurring," said Bill Barencik, pes presi- company's computers.
classes in early morning and a couple of dent. pes offers computer time-sharing serThe indictment di<J not :indicate, how
vices, primarily in word processing and text Herr allegedly obtained the code numbers
classes at night."
'
, or passwords'. Thtf FBI;S investigation con,,:
And last summer she drove a cab Satur- editing.
day and Sunday nights. "I learned that
What was reported to the FBI was that tinued after the indictment and was still
television is unreal." She hasn't seen any- unauthorizedacce~ses were being made to going on late last month. "
Herr entered a not guilty plea to charges
one killed but she has witnessed robberies the pes system. "The, FBI wanted to catch
and muggings and "three people from my the guy in the act," said Barencik. "We of ten counts of wire fraud in a Los Angeles
,
garage were shot, one fatally."
cooperated with' them in' an qn-going federal court in late July. Simultaneously,
At first, she said, she was only going to , monitoriQg that lasted from December un- his New York attorney, Patrick Wall, was
pick up weak little old ladies, then only til last J~ne. We knew the accesses' were preparing a motion to 'exclude certain evifemales and finally "anyone who didn't coming through our Chicago Ilmltiplexor." dence from the trial, reportedly evjdence
obtained in a search 'ofBowne's New York
pes even assigned an employee to the
look ~)Ut-and-out hostile. There's keen competition for cabs and if you don't book well full time job of handling the monitoring. "I City otpces.
you might not get i cab the next time." , felt sorrY' for him," said Barencik. ''The
A tentative trial date of Aug. 28 was set
And the cabs weren't always in top con- unauthorized accesses were occurring like at the time,of pleading but sources close to
dition. Sh'e had one where the bottom fell clockwork; three or four times a week, al . . the matter were not expecting it actually to
come totrial until some time this month or
out and a'nother with a door that wouldn't ways at 4 a.m; our (California) time.','
close. 'She said her experiences as a cab
The investigation culminated in early next.
. , Bowne Information Systems, a subsididriver have reenforced her belief in what July with the indictment by a fed~r~l grand
jury in Los Angeles of David T. Herr, vice ary of Bowne & Co., was not named in the
she did asregards SPRINT.,'
Edgerton is expanding the scope of ITR, president 'ofb,usiness ,development for indictment. Her'r was' still a Bowne emtoo.She has done some brokering of com~ Bowne InforlJlation Systems, New York pl~yee in late' August. Dale. Ries, president
of Bowne lnformation Systems, declined to
puter time for universities and last summer City ~ (Bowne and p'es a~e business rivals.)
The gra'nd jury indictment charged Herr comment on the case in late Augusf but he
conducted a tWo week seminar for "people
looking for' second, careers" people in jobs with a'ccessing pes computers between De- did 'say 'that tlie companis continuing emthey don't like, displaced teachers, ho~se cember 1978 and Jun'e 1979. He is alleged ployment bf Herr indicated 'the firm's faith
"
.....:E.M.
wives ,wanting to get back to work." She to have obtained code numbers and pass- iri his innocence;
would like to offer seminars to corporations:~I have ~any ~i~nds who could I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
come in and teach from the academic anq
consulting worlds."
Shtf's active in the IEEE, too, as chairman,
of the Professional Activities Committee.
In tbis capacity she metrecently with Representative William Green of New York's
18th Congressional District. "We're trying
to 'get through to, Congress, to tell them
that we care about our fellowman."

- Edith Myers

SECURITY

THIS
CRIME WAS
REPORTED·
Proprietary Com pu~er,'Systems'
went to the FBI, rig~t away when
"suspicious" things began
happening o,n it~ computer system.

Co~puter 'crime'watchers generally perceive a widespread' reluctance to report
suspected infractions.
The reluctance may be widespread, but
it certainly is not universal. When employees of Proprietary Computer Systems Inc.
of Los Angeles noted suspicious happen-

There~s

something you shou~d
know aboufthe modem you're
reriting. You may be paying for~ore' mode~ than

you nee'd,Today a lot ,of people find that owning an
Avanti, 3002 advanced modem' is a mor,e 'cost effective
way to move data at 4800 bps in the ,50 mile range,
That's becau~e the Avanti' 3002 has dispensed with the
expensive "bells and whistles" neededbnly for long dis- ,
tance applications, And. has incorporated technologically
inn'ovative concepts to provide reliable data delivery at
the lowest possible cost. ':' If you use u[lconditioned and
dedicated telephone lines, why pay high monthly rental
charges for a, modem you don't' rea'!ly, need? Instead
become the owner of an Avanti 3002:'
, .'~,
S1200 In Single quantities,

ff U

AJ~U\!llrD

.C7C
'Avanti Communications Corporation, Aquidneck Industrial Park
Newport, R,I. 02840, Tel: (401) 849-4660, TWX: (710) 387-6543
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See us at

~V~1ff~vJ~b@
in Munich

· Now 'you ca~ get the ind~stry's widest range of peripheral' .
controllers for DEC LSI-ll® and PDp®-ll from'Dataram
Corporation - the company that's built its reputation by
delivering performance,' reliability, and savings on .
ADD-ONI ADD-IN 'mini-micro memory and disk emulation
systems.
In its second decade of understanding and meeting the needs
of end users, OEMs and system houses throughout the
world, Dataram now offers DEC users an impressive array
of state-of-the-art controllers, based on efficient, high-speed
bipolar microprocess'ors. Controllers that follow in
Dataram's proven tradition of providing LSI-II and
PDP-II users increased performance, improved reliability,
denser packing, and dramatic savings.
'
T03 reel-to-reel/tape controller. Emulates TM II lTV 10
magnetic tape system and interfaces to DEC's LSI-II Bus. ,
The T03 is compatible with all DEC standard operating
systems and occupies two DEC dual slots. Operates NRZI,
7 track (200, 556, or 800 BPI) or 9 track (800 BPI). Tape
speeds up to 75 ips.
C03 and C33 cartridge disk controllers. The LSI-II
Bus-compatible C03 and the UNIBUS®-compatible C33
emulate DEC's RK-II/RK-05 disk system, and support

iridustry-standard2.5,5,;'IO~and20MBd~ives;g~ththe<'··"
C03and C33 arepackagedonasingle.stan~ardD~Cquad
board. 1500 or'2400 rpin drives accommod'ated.'
.
533 5MD controller. T~e industry's first single-board
software-compatible SMD controller, and it's available only
from Dataram. It interHlces to DEC's PDP-II and emulates
DEC's RM02. Operates with industry-standard SMDs.Up
to four SMDs per, S33 controller. Internalself-test, with
LED error I status display, is standard.
They're all ready to plug into your' LSI-II or PDP-II
backplane... they're all totally software compatible... they're
all available ~ow ... and they're offered with confidence, not
promises.'
Tape, disk and SMD controllers ... three more reasons ,-,
with more to come! - why Dataram Corporation is the
recog'nized iimovator and leader in mini-micro iriemory ... and
its control. And the largest' company in the world dedicated
exclusively to this important area.
Dataram ... the company to call to get your peripheral
applications under control.
DEC. LSI~ II. PDP a'nd 1I" I HliS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipm,ent Corporation,

r(l~
. ~V~·
~iQ]~~
PRINCETON·HIGHTSTOWN ROAD

CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512

TEL:609-799-0071 TWX:SIO-68S-2S42
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SOFTWARE

BEGINNERS'
SOFTWARE
WOES
New York software firm feels IBM's
policy of referral of software houses
to entry level users has problems.
A small New York software company is
unhappy with IBM'S handling of software
for the entry level computer user and has
told IBM so.
Commercial Software Inc. has complained both to IBM'S General Systems Div.
and IBM corporate. What the company and
its top executives, president Tony Abbott
and vice president Joe Raff, don't like is
IBM'S policy of referring customers for its
System/32 and System/34 to third party
software companies and, at the same time,
disclaiming responsibility for the referrals.
They contend the method has resulted in
the development of thousands of very small
software and programming houses-often

IBM said it has no official list of
preferred third party software
companies.
with a cast of one. And most of them are
dependent for their survival on having IBM
as their marketing organization.
Not everyone makes it. Raff started his
own software organization for the entry
level user market. He knew of the obstacles: "I thought I could get around them,
but I couldn't make it at the prices I had to
charge because of the competition." He
gave up and threw in with Abbott and CSI.
IBM'S General Systems Div. has managed to sell more than 50,000 System/32s
and /34s in the last several years. It has
done so with a paucity of software, and
what there is in applications is limited in
excellence. There just aren't enough people
at GSD-Or enough money in it-to support this big base of low priced equipment
users.
And so, the referral policy. IBM said it
has no official list of preferred third party
software companies. Referrals, usually
three to a customer, are made by sales
offices.
Abbott and Raff claim the referral policy has resulted in a cut-rate, cutthroat
business. Most of the small firms, subsidized by IBM, they claim, charge too little
to get the business. "The average is about
$20 an hour." This isn't enough to survive,
they say, but as long as someone is willing
to charge those prices, the larger, well established software houses cannot afford to

get into the GSD market, particularly for
System/32s and /34s. And the small companies constantly live on the brink of
disaster.
The entry level computer user can be
hurt by the situation because a software
supplier may go out of business or abandon
him before a contract has run out, Abbott
and Raff contend.
Another problem with the GSD method
of selling small systems, CSI claims, is that
the salesman does not bring software into
the picture until the hardware is sold. The
entry level user does not always understand
that the software can cost as much as the
hardware and that it can take longer than a
few months to develop. This "low perceived
value" of software has contributed to the
low prices and the chance of failure, says
Raff.
Raff and Abbott note that the other
small business hardware vendors are beginning to learn what a problem this can
create. They say that increasingly, companies like Basic Four, Prime, Data General, Datapoint and others are bringing
software or turnkey companies in with
them to make a sale. Digital Equipment
Corp., they noted, recently has instituted
accreditation for distributors using its
equipment in turnkey offerings.
CSI said it was referred to a potential IBM
customer in the trucking industry. The
president of the company already had received a $15,000 bid from another firm for
its software. CSI found the trucker's requirements were so sophisticated that it estimated a cost of $50,000. The president, at
first, was "outraged at the price" but later
boasted that his applications were as sophisticated as anything he knew of in
trucking. How did he know? Abbott and
Raff said he read the IBM manual on applications in his industry, borrowed from
his IBM salesman.
The two CSI executives said third party
software suppliers to the IBM entry level
market live and die at the discretion of the
IBM salesman or district office. "They can
be blackballed if they do something wrong
and that ranges from doing a bad job (not
unreasonable) to hurting the hardware
sale." Raff, once a GSD salesman, said a
company can get into trouble by recommending less hardware or bidding too high
a price for the software and thus giving the
user room for second thoughts.
"Figure," he said, "that 75% of the advertising agencies are in the New York
area, and IBM has most of that business. If
a software company specializing in this
market is blackballed in New York, he's
dead."
Raff also said that the IBM salesman can
and does control the level of software pricing. When the policy was first instituted, he
explained, salesmen had a habit of giving
the user ballpark estimates of what the
software might cost. Some complaints
from third parties halted this practice.

Now, he contends, the salesman can still
influence pricing by telling the third party
software house what a competitor is bidding, how big the user's budget for software is, and so on.
Raff and Abbott talked of their experience with a third party company they used
as a subcontractor. "When we first talked
to them, they said they loved the GSD
market and were doing well. The next time
we saw them, they admitted they were only
making enough to pay themselves $12,000
a year. Then they proposed a merger-or
would we offer them jobs. They've had a lot
of contracts but they just couldn't charge
enough for them."
Generally, third party software firms do
not seem to have grave complaints about
IBM or their own potential for survival.
Some would prefer that IBM qualify the
software houses and take some responsibility for the referrals. This, they feel, would
raise the quality and reputation of the third
party software community dealing with
IBM small business systems. But the last
thing they want is to have IBM stop making
the referrals. "We don't want to spend six
months selling a customer on hardware,"
said one.
Abbott and Raff note that IBM GSD told
them that surveys it had done of the third

The entry level user does not always
understand that the software can
cost as much as the hardware.
parties indicated a general happiness with
the way things are. The CSI executives belittle this assertion. "Sure, that's like saying 'all prostitutes are happy, according to
their pimps.' " They also assert there isn't a
third party firm that will admit to a problem or criticize IBM-a good way to get
blackballed.
Is the entry level customer-that
trucker or distributor or retailer that's
never owned a computer before-really
getting hurt by IBM'S way of doing business? The CSI executives readily concede
that it's a mixed review. Some get excellent
service; others have disasters. The good
salesman, the smart buyer, and the quality
software firm, they contend, can develop a
good installation. It doesn't matter who the
vendor is. The bodies of customers who
didn't fare well with any small business
manufacturer are strewn all over the industry, they admit, and there are a few lawsuits to prove IBM, if it is a villain, does not
stand alone.
There's the case of the distribution firm,
with time critical requirements of food perishability. It took on a System/32 and an
IBM referral. The software house had five
people. IBM came in with a quick bid and a
fast delivery promise. A year and one-half
later, the software house was down to one
and the applications hadn't been documented, debugged or anything. The dp
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SEPARATES FORMS FAST,
EASY, CLEAN.
Why mess with taking apart forms?
Our table-top Decollator separates carbon and
carbonless continuous forms quickly and
easily. Stacks 'em up nice and neat with no
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control. Made
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Today's brownouts, power surges
and line spikes are causing
computers to blowout. Or forget
things they've learned.
The only way to prevent it is
to install a UPS (Uninterruptible'
Power System). It buffers and
smooths the flow of power. And
when blackouts occur it can even
provide you with emergency
power.
To get the specs on the newest,
smallest and most advanced solid
state units available, call or write.

Power Systems &Controls
1730 Kelly Road

p.o. Box 27306

Richmond, Va. 23261
(804) 355-2803
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manager, hired after the debacle, has been
getting all the software rewritten. The
problem now with IBM? "Our salesman
and system engineer change every six
months. No one got to know our account. .
We tried to get them to come in and look at
our problem but they weren't skilled
enough. Too, our company wasn't guided
on how to spec properly."
The president of the trucking company
mentioned earlier had a long, arduous task
getting his system on the road. "To convert

The IBM salesman can and does
control the level of software pricing.
my operations to 'computer, I've been
forced to get an education. In fact, I've
spent more time on this than I did starting
my business, buying a home or picking a
wife." He went to IBM on the advice of his
banker, because it was "the Cadillac of the
industry ... But I found they'll sell you a
Cadillac, but won't give you a driver training program."
His first software referral was a one-man
band who had implemented several packages in the trucking industry. During the
first appointment with this programmer
the man was late. Then he spent half of the
appointment time talking on the phone to a
customer in trouble. "The second appointment, I figured I wasn't going to use him.
He didn't show up." This president still is
hunting for a software outfit and rethinking his order.
Another trucking firm, Dahn Trucking,
had a better experience. It said that "before we bought our system, we actually had
an idea of the type and size we needed. We
went for bids from third parties before we
ordered the hardware. The company IBM
referred to us did a good job and IBM
checked our progress."
A West Coast consultant said he had
brought IBM to a client in property management-after another supplier, a turnkey firm, had disappeared after delivering
"a board, a disk, and a keyboard." The IBM
salesman, he said, was an expert in this
field, and brought in a one-man shop-also
expert-to do the system, "and it was done
right."
Can the industry's ironmongers of small
business systems do a better, more evenhanded job of serving the small company?
The executive of a software company specializing in larger mainframes thinks that
the recommendation method is palatable,
but only as long as it is "fairly administered." He feels that too few firms are
doing a good job of it, keeping the software
industry small and keeping firms from
effectively marketing against each other
and the hardware vendors. "They're forced
to live with scraps from the master's table,
just as the machine shops live off General
Motors. The method breeds discrimination
and, in some cases, corruption. Kickbacks
are not unusual when the lists are not of-

ficial and not qualified, when the vendor
refuses to take any liability and the user
doesn't know any better."
This executive said he already has testified in a case in which a user was burned by
a mini supplier who didn't introduce the
other 50% of his costs-software-until
after delivery of hardware. "The courts are
increasingly willing to listen."
Abbott and Raff have made a number of
suggestions to IBM as to how it might
change its policy. First, they asked GSD to

"To convert my operations to
computer, I've been forced to get
an education."
establish a continuing forum for discussion
with software firms. So far, they say, GSD
has been "hiring consultants to talk to third
party suppliers." Second, they feel GSD
should train its salesmen on selecting and
handling third parties. Third, they want
IBM to establish a liaison officer to deal with
them on a full-time basis. Fourth, they suggested that IBM go one of two ways: discontinue the referrals completely or go into the
business of providing full solutions to this
user base, "so we can really compete with
you."
IBM GSD, they said, explained it could
not drop the referrals and would hurt an
entire industry if it did. IBM had, after all,

said GSD, created jobs for thousands
through this method. Abbott said IBM also
asserted that it simply could not afford to
provide total solutions because of the enormous cost and low profit in doing so. "IBM
said they would love to have our company
on its list of referrals."
While GSD did not give signs of changing
because of the CSI complaints, Abbott and
Raff still have hopes they will get a corporate hearing.

- Angeline Pantages

SWITCH AT
HONEYWELL
CENTER
Shel Klee, a key figure in
development of Xerox's Cp·V
operating system and its Honeywell
successor, CP·6, leaves Honeywell.

Shel Klee, director of Honeywell's Los Angeles Development Center, left Honeywell
effective Sept. 1 to join Transaction Technology Corp., Marina Del Rey, Calif.
Klee was a key participant at Xerox
Data Systems in development of CP-V, an

operating system for multiuse computing
much beloved by Xerox users. When Xerox bowed out of the general purpose computer business in 1975, CP-V, called one of
the world's five fully versatile operating
systems, was deemed by many to be the
most valuable thing Xerox had to sell.
When Honeywell took over Xerox's general purpose computer operations, Klee
joined Honeywell and in 1976 was named
to head up the Los Angeles Development
Center. The center's primary charter was
development of Control Program-6, a successor to cP-v designed for use on Honeywelllevel 6 computers.
There were those among CP-6 watchers
who felt Klee's departure did not bode well
for the new operating system. Klee himself
was unavailable for comment on his reasons for leaving. Calls to him were being
returned by a Honeywell public relations
officer.
On the surface, though, it appeared as if
CP-6 was alive and well and on schedule.
Sandy Panzarella, president of Science Dynamics Corp., Torrance, Calif. on-line service bureau for the medical profession and
Honeywell's first customer for CP-6, said,
"They shocked me. They delivered on
time."
Science Dynamics took delivery of CP-6
and a Honeywell level 66 computer in July
but installation didn't begin until mid-Au-

Audiotronics Model DC-946 Data Display

This popular Audiotronics data display is one of
our 48 standar.d models. We have sold thousands
of them to giants in the industry. Maybe it's perfect
for your requirements. If not, talk to us about your
specifications. We're dedicated to innovative
product design, quality production standards and
complete customer satisfaction. Whatever you
need, we have the experience and talent to
design it, or improve it. Contact us today.
Model DC-946 features:
• modular construction
.5" cathode ray tube (12.7 cm)
• solid state
• DC operation-12V dc inputs
• choice of signal inputs:
TTL (standard)
Composite video (plug-in module)
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frequency
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gust "because we had to get new power and
new air conditioning in the computer
room." Panzarella expected to be running
diagnostics on the new machine under CP-6
by late August. He expects to bejn production under CP-6 by next January.
He admitted he is anxious about benchmarks, but noted "we've rewritten most of
our software in anticipation of CP-6. We
hear it's doing well at Carleton Univ. (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) and we've
watched it at the Los Angeles Development Center and it seems pretty stable.
We're excited. These are exciting times."
Replacing Klee at the center is Richard
Litschgi, who had been manager, cp-v /

It appeared as if CP-6 was alive and
well and on schedule.
operating systems development. Like
Klee, Litschgi we~t to Honeywell from Xerox. At XDS he was cp-v operating system
manager.
Klee joined XDS predecessor, Scientific
Data Systems, in 1964 after four years
with Burroughs and two and one-half with
,Control Data Corp. Holder of a masters
degree f~om Brooklyn College, he got into
the computer arena as a user, at Lockheed
Corp.
CP-6

-E.M.

MARKETING
1--------------------------------1

HOW TO
LINE UP OEM
HOUSES

Digital Equipment Corp. has strict
policy of talking to their customers
and viewing their business plans.
Seven months after it announced a distributor program amid much fanfare, Digital
Equipment Corp. finally began to name selected oem's and system houses as "authorized Digital Computer Distributors."
The first 13, most of them small system houses in vertical markets, were announced in late July, and the group is
expected to grow slowly but steadily.
Although the distributorship program
has encountered some resistance and lack
of enthusiasm among the 250 commercial
oem's and system houses eligible, many
users-:--:particularly newcomers to dp-probably will appreciate DEC'S attempt to
designate well run companies with superior
track records among the host of competing
oem's. In order to qualify for the dis-

tributorship and a chance to display the
DEC logo, system houses and oem's must be
endorsed by at least five end users and allow DEC to survey all customers served in
the previous year--as well as to allow DEC
personnel to review their internal business
plans.
According to DEC sources, the program
originally evolved out of DEC'S concern over
credit risks and losses among the commercial oem's in the last several years. With a
shift in the classic oem market--original
equipment manufacturers designing for
micro rather than mini-based systems-DEC'S commercial oem business has
evolved to supply mini hardware for system
houses who add an applications software
package and usually sell to a particular
vertical market. It's an important and profitable business; which is why DEC chose to
use the distributor program to give them
more intimate involvement and leverage
with the oem's rather than just tighten oem
credit requirements, explained a DEC
source.
Another factor in the DEC strategies behind the program may have been a realization that the on-going trend toward lower
hardware costs must be ultimately reflected in lower volume discounts, a major part
of the operating margin among small capItal restricted oe'm's. A lower discount
schedule will unavoidably weaken DEC'S
ties with the oem's--and DEC'S increased
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Our Tailored Systems Group (TSG) is a skilled
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creation of microprocessor-based computer
systems for control of material flow.
TSG systems are unique - TAILORED
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independent subsystems using
reliable Accu-Sort scanning and
logic units, standard hardware
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This Distributed Processing concept
allows more flexible material
management control, instant data
access at any system station and
freedom from central processor
dependence.
The Tailored Systems Group and
Accu-Sort systems components - a perfect
combination from the Problem Solver people!
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(allday onthephpne)
Before he bought from Inmac,
one custo:mer required a pile.' of
catalogs second only toMt.Everest.
When the time came, he'd know

just~h~re to look for supplies. .,

A dIsk pack?
He'd' go· right to that35~pound
catalog unde~the philodendron.
A CRT stand?
Rightto·the fumi~ure catalog. (Too
bad he didn't read thefine print that
said "2-month wait".)
. EIA cables?
. ~n the catalog that looked like last
year's winning entry in the stumpthe.;engineer. contest.
" ,One day he needed a disk pack.
: And a CR:I' stand,S EIA cables, one
box of thepnal paper, 6 print-wheels
arid a harmonica ribbon.
.

order everything
(10 tninutes on the'ph~ln~)

If he didn't get them quick, he
couldn't finish the Big Project. An.d
top management was really
breathing down his neck.

Bythe time he got all the catalogs
together, figured out what would
work with what, and made all the
calls ... 9 a.m. became 9 p.m.
And part of his order got stuck
between Texas and Terre Haute.
Never again.
So he subscribed to the Inmac
catalog. After all, 70 pages wasn't
much' for every supply- he needed.
Plus he could store it in a drawer.
He got rid ofalmost all those other
catalogs. But his office looked
empty. So he went out and bought a
poster of Nepal.
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interest in marketing applications packages among.the Fortune 500 could have a
similar' impact-and the authorized distr'ibutor program 'sets up a counterinfluence. '
'.'
Digital, of course, stresses a more positive aspect of the program. End user market surveys have shown that the target
companies to whom oem's sell today are
ever smaller and.less sophisticated in terms
of data processing. CO,mparing surveys
done four years 'ago versus another last
year, C. M. "Buzz" Brooks, operations
group manager for commercial oem's, said
that users now rate security and stability of
the software 'house nearly as important as
price and performance. "Security has become much more iinportant," he said: "It's
something the buyer out 'there is looking
for: the stability of the company, the capability of the 'company. is.it a quality
shop? It's ont:? of the hirgest purchases a
small business will make."
Brooks said the underpinnings for the
distributor program include several new
DEC offerings to small oem's to help them
develop and manage their growth properly,
including training program~ and a series 'of
management guiges. And although DEC'S
credit policies remain the same for both the
hew distributo'rs '~uid other nondisti'ibiltcir
oem's (and 'r;)EC offers no'capital rn~nce to
either), "we,believe the distributorship will
give oem's animuni~i0!1 with which to ap"

ply to their own banks for new credit lines,"
explained marketing communications
manager David Riquier.
'
If, as some expeCt, many of the smaller
oem's will be forced into refinancing due to
cash-flow problems'and changes in the discount schedule, credentials of the sort
might become very' valuable. Software
houses traditionally have had difficulties
proving their worth to bankers; accounting
practices force them to' expense software

End user market$urveys have
shown that the tCirget companies to
whom oem's-sell today are ever
sn'1a~ler'and le~s sophisticated.
development and they often have very little
~lse in the way of assets. They seldom have
even a hardware inventory, as'bEC dropships directly to the purchasing end user.
Many of the larger oem system houses
have complained that the distributor program offers them relatively little for the
bother and risk of allowing DEC privileged
access to their customer base. Many are
well-estabfished firms themselves which
see little benefit in having DEC vouch for
them, accredit the'm to use' the DEC'logo
and share the expense of joint advertising-at least in terms of the flexibility lost
in such close identification with a vendor.
"Frankly," added an executive at one of

DEC'S major oem's," I'd be more interested
if I thought I could trust' DEC to send someone who knew something about my business, about the business in general, to speak
with my customers. They're sending out
iron-headed salesmen who only know computers~"

"You hate to have your customers bothered for no good reason," agreed Brian
Boyle, president of Interactive Management Systems of Belmont, Mass., one of
the first distribu'tors chosen. "Blit," he said,
"I think the oem who can qualify has everything to gain and nothing to lose. Unless
he doesn't want his corporate identity tied
with DEC."
.
Among other oem's, there's been some
mistrust, \Yhat with the expressed intent of
DEC'S new MDC (manufacturing, distribution and control) group to move more aggressively into selling applications software
against the oem's, even teaming up with
some oem's in joint marketing agreements.
A t DEC, Riguier dismissed some 'of the
worries as paranoia. "If this was just an
altempt to gather information (about oem
sales), we wouldn't have to go 'through all
this to get it."
'
,
Brooks added, that he and his oem sales
force can only be successful if his oem
clients are successful. The information
gathered to qualify distributors will be
used,solely for that purpose within. DEC,
Brooks promised. Although other DEC
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If you don't need dial-up- and'
you're looking foran inex~
'pensive local or, iri~house
communication linktha't's
RS-232 compatible, then
consider a pair of our M-1
asynchronous short haul
modems. Purdue University,
Princeton University, NASA,'the U.S,
Navy and many others have found
that our M-1 's are a cost effective
way to solve communication problems up' to 10 miles or 9600 bp:;.
Rack mount configuration is available too. If you need synchronous
transmission ask about oUf M-4
" syn~hronous s~ort ha.ul mo~em.

'bo-sherre'
61 01 JARVIS' AVENUE
,NEWARK, CA 94560
(4151-792-0354
'
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Write or call us now
for a,data sheet
and complE~te price
, information.

'100 Quantity
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A spare tire is essential to
insure reaching your destination. When a computer
disaster 'strikes, a spare
computer facility is essen~
tial'if ,your business momentum and cash flow are dependent
up~n' the. continuous operation of the
computer·
You may qualifyC for limited membership in a
national network of Rec'overy Operation Centers,
all equipped' with supporting utilities to 'accommodate its members'· needs.
.
Call us today~ We're 'the leading management consultantsin computer security, .the proven name,
advancing the 'state of the art through our work
with over 400 majo-r corporations.

[JataProcessing Security
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Dallas/Fort Worth: 235 N. E. loop 820
Hurst, Texas 76053
(817) 589-2244
Regional Offices: Atlanta. Chicago· Los Angeles.New York
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groups sell directlY'against the oem's in the
through it: 'We have checked with the end
upper end of the rriarket, he asserted that
user and they have a satisfied user base out
there is no conflict of iriterest in Digitai's
there.' That is the cornerstone of the whole
inquiry into oem business practices.
program."
Until recently; however, resistance
-V.M.
and distrust among the oem's seemed to 1 - - - - - ' - - - - - : - :..- . - : . - - - - - - - - 1
threaten the whole program. "In June," TURNAROUNDS
admitted one DEC, source, "people h e r e '
.

notes a so~rce at Kodak, one ofthe.custoll1ers which has stood by the financially troubled concern. "They've really scrambled to
keep things together during this period and
we're very pleased. They've got good hardware and loyal employees."
. Founded in 1969 by three Bell Laboratories engineers, Diva's sales 'soared during

were going around' calling it a disaster.
They only had a handful of applications
after spending $300,000 to, push the pro-

the early and mid-1970s, and corisequen~ly
its underlying problems-managerial
squabbling and shaky ~nancial controls~

Many of the larger oem houses have
complained that the distribLitor
program offers them relatively little
for the bother and risk.
gram. They were starting to really hustle to
get some more mimes."
Brooks, more recently, said he had between 40 and 50 companies applying and
hoped to have between 100 and 150 within
a year.
"We feel that it will take off more after
our national advertising campaign hits," he
said. "There will be a demonstrated performance by Digital. supporting this, whole
campaign in our advertising and promotion."
"We cannot make any judgment on the
oem's who do not apply to become distributors;" explained Brooks, "but we can say
po.sitivelY of the people who have gone

I.

For IBM mainframe and major
mini-computer users, 'Adage 4000
Seri.es systems now offer the same
superior performance that has
made us, for years, the recognized leaderin interactive graphics.
All systems feature host channel
speed int~iiaces, host computer
off-loading, image bLiffer, local
hard copy output, and highspeed interactive displays.

For IBM System Users
The 4250 - our higher-performance,' plug-compatible replacement for the IBM 3250. With 12
displays, the 4250 offers the most
economical price/display
ratio available today.
The 4370 - our full
3D graphics terminaldesigned to interface directly to
an IBM/370 compatible channel.
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weren't readily apparent. The rude awakening, however; came in June 1978 when
the company, the first .to demonstrate a
Soaring sales buried underlying
practical design for high-capacity mass
,
f
k
.
d
storage data systems for minicomputers,
problems 0 sha.y controls an
technicaily, at least, closed its doo·r~. ,
COmpany spent more than a year in
With bankruptcy came a major manabankruptcy.
gerial overhaul. Harmon,' who orlgimilly
signed on wIth the company in 1977 as vice
"It's only a procedural matter now,'" says president of engineering',became president
Diva, Inc. president Ronald Harmon. "We and chief executive officer while Les, N.
expect to be out of Chapter XI in 60 to 90 Rubin, the coil)pany's controller, was
named vice president of operations. "It was
days."
It's been a long, difficult struggle for on the job training," Harmon admits. "A
HarIl10n and the Eatontown, N.J.,. disk- P&L statement was Greek to me~'"
Still,' Harmon managed to tighte~ finan~
storage subsystem manufacturer he. heads,
but after 14 months Diva looks like it's cial controls, set up interim financing and
about to emerge from bankruptcy. That's paid off a major share of the company's
good news forthe firm's employees, credi- $2:5 million debt. Moreover, with a drastors,. suppliers and customers, many of tically pared 'staff (150 to 35), Diva manwhom have remained loyal despite the aged to continue production and sales, and
turned over ~ervice of its 2,800 'or so cusfirm's financial difficulties.
"We've been pulling hard for them,". tomers to~yntonic Technology, Control
.

, . , " . ' . .-

THE ADAGE ADVANTAGE
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The 4380 - our innovative combination of all 4250 and 4370
functions in one terminal.

For Mini-Computer Users
The.4100 Series :-.includes 2D
(4115dnd 4125,) and 3D (4135
and 4145) models with state-of, the-ort graphics capabilities
and direct interfaces to popular
mini-computers.

helping customers in industries
including aerospace, automotive, heavy machinery and
petroleum, solve their most
complex graphics problems.
These,include applications such
as CAD/CAM, command and
control, simuiation, and data
analysis.
To learn how Adage can,
help you, cail (617) 783-1100.

The Adage
Advantage
For over a decad.e Adage systems have been

INTUACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS WOILDWIDE

U.S.: 1079 Commonwealth Ave,. Boston, MA 02215
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(617) 783-1100 • TWX 710·330-0141
Europe: Markstrasse 9,3308 Koenigslutter
am Elm, West Germany
Phone; 05353/1089, Telex 095528
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.ANewBar
.Code Printer:
Under $4,000.

mained very loyal," Harmon says.
Gradually, as revenues began to buildthey're about $2 million now-Diva began
to call. back a number of laid-off employees, some of whom had moonlighted even
though they'd taken other jobs. "Everybody who came back wore five hats, including me," says Harmon.
End of story: today Diva, one of the few
firms to sell plug-compatible disk storage

With a ~rastically pared staff, Diva
managed to continue production
and sales and payoff most of its
$2.5 million debt.
RON HARMON-from vp engineering to
president-the story of a turnaround.

Intermec introdLJpes the 8220
printer, the first dedicated bar
code printer priced at under
$4,000 capable Of producing high
Quality, high density CODE 39'RI
labels and tags.
The 8220 features RS 232C
computer input or conversational
operator prompting on a usersupplied terminal.'
Label print quality is what you
expect from an I ntermec pri nter ...
high resolution CODE 39 at 9.4
characters/i nch.
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(LABEL SHOWN IS ACTUAL SIZE.)

Bar code scanning provides
rapid, accurate data entry with
minimum training of your workers
and without impacting their
regular job.
A bar code system, using an
8220 printer, has manyapplications ... production tracking, QA
specimen 10, product configuration control, time and attendance
reporting,inventory control, file
folder/document tracking.
For more iliformation contact:
I nterface Mechanisms, Inc.
P.O. Box N, Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone (206) 743-7036
TWX (910) 449-0870
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The Bar Code Experts
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Data's service organization.
"Initially when they heard the news, a
number of our customers reacted with
shock and dismay, but then they saw we
intended to stick by them and they've re-

I---------:----------i
INTERNATIONAL

SELECTING
TERMINAL
VENDORS.

It took nearly three'years of
intensive study before Denmark's
savings bank organization gave the
nod to Italy's Olivetti.

Olivetti, the Italian office machines giant,
has been given a "once in a lifetime"
chance to emerge as Europe's top distributed processing company in the ,1980s.
The company has been selected to build
a massive 5,000 terminal network for Denmark's community of savings banks. The
.$1 00 million deal will be signed in Ivrea,
Italy, this month, and is said to be one of
the largest ever placed in Europe.
Most of the world's leading dp companies bid for the network, whi<;:h is to be
built over the next four years. The long selection process for the contract began in the
fall of 1977, and Olivetti was nobody's favorite to win the prize, say observers. As a
result, the company's triumph over IBM,
NCR, Philips, and other top international
names has been greeted with surprise in
Denmark.
The original favorite to secure the order
was the Swedish minicomputer maker
Datasaab, builder of the savings banks current network. Datasaab's failure to winthe
contract has now cast grave doubts over its

systems for DEC, Interdata, and Data General gear~often at prices as low as 50%
, below that charged by the manufacturers-is just about back on the track, and
Harmon says its end user and oerri customers .can expect some new product announcements early next year. "Financially,
we've become a very sound company,"
Diva's president asserts.
~,Laton

McCartney

future.
Datasaab's misfortune could be, the
making of Olivetti. The contract will allow
the Italians todeveIop a "debut" ring of
large minicomputers as well as new terminal. processors and visual displays from
scratch, and at no ·cost to the company.
When finished, Olivetti believes it will be
left with one of the most modern and complete sets of distributed processing tools in
the computer bus,iness.
The development of the new system will
be closely monitored by the Danes, initially
in Ivrea and later in Copenhagen. In addition to this, the contract has now becorrie a,
focus for the whole international banking
community, because of its system structure
of clearly defined and standardized interfaces throughout the whole network.
In addition to this, one of the differences
has been noted: "Many European banks
have formed regional centers to concentrate and switch traffic from individual
branches to their central dp complex," said
Aage Melbye, head of the Danish Savings
Bank Data Center (ssc) which services all
the bank's dp requirements. "We prefer
each branch of each savings bank to be directly on line to our .central Amdahl-IBM
mainframes and Collins front-end."
Melbye said that all the data traffic will
be routed via the sophisticated Nordic
Datanet circuit-switched network which
currently is being built. Like many European banks, SBC'S savings banks currently
use private lines leased from the PTT'S.
The varied leading edge technology that
the SBC banks require will offer Olivetti a
unique opportunity to plug the major gaps
in its line. "We've been given a once in a
lifetime chance to change our whole production and design-perhaps' even our

whole company," said a spokesman in
Ivrea. "There's little doubt that this development will form the heart of our systems
for the 1980s," he added.
Olivetti is believed to be preparing a major world press campaign following the
signing of the con tract in Ivrea on the 13 th
of this month. Details of a deal with Amdahl that will allow Olivetti to add the Amdahl 4 70 mainframes to the top of its line in

The varied leading edge technology
that the banks require will offer
Olivetti a unique opportunity to
plug the major gaps in its line.
Italy and perhaps elsewhere could also be
finalized at this time, say sources. Olivetti
declined to comment, but confirmed that
talks with Amdahl on a "commercial venture" had been in progress for several
months.
With its entry into large minis (from
64K to one megabyte) and the boost to its
terminal ranges, and a possible Amdahl
tieup, Olivetti has embarked on a plan that
could turn it into the European NCR. The
U.S. company, with a similar history of
typewriters and accounting machines, was
turned around into a major computer company by its head, William S. Anderson.
SBC is very confident that a more inte-

"WE WERE concerned whether (Datasaab) would still be in business in five years," says
Aage Melbye, general manager of Denmark's Savings Bank's Data Center.

mark's small savers are with SBC'S 110
member banks, which have combined assets of some $10 billion. Business at the

grated Olivetti product line will help its
savings banks to keep the jump on their
commercial counterparts. Most of Den-
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banks is increasing by upwards of 10% in
transaction volume each year, Melbye
said. "To match this expansion, dp services
billed to our center last year grew by 20%,
to some $25 million," he added.
"We're looking to improve the quality of
information the man at the counter can get
from his bank. We want to give him faster
service and more complete and usable
information."
He said the banks were looking for a
more integrated approach to teller applications. "In addition to word processing and
desk-top computers in the mix, each em-

ployee will have his own terminal," he said.
"By 1974 we had decided that our network of IBM front-ends and Datasaab terminals would not cope with our growth
during the next decade," said Melbye. A
combination of factors led to the disenchantment with Datasaab. SBe discovered
that the useful life of its Datasaab terminals would end by 1983. The distributed
processing facilities of Datasaab's minis
were not as good as SBe had hoped, and the
Swedish company plans to replace the
Facit printing modules in SBC terminals
with its own kind when SBC would prefer to

keep them. In addition, Datasaab gave
notice of increased service fees.
At best, the Swedes offered a gradual
renewal and improvement of their system
via costly reengineering and -a "midlife
kicker" to get SBe through the latter half of
the 1980s ..
"We were unhappy with this. We want to
work with our supplier to design a cohesive
approach for the whole 1980s and to build
new systems for our needs." But a more
damning reason for rejection of Datasaab

SBe is confident that a more

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~in~g~~drn~~tiprodudline~11

help its savings banks to keep the
jump ·on commercial counterparts.

tdoesit
take to
make a
classic terminal?
It takes versatility, the ability to
handle a range of applications as
diverse as interactive timesharing, communications, and
Y
plotting.
It takes printing of exceptional
quality so that documents look
as though they had been produced on the world's finest
word processor.
It takes a microprocessor for
power.
It takes mUltiple character sets
-the standard ASCII,
plus optional EBCD,
Correspondence, even

x-

Such a terminal would be classic.
There is one. The AJ 832. Call
your nearest AJ regional office:
San Jose (408) 946-2900; Chicago (312) 671-7155; Hackensack
(201) 488-2525. Or write Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 521 Charcot
Avenue, San Jose, California
95131.

APL.
It takes ease of operation,
a typewriter keyboard, a separate numeric keyboard, complete forms control, a buffer
memory, switch-selectable line
speeds from 10 to 45 characters
a second, interchangeable type
faces. And other features for
specific needs.

1beAJ832.
Classic.
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came when SBC began an exhaustive study
of the profile of the five final companies it
thought might be able to handle the contract. "We were concerned whether the
company would· still be in business in five
years," Melbye said.
He picked a team of 10 people who
worked full time for three months to evaluate material on its list of possible contractors. Those rejected included Cii-Honeywell Bull, Siemens, Digital Equipment
Corp. and Nixdorf. The five finalists were
IBM,-NCR, Philips, Datasaaband Olivetti.
Though Melbye did not comment, the
prevailing view among Danish observers is
that Datasaab made the finalists' list because SBe needed an assurance from the
company that its terminals would be maintained until 1983, by which time installation of the new replacement systems should
be complete.
Melbye did stress that from the technical point of view the Datasaab proposal for
new equipment was up to the standards of
the others.
But the team of investigators uncovered
weaknesses in the company's makeup that
cast serious long term doubts about its ability to survive, say sources close tOSBC.
These doubts have since been reinforced by
the resignation of Datasaab's chairman
Hans Werthen and several part time board
members. Latest reports from Sweden suggest that the Swedish government is asking
Werthen to return because no one from the
DatasaabjStansaab merged organization
wants the position which is chosen in rotation by the government and Saab-Scandia,
the huge diversified automaker that is
Datasaab's parent.
A spokesman for the Swedish Dept. of
Industry has since intimated that
Datasaab's operation will have to be
pruned down because the company has
been suffering huge losses. SBe was by far
Datasaab's largest customer.
Of the other finalists, NCR and IBM were
the first to be rejected. Sources disclose
that one factor working against NCR was
the "weak influence" of its Danish subsidiary on the U.S. parent. As usual, IBM was

in the right place. "IBM'S new 8100s were
available to us, but we felt they were too
big for our requirements," said Melbye. He
claimed that IBM'S 3600 banking terminals
were "too expensive and too inflexible."
Once out of the running, and aware of
Datasaab's position, ISM'S internal view
was that Philips was sure to win the contract. This reflected the general opinion in
Denmark's informed circles, according to
sources.
One informant close to ssc said that, in

Investigators found weaknesses in
Datasaab's makeup that cast
serious doubts about its ability to
survive.

FRENCH

COUNTER
DOMINATION
France appears ready to go a long
way toward achieving a prominent
stance in domestic and foreign computer activity.

After years of talk about United States
domination of the "informatics" industry,
the French have begun to toughen their
policies in both domestic and foreign markets. Recent events have shown a reinforcement in the government's preference for
computer purchase, ambitious plans to
launch a satellite offering the same services
as Satellite Business Systems (the IBMComsat-Aetna consortium in the U.S.) to
France and possibly other European nations, a surge in' purchases of U.S. and
other foreign companies by French firms,
and a determined effort to sell the Russians
the computer system for Tass.
The big question is to what lengths are
the French prepared to go to achieve success? The answer, to judge by one recent
case, appears to be a long way.

In the public sector, the French already
have a preferential purchasing scheme designed to help the national computer firm,
Cii-Honeywell Bull, along the road to financial viability. At the end of last year,
this same policy made a partial inroad into
the private sector.
The story started in 1977 when Solmer,
a steel company, decided it needed to replace a pair of aging Iris 60s originally supplied by the Compagnie Internationale
pour L'Informatique (Cii), now merged
with Honeywell Bull.
Solmer, then privately owned, had proposals from IBM, CII-HB, and Sperry Univac. IBM finally came up with twin 3031s.
Cii-HB proposed a Level 66 solution and
Univac put up a 1100/82 biprocessor for
the steel plant application.
Sources, anonymous but interested,
claim that the Univac configuration was
20% better in performance and cheaper
than the Cii-HB offer. IBM was much more
expensive than either of the other two, they
say. Univac is also said to have offered an
attractive guarantee of a minimum 99.5%
availability~and demonstrated better
than this at its other French sites at the
railway authority, SNCF, and at Air
France. Another point in favor of Univac
was its experience with the huge Italian
steelmaking concern, Italsider. Cii-HB will
not comment on price/performance of its

the end, Philips' position was compromised
by three major factors, the chief one being
that it is a very conservative organization.
ssc's investigators had difficulty getting
information from the company on the "economics" of its data division. Another factor that arose was that Philips, Denmark,
apparently was weak in explaining the situation to headquarters in Eindhoven,
Holland.
When it became clear last winter that
the order might be slipping away from
them, Philips is said to have suddenly produced blueprints of new systems it had on
the drawing board. According to Melbye,
Philips did have some insu~ciently deve~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
oped systems. "They would have required I
some delay to our whole installation
scheme," he said.
In contrast, ssc was impressed by Olivetti's Danish subsidiary and by the comPURCHASE
FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS
pany's willingness to cooperate in proPURCHASE
PER MONTH
viding information, he said. "All along, the
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
12 MOS.
24 MOS.
36 MOS.
company showed a highly responsive attiLA36 DECwriter II .. ; ........ 51,595 S 152 S 83 S 56
tude, and showed us that they wanted to
LA34 DECwriter IV .......... 1,295
124
45
67
work closely with us. But more than anyLA120 DECwriter III. KSR .... 2.295
219
120
80
thing, we were very impressed with their
LA180 DECprinter I, RD ...... 2,095
200
109
74
VT100 CRT DECscope
1,895
181
99
66
product development plan and technical
VT132 CRT DECscope ....... 2.295
220
119
80
and engineering skills," he added. Melbye
93
DT80-1
CRT
Terminal
.......
1,795
172
63
said that in the past it had been his philoso179
98
66
TI745 Portable Terminal ..... 1,875
phy never to buy systems that had not been
TI765 Bubble Memory Term .. 2,795
267
145
98
on the market for at least a year. So why
TI810 RO Printer ........... 1,895
181
66
99
were the banks prepared to become guinea
229
125
84
TI820 KSR Printer .......... 2:395
pigs now? "Olivetti's attitude and the pilot
ADM3A CRT Terminal .......
875
84
46
31
system they've already built, convinced us
112
QUME Letter Quality KSR ..... 3.195
306
166
that we'd get the systems we need." He
268
145
QUME Letter Qualit~ RD ...... 2,795
98
said he felt that other banks were now mov32
HAZELTINE 1410 CRT .......
895
86
47
ing toward cooperation with suppliers and
42
HAZELTINE 1500 CRT ....... 1.195
115
62
away from off the shelf systems.
HAZELTINE 1552 CRT ....... 1,495
1'43
78
52
"On purely economic grounds, we
DataProducts2230 .......... 7,900
755
410
277
worked out that we can get our systems
167
91
61
DATAMATE Mini Floppy ...... 1.150
from Olivetti for two to three times less
FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10%
PURCHASE
OPTION
AFTER
36
MONTHS
than off the shelf systems of today that
have the required capability."
ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
Melbye said ssc and its member banks
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER
RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS
had learned an enormous amount from the
thought and consideration of its prospecPROMPT DELIVERY. EFFICIENT SERVICE
tive vendors. "We are sure the whole conTiiANSNET CORPORATION
tract will have had a profound significance
2005 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J. 07083
for all of them. We know they all put in
maximum effort to win it."-Ralph Emmett
201-688-7800
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system.
At the beginning of November 1978,
Solmer told IBM and Cii-HB that it was no
longer dealing with them, and on November 23, it signed a contract with Univac.
Less than 24 hours later, France's director of the electronics and informatics department of the industry ministry, JeanClaude Pelissolo, had been asked by

Univac was bounced from a bid in
which Univac configuration was
20% better in performance and
cheaper than that offered by Cii-HB,
which turned out to be the winner.
Cii-HB, of which he is also the government
board member, to intervene. Univ"c was
forthwith asked to suspend the contract,
and three months later the order went to
Cii-HB for a Level 66 DPS-3 system.
The rationale behind this is that the government has bailed out the parent companies of Sol mer by writing off long-term
debts. So, the argument runs, Sol mer has
to toe the party line when it comes to ordering computer equipment. Sol mer itself was
unhappy with the government action. Officially, it is not commenting on the deal.
Outside sources say, "There is alreadya lot
of unemployment in the steel industry. The
Sol mer people don't want to lose their
jobs."
The latest if not the last laugh is Univac's. The suspended contract was finally
put to arbitration and Univac came out
with $1.22 million in compensation. Given
several other factors, there are many who
share the verdict of dp industry daily paper, La Lettre de I'Industrie Informatique, which called the Cii-HB win "a
Pyrrhic victory which will do more harm
than good to the national computer company."
Though the firm itself is happy with its
unexpected windfall, it is not clear who will
pay for the Univac compensation. Both
Sol mer and the government deny that they
will pick up the tab. One hypothesis is that
Cii-HB dropped its price to compensate, but
this is not confirmed by the company. If
France is trying to put its steel industry on
a firmer footing, choosing a less cost-effective system is probably not the best way
to go about it. And most ironic of all, the
central processor for the new Solmer system will probably not be made in France.
Whether such government interventions
are going to become a common occurrence
in the French market is not clear. One person who doesn't think so is the aggrieved
chairman of Sperry Rand France and general manager of Sperry Univac, Jacques
Dumas. He believes it was an isolated example of over-hasty action by Pelissolo.
"He made a mistake because he acted
without knowing the history of the affair or
the technical details involved. We had been
working on this for over a year, and Sol114 DATAMATION

mer's decision was taken on the basis of a
lot of study," he says.
Dumas reckons that other government
civil servants were reluctant to back up Pelissolo's action, and indicated to him that
his move was out of line with the avowed
policy of the government and President
Giscard d'Estaing to let market forces prevail. However, most thought Pelissolo had
the confidence of the government and
therefore didn't want to stick their necks
out by opposing him.
France's other efforts also seem to be unequivocal. The Telecom-l satellite system
is due for launch by the French Launche
Ariane, in 1982 and will have two operational satellites by 1983. This will cover
French territory for data communications
services, similar to SBS, with Telecopy (facsimile) services as well as facilities for videoconferencing. The $350 million system
will use smaller antennas than SBS. But
with larger antennas the satellite would be
able to cover most of Europe. France's director general of telecommunications,
Gerard Thery, has already been over to the
United Kingdom to offer Telecom-l to the
British Post Office, without too much apparent encouragement. Some observers see
the French as wanting a European monopoly of such services, and the idea of a direct
SBS-Telecom-l link is not apparently distasteful to French PTT minister, Norbert
Segard.

"He made a mistake because he
acted without knowing the history
of the affair or the technical details
involved. "
In addition to new markets like satellites, the French are turning to new territories, and not necessarily standing on
diplomatic ceremony. Following President
Carter's embargo on the Univac export to
Tass last year, the French stepped quickly
into the breach and now have a signed contract to deliver a wholly French-built system based on an Iris 80 processor, nine
French minis and 108 terminals. This is
worth nearly twice what the original Univac system cost. Despite the lifting of the
embargo by Carter, the French see themselves as going ahead with delivery later
this year, hinting strongly that the approval of Cocom, the vetting body for strategic exports to the Eastern bloc, will not be
necessary. As for reports that Univac believes it is back in with a chance, officials
say, "They can always hope." Of course, it
is open to Tass to buy two systems if it really wants to take the systems apart.
The. French are also expecting to sign a
cooperation deal with the Soviets for research and hardware exchange. At the
same time, remarkably, they have already
signed up with the Chinese for technical
cooperation and, according to Jean-Pierre

Souviron, former telecommunications man
and now head civil servant in the industry
ministry, there are already "some small
contracts" signed with the Chinese in the
dp area. No further details of these have
yet emerged ..
More conventionally, the French are
bolstering their industry by buying up foreign companies. Some of these moves

French are also expecting to sign a
cooperation deal with the Soviets
for research and hardware
exchange.
(though the minority) are also government
financed. Such is the case with' France's
erstwhile largest service bureau, CISI
(Compagnie Internationale de Services'en
Informatique), a subsidiary of the French
atomic energy agency. The firm has a lot of
computer power tucked away in its research centers and in its subsidiary SIA in
London. Its latest acquisition is Proprietary Computing Systems, whose APL
expertise will fit in well with an APL-drive
by the French company, which also markets intelligent APL terminals. CISI'S title as
largest European service bureau has been
usurped by GSI (Generale de Service Informatique), controlled by the French electrical and electronic giant, CGE (Compagnie
Generale d'Electricite). Shooting for a
$150 million turnover this year, it has recently bought Spain's largest service bureau, and has designs on Datatab of New
York and Chicago. The company has already bought Transcomm, also in the U.S.
GSI'S direct parent is cIT-Alcatel, the multibillion dollar-a-year telecommunications
subsidiary of CGE. cIT-Alcatel, too, is
building up in the U.S. Its most significant
recent acquisition is the Friden postage
meter operation. The move puts cIT-AIcatel into second place in this market and
gives it a handy base for selling office systems in .the U.S. The firm has already
made a name for itself in foreign markets
where it has sold its time division telephone
exchanges in 16 countries, and hints
strongly at further U.S. purchases.
The reason for all this French activity is
not too difficult to discern. With so much
political involvement in the sector over the
last ten years, failure is out of the question.

-Andrew Lloyd

Nixdorf
Distributed Processing:
Suddenly you save.
.

With a Nixdorf 600 Series Distributed Data
Processing System, you save two important ways:
.on what your central computer no longer has to do,
and on what your distributed system can now doeasier, more efficiently, and at less cost.
Most large mainframe computers tie themselves
up in knots trying to service multiple remote users.
They simply weren't designed for it. Reliable, proven,
and easy-to-:use Nixdorf DDP systems relieve mainframes of the need to execute unique remote user
programs, maintain remote user data, and handle
inquiry/response communications. Data transmission and central computer costs are reduced, and
your mainframe is freed up to do what it does bestprocess large volumes of data.
Where you really save is at the remote site. With a
Nixdorf 600 system that is so easy to understand and
operate, you won't have to hire expensive personnel to
run it. And with multi-purpose distributed software

I

.

that supports local batch processing, remote batch
and interactive communications, word processing,
data entry, and data base management. Quickly, your
field managers will be able to store, process and
retrieve the data they need to make better decisionswhile you retain critical central control over your DP
.
.
functions.

Put cost-effective Nixdorf computer power
where you need it most-at your fingertips, on the job.
Contact Nixdorf. We've been making systems for
distributed applications for over a quarter of a century,
and we back up more than 60,000 worldwide installations with a support network that numbers some 9,200
persons, 1,400 of them in 120 North American cities. A
call to Nixdorf now could save you plenty later. Call
toll-free (800) 225-1979 or write: Nixdorf Computer Cor. poration, DDP Marketing, 168 Middlesex Turnpike,
Burlington, MA 01803.
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MicRODATA: AGREEMENT: McDonnell
Douglas Corp. said it reached a definitive
agreement to acq~ire Mkrodata Corp. and
that it has formed a subsidiary, ~ncD
Holding Co., ,to purchase all 2.3 million
outstanding shares of the Irvine, Calif.,
computer'firm at $32 a share. It said the
offer to buy. the company's stock-for a
total of $73.6mi1lion-w~s to expire Sept.
5, but could be extended. The company
also said if it can't acquire, a minimum of.
90% of the firm's shares it will settle for
45% of Microdata'sshares and become a
minority holder.

jor stake in the transportation leasing
business which it said is affected by its
troubles in the computer market where
"sonie,customers and prospects became
hesitant to make long-term commitments,
such as purchases or full~payout leases."
MEMOREX BUY: Memo~ex Corp., which
was negotiating a merger with Amdahl
Computer Corp. (page 86), has agreed to
beef up' its European operations.with the
acquisition of add-on memory systems sold
there by Electroriic Memories & MagnetiCS:EM&M will sell its European lease base
for ihememory systems which are installed at some 200 Jocations ..Products involved in the sale, for which a price was not
disclosed, include memory systems for the
IBM 370 and 303X mainframes. The move
enables Memorex to fortify its European
operation of some 600 employees in 50 service areas serving the plug-compatible
market--:-a feature said to be very attractive to Amdahl Corp.

PERIEC AND PHILiPS: The talk at the
annual meeting last month ofPertec Computer Corp. was: who's the major company
trying to, buy minority position in the
company? Chairman, Ryal Poppa 'would
only say that if the board agreed to the buy,
it would operate at "an arm's length relationship" with the company. A few days
later, the company turned out to be North MINIMAKERS: A survey by Datapro ReAmericari Philips Corp., which will acquire search Corp. disclosed that users of mini45% of Pertec's common stock. for 'about computers made by. Modular Computer
$56.1 million. Philips will. make a $15-a- Systems, Inc. and Prime Computer Corp.
share tender bid and Pertec ~ill issue some have greater overall satisfaction with them
n~w common at the same price. At the thaii do users of 16' other competitive
meeting, Poppa said the company's tf(~u. vendors. They were followed by Hewlettbled micrope:ripherals operation, which Packard" IBM, Microdata, Sperry Univac
sells computers to the,very small business (formerly Varian), Basic Four, D,igital
market,. still was operating in the red, but Equipment Corp., Burroughs, Four Phase
that he was 9Ptimistic that it would be Systems, Data General, Datapoint, Tanprofitable this year. The operation was the dem Computers, NCR, Interdata, Wang
result of the acquisition of MITS, an Albu- Laboratories, ICL (formerly Singer), arid
querque, N .M., firm that was a pioneer in General Automation, Inc. A total of .12
the personal computer market. "It was riot categories were mentioned in the survey.
the best acquisition we ever made," Poppa Prime scored No.1 in ease of operation,
admitted to some 200 stockholders at the reliability of peripherals, effectiveness of
meeting.
maintenance; satisfaction with operating
systems,compilers arid assemblers andipITEL'S FORTUNES: Itel Corp., which re~ plicationsprogram satisfaction. Modcomp
ported a $60.2 million loss· in its second plaCed' first in ease of conversion and
quarter. ended June 30, agreed to lop off Hewlett-Packard placed first in reliability
four of its service bureau operations., Sold oC the mainframe. Datapro said it interto, Computer Sciences Corp. for $19 mil- viewed ~09 users representing 1,344 inlion was.the company's three service bu- stalled minicomputers and is making the
reaus in White Plains, New York and Los' results available in two reports, each priced
Angeies thi t produce animal revenue of at $15. (Datapro Research Corp., 1805
$36 million; Its AuTex Service Corp. divi~ Underwood. Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075).
sionin Wellesley, Mass., that collects and
disseminates information for the se<;:urities NORRIS ON TAXES: Control Data Corp. 's
industry, is tobe sold to Xerox Corp. for chairman WilliaJ11 Norris says capital gains
$.22 miliiori. Meanwhile, the company is in taxes should be reduced for small companies
the midst of a dramatic reorganization pro~ in order to spark a r~birth of technological
gram to cut costs and to gain the confi- innovation. Testifying in Washington before
dence of its lenders . .Its stock, which earlier a House Inflation Task Force, Norris said a
iri the year reached $37.50, was down in large company environment is not conAugust' to around $9. The company at-:- ducive to innovation. "In contrast, there are
tributed its troubles, to "dramatic, changes ,many sq1all, teChnically-oriented companies
in the IBM-c()mpatible market," after IBM where the management is entrepreneurial
announced its '4300 series of computers at and ... where developing ideas and innova,drastically reduced prices. It said the IBM tions. into useful products and taking big
action caused ,~'an important cash genera- risks are i way of life." Mr. Norris sugtor of the company (its computer leasing gested that capital gains taxes be deferred
business) to become a cash user, thus af- for those companies where proceeds from
fecting our operating plans." Itei has a ma- stock sales are reinvested in the business. He

a
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said the full corpo~ate tax rate for su~h companies should be boOsted to the $200;000
level.
OVONIC LICENSE: A licenSIng agreement
which is e~pectedto lead to tpe first widespread use of ovonic memory units has
been signed by ,Energy .C~mversion Devices
Inc., Troy, N.Y. and Sharp Corp. of Japan.
Under the. agreement Energy Gonversion
will share an initial $500,000 payment and
proceeds of a 4% royalty wI th Burroughs
Corp.' with which it has been jointly developing ovonics. The m~m6ry units use materials that can be switched back and .forth
between am'orphous and crystalline states
enabling them to retain stored data ,even in
the absence of po~er. They are based on
theories of Stanford R. Ovshinsky, Energy
Conversion's founder. To date there have
been limited sales ofthe units through Burroughs to Du Pont Co.
MICROSTORAGE:. Since their Introduction six years ago, floppy disk drives have
become the standard storage devices for
microcomputer:'based systems, says a report from Creative Strategies Interna~
tiorial, "Peripheral Memories 1: Floppy
Disks and Low-Cost Winchesters." The report forec~sts\that in a five-year period,
floppy disks will begin to be'displaced from
some applications by newer technologies
with superior price/performance, particularly low-cost hard disks or mini- Winches~
ters and magnetic bubble memories. B~t,
says Creative Strategies, the erosion in
floppies' functiorial market share Will be
more than offset by expanded productiori
of microcomputer-based systems. The
company predicts that wofldwide unit
shipment~ of floppy disk drives will rise
from 656,000 in 1978 to 2,810,000 in 1983.
It indicates new storage technologies are
expected to enter the microsystems merh-:
ory market in the nexttwo years, including:
very low~cost consumer / coinmercial grade
5-inch' floppies; 8-inch diameter miniWinchesters; 4 to 6-inch 'flying head
miCro-Winchesters; "back-end" processors
combining, disk controller and data base
management functions, in specialized hardware; and on-line archive devices iri both
video-disk and automatic cartridge tape li,brary configurations.
TAXING SITUATION: John C. O'Mara, executive director of the Computer Security
Institute, Hudson, Mass., said he is con;templating a reduction in the institute'.s
federal income tax to the tune of$491.67.
This amount covers a $430 registration fee
for an'IRs member who attended the institute's Fifth Annual Computer Security
Conference in New York City, plus interest
at 1.5% a morith. The IRS had not paid the
fee, after two letters, three invoices, eight
calls and nine months. O'Mara said that
out of more than 600 conferees, the IRS was
the only organization which failed to pay
~
its registration fee,

·
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the most organized (and inexpensive) way to keep up with
,what's new in computer techniques and management -

The Library of

Computer and Information Sciences

(Publishers' Prices shown)
51955. A GUIDE TO THE SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER PROJECTS. Hamish Donaldson. How to delegate tasks effectively ...
establish ground rules for project teams ... and much
~re.

ru~

32485. ALGORITHMS + DATA STRUCTURES
= PROGRAMS.' Niklaus Wirth. A classic work on
structured programming.
$19.95
87218. THE WIRED SOCIETY: A Challenge For
Tomorrow James Martin. How the modern revolution in telecommunications portends vast changes in
the way we live and do bUSIness.
$12.95
62757. MINICOMPUTERS: Low-Cost Computer
Power For Management. Revised Edition.. Donald P.
Kenney.
$14.95
79155. SOFfWARE INTERPRETERS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. Thomas C. McIntire. How to
design a reliable software interpreter for any microcomputer system.
$18.95
41625. DATABASE: A Professional's Primer. David
Kroenke. Covers every aspect of data base concepts.
systems and applicatIOns from hierarchical record
relationships to backup and recovery techniques.
$22.95
59555. MAKING SYSTEMS WORK. William C.
~amsgard.. Examin~s specific•. tested, new tools for
Improved InformatIOn processIng.
'$19.95
42213. DICTIONARY OF BUSINESS AND MANAG~MENT. Jerry M. Rosenberg, Ph.D. Over 8000
entnes.
$24.95
40071-2. COMPUTER SYSTEMS'PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION. Domenico Ferrari. Examines the
key areas and technigues to evaluate computer
systems. Counts as 2 of your 3 books.
$29.95
35450-2. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
HANDBOOK. The Diebold Group. Auxiliary memory. peripherals, systems design. consultant services,
software packages. Counts as 2 of your 3 books.
$34.95

Take any 3 books
(values to $72.85)
for only $1.00 each

82730-2. TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE
COMPUTER. James Martin. Counts as 2 of your 3
books.
$29.50
42303. A DISCIPLINE OF PROGRAMMING.
Edsf!.er w: Dijkstra. Impressive new programming
toolS to solve problems that range from the everyday
to the complex.
$19.95

if you will join now fora trial period and
agree to take 3 more books-at handsome
discounts-over the next 12 months.

39890-2. COMPUTER DATA-BASE ORGANIZATION. 2nd Edition. James Martin. Over 200 diagrams. Counts as 2 of your 3 books.
$26.50

81845. SYSTEMS/370 JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE. Gary De Ward Brown. Includes descriptions
of hardware devices and access methods and reference to many useful JCL features. Softcover. $12.50

39748. COMPILER DESIGN THEORY. P.M. Lewis
II, et al. Presents complete' design theory for the
$20.95
lexical and syntax portions of a compiler.

70093. PRIMER FOR SMALL SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT. Grady M. Easley. Spells out the supervisory skills needed in the day-to-day administration
of a small computer complex.
$16.95
49360. FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER ALGORITHMS.Horowitz and Sahni. Elementary data
structures, divide-and-conquer method. the greedy
method. and more.
$19.95
38975. THE CODASYL APPROACH TO DATA
BASE MANAGEMENT. T. William Olle. A detailed
Jlrimer on the choices, options, and application of
aata base technology. Comparisons to IMS, TOTAL,
and ADABAS.
$21.50
62620. MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK.
Charles J. SippI. Detailed reference to the technology and applications of microprocessors. Expertly
covers every phase, from software to the effect of
micro technology on mainframe users.
$19.95
59920. MANAGEMENT: Tasks, Responsibilities,
Practices. Peter F Drucker. The skills, techniques
and tools a good executive needs to stay effective in
modern management.
$17.50
45380. THE ENTREPRENEUR'S MANUAL:
Business Start-Ups, Spin-Offs, and Innovative Management. Richard M. White, Jr.
$16.95
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EXTRAORDI NARY-VALUEI
44900-3. ENCYCLOPEDIAOF
COMPUTER
SCIENCE. Edited by
Anthony Ralston and
Chester L. Meek. More
than 1550 outsize pages
of information on every
aspect of computer
sCience-from algebra
to automata theory, from
basic terminology to
string-processing
languages. 470 articles
by 208 experts. Over
700 charts, tables,
graphs, and diagrams.
Counts as 3 of your 3
books.
$60.00

If the reply card has been removed, please write to
The Library of Computer and Information Sciences
Dept. 7-A7B, Riverside, N.J. 08370
to obtain membership information and
application.
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Intel introduces FAST-380S, the Semiconductor Disk
that unleashes the full paging power of IBM CPUs.
Until now, the weakest link in
IBM 370 and 303X systems has
been the slow response of electro,
mechanical disk drives. Today Intel
delivers FAST,3805, the solid,
state paging device with access
speeds ten times faster than even
the best performing disk.

timum transfer rates to 16 Mbytesl
second. Choose an overall storage
capacity between 12,72 Mbytes.

, PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
INTEL
Avg. Seek Time
(msec)

0

3350F 2305·2
0

0

How we made it FAST
Avg. Latency
5.0
0.4
8.4
(msec)
FAST means Fast Access
Transfer
Storage Technology-a virtual
1.2
1.5
1.5-4.0
(Mb/s)
paging technique based in high
Capacity
12-72
1
11.2
speed MOS technology. Primary
(Mb/s)
Free I/O bound systems
component in FAST,3805 is a
Now you don't have to upgrade
provides "self, healing" capabilities
high density, low power 16K
equal to those specified in the
CPUs or main memory to increase
dynamic RAM with access times
throughput in I/O bound systems. . far faster than disk technologies.
military's highest reliability systems.
Additionally, a powerful iSBC 86™
By removing the virtual paging
Dynamic RAMs have seen over
bottleneck, FAST,3805 can triple,
single board computer performs
a decade of service in computer
continuous sweeping error detection
even quadruple, disk traffic on your memory. RAM is the primary
and relocation of data to spare
present system. You won't even
component in the main memories
storage,
if necessary. The entire
have to add channel or controller
of every major computer manufac,
FAST,3805 system is supported
\ capacity. And because FAST,3805
turer, including IBM. Today the
by motor generator sets to ensure
emulates IBM 3830/3350 and
world's leading manufacturer
data integrity in case of power
2835/2305 disk subsystems, . of semiconductor memory applies
it is totally transparent
fluctuations.
this proven technology to high
to your CPU.
speed virtual paging.
Increase throughput today
FAST,3805's
Reliability through "self-healing"
We're delivering FAST,3805
transfer rates help
now. For more information on how
Beyond the inherent reliability
....~a keep your CPU
of solid state circuitry over electro, it can increase virtual paging
working at full
throughput in your system, contact
mechanical devices, FAST,3805
speed, too. With gives you unparalleied lines of
Intel Commercial Systems, P. o.
our standard
defense against uncorrectable errors Box 35900, Phoenix, Arizona
single,byte wide
85069. Or call (800) 528,0590.
-all on,board. Double,bit error
capacity, you'll
checking and correction (ECC)
move 1.5,2.0
®
Mbyteslsecond, de'
:\" f~ST~~805T~t?-: By.t~,W,d~':i
:Sy~tern.·eerform~n~e
pending on the CPU
and channel cable
FAST-3805
Transfer Rate Range*
length. Our two' byte
wide option will double
capacity to 3.0,4.0 Mbytes/second.
And since FAST,3805 can be
optionally attached to as many as
four channels, you can achieve op'
I
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The New System lO22™

TheOddsAre9Tol
You'll Pick It Over Any Other
Large DEC DataBase System.
If you're a DECsystem-10 or 20
user, or plan to be, System 1022 is
probably the best data base management system you can find. In fact,
when pitted against other data base
systems, even DEC's DBMS, System
1022 has been selected 9 times
out of10.

CALL NOW FOR A FREE TRIAL.
We're so sure of the new System
1022, we'll give you a free trial for
two months. Just write or call Eugene
ShkIar, Software House, 1105
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge,
Ma., 02138. (617) 661-9440.

The reasons: System 1022 goes up
faster, is far easier to use, and gives
your end users faster response to
complicated inquiries than any
other DECsystem data base capability available. The bottom line: it
saves you money - lots of it.

Now There's Version 114.
With Version 114, we've made
System 1022 even better. We've
added scores of improvements to
provide even greater effidency,
security and flexibility.
For example, there's the new interface to the SPSS® Batch System
which directly generates system
flIes that in most cases require no
changes to the SPSS program itself.
And the TRANSACT command that
lets a user perform multiple changes
to a dataset easily, qUickly.
And an audit trail which maintains
backup flIes in the event of a crash.

EasyDoesll
In short, we're building on the
strength that made System 1022 a
success in the first place: fast, easy
use even by non-computer
personnel.
But that's not all. System 1022 is the
only DECsystem-10 or 20 package
to accommodate simple ad-hoc
requirements as well as sophisticated
production runs using either COBOL
or FORTRAN. It also provides comprehensive reporting, extensive
transaction capability, tight security
and much more.
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391S .. .the world's first high-capacity IBM
360/370 compatible computer peripheral
interface switch.
3916 .. .the first remotely controlled IBM 360/370
compatible computer peripheral interface switch.
3917 .... and now the first microprocessor-based
INTELLIGENT MATRIX CONTROL.
The T-8ar 3917 provides complete real-time
system control of 3916 computer peripheral
interface switches right at the terminal.
The 3917 displays, right at the terminal, which

computer channels are connected to which
peripherals. Want to make a change? You can
do it directly at the keyboard. The new
connections, once again, are immediately
displayed on screen.
With the 3917, you can effect computer room
reconfiguration decisions and know the
consequences instantly.
For details, write to T-8ar, Computer Switching
Division, 141 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897.
Or call us at (203) 762-8351.

LfW§J[pNCORPORATED
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COMPUTER SWITCHING DIVISION
San Francisco, CA (415/365-6892) • Chicago, IL (312/449-6006) • New York, NY (201/363-3300) •
T-Bar International, Slough, Berks, England (753-70433) • Rikei Corportation, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
(03/591-5241) • Cable & Wireless Systems Ltd., Hong Kong (5-283-1386).
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AFAST MOVING COMPANY·
CAN'T AFFORD TO
WAIT FOR ITS COMPUTER
TOCATCHUR

That means you've got to make sure the
computer system you select today will be able
to handle your company's data processing
needs tomorrow.
The best way to make sure is to make the
move to Data General ECLIPSE@ Data Systerns. That's because ECLIPSE Data Systems
are a family of compatible interactive business
systems that give you a very broad range of
advanced features and configuration altematives. In short, there's an expandable
ECLIPSE Data System for just about every
stage of a company's growth, whether it is for
stand alone applications or part of a distributed
data processing network.
Family compatibility means you can select
the ECLIPSE system that's just right for your
company now, and grow in economical, modular steps without wasting investments in peripheral devices or expensive, time consuming .
reprogramming. Programs your people
deve1op now can run on 0 ther ECLIPSE Data
Systems in the family.
You can start out with our entry level
ECLIPSE C/150. It's the most powerful
ECLIPSE Data System for distributed processing we've ever offered at such a low price.
Like every member of the ECLIPSE farriily, it
handles multiple interactive terminals, and
offers a range of standard commercial pro. 1anguages.
grammlng
I

The versatile C/350, our mid-range
ECLIPSE Data System, manages interactive
processing, as it simultaneously schedules
batch processing for routine jobs or daily
reports. All this at a price/performance ratio
that's hard to match.
Then there's the ECLIPSE M/600, our
mini-mainframe.. It combines the workload
capacity of a much larger mainframe with the
traditional economics of an interactive processing minicomputer.
The ECLIPSE Data System family is part of
a wide ranging product line from Data G~neral.
Other system models offer business data
processing capabilities for as little as $10,000.
You can't afford to wait. Start out with Data
General now. Our computers are already
keeping up with the growth of users like the
Boeing Company, the General Electric Company" Eastman Kodak Company, and thousands of others· all over11·
. ~.. The Compuler of Ihe
ld Wnte or ca , ! - "\ u.s.
the wor.
Olympic Sporls
or send in the coupon.
;,..~ i MedlcineCommillee

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - -- -l..-,
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CIRCLE 15 ON READER CARD

Large-scale real-time digital communications networks
and information storage and retrieval systems
are now part of earth orbital science.

TAKING

THE MEASURE
OF SPACE

by J. F. Durkin

and G. W.· Cunningham

Before the era of the man-made satellite,
scientific measurement was essentially
earthbound. For two decades now, with
scientific experiments carried onboard
satellites, the scientist has been reaching
out for knowledge in the vacuum of space.
As he has intensified his extraterrestrial
pursuits, he has added a new dimension to
the scope and complexity of scientific investigation.
.
Earthbound scientific inquiryastronomy with its huge telescopes, the
particle accelerators of high energy physics-was the exclusive domain of the scientist and his technicians. This is no longer true. The fundamental principle of all
measurement.:-the measurement isn't
complete until the data is in the hands of
the experimenter in a form he can use--:has required the use of large·scale digital
communications networks and information storage and retrieval systems. In
April 1978, a telemetry on-line processing
system (TELOPS), developed by IBM's Federal System Division for NASA'S Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, became part of some of mankind's
most intricate, fa·r-reaching scientific investigations.

The first U. S. satellite, Explorer I,
launched on January 31, 1958, weighed
30 pounds. Over half of this weight was
made up of scientific instruments to detect radiation and micrometeorites. These
first measurements from space confirmed
a prediction made years ealier by the head
of the physics department at the University of Iowa: that there existed regions of
intense radiation surrounding our planet,
trapped there by the earth's magnetic
field.
These regions, known as the V~n
Allen radiation belts, were the first discoveries made with scientific satellites;
the growing list now includes the solar
wind, the quasi-stellar objects at the edge
of our universe called quasars, and the
magnetosphere-the magnetic envelope
around the earth that wards off most of
the deadly streams of atomic nuclei from
deep space known as cosmic rays.

NEW
TECHNOLOGIES;
MORE QUESTIONS

With new, lighter
materials and ultralightweight low. powered solidstate electronics, the intensity and variety
of investigation has increased. One satellite may now house 30 or more different
experiments with instruments measuring
such phenomena as X-rays and u1t~aviolet
light from solar flares, gamma rays from
far beyond our galaxy, and radio waves
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Fig. 1. Previous system for collecting and processing satellite data.

from the planet Jupiter.
-Scientists have been searching for
answers to add to the list of discoveries:
Do flares and other solar activity follow
classical sunspot cycles? Are high energy
radiations from deep space the echoes of
the "big bang" from which the universe
might have been created 10-15 billion
years ago? Are the periodic bursts of radio waves from the planet Jupiter related
to the orbit of its mysterious satellite lo?
Improvements in technology increased the number and complexity of the
questions; and harder questions meant
harder problems in getting the data back
down to earth and in the hands of the
scientists.
Until recently, each satellite, as it
orbited the earth, would .record its measurements (see Fig. I). As it passed over a
ground station (there are about 40 scattered around the globe from Johannesburg, South Africa, to Fairbanks, Alaska), it would transmit its measurements
in analog form. At the station, the data
was' recorded on magnetic tape and
shipped to the Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. There it
was digitized, prepared via computer for
presentation, recorded again on magnetic
tape, and mailed to scientists within NASA
and at industrial laboratories and universities around the world.
Typically, it would be six to eight
weeks from when the measurements were
taken until they were in the hands of the
experimenters. The reason for the delay
was a combination of the volume of data
and the need for accurate satellite position and attitude. The satellites produced
an average of about 250 million measurements a day. Since the time and place of a
scientific measurement are as important
as the measurement itself, each measurement had to be accurately tagged with the
time it was taken and then correlated with
the satellite position and attitude at that
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time. Greater accuracy in satellite position and attitude requires a greater
number of satellite observations by
ground tracking stations;- to get them
would take several days.
During this time, the volume of data coming from the satellites was too
much to be held online, such as by disk
storage, so it was stored off-line on magnetic tape. When the definitive orbit and
attitude· data were finally available, the
cumbersome mechanics of a tape library
were brought into play.
A 12- to 15-hour "quick look" at
partially processed data was available,
but it didn't alleviate the situation much.
Although the data was sufficient for deciding to turn an experiment on or off, it
was totally inadequate when one tried to
turn on certain equipment to monitor a
solar flare that was detected a few minutes ago, say, and would last less than an
hour; or when one wanted to turn off sensitive instruments because of a recently
developing hazardous condition on the
satellite.
These were growing concerns because new experiments were being
planned that would require real-time control of onboard equipment; many of the
new experiments would produce more data, with much of it at higher rates-and
with more experiments there would be
more experimenters.
A system was needed that could
get the' data to the experimenters in a
matter of days-quick looks in a matter
of minutes. It had to handle up to 25 active satellites at one time and have a data
storage and retrieval capability for another 75-all potentially averaging about a
half billion bits of data a day with peak
rates of more than two million bits per
second. The immediate storage capacity
for the 25 active satellites had to be 800
billion bits. In addition, the system had to
be adaptable to new satellites; therefore,

it had to possess a generalized processing
capability that could be easily and quickly
adapted to new requirements with only
minimum parameters to describe the satellite characteristics.
The quick-look response times required a real-time processing system and
an on-line data base with the access speed
of disk storage. But the volume of data
meant keeping the tape library. Thus, the
new system presented a problem to current technology-how to get a tape library on-line, and then how to get the information and storage retrieval system that
would be needed to operate the library to
function as part of a real-time communications network involving up to 40 track~
ing stations and 100 satellites.
Large-scale information storage
and retrieval systems had been done
before, as had large communications networks, but not together, and not with this
combination of high input data rates,
short response times, and large data
volumes.
A complicating factor, inherent in
telemetry systems, was the nearly random
distribution through the data base of the
data from anyone source. This results
from the continuous and simultaneous
sampling of data from many experiments
per satellite, many satellites per ground
station, and many ground stations. Another unique characteristic that would
figure heavily in the complexity of the
new system is that it would have the most
expensively acquired data base in the
world, and owing to the nature of investigation by satellite, it would have little or
no chance of recapturing lost data. Therefore, an elaborate system of error checking and fail-safe recovery was necessary.
The solution was a new system in
which the principal role would be played
by TELOPS (a telecommunications on-line
processing system). It was designed by
NASA'S Goddard Space Flight Center

Fig .. 2. Functional overview of TELOPS.

(GSFC) and IBM, and features a mass storage system that combines the data capacity of a large tape library with the access
speed of on-line disk storage, and includes
a communications input unit that accepts
input rates up to 2.688 million bps with
simultaneous outputs to the remote stations for retransmissiion requests at up to
1.344 million bps.
The other major parts of the new
system are the several ground stations
that have been converted to digital data
processing systems (oops). A functional
overview of of TELOPS showing its four
subsystems is shown in Fig. 2.
The oops stations contribute significantly to the improved response times.
Instead of the analog tapes being sent by
mail to the processing system (which is
now TELOPS) at GSFC, the analog data is
converted to digital form and transmitted
directly over NASA communications
(NASCOM) lines to TELOPS at.GSFC.
These stations can also accommodate the increased data volumes and
rates. Each can support up to 12 data
streams simultaneously with a data buffering capability for when peak loads exceed capacity.
From NASCOM, which is a collection of communications lines, computers,
modems, and terminal equipment that
services NASA throughout the world, the
data feeds into the communications interface unit (CIU). The CIU buffers the data
three ways among NASCOM, the input
processing subsystem, and the convolutional decoder units (cou's). The cou's
are needed because some of the data
(about 10%) is encoded before its transmission from the satellite to preserve information in satellite transmissions that
have a very low signal-to-noise ratio.
(Each bit of information is expanded into
several bits in an optimally encoded pattern so that if one or more bits are lost in
the downlink transmission, the decoding

process has a high probability of reconstructing the original bit pattern.)
Because it operates continuously
in real-time with expensive data that is
difficult and sometimes impossible to replace, TELOPS has total redundancy in its
equipment. There are two CIU'S connected to NASCOM with the third serving as a
backup. There are two 370/ 145s, each
with one megabyte of storage and 3215
operator consoles. The data storage units
(eight disks, eight tapes, and the mass
storage system) are shared by both computers while eight 3270 displays, two
1403 printers, and a 2501 card reader are
switchable to either computer via two
2914 manual switches. One computer
handles the operational load while the
other serves as a standby.
The convolutional decoder units,
attached to the CIU's, were designed and
developed by Linkabit Corp., and the
CIU's by IBM'S Federal Systems Division.
Each CIU is controlled by a built-in
microprogrammed processor. The intermediate subsystem runs on a Univac 1108
multiprocessor.
TELOPS software (125,000 instructions) was written in assembler language.
The high data rates and the requirement
to fully use equipment placed heavy constraints on the cpu, storage, and I/O channels. These constraints were best accommodated by using assembly language
code.
TELOPS operational software consists of control programs, system services,
and application programs. The application programs perform the· functions of
the TELOPS subsystems. The control programs and the system services provide the
resource management control and the
I/O and data management services necessary to support the application programs.
TELOPS, which uses a standard oS/
VS/l operating system, runs as two OS
jobs, one in each of two partitions in main

storage. The OS scheduler is used to initiate execution of the various application
modules that carry out the TELOPS subsystem functions. The IBM 3270 display
stations and their interface with the integrated information subsystem use the national military command system information processing system (NIPS) formatted
file system. This includes. the standard
NIPS teleprocessing software plus. that
written spe.cifically for TELOPS.
INPUT
All CIU operations are
PROCESSING initiate~ and control~ed
by the mput processmg
SUBSYSTEM subsystem as it performs
the communications handling and
preprocessing of data in TELOPS. The
communications link from NASCOM
through the stations to the satellites is
perpetually open and ready for data, so
input processing must continuously monitor all lines, buffer and log all incoming
traffic, and send acknowledgements to
and request retransmissions from the stations when necessary.
The CIU's collect and multiplex the
incoming data and transfer it to the 370
over a block multiplexor channel. In order
to maintain a continuously open interface
to the incoming data, REAO commands to
the CIU'S are chained as long as input data
is available to sustain the 370 channel
read rate.
To accommodate low data rates
and still meet the three-second response
time for sending acknowledgements to the
station, the CIU'S generate a unit exception every second to allow partially filled
buffers to be scanned.
Due to the high data rates of
TELOPS, error conditions from the CIU's
are identified in status words sent with the
input data rather than as channel sense
. commands so as to avoid breaking the
channel read chain and therefore running
the risk of missing input data.
Reading the CIU's and capturing
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the input data on disk and tape are completely interrupt driven. This is accomplished by creating the equivalent of a
branch-entry into the I/O supervisor of os.
This reduces the competition with other
tasks for system resources by eliminating
the need for a task switch when high data
rates require immediate service.
The basic unit of work from here
on is a message, defined as a single stream
of a single type of data from a satellite at a
single bit rate. (The data from the satellite can, in general, have different bit
rates and be of several different types.) A
message can vary in length from 150
bytes up to 200 megabytes. Each is made
up of three or more NASCOM message
blocks (Fig. 3) which in turn are made up
of several frames separated by time and
status data. A frame contains one sampling of the onboard sensors. The smallest
functional element of data is a data point,
which averages 10 bits in length. The data
points are the measurements taken continuously by the scientific equipment
onboard the satellites.
Parts of each message, as it comes
from the CIU, are interleaved among several communications lines, and input processing must therefore demultiplex them
into unique message blocks. The interleaved input can involve up to 10
messages on each of 11 CIU input lines, all
of which can be receiving da ta at the same
time, thus requiring a "11 O-way message
sort."
The input processing module
"NEWOEAL" reads the data from the new
data disk and separates unique messages.
In performing the message separation,
the module checks for errors and missing
message blocks. Because messages can be
as large as 200 megabytes, they can be
received over a relatively long period of
time. Message separation and error
cnecks must therefore be performed on
pieces of a message as they coine in, and
at speeds close to the incoming data rates.
The partial messages are written to disk in
a slot-sorted pattern to enable a message
selection module (SELECT) to read the
pieces of multiple input messages (up to
110) by track switching rather than with
a separate select and read operation. The
SELECT module reads the data using a slot
algorithm which was previously written
into the cylinder description record. With
this information, SELECT with the aid of
an I/O service module reads and sequentially assembles each message by selectively switching the disk heads to pick up
message pieces on-the-fly with only a
minimum delay for head/track switching,
thus keeping up with the incoming data.
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NASCOM
Reader (48)

Message
Reader (48)

Fig. 3. Message block format - 4800 bit block.
The output of the 'input processing
subsystem consists of pre-edit files, one
for each input message. In forming the
pre-edit files, the following must be determined: what satellite the data came from,
during which pass over the station, what
station, what data type, was it sent in realtime from the sensors, or was it played
from an onboard tape (having been recorded earlier when the satellite was out
of station range), and what was the particular configuration of the sensors at the
time.
While the majority/of satellite
message attributes could be accommodated by a generalized parameter-driven preedit module (of approximately 7,000 lines
of source code), significant variations in
structure from one space vehicle to another could not be accommodated by a single
algorithm. A driver module was designed
for the pre-edit processing for each space
vehicle data stream (of approximately
500 lines of source code per module). This
two~part design was a significant improvement over the previous method of

designing a single, unique pre-edit module for each new space vehicle.
Data is received continuously, and
from it a data base of pre-edit files is built
up in mass storage that will subsequently
be processed into edit files in a batch
mode by the intermediate processing subsystem. For a quick look, a faster access to
the data is involved. Since quick looks are
scheduled, intermediate processing can
have immediate access to the data. The
quick look data is requested by the intermediate processing subsystem which
passes the requested message ID'S to the
input processing subsystem which scans
the incoming data for the requested
messages. It then transfers the data to the
intermediate processing subsystem via
the channel-to-channel adapter between
the 370 and the Univac 1108. Three si-:multaneous, asynchronous conversations
can be maintained. The output is available in a few minutes in the form of crt
displays, printouts, graphs, and charts for
immediate analysis by scientists present
for the occasion at GSFC. (Cont'd p. J32.)
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ISEE·A and B Orbits.

TELOPS

PROCESSES
ISEE DATA

One of the newer scientific projects for
which TELOPS is processing data is the
International Sun Earth Explorer
(ISEE). It is a joint NASA and European
Space Agency program that involves 34
experiments and three satellites: ISEE-A,
ISEE-B, and ISEE-C. The A and B spacecraft were placed in highly eccentric
earth orbits to investigate the earth's
magnetosphere, the solar wind, and the
shock wave formed by their interaction.
The C spacecraft was placed in a halo
orbit about the libration point between
the earth and the sun. It is sufficiently
outside earth's influence for comparison
with results of the A and B missions and
of probes to outer planets. Among the
particular phenomena studied will be
the bow shock, magnetopause, plasmapause, and neutral sheet, all of which
require space-time separation and
knowledge of conditions in the interplanetry medium upstream from the
earth (towards the sun). This project
will .aid in understanding the mechanism of magnetic storms and the' exchange of plasma between the inter'planetry medium and the plasmasphere.
Plasma physics investigations concerning transport coefficients and wave motions in a collisionless medium will be
carried out. Particle intensities, composition, and anistropies will be measured
from very low energies up to 500 MeV.
Isotopes of both solar and galactic cosmic rays are to be resolved, and solar Xray and possibly cosmic X-ray bursts
will be observed. These investigations
are being conducted by the University of
Iowa, the Observatorie de Paris, and
Stanford University.
The scientific basis and novelty
of the ISEE mission depends on the comparison of simultaneous measurements
produced by identical instruments on
the A and B spacecraft. For maximum
usefulness, the measurements supplied
by the C spacecraft on the upstream solar wind must be taken at the same time
as the simultaneous measurements of A
and B. The monitoring and control of
these ISEE experiments, with their multiplicity of sensors and high degree of
interdependent activity, requires near
real-time communications and data
evaluation/presentation support from
TELOPS.

~
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Fig. 4. Virtual storage and virtual disk system.

MASS
STORAGE
SUBSYSTEM

The TELOPS mass storage
sybsystem (MSS) combines the storage capacity of a tape library with
very nearly the access speed of dis_k, and
in so doing is the primary means by which
TELOPS accommodates the large volumes
of data with short access times. Its main
component is an IBM 3850 mass storage
system that employs the concept of virtual
disk. In the TELOPS application, four disk
packs are made to look to the users like
1,691 disk packs of 100 megabytes each,
and it includes the mass store communications services of the standard VS-l operating system and some unique TELOPS user code. Moving data into and out of mass
storage involves a process referred to as
staging wherein requested data is
"staged" from the mass storage device
onto the four real disks, and "destaged"
back into mass store when no longer
needed. Staging is transparent to the
users.
The total of over one trillion bits of
storage is entirely on-line. Data retrieval
is by files only, and through a system of
indices, access can-be random or sequential. Average access times are less than a
minute and most DASD access methods
can be used.
.
The MSS provides storage for the
pre-edit files, the edit files, the correlative
files, orbit and attitude files, and TELOPS
software. The satellite data is kept there
for up tc six months after which it is
moved t6 the archives where it is retained
indefinitely.
In the 3850 mass storage system,
data is stQred in DASD format images on
magnetic tape which is wrapped around
2" x 4" cartridges that reside in honeycomb-like storage cells. When a data
transfer is requested, an accessor moves to
the appropriate cell, takes the cartridge
from it, and carries the cartridge to a
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read/write device where it is loaded and
the data is transferred either from the cartridge to the real DASD, or vice versa (see
Fig. 4). Each cartridge, of which there are
3,380 in the TELOPS MSS, holds up to 50
megabytes of data.
For reliability, the entire mass
store equipment is internally redundant.
There is also backup for all data. This is
accomplished either by copying files to
multiple cartridges, or having the ability
to invoke the processing necessary to create lost data from backup tapes created
during the previous processing. The index
to the data base is maintained on two separate storage devices.
The processing of satellite data in
TELOPS is completed by the intermediate
processing subsystem (a remaining part
of the previous system) by taking the preedit and correlative files which were created and placed in mass store by input
processing, and creating files suitable in
format and content for the experimenters.
There is also the processing of pre-edit
files which involves such things as satellite
attitude computations, time smoothing of
data, and spacecraft housekeeping computations (e.g., keeping track of the se- quences of data from the various onboard
sensors).
One of the MSS control and utility
functions is to provide for the management of virtual volumes in the mass store.
These services include "mounting" and
"demounting" of virtual volumes on
available virtual "units," allocation of data sets on these volumes, grouping data
sets of like satellites and file type together, opening and closing of data sets, as
well as staging and destaging of the telemetry data between cartridges and staging drives.
MSS services also support the operations personnel via crt displays, showing
on request which volumes are mounted

and where, which volumes have been assigned to what satellites and file types,
lists of data sets on each volume, etc.
Periodically, it becomes necessary
to free mass storage space for new data by
retiring data to the archives owing to age
or relative inactivity. When required,
archive tapes can be mounted and data
can be returned to on-line status by reading it, and then writing it to mass storage.
Archiving of files is performed under the
direction of file management personnel
prompted by terminal messages generated by TELOPS software.

INTEGRATED
INFORMATION
SUBSYSTEM

The integrated information subsystem is a
complete management
information system for
TELOPS. Through interactive display consoles, immediate printer output, and periodkreports, it gives information for decision making on TELOPS operations.
The lIS consists of a data base and
a set of services for storing, retrieving, and
maintaining the information. The data
base includes current information on telemetry data as well as telemetry data
that now exists only in the archives.
The lIS data base exists on a set of
real DASD volumes (current information)
as well as on a set of virtual volumes in the
mass store. As the allocated space fills up,
data base mainten~nce people, via terminal commands, selectively move older data to virtual volumes where it is still available, but at increased access times. All lIS
data on real or virtual DASD volumes is
duplicated.
When a message arrives at TELOPS
via communication lines (or via backup
tapes from DDPS stations), a current status record is created and added to the lIS
data base. Updates to this record are
made at appropriate times such as when
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Fig. 5. TELOPS operational data flow.

the summary block was received, when retransmissions were asked for and received, when the message entrY into
TELOPS was completed, and When it was
pre-edited. .
The services for retrievirig information from the lIS data base fall into two
general categories: direct and sequential.
The direct-access services are used whenever a TELOPS program needs access to
specific records, and the keys are known
in advance. Sequential services are used
whenever the keys are not known in advance, but a range of keys is to be
searched.
Most of the information in lIS
records can be viewed directly using display terminals, and selected information
may be updated. Certain other information, such as the record key, time of arrival, and location in the mass store, may be
. viewed but not altered from the terminal.
For report generation, the NIPS
package is used. Also, reports may be generated by simple programs coded in PL/J.
The services for maintaining the
lIS data base include mechanisms to define, add, deactivate, reactivate, and delete satellites from the system. Once a satellite has been added to the system,
facilities exist to define, add, and change
the characteristics of the various projects
associated with the satellite. This minimizes the modification of TELOPS software to accommodate the new satellite.
Additional services are provided
for moving old data from real to virtual
DASD volumes and for making checkpoint
tapes of the lIS indices. Such checkpoint134 DATAMATION

ing provides protection against catastrophic failures in the system (such as
fire).
As can be seen (Fig. 5), some satellite telemetry data still comes from stations by mail on magnetic tape, but only a
small percentage. The telemetry data
coming through the communications interface unit from onboard satellite e?Cperiments totals 450 million measurements a
day and peaks at 270 thousand a second.
The data traffic is even heavier in the
mass storage subsystem wheie, in stcady
state operation (no net increase in data
stored), it has a combined input/output
rate, including intermediate data accesses, of 8,000 megabytes per day.
The effort at keeping TELOPS operational (duplexed equipment, data redundancies, testing, status monitoring, etc.)
culminates in the restart capability that is
embedded into the TELOPS software. Data
needed to restart the operation in case of
software or equipment failure is continuously being written in duplex to disk stor~
age by various modules throughout the
software at intervals as small as a fraction
of a second. A complete system recovery,
including CIU reconfiguration and
changeover to the entire backup system,
can be made in less than 15 seconds with
only the corresponding amount of data
lost.
In the evolution of methods for
gathering data from space, the trend is
towards higher data rates and fewer
ground stations. The data relay satellite,
with its wide-angle view of the earth and
its celestial vicinity, will collect data

22,000 miles in space. Scientific satellites
will beam their data to one of a set of data
relay satellites in synchronous orbit about
the earth. The data will be relayed to an
always "visible" ground station. This
might appear to simplify the satellite/
DDPs-Station/NAscoM/TELOPS communications network by reducing the
number of intermediate nodes. However,
this will be more than offset not only by a
significant increase in data processing requirements, but also by yet another event
on the horizon of earth orbital sciencethe Space Shuttle.
With the wholesale orbital deployment of scientific experiments and the inorbit satellite maintenance and repair
business that Space Shuttle will bring, the
resulting sophistication of onboard equipment will greatly increase the data rates
and the requirements for real-time control. The Shuttle Orbiter itself, whose experiment data will initially be processed
by TELOPS, will eventually have peak data
rates of up to 48 million bits a secondmore than a ten-fold increase over those
of today. So, planning is already undertf:
way for yet a newer system.
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IX NEW
TERMINAL
WITH FUU 132-COLUMN UNE CAPABILIn
Take a close look at the
latest addition to our family
of terminals. It ends 80column squeeze and offers
unequaled character quality
at a moderate price.
A closer look reveals the
exceptional clarity of the
DatagraphiX Charactron®
shaped beam tube images.
The crisp character quality
is created by directing an electron beam through precise
characters, etched in a matrix, onto a high-resolution,
phosphor-coated face plate. The result is hours of comfortable
viewing.
Unequaled performance comes right along with it, too.
The Model 132-pM features the benefit of DatagraphiX'years
of advanced microprocessor technology which makes it one
-F".......;.........;..-.......;..-:--:'-.......;..__ ·",,<I

of the most cost-efficient conversational display terminals
on the market.
The Model 132-1 offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bright, high-resolution, flicker-free display
ASCI196 displayable upper and lower case character set
3168 Characters in 24 lines
132-columnstatus line as 25th line
132 Tabbing positions
Column counter for cursor position in status line
Keyboard set-up of terminal operation
11-key numeric pad
Cursor controls with host sensing and addressing
Dual intensity

The Model 132-1. Seeing is believing.

DubTffrupha.
a General Dynamics subsidiary

P.O. Box 82449 /San Diego, California 92138/Phone (714) 291-9960 Ext. 481
DATAGRAPHIX' AND CHARACTRON" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF DATAGRAPHIX. INC,
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WHAT'S NEW
~ AT THE OFFICE?

i

I

by Tom McCusker, News Editor
Listen and wait and see what happens.
That more than likely will be the
attitude of persons attending four days of
discussions on office automation next
month at the International Information
Management Conference at the Coliseum
in New York, Oct. 15-18.
Better known as Info 79, the conference has drawn no less than 58 persons
who will speak on ways to integrate today's and tomorrow's technologies into
what is being called the "office of the future." But many of the speakers either are
consultants, talking about "blue sky" applications, or representatives from huge
companies (Exxon, Avon, ATT&T, INA,
RCA) who arc pioneering in bits and pieces
of integrated office automation systems,
the practicality of which still is in question.
Listen, for instance, to Larry J.
Wells of Creative Strategies, International, who has just completed a study of the
U. S. market for dictation equipment. He
says the market will continue to flounder
while awaiting some form of integration
with word processing systems. The market research firm says in the report: "Future systems will revolve around the concept of improved speech transmission.
The most intriguing model for future office systems relies on the emergence of
automated speech recognition as a viable
technology." All of this, says Creative
Strategies, a market research firm, is beyond the next five years.
The office automation subject is
among 12 related to the information handling business that are to be discussed by
250 speakers at Info 79, the sixth such
conference to be held, along with an expo138 DATAMATION

sition of computer and word processing
equipment. Other topics are information
management, data processing management, advances in information technology, small business systems, financial systems, marketing systems, manufacturing
systems, insurance, hospitals, banking,
and law office automation.
(The price is $265 for all four days,
$95 for a single day and $50 for a half day
at the confcrence and exhibits. Exhibitsonly registration is $5 if you have an invitation from an exhibitor, or $10 if you
don't. The affair is staged by the show
management firm of Clapp & Poliak,
Inc., which will provide attendees with the
program, hotel reservation forms and advanced registration information. Write to
them at 245 Park Ave., New York, NY
10017.)
Since it was launched in 1974 as a
sort of replacement for the twice-annual
joint computer conferences which had
been changed to a once a year National
Computer Conference, the Info conferences have had a mixed reaction, but in
recent years have started to thrive. Its
first conference in 1974 in New York
drew some 9,000 and 123 exhibiting
firms. The next year the number of exhibitors plunged to 104, but jumped to 135 in
Chicago in 1976 and this year Info is expected to draw some 200 exhibitors and a
turnout of 17,000.
So successful has it been, that the
sponsors have decided to hold it in New
York every year, instead of alternating

with Chicago. In Chicago, they will
launch another conference and show in
November 1980, to be called Info MFG,
catering to manufacturing attendance,
which last year at Info 78 in Chicago ac- ,
counted for nearly a third of the turnout.
Clapp & Poliak people say the Info
MFG conference will address such subjects
as inventory controls, purchasing, vendor
performance, materials requirements,
warehousing, production forecasts, capacity planning and product design. It
said machine and process controls involved directly in production won't be
covered.
The New York conference will use
four floors of the New York Coliseum, the
first two to be occupied by the exposition
and the top two for the conference~ The
sponsors think the turnout of 17,000
should consist of representatives from at
least 16 fields of the information using
community: information equipment manufacturers, suppliers of information services, consultants, people from transportation, communications, wholesaling,
retailing, distribution, banking, insurance, hospitals, education, government,

Some question whether ddp will ever represent a significant percentage
of corporate c0i11putiiig.

the investment community and, of course,
manufacturing. Its speakers have been
drawn from the nation's largest corporations, banks and financial institutions, insurance companies, government, healthcare institutions, universities, and accounting and law firms. They say the emphasis at the conference and the show is
on practical applications and on problem
solving.

OFFICE
AUTOMATION

A problem to be solved
in many of the 17 sessions on office automation will be when to
start thinking seriously of a move toward
the office of the future. A morning and
afternoon session will address the subject,
"The Office of the Future Today," in
which speakers who have implemented integrated office systems will share their
experiences and conclusions with the audience. Cochairmen of the two sessions
are Robert M. Dickinson and Dr. Stanley
M. WeIland of Exxon. Dickinson heads
the office systems technology division at
Exxon's communications and computer
sciences department and WeIland is a senior adviser to Exxon's computer business
venture operation, Exxon Enterprises.
Dickinson will present a paper on a
"Headquarters Planning and Coordination Program" for office of the future systems and WeIland will discuss "How to
Determine User Needs." Other speakers
are Peter Keen of MIT's Sloan' School of
Management, whQ will talk about "Implementing Advanced Office Technology
-the Process of Managing Change," and

Prebble J. Westley, a senior analyst in office equipment for Esso Eastern, Inc: of
Houston, "A Regional Headquarters Internal Program." Case histories also will
be presented by the following: Elio R.
Rotolo, Security Pacific Bank; Joseph R.
Kiernan, RCA; John J. Walsh, Avon Products, Inc.; and Daniel J. Drageset of Atlantic Richfield. The session is to be held
all day Wednesday, Oct. 17.
,
In a session on planning for office
information systems, Robert L. Fronk, a
senior management consultant with Arthur D. Little, Inc., the Cambridge,
Mass., research firm, will list the'many
technologies and their applications in a
session titled, "Office Automation for the
1980s," and Richard B. McClellan of Exxon will talk about a "Systems Approach
to Information Management in the Office." Another session will explain how to
organize for the office automation revolution. John J. Connell, executive director
of Office Technology Research Group of
Pasadena, as association of large users interested in administrative management,
will discuss the problems of planning and
implementation, and Gad J. Selig of Continental Group, Inc., and Leslie F. Welson
of INA Service Co., will describe two user
approaches to the subject.
There also will be sessions on technologies available for information management in the office, a day-long session
discussing progress in electronic mail and
many other sessions on word processing.
One, "Applications and System Considerations for Integrated Word and Data
Processing in a Minicomputer Environ-

ment," examines several approaches to
the multifunction system that combines
word and data processing. Speakers are
Robert Greenblatt of National Word Processing and Dr. James E. Kasprzak, who
is chief of management assistance for
word processing with the Army. Another
session, "Data Processing in the Word
Processing Environment," examines systems that are available to allow users of
word processing systems to perform data
processing tasks. The session, chaired by
Amy D. Wohl of Datapro Research
Corp., will feature talks by Anthony T.
Petrigliano, a word processing specialist
with Price Waterhouse & Co., and Jerry
Eisen, a managing consultant with International, Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
Miss Wohl wi1\ discuss capabilities of current systems; Petrigliano will offer some
user experiences and Eisen will talk of the
myth of integrated systems.
The second largest subject to be
discussed at Info 79, in terms of speakers,
will be advances in information technology and-it is aimed at subjects such as distributed processing, minicomputers,
graphics, security and data base technology. Some 40 speakers will participate in
the sessions which begin Monday afternoon, Oct. 15, and run through Thursday
noon.
A session t,hat should draw huge
crowds wi1\ offer an update on distributed
data processing (ddp), entitled, "The
Changing Concept of Distributed Data
Processing," to be held Monday afternoon, Oct. 15. The chairman, Larry D.
Woods, manager of distributed computSEPTEMBER 1979 139

New IMPACT 3800 -World'sFastest
Impact Line Printer

DocumationService"-A Maximum
Commitmentfor Minimum DO\Nr1tim~·

Documation introduces the new world's fastest
impact line printer. Printing at 3800 lines per
minute, the new printer is 90%faster than
competitive models. Inone minute it prints.57
standard 11 x 14 pages (full.132 character lines)
on six part forms. New printband and hammer
striker technologYl and a Documation~designed
low inertia tractor system .made the breakthrough
possible. It's another example of Documation's
commitment to lead the way in impact printing
technology. It's the kindof announcement the
industry has come to expect from Documation ..

Documation's.commitmentto outstahdingservice
is asimportant as our commitmentt().leadthe way
in printingtechr"lology. From our Documation
Maintenance ContrOl Center, openroundthe
clock, to. the other. Documation trained field
engineersand back up technicians., We continue
toupgradeandrefine ourservice network to
provide preventative maintenance and respOnse
time secondto none.
For more iriformationon Documation's new

expanded·IMPACTfamiIY'V'JriteP.O~.·Box·1g40/\

Melbourne, .Florida,>or.callyourlocal •. DoGumation
, representativ~. , .........•. ' .. ' .
........' . . .•. .

DOc:UM~LFO(Q)[~l®
INCORPORATED
Denver, CO 758·8775 0 Detroit, MI 353-8181 0 East Meadow, NY 794-1186/7/80 Greenwich,CT 869-41230 Hartford,CT 278-20100
Orleans, LA 241-8194 0 New York, NY 695-4195 0 Oak Brook, IL 920-0040 0 Philadelphla,PA337~2850n SanMateo,CA574~4060n
67041 0 Paris 686 8007 0 Frankfurt 76 30950 Netherlands (30) 946246
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Is office automation the exclusive purview
of very large organizations?

ing with Deere & Co., Moline, Ill., will
present a paper on "What Has Happened
to Ddp?~' Howard W. Woods, Jr., manager of data processing with Atlantic Rich. field Co.; Dallas, and James E. Brownell,
with Allstate Insurance Co., Northbrook,
Ill., are the other two speakers at the session. The organizers note that the large
amount of publicity given ddp in the past
few years seemed to indicate it was going
to become rapidly a large part of the computing of most large corporations. But its
success hasn't come as quickly as some
anticipated. And some observers question
whether ddp will ever represent a significant percentage of corporate computing.
Dr. Jared Anderson, president of
Two Pi Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., will
discuss the use of "Multiple Minicomputers and Mainframes." Anderson said the
advent of the IBM 370-compatible minicomputer has made possible the interconnection of these computers into powerful
local networks. He'll discuss appropriate
operating systems, as well as estimated
comparisons between multimini networks
and representative large mainframes.
Interactive graphics technology
has improved to the point where management now can get "face-to-face" handson use of information, whereas in the past
they had to rely more and more on their
staff for analysis and forecasting. Applications software and graphic display systems give them that avenue for analyzing
large amounts of data quickly and easily.
Some applications will be discussed in a
session, "Interactive Graphics-a New
Approach to Data Analysis for Management Planning and Decision Making."
The two speakers will be Lawrence A.
Bruckner of the technical staff at Los
Alamos Scientific' Laboratory in Los
Alamos, and Adam Bosworth of Citibank
in New York.
A large portion of the program is
being devoted to data base technology.
Among these sessions: "Techniques in
Data Base Administration," ·'Trends and
Future Opportunities for Distributed Data Bases," "New Approaches to Data
Base Long Range Planning," "A New
Methodology for Planning Data Base
Supported Information Systems," and
142 DATAMATION

·'Data Base Processors-a Technology
Update."
Dennis K. Branstad, who heads the
Nation.al Bureau of Standards computer
systems security group, will speak on new
concepts of computer network security at
a session on "Computer and Communications Security for Data Processing,"
chaired by Peter S. Tasker of the MITRE
Corp., Bedford, Mass.
Ed ward I. M etz, a vice presiden t of
the market reseach firm Input, will chair
a session on "Mass Storage Systems~
Performance and Economic Trends," in
which he'll discuss the effects of large
floppies and new high-density disk units
introduced' recently. Metz will examine
their effects on applications development
in data base management, distributed data processing and office automation. Other speakers at that session will explore
performance and economic projections
for mass storage.

DATA
PROCESSING
MANAGEMENT

Some 15 persons will
present talks at a Data
Processing Management portion of Info
79, on subjects such as project management techniques, structured methods to
improve quality and productivity in system development, capacity planning, software productivity, audit and control tech-niques. Productivity is an important
subject. Bruce' M. Stevens, data center
manager with Volkswagen of America in
Warren, Mich., chairman of a session on
"Structured Methods to Improve Quality
and Productivity in System Development," says structured approaches to system analysis, design and programming
have demonstrated improved communications between users and analysts and
between analysts and programmers. The
result appears to be more satisfactory systems and improved programmer productivity.
Productivity in software development will be discussed by Frank L. Van
Husen of SEI Computer Services, Chicago, and Michael Cervine of Panasonic
Corp. in Secaucus, N.J., who explain that
productivity techniques are being applied
to many new systems development
projects. They say the information manager would do well to use such techniques
as standard practice.
Finally, Howard Feinlieb, vice
president for system development at National CSS, Inc., in Wilton, Conn., will
chair a session on productivity in implementing information systems. Although
hardware costs continue to decline, people
costs are becoming an increasingly large
percentage of the total application cost.
Fortunately, the speakers in this session

say, the methodologies are becoming
available to reduce the people intensity of
the process.
The 15 speakers at a session on information management will discuss such
wide ranging subjects as policy, the 1980
corporate environment, managing the
proliferation of minicomputers and decision support systems. Howard I. Morrison, president of Arthur D. Little Systems, Inc., Burlington, Mass., will chair a
session on "Managing the Proliferation of
Minicomputers." Their very low price, he
says, has led to the sudden and unscheduled emergence of computing
equipment in large organizations, a problem of planning and control for many of'
these companies. From the corporate
view, the classic problems still must be
addressed-justification, make or buy,
dealing with vendors and managing the
selection process. The speakers will present case histories and then review them
in a panel session.
At the session "Information Systems Planning for the 1980 Corporate Environment," speakers will examine the
manager's role in coping with all sorts of
new technologies. Among those men-"
tioned are systems for planning, control
and decision making, operational data
processing, communications, office systems, records management and information resources. How these can be integrated into a common plan that is responsive
to all levels of management will be discussed.
Is office automation the exclusive
purview of very large organizations? Not
so, say speakers at a session being held as
part of Info 79's small business systems
section. The small business is being overlooked, say organizers of a session titled,
"Office Automation for Small Business
Organizations." Office automation is
more than word processing, and both
large and small businesses have lots of opportunities to increase productivity
through a smaller scale automation program. Opportunities to increase productivity in small offices will be discussed by
Richard L. Hoberman, manager of management advisory services with Seidman
& Seidman, the New York consultancy
firm. Norman Schibuk of Multiple Funding Corp. of America will discuss timeshared dp services for small offices and
Donald C. Aronson, a senior consultant
with Quantum Sciences Corp., will talk
about increasing productivity through telephone communications.
Other subjects at the small business systems talks will be concerned with
techniques for buying small systems to be
followed by a clinic for executives con~~
cerned about their small systems.

Actual, unretouched images made by the 631 System.

Color
hardcopy
isfinally
at hand!

Color hard copy: the luminescent
electronic image, captured in the permanence of photographic prints and
transparencies. Dunn Instruments
makes it brilliant, accurate and effortless to obtain from an affordable
system. At last you can hold the new
computer graphics and digital images
jn your hands.
The source is the 631 Color
Camera System. It packs a hig h resol ution, high linearity CRT, sophisticated
optics and microprocessor exposure
control into a compact, fast and friendly
unit. Use it with Type 808 Polacolor® 2
film for stunning 8x10 prints, instantly.
Or load 8x10 transparency film for vivid
backlit displays
and overhead
projection.
Add the optional motordriven 35mm
system to
make beau tiful
:..-_.-~....... "....__~ color slides .
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The 631 economically records the
data from any raster scan CRT, for
presentation, reproduction, access
and display. Applications range from
management information graphic's to
satellite remote sensing. Call or write
to describe your hard copy needs. We'll
see that you soon have your hands on
full information and actual results from
the 631 Color Camera System.
Dunn Instruments, Inc.,
544 Second Street, PO. Box 77172,
San Francisco, CA 94107.
415/957-1600.

The 631
COLOR
CAMERA
SYSTEM
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"Polacolor" is a re\Jistered trademark of the
Polaroid Corporation.
LANDSAT image courtesy NASA-Ames Research.
Cartographic study courtesy Harvard Laboratory
for Computer Graphics. Management information
graphics courtesy ISSCO.

DUNN
INSTRUMENTS

Nothing reduces the strain on your
computer like the Kodak IMT-JSO microimage
terminal. Because no other microimage
terminal "thinks" the way ours does.
The IMT-JSO terminal is the first on-line
information retrieval terminal from Kodak to
mcorporate distributed logic into its mode of
operation .. Blocks of search information from your
mini or mainframe computer are "down loaded"
to the microcomputer-based IMT-JSO terminal in
lightning-fast bursts. Then, relying on its own
intelligence, the IMT-JSO terminal performs real
, time, on..:/ine information look-ups.
The ability of the IMT-JSO terminal to
think on its own reduces its dependence on
your computer, freeing it for weightier computer'
tasks. So your ED? operation runs leaner,

smoother, more efficiently overa II.
There's a lot more to te," about the
Kodak IMT-JSO terminal. For example, it reduces
look-up errors, because it stops at precisely the
document you want. There's no backtracking or
machine overshoot. It eliminates expensive
magazines that require leaders and trailers. It can
store more than JO,OOO letter-size documents in
a 4" x 4" x J" magazine. And it delivers dry, sharp
hard-copy prints on demand.
, . Want to find out more about how to take
the strain off your computer?
.
Send the coupon. It will bring you everything you need to know about the
new Kodak IMT-JSO microimage
•
terminal, the microfilm reader-printer
...
that pulls its own weight.

The Reducing Machines
Kodak IMT equipment
Eastman Kodak Company
Business Systems Markets Division
Dept.,OP9679 Rochester, NY 14650

o Please send me more information about
Kodak IMT equipment

o Please have a Kodak representative
contact me.
'Name
Company
Title
Address
City
State & Zip

IG

Eastman Kodak Company. 1978

Phone
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Report cards for vendors and formal goals
of excellence
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MANAGING ALARGE
MULTIVENDOR
OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT
by Paul F. Starita
For the past several years, the Bank of
Montreal's data processing operations
have grown by about 50% a year. During
this period, also one of double-digit inflation, we have managed to control our operating costs so that today we process
about two million on-line banking transactions a day for less than 10¢ a transaction.
We believe this to be a remarkable
achievement; especially so for an on-line
service extending through five time zones
to over 1,000 of the bank's 1,239 branches, with more branches being added to the
communication network on a regular
schedule.
Recent industry presentations, explaining how we keep costs down in our
fast-growing multivendor shop, have resulted in a great deal of interest in our
approaches. Representatives from leading banks and financial institutions
worldwide have come to study our installation. They want to know the management and operational techniques we use
to plan our resources and to ensure that
these resources are used effectively.
Here, we will outline the answers
we give to the five questions asked most
frequently:
1. What is our operating management philosophy?
2. How do we approach hardware resource planning?
3. How do we anticipate and
manage rapid growth?
4. How do we control and minimize operating costs?
5. How do we handle multivendor relationships?
The Bank of Montreal, founded in

1817, provides a full range of banking services in all ten provinces of Canada, from
Newfoundland to British Columbia. Its
25,000 employees not only support this
domestic operation, but also provide international banking services in the bank's
22 foreign offices. The bank's total assets
reached $34.97 billion on April 30, 1979, .
up considerably from $28.43 billion a
year earlier.
Major computer applications include both an on-line real time system for
domestic branches and an on-line Master
Charge authorization system, supporting
North American and European merchant
inquiries through its three authorization
centers. Master Charge is a large application supporting 1.4 million active cardholder accounts and 100,000 client
merchants. The major growth, however,
has been in the on-line banking system,
which now supports more than 4.5 million
accounts over its 4,500 terminals connected to the 3,000-mile-wide communications network.
Early in 1979, we introduced the
Multi-Branch Banking service to our customers. Unique in Canada, this service
permits deposits and withdrawals to be
made to a customer's account from any
on-line branch in the country. It also permits balance inquiries and immediate updating of savings passbooks, if these are
.
requested.
To support on-line services, the data processing function of the bank is distributed across Canada with large central
computers located in Toronto. The regional data centers-Halifax, Montreal,
Toronto, Burlington, London, Winnipeg,
Calgary, and Vancouver-are primarily
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All resource planning and on~going operations are
based on formal goals demanding excellence, not adequacy.

data-capture points connected. to the central computer installation. In addition-to
data capture, the Montreal, Toronto,
Winnipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver data
centers act as terminal communication
concentrator points for our on-line banking system.
Communication lines between the
branches and the regional data centers
operate at 2400bps, with 4S00bps highspeed lines used to transmit transactions
between the regional concentrators and
the central computers. During peak periods as many as 75 transactions per second
have been processed for a sustained period, with rates reaching as high as 80 per
second. Over five million transactions
have been processed by the system for a
single business day's operation.
Currently, the bulk of our central
site on-line processing is handled by an
Amdahl 470V /7 and an IBM 3033 working in tandem in a fully shared environment. Both computers have 5MB of memory. We also have an IBM 168MP with
14MB of memory (Fig. 1). For on-line
storage, we use both IBM and Memorex
disks, with approximately 140 each of
3330- and 3350-type disks, for a total of
69 billion bytes (Fig. 2). In addition, the
tape library now has over 60,500 tape
volumes in use (Fig. 3).
The operating system is MVS ReI.
3.7, with MVS/SE installed. MVS/SEA is installed on the Amdahl 470V /7. Release.
4.1 of JEs2 is installed supporting about
45 RJE terminals and 30 local and 40 remote TSO/TCAM supported terminals.

OPERATING
PHILOSOPHY

The key to our management philosophy is
.that all resource planning and on-going operations are based on formal goals and
objectives which demand "excellence,"
not adequacy. In short, our philosophy is
based on establishing well-defined standards along with methods of measuring
deviations from them.
For operating systems, service level standards are established in the form of
"contracts" with our users. In the case of
our on-line banking system, the contract
includes agreed upon parameters such as:
1. On-line system hours of operation each day.
.
2. The percentage level of availability, measured in levels of user terminal availability, during operating hours.
3. Delivery of reports by specific
times of day.
Excellence becomes the standard
by establishing internal objectives which
exceed service levels contracted with the
148 DATAMATION
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user. If 11 hours of on-line system operations are required to support all time
zones, we would set Illh, 12 or possibly 13
consecutive hours of operation as the internal standard. Similarly, if 97.5% online terminal availability is required by a
user, internal standards may be set at
98.5, 99 or even 99.5% for that system.
All operations are monitored and measured against both internal and user standards.
Our planning for future operations
adheres to this same basic principle. We
stay in close touch with the marketing and
advertising plans of the bank to ensure
that we are aware of how these plans may
affect the bank's growth projections. And
we work closely with our users to determine the amount of computer power that
they intend to purchase from us over the
next two years. Product managers within
our division represent this division to the
users for the generic services they
purchase from us. Once a plan is developed, we critically review it to make sure
,that it is realistic-that it is consistent
with historical trends. We then translate it
back into the resources that this facility
would have to have in order to meet user
demand.
Let us look briefly at some of the
ways in which we have applied our philosophy to resource planning.

RESOURCEPLANNING

One of the biggest challenges we have faced in
overall planning has been
the tremendous rate at
which new automated services have been
introduced and the speed with which new
branches have·come on-line-about 50 a
month. Upgrades have been continually
required to our mainframe computers to
permit us to handle this expansion. In
1971, for instance, we had a 360/65. In
1974, we went to two 370/165s. In 1975,
we upgraded to two 370/168s. But by
1977, we were getting close to 100% capacity on these computers.
At that point we had three options.
We could have stopped adding branches
and/or new systems, but this was not a
viable option. We could have tried to explore additional software changes to increase system capacity. Or we could have
gone to a bigger, faster computer.
Much work had already been done
to change software to increase
throughput. In the fall of 1976, for instance, the use of a hardware monitor
identified one six-instruction loop in a
module that was consuming 57% of the
cycles going to the applications. Modification of the module raised transaction
throughput by 17 transactions per second.
Other high-payback enhancements further raised throughput rates by an addi-

tional 10-15 transactions per second. By
this time, however, additional potential
changes that could be made were complex
and costly and would have increased
throughput only marginally.
As a result, once again we looked
to improved hardware to help us meet our
growing demands. Having quantified future user needs, we explored how we
might continue to apply our "computer
leapfrog" approach to use faster and faster mainframes. At the time, we knew that
Amdahl was coming out with its 470V /6
computer. After benchmarking, we installed this system in June 1977. The system, which ran our on-line processing for
14 months with no backup and no hardware failures, almost doubled our capacity. Without it, we simply would not have
been able to continue growing.
This "computer leapfrog': approach is still continuing to meet our everincreasing computer workloads while
helping us to achieve our contracted and
internal standards. When the V /6 was
nearing full capacity, we installed the
newly announced IBM 3033. Shortly after
that we replaced the Amdahl 470V /6
with an Amdahl 470V /7. Today we operate these two computers in tandem, each
one backing up the other. But we know
that the 8MB capacity of these 'inachines
will be exceeded by our on-line requirements by the end of this year, so we are
installing an additional 4MB capacity to
both machines and are planning to upgrade the V /7 to a V /8, which will give us
sufficient on-line capacity for the next
two years, our normal resource-planning
time frame.

BENCHMARKING

Of critical importance to leapfrog decisions, is our benchmarking function.
Manufacturers' statistics on their hardware and software systems seldom reflect
how these systems will perform with customized applications in one's own operating environment. There can be great differences between a manufacturer's claims
and what is actually achieved in any particular environment. Such differences can
render an overall resource plan' quickly
obsolete and cost a shop both lost time'
and money.
,
Our benchmark approach was developed in 1975 as part of the acceptance
criteria of the on-line banking system prior to putting it into production. Though
the system was found to be adequate to
meet the first year's needs, the bench- '
mark helped to identify potential future
performance problems. We then made enhancements to, the system and reran the
benchmark in 1976.
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Carefully preplanned use of service bureaus can be an
extremely effective approach to keeping unit costs down.

In 1977, the system was taken to
Sunnyvale, California, to assess the processing capability of the Amdahl V /6. In
1978, runs were carried out at Gaithersburg for the IBM 3032 and 3033, as well as
at Sunnyvale for the V j7. During that period many additional runs were undertaken at the bank's data center to validate
new software components and hardware
configurations.
We have found that a benchmark
must meet six major criteria jf it is to be
effective. These are:
1. It must produce repeatable re~
suits. That is, given two runs in the same
environment the results must be very similar. Our experience indicates that reli-able benchmarks produce results with less
than one-half of one percent variation between like runs.
2. A benchmark should drive the
cpu to busy values in excess of 98%.
3. A benchmark must be portable. It should be relatively easy to take a
benchmark to another installation and
run it. A benchmark should not depend
upon any nonstandard facilities. The
bank benchmark has been executed at
Poughkeepsie, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
and Sunnyvale, as well as at Canadian locations.
4. A benchmark should be fairly
easy to set up. Our benchmark requires a
maximum of 20 hours, only four hours
being dedicated time. The rest of the setup can be done in a shared environment.
Although its complexity and its ability to
support repeated benchmark runs with
varying parameters has been increased
fivefold, setup time has increased only
from 12 to 20 hours.
5. The benchmark should be
'quick. This means that once started it
should be completed in a reasonable
amount of time. Additionally, restoration
of the environment in' order to rerun
should also be short. The bank benchmark takes approximately 15 minutes to
run and 20 minutes to reset for rerun.
6. Benchmarks must have an established record such that ma,nagement
has confidence in the results. Unless this
is so, the results and the recommendations
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based on them will have little likelihood of
acceptance by the corporate executive.
For planning purposes, we depend
on benchmark results at the Bank of
Montreal for three main reasons:
1. To determine the capacity of
new hardware or software offered by our
vendors.
2. As part of the acceptance criteria when new hardware is actually installed.
3. Having a detailed and explicit
knowledge of the performance and capacity of the system makes it possible for us
to project future capacity upgrade requirements.
In early 1979, we put on-line about
70 branches in our Atlantic provinces: In
planning for this expansion we looked
both at the number of branches and at
their locations to calculate the number of
transactions that would be added. Since
these provinces are in a different time
zone, we realized that their transactional
peaks would occur about an hour earlier
than they occur in central Canada and
two to three hours earlier than in the west.

In effect, therefore, we measured
the impact of putting the Atlantic provinces on-line not,in terms of the number of
transactions, but in terms of when these
transactions would occur. Because they
added nothing to our peak period, we were
able to put these branches on-line with
almost no effect on capacity, except for
increased data-base storage. We were
thus able to add them with minimum additional cost.
Eventually, however, given sufficient application growth, a new, larger
computer will be necessary. Normally,
when a new computer is installed, there is
a great deal of unused capacity during its
early life. And this, of course, raises the
unit cost of the processing. To keep costs
below a chosen base line, it is necessary
either to fill the unused capacity with another application, which is very difficult
in a large on-line environment, or to'reduce other costs associated with the application, which may not be possible. However, in our resource planning, we
establish guidelines for' how much we
. want to charge or how much the user is

w~lling

to pay for each unit of service.

COST
STANDARDS

When we' analyze the
requirements' for future
clemand;we establish th~s
cost as a standard for online applicatioris. We make sure that our
future plans either will not affect this cost
or, hopefully; will lower it., This places
very stringent demands on our staff be'cause as a, system grows it tends to migrate toward a larger computer and incrementally increased costs for extra stQrage.
A good example of our approach to
pricing is our on-line banking system. We
are now able to provide our users with the
capability of processing 60 tran~actions a
second for, under 10¢ a transaction. This
cost includes terminal maintenan,ce and
depreciation, low-speed line concentrators; high-speed 'lines, and, of course, our
central site cpu's and all support'personnel. Any planned hardware or software
upgrades must at least retain" and ideally
reduce,. present processing costs.
, Another, approach we use in planning for appliCation and volume growth is
to obtain bids from service bureaus for the
plamJed service. Because we operate in a
competitive mode,we,. frequently
purchase services from outside service bureaus when.it is logical to do so. For instance, there are serviCe bureaus that offer par~icularly attractive rates at certain
times of the day or week because of their
demand schedules. And these times of the
day or week might- Wt!ll correspond with
our own sp~cific needs, especially since
the bank is spread over so many different
time zones.
However, w~ have also discovered
thilt carefullyplanried use of service bureaus can be ,an extremely effective approach to keeping unit costs down. Basically, we hold off ,as long as possible on
installing an incrementally .larger computer, by giving ouf the added work to
service bureaus at an economidrl rate.
Then, when .we install the new hardware
system, we can pull back this work from
the bureaus to fill the unused capacity.
We therefore do not incur an initial period
of system installation in which we have an
excessive amount of unused capacity. The
result: lower unit costs. ,
In conjunction with all these planning approaches, one final consideration
is also a critical factor. Operating and
benchmarking results permit uS to predict
probable software/hardware failure
rates. Other factors such as alternate
hardware, power supplies and air conditioning systems, alternate communications routes and associated switching devices, etc;, are all taken into account
relative to outage prevention and recov-

ery. Probable failure rates have been
identified in conjunction with anevaluation of their effects on 'users.' In this way
we determine what measure of redundancy is ess,ential to meet contractual agreements and what ineasure is necessary to
meet ou~ internal standards. This permits
minimum essential levels of backup to be
identified, avoiding, unnecessary cost.

OPERATING
CONTROLS

From day to day,
objectives and standards
of measurement are critical components of our ongoing operations.
Standards have been defined for
evaluating the reliability of new application code after delivery to production. Essentially, .these standa~ds are related to
the number of incidents (or bugs) per
number of lines of code in production. We
track these incidents carefully, and take
appropriate action when the standards
are not met.
.
Once in operation, applications are
monitored constantly relcitiveto user contracts and internal standards. In addition,
the entire installation is continually monitored for abnormal conditions, i.e., "incidents. "
By definition, there are. no trivial
incidents; all must be investigated, explained, and followed up with appropriate
correctlveor preventive action.
.
Keeping operational control of
system as large and fast-changing as ours
is an immense task, but one for which we
have developed effective procedures. If an
on-line system goes down', for instance,
"escalation" procedures designed to communicate information as rapidly as possible to operating and user personnel are
automatically brought into play.
,
We recognized early on that if.the
indiVidual charged with fixing a problem
is busy trying to explain it to other people,
he will experience constant interruption
while attempting to solve the problem. We
therefore formed the Users Services Depiutment, which is responsible for distributing pertinent information as quickly as
possible and answering inquiries about an
"incident." This leaves those taking immediate corrective action free to concentrate exclusively on restoring the system
to the users in the shortest time possible.
When an on-:line incident occurs,
the production manager will advise User
Services of the basic nature of the problem and the expected duration. That information is sent o'lit over our Telex network and, for normal, small incidents, is
not generally followed up with any verbal
communication. If an incident is more
significant-that is, 15 minutes or more
in duration-we begin a verbal escalation

a

procedure in whiCh apPropriate people at
higher levels are automatically called.
All incidents are recorded on a
Hardware System rr~uble Report (HST),
each on a separate, prenurribered multipart HST. form. This identifies the seriousness of the incident, the exad conditions
encountered, and the corrective action
taken to restore operations if a service in,"
terr'uption occurred.
At I 0:00 each. morni,ng; 'an incident analysis meeting isheld"to review the
"morning report.", This id.entifies all
HST's in the preced'ingZ4 hOlUS, as well as
all those from previous days,for which resolution and/or corrective aCtion has not
been completed.
'
When we first started these morning meetings about foui-years ago, we invited far too many people to them to make
them effective. Moreover; because we
held them ,too eadYj about 9:15, people
were not able to give the essential information needed. It is only in about the last
year that we've refined tpe group to its
current 10-12, participants, .arid, set the
time later so that people would have more
time to prepare for the meeting.
Representation at the meeting is
now liinited to one individual from each of
the internal groups that may be required
to take correct,ive action, as well as from
each of our hardware vendors.
All incidents listed on the' report
are discussed, and the problems are assigned by the chairman, of the meeting to
the appropriate, representative, whether.
from IBM, Amdahl, Meinorex, or an iriternalsupport group. This individual is then
responsible either for solving the problem
or for completing its iriyestigation to the
point where the cause is established and
transfer to the appropria~e area for correction can be recommended. This meeting lasts no more th~n one-half 110UL '
Interestingly~ . there are 'no arguments about"responsibility at the 'mee,~ing.
One of the reasons these meetings' go· so
smoothly is tha t a special 'group has been
formed to act as a mediator between the
vendors and the bank. This group of three
or four people makes the final decision if
there is 'any question as to who is responsible for taking corrective action.

0

REPORT
CARDS

A performance management
meeting is held weekly. this is
erid~user oriented, .. inclUdes
about, IS senior'~anagers,
and generally lasts·from o,ne-halfto threequarters of an hour. It addresses any incidents related to user contracts, such as
outag~s which interrupted on-line servic;e,
and the week's report delivery record. All
discussion is focused on performance
against agreed standards. Essentially, it
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DO YOU INTEND TO SOLVE YOUR
APPLICATIONS BY A .MINI
COMPUTER? IF SO, WE GIVE YOU
THE IDEAL SOLUTION:

MAKE USE OF OURINDE~·
PENDENT - 100 and M -18
MINICOMPUTERS!

Due to their diversified application software and peripheral equipments, these
new low-cost minicomputers
having core and RAM memory (I - 100) as well as RAM,
PROM and REP ROM memory (M'- 18), can be successfully used in various applicationfields such as: process
control, scientific research,
engineering and scientific
computation, business data
processing, data communication, data teleprocessing
on-line or off-line connected
to FELIX C-256/512 systems, communication line
concentrators, computer-assisted education, etc~

For further information and
detailed documentation do
not hesitate to contact the
exporting company

ELE~~N(..M
aucHA~NIA

Export - Import·
Specialized Foreign Trade
Company
72326 Bucharest - ROMANIA
8, Dimitrie Pompei St.
P.O. Box 105
Telephone:. 88.33.05
Telex: 11547; 11584
CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD
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The vendor realizes that his own standard
was established almost arbitrarily.

provides the "Operating Report Card"
for the past week, a management summary for which much of the input is obtained
from the daily morning meetings.
Other input to this weekly meeting
may also be provided by the results of additiomll benchmarking which has been
done. This would provide:
.
1. . Analyses of' the performance
and capacity of new releases of software.
In our environment it is very important
that new releases of either operating or
application software do not reduce our
processing capability. ,
2. Analyses of hardware and
configuration changes to ensure they have
not reduced our capacity or throughput.
Benchmarking is not used just as a
planning tool. Benchmarks and ongoing
performance evaluations and measurements-of both production conditions
and volumes experienced-are critical
tools for monitoring ongoing operations.
The results of these continuing analyses
becoine inputs to the planning process, in
addition to regular assessments of current
operations.
Less frequently, once or twice a
year, executive-level meetings are held
with each of our vendors. Vendor contracts are awarded, normally once a year,
on the basis of price and performance.
When they are awarded, there are no surprises. The vendor has been given a "Ven.dor Report Card," based on contractual
agreements, on which vendor's performance is measured against agreed-upon
standards. For Vendor Report Card discussions, vice presidents of Amdahl, Bell,
IBM,Memof(!x, and our other vendors actually come to our facility.
Our evaluation includes such criteria as:
1. Responsiveness of marketing
personnel to questions, inquiries, and requests.
,
2. Vendor representation/ attendance at meetings.
3. Benchmark support provided
by vendor SE'S.
4. Vendor equipment maintenance and performance, e.g.:
a) Average number of problems per month (equipment).
. b ) Average response and repair
times (by location from which support
service is provided-if more than one)
for critical, noncritical, and maintenance requests.
c) Percentage of problems exceeding restore objectives.
d) Price competitiveness.
e) Benchmark results of hardware performance.
.
Whereas the major penalty to vendors who do not achieve satisfactory per-

formance is a loss of incremental business
for the next year, we are now in the process of attempting to incorporate penalty
.clauses into dur contracts for failure ~o
achieve preestablished standards. Thus
far, we have been successful in doing this
in at least two cases.
'
In another case, the vendor started
.out by saying that our standard was .in
excess of his normal standard. At our insistence, however, the vendor has spent a
great deal of time examining the rationale
behind our standard and has come to recognize that we have a real need for it in
order to achieve a satisfactory service level to our users. The vendor also realizes
that his own standard was established al- most arbitrarily. So the vendor is now try-'
ing to achieve what he recognizes as our
requirement. In short, our philosophy of
excellence is actually having an effect on
the service our vendors are giving us. And
this, in turn, is helping to keep our costs
down.
To summarize, our entire operating environment is. totally structured
around the concept o(establishing formal
goals and objectives which demand excellence, stated in quantifiable and measurable standards and performance objectives.
All aspects of both our resource
planning functions and our ongoing operations and operations support are conducted in this framework. We have even
expanded these concepts to make them
applicable for external contractors, such
_as service bureaus and vendors.
I personally believe that only .our
total dedication and continuing adherence to these key principles have permitted us to cope with the high growth of
service demands we have experienced and
to maintain and improve controls during
such a dynamic, inflationary period. ~

PAUL F. STAR ITA
Paul Starita is vice
president,
Operations and
Services, Bank of
Montreal. He is
responsible for
computing
facilities,
communication
planning and operation, data
processing facilities, and
operation planning and control for
this $32 billion worldwide bank.
Previously, he was the vice
president of Innovation Data
Processing and a vice president of
Reynolds' Securities, ·Inc.

DELAY
DIVA can eliminate your traffic jams
Why let data traffic slow you down? Take marginal data, for example.
If you have a disk subsystem on your PDP-11 setup, you know about
error correction techniques.
Our Computroller V has its own internal full7-byte error correction
code (ECC) which automatically corrects errors on-the fly. No loss of
turns, hence no lost time. Nobody else can give you that. Nobody.
A small thing, you say? Not so small when you consider the number
of things that can cause errors ---.;such as dust, smoke, surface defects.
They go on all the time. Now add to that the Computroller V's top
transfer rate of 1209 K bytes/sec., its software transparency and
system emulation for DEC (as well as Data General and Interdata)
processors, its potential for-handling up to 2.4 gigabytes (yes,
gigabytes) of stored data and what you get is a system that's more than
50% faster than anything DEC itself offers at a cost that's competitive
with any subsystem anybody else is offering anywhere. If for example,
you have a PDP11/70 and no DIVA disk subsystem, it's kind of like
being stuck in traffic with a Maserati. You might as well walk.
If you want to improve your potential, write us or call at DIVA:
607 Industrial Way, West
Eatontown, N.J. 07724
(201) 544-9000 TWX - (710) 722-6645
CIRCLE 61 ON READER CARD
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.Here is VOlf' 5-year
fordatab8se
management software.
it all, or one piece
atatime. .
, When your five-year plan for database management systems includes
Cullinane's comprehensive and fully integrated family of advanced
software products, you don't have to wait five years to make it happen.
Because IOMS is trulya data dictionary-driven system, any component you require - regardless of when you acquire it - is fully integrated with the DBMS via the data dictionary with great attendant
effic ienc ies.
For example, a dictionary-driven teleprocessing system can be
reconfigured dynamically without ever bringing the system down and
disrupting operations.
Also, it is now possible to have a fully automated applications
development system which will greatly improve programmer produc.
tivity in years to come.
Start planning for the future now by attending a free management
seminar in your area.

Report Generator
CULPRIT can be used to produce
even the most complex reports
quickly, easily and with a bare minimum of coding. It can access virtually any file structure including
conventional files or databases.
CULPRIT is economical. It can
produce up to 100 reports with a single pass. CULPRIT can be used as
a powerful stand-alone or as part of
a fully-integrated database
management system from Cullinane.

Online Query
Online Query, Release 2.0, is a .
major new advance in interactive
Database Management
and greater simplicity of use than
IOMS is the state-of-the-art dataany other TP monitor can in a sophis- information retrieval systems. Fully
base management system for use in ticated multi-terminal configuration. integrated with IOMS, it requires no
programming in order to be immedithe IBM environment (including the
IOMS-DC provides a powerful
ately useful upon installation. Online
new 4300 series). The basis for all
recovery facility, mapping support,
Query provides managers and user
Cullinane software components,
storage protection and many more
departments with a powerful, easyIOMS is the first COOASYLsuperior programmer productivity
to-use set of English commands that·
compatible DBMS and gives a high
and data integrity features.
allow instant access to selected
degree of hardware and programData Dictionary
information stored in the database.
minglanguageindependence.The
100 is the only "active" data diction- Multiple Record Retrieval, QFILE
only DBMS named to the Datapro
ary
because it is fully integrated
storage and OBKEYLIST command
Honor Roll for three consecutive
with
a database system. It is a pow- are only a few of the system's
years, IOMS is one system you
erful design and control tool for use advanced
must know before you plan your
IOMS and with the other Culwith
features.
future in OP.
linane software components, yet it
Data Communications
can be used as a stand-alone sysIOMS-OC is the only data communi- tem to define and standardize all
cations system designed specifically data resources whether manual or
for use in the database environment. automated, database or convenFully integrated with IOMS, IOMS-OC tional file systems. 100 supports
therefore gives faster response time, FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1 and
more economical use of memory
Assembler.
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Online Program Development
INTERACT is an online system for
program development, remote job
processing, text editing and word
processing. INTERACT is the programmer productivity system. It
offers a powerful command repertoire, fast terminal response time,
and economical CPU requirements.
INTERACT is backed by Cullinane's
responsive worldwide network of
technical support centers.

Dates and Oties

September
11 Detroit, MI
5 Pittsburgh, PA
11 Orlando, FL
6 Syracuse, NY
11 San Antonio, TX
11 Cincinnati, OH
16 Altoona, PA
11 Dallas, TX
16 Milwaukee, WI
11 New York, NY
16 Mobile, AL
11 Philadelphia, PA
16 Oklahoma, OK
11 Vancouver, BC
17 Erie, PA
12 Montreal, QUE
18 Greenville, SC
12 Atlanta, GA
18 Los Angeles, CA
13 Dearborn, MI
23 Evansville, IN
13 EI Paso, TX
23 Hartford, CT
Distributed Database
13 Newark, NJ
25 Harrisburg, PA
Cullinane's Distributed Database
18 Cleveland, OH
25 London,ONT
System allows multiple IBM com18 Houston, TX
25 Portland, OR
puters to share a common IDMS
23 Toronto, ONT
30 Columbus, OH
database. Distributed database is a 25 Boston, MA
November.
unique Cullinane capability. For the
27 Denver, CO
1 Piscataway, NJ
27 Louisville, KY
first time you can support applica6 Bridgeport, CT
tions programs at remote sites and
October
6 Hamilton, ONT
allow them to access a central data9 Amarillo, TX
6 Seattle, WA
9 Dayton,OH
base with complete user trans7 Ottawa,ONT
9 Kansas City, MO
8 Austin, TX
parency and full data integrity.
8 Toledo,OH
Cullinane Distributed Database is the 9 Quebec City, QUE
8 Westbury, NY
system of the future-available today. 9 San Jose, CA
9 Tallahassee, FL
13 Buffalo, NY .
9 Washington, DC
13 Ft. Lauderdale, FL
13 St. Louis, MO
'
13 Tulsa, OK

14 Chicago, IL
15 Albany, NY
15 Phoenix, AZ
15 Pittsburgh, PA
15 Richmond, VA
15 Shreveport, LA
20 Indianapolis, IN
27 Rochester, NY
27 San Francisco, CA
28 Baltimore, MD
29 San Diego, CA
December
4 Ann Arbor, MI
4 Minneapolis, MN
4 Saddlebrook, NJ
5 Boston, MA
6 Ft. Worth, TX
6 Salt Lake City, UT
11 Cleveland,OH
11 Nashville, TN
13 Charlotte, NC
13 Newport Beach, CA
18 Cincinnati,OH
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Free Management
Seminars
All seminars are conducted by recognized experts in their subject, and
are designed for both EDP and management personnel.
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)
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH SOVIET DP
PROFESSIONALS

STELLA NOSKINA: The VUM machines I worked on are very similar to IBM'S, but
some of the commands are different. After working on those, I already know
the IBM assembly language. But we couldn't run an IBM program-we didn't
have the same storage, or disk, and other things.
FAINA DRAPATSKY: In Russia there are a lot of smaller departments or
offices, and every office has its own machine, and its own programs. One
office doesn't know what another has. More than that, we keep our
programs secret.

by R. A. McLaughlin
Recently, DATAMATION took advantage
of a unique opportunity to interview
three Soviet data processing professionals who had immigrated to the U.S.
this spring. They were Faina Drapatsky, a systems analyst and program. mer; her husband, Leonid, a peripherals designer, and Faina's identical twin,
Stella Noskina. At the time of the interview, the Drapatskys had been in this
country for two months, and Stella
Noskina only two weeks. Despite some
rather severe language barriers and
their reluctance to speak openly on .
some sensitive subjects, we learned a
great deal regarding the state of the art
of data processing in the Soviet Union.
156 DATAMATION

What follows is an edited transcript of
our conversation, which took place in
Chicago.
DATAMATION: Leonid, your resume
shows that you have worked at the Institute oj Cybernetics oj the Ukranian
Academy oj Sciences since you received
your degree in J965. Did you choose to
work there, or were you assigned to work
there?
LEONID: I had always dreamed about
working in mathematics, in cybernetics.
Norbert Weiner had always been my favorite scientist, and I attended a university in the Ukraine with a special group
concerned with mathematics and cybernetics.
.
I received an associate engineering
degree through day-time studies in tech-

How far is' it from the U.S.S.R. to the U.S.?
Between 10 arid 20 years.

LEONID DRAPATSKY: It takes five or six years before we see a translation of a
book on computer subjects, but in my field, electronics, abstracts and
translations are prepared very quickly,
nical school. After that, I worked parttime as an engineer. I wanted to work in a
laboratory as an electronics technician or
a mathematician, but there was no opening for me. So for the first eight or nine
years I worked as a designer at a special
design bureau; it was the only opportunity
I had at the time.
Only during the last few years did I
work at the laboratory on peripheral devices--the work I had dreamed about.
DATAMATION: How many years have you
worked on peripherals design?

LEON ID: Five
DATAMATION:

years.
I notice that your, Masters
thesis topic in Electronic Engineering
was on a display termi"nal with a light
pen. Are those in common use in the Soviet Union?
LEONID: Yes. Actually, my thesis topic
was on the same work I was doing at the
design bureau. The thesis was easy for
me, since I was working on the design
every day.
DATAMATION: The display with the light
pen was for the MIR 2 computer?
FAINA: Yes, MIR is an acronym for the

Russian words for "Machine for Engineering Problems."
DATAMATION: I have seen MIR 2 mentioned frequently. Are they old machines? Or is it a continuing series?
'
LEONID: It's a continuirig series, ,oriented
. to engineering, solving differential and integral equations. The language used with
this machine is one that engineers can
speak easily.
DATAMATION: Is it a special language?
Or is it an ALGOL, or . .. ?
'
LEONID:, No, it's a special language.
FAINA: We call this language Analique.
It's like FORTRAN, but it's not a copy. We
often call it the Russian FORTRAN, but it's
not the same.
DATAMATIO~: Faina, you were working
as ,a systems analyst and programmer.
Are the terms used the same way as in the
U.S.? An analyst would be the one who
studies the problem and decides what the
program or set of programs shouid look
like.
FAINA: Yes" usu,ally' when I'd finished
looking at a problem, I began to design an
algorithm. After ~hat I wrote the program, arid debugged it.
DATAMATION: You' were working at the
Department of High~ays?
FAINA: Yes. I worked in the department
irivolved with economic problems. For example, we solved such problems as distribution of raw materials, optimizing how
to bring these materials to the different
sites.
'
DATAMATION: Stella, what about you?
,You were working as an analyst/programmer like your sister, in the Ministry
of Light Industry. Th'at ministry is part
of the government, right?
STELLA: Yes.
DATAMATION: What were some of the
programs you worked on?
STELLA: We produced reports, economic
reports, for the ministr'y.
,
DATAMATION: Before that you were(n
the systems programming laboratory

of..:

.

No. It is a pla~t, a factory. It's
a computer manufacturer.
DATAMATION: And you were doing algorithms and systems programs for the M4030,computer? What we would call operating systems?
STELLA: I wrote the programs for the operating system, what we called the "mathematical provision," to.attach display devices to the system.
'
DATAMATION: These machines that you
STELLA:
like IBM,
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"I wasn't allowed to talk to the customer, but I still had to solve his problem."

were working on there are supposed to be
like the IBM 360. Does this mean that
their systems programs are also like the
IBM,360's? The 'operating systems?
[Editor's note: At this point in the conversation, the interviewees conferred in Russian in an attempt either to agree on what
the question meant or on how the answer
.should be phrased in English. The language barrier sometimes made a topic too
diffic'ult to pursue, leading to Our t~king
another ~ack in posing questions.]
LEONID: It wasn't possible for them to
use an American .operating system, so
they had to write their own.
DATAMATION: What I was trying tofind
out is if the M-4030 could run an IBM 360
program. [... another interchange in

Russian ... ]
.
STELLA: I think not. We haven:t enough
storage, nor the disk, or other' things.

That means that you, cit
VUM. had to write the whole operating
system, and even if someone had given
VUM an IBM operating system, they
couldn't use it? Th'ey may learn from it~
but couldn't run it?
DATAMATION:

There are many commands that
t'hey don't execute on IBM.

STELLA:

The instructions Oil the
M-4030, then, are similar, but maybe not
all of them?
DATAMATION:

FAINA: Not all of them, but' mostly.
I.!EONID: But even with ,their poorer

equipment; they would like to be able to
do the same things as an IBM system, by
making their mathematical provision [operating system] inore flexible. Marvelous
programmers. It's very difficult for thein.

The Soviei's understand~
ing qnd trailling of mathematicians and
theorists in logic or computing is suppose'd to be very' high, and so I understan.d
what yo~ mean~" the people are making up
for what the machines don't have. We
could talk abo.ut that for a while. What
kind of trqining do you get to be a systems analyst? What courses? How many
years?
,
DATAMATION:

FAINA: My sister and I graduated from
the math department of the university in
Kiev. After that, I gradmited twice more,
the last time taking special ,computer
courses. I took a special course for my
Master's at the university in Kiev, spending about a year and a half, and then I
took a course offered in our departmentI worked with my husband at the Institute.
DATAMATION: I was just trying. tofind
out if much of the education to be a systems analyst or progammer happens at
work instead of at the university. Frequently; in the U.S., people gei introduced to data processing in a university,
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but they learn a great deal more about
computing when they go to work.'

its own programs. And one office doesn't
know what another office has.

FAINA: Yes,our company has such special classes, too, but it's nota big part of
the education.
.

DATAMATION: SO you can't, help each
other. You can't share.

DATAMATION:' Do

you have terminals on
which you can compose programs?
FAINA: At the Institute of Cybernetics we
had terminals, but not at my last job at
the computer center.
DATAMATION: What kind of terminals
did you ,have? Did they have a keyboard
and a printer?
.
FAINA: We had a printer ... and a console
with a keyboard. .

Then, when you were trying to create a program, did you have interactive' programming languages?
Wher,e you could enter a command and
the system says "oops, there is a format
error" or "you didn't put those in the
right'place in the command? "Do you understand "interacilve programming"?
DATAMATION:

. [ ... interchange in Russian
again ... ]
FAINA: Yes, we have the same thing.
DATAMATION: Okay, that makes the job
much easier, right? Now, when you're
working on analysis and programming in
~he Soviet Union, what feels like thebiggest limitation? The greatest obstacle?
What makes ihe job hard?

I think the biggest difficulty. is
that we haven't good algorithms for solving probiems. For example, this program
I worked on for optimizing the distribution of building materials; we didn't have
a good algorithms so we had to make it ...
LEONID: Step by step. Approximate. It's
just what you say. You have a special program; you call it ...
FAINA:

DATAMATION: PERT.
, FAINA: They don't have

that. We try one
method, after that we try another. It's my
opinion that in Russia there are a lot of
good programmers, but we don't have
good software.
And another thing. In Russia there
are a lot of smaller departments or offices,
and every office has its own machine, and

FAINA: More than that, we keep our programs secret. That problem we were talking about, that optimization problem,
there was another office working on the
same problem, for the railroad. We never
told them how we solved the problem.
DATAMATION:

And never found out how

they solved it.
FAINA: Ri~ht.

Is it the same for most
things? For example do you have libraries of good mathematical routines that
everyone shares?
DATAMATION:

FAINA: Yes. Every office-no, not every
office-every programmer usually ha~
their own library. I have one, too.
DATAMATION: But do you get these from
someone else, or does VUM send out those
library programs?
FAINA: We have two kinds of libraries.
One kind is for general work, for integration or math functions; usually we receive
a set of programs like that with the
machine. But there is another kirid of programs, of our own. For example, programs to output some documents.
DATAMATION: A report writer.
FAINA: Yes. Like that. And I put

all the
programs I used on a magnetic tape.

DATAMATION: Um-hmmm, so that was
your own personal library. And usu~lly
you didn't give your library to anyone.
FAINA: I want to say, that I can't, I .. ,
LEONID: Once she tried to give it to her
manager,but he didn't want it.
DATAMATION: Didn't want it? That must
make it very difficult, if everyone must
write the same programs. Tell me more
about what it w9s like to be a systems
analyst or programmer in the Soviet
Union. Did you work long hours? Did you
have much interaction with ather people?
What can you think oj? [ ... long in-

terchange in Russian, very 'long this
time ... ]

FAINA: I must tell you that there are better conditions here than in Russia. In
Russia we had no such position, exactly,
as analyst. We had people who dealt directly with the customers. We called.these
people "postanovschik." They would describe-only describe-the problems to
be solved. I developed an algorithm and
wrote the programs myself.
DATAMATION: But you didn't state the
problem, you didn't talk to someone to
find out whaUhe problem was?
F.~INA: I couldn't see what the problem
was, but still I did part of the work.

Let me ask another kind
of question. When you are a systems analyst or a peripherals designer in the U.S.,
it is very easy to move from one job to
another, or from one state to another, one
company to another. Is it very easy to do
that in the Soviet Union?
DATAMATION:

FAINA:

No. Certainly not to another

town.
LEONID: In Russia, there are a lot of
things that would be difficult for you to
understand in America. For example, we
cannot change our apartment as easily as
American people do. There is a special
pass, and we can't get it. It is difficult.
DATAMATION: I'd like to know something
about what data processing professionals
in the U.S.S.R. are exposed to, what they
kilOW of data processing in other countries. What publications do you see?
LEON ID: We get a lot of journals. We have
a special institute'which prepares publications in different fields, especially in computers, management, electronic design.
We can get a lot of these journals'. r can
read the abstracts, and I can get the original journal-Datamation, Communica-

tions, or Spectrum, for example-and get
these articles translated for me.
STELLA: And ther'e are technical libraries, in each town.
<

I would have thought that
SOviet dp professionals would know technical English, at least as it has to do with
data processing, because so much dp documentation is in English. And infact, the
programming languages probably are in
English, aren't they? The commands you
use probably came from English~words
like "Move," "Clear,:' or "Add."
DATAMATION:

We have different compilers. My
machine, the Minsk 32, used Russian
COBOL Others, like the ES series, used English 'COBOL. And there was only the English FORTRAN, only the English assembler, PL/I, and so on.
FAINA:

Yes, McCracken, and Stabley,
Katzen, and Germaine.
STELLA: The' first book we began studyihg on the IBM 360,' was by Starkman.
FAINA:

DATAMATION: You' seem to know the
names of some of the people who did the
documentation, and wrote textbooks, but
not some of the others who are equally
famous. Does this mean that you do not
see as much of the writing in Englishfor
systems analysis and' programming as
you see in engineering or other technical
subjects?
LEONID: It's true. We see translations on
computer subjects only five or six years
after they are available in English, but in
my field, electronics, abstracts and trans~
lations are prepareq very quickly.

DATAMATION: You had a Russian language assembler? Or did you have commands like "CLA" for clear and' add?

DATAMATION: H.ow important ate people
like yourselves in Sovietsociety? Are sys:Ums analysts considered very important?
Are they respected? Are you paid 1J10re
money than other people?

Yes, it was all English.
Only COBOL, only one special language version. And we get only English
messages in our operating system.

LEONID: It depends on the qualifications
of the person, how many years he has
worked in this 'field, and also on whether
the office he works in IS a military office.

STELLA:
FAINA:

DATAMATION: Now, tell me, do you know
about people in the U.S. and Europe who
do good work in systems analysis? Jerry
Weinberg is well known for thinking
about computing' and computing problems; he wrote The Psychology of Computer Programming. Ed Yourdon is another famous American systems analyst.
Kit Grindley is English, and so is"
Michael Jackson.
FAINA: We usually study translations,
like Starkman and' Moc? Marc ... ?
DATAMATION:

McCracken?

DATAMATION: That means if I'm a programmer, how much lam paid would depend On all those things.' But is a programmer paid more than an engineer?
LEON ID: No, it's comparable.
DATAMATION: Whai' about a

doctor, a

medical doctor?
LEONID: Coniparable, usually the same.
Only those people who ~ave PhD's, or
managers responsible for many people, or
especially well qualified people-their
salaries are higher. Engineers in all fields
are usually paid from 100 'to 200 rubles.
[The official exchange rate is $1.45 to a
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operating system retur~s messages in English.

ruble. The unofficial rate is from $0.20 to

$0.37.]
DATAMATION: What about people who
are not educated, who don't have degrees
-the computer operator, or the laborer,
or secretary? Do you have secretaries?

Yes, we have. For all those people, it is very difficult. Their salaries are
very low, from 80 or 90 rubles a month.
LEONID:

DAtAMATION: Okay, so that tells me that
if I'm a data processing, expert, I'll be
paid more than some other people, but
I'm not rich either. I don't have cars and a
swimming pool . .. Do you know what
"status" means? What kind of status
would people like you have?
LEONID: The Soviet Union's society is a
class society. There are several big classes: the, workers, the agricultural people,
and the intelligentsia. Data process~ng
specialists, engineers; we art~ in the intelligentsia. Three big classes.
DATAMATION: How difff!rent are the,
workers and the farmers? Are those c/assespaid about the same?
FAINA:

More.'

DATAMATioN: More than whom?
LEONID:, Workers and farmers are
more than ~ngirieers. And they are

paid
paid
about the same as each other. It depends.
DATAMATION: The salary' of the worker
depends on how much he produces? '

Yes, how much he produces, and
his qualifications~ Sometimes it depends
on the quality of his work, not the quantity.
'
LEONID:

How high would the salary 'of a qualified worker be? _
LEONID: - 200, 250 rubles.
FAINA: And 300 too.
DATAMATION:

LEONID: Well sometimes., Not usually. A
good kind of worker, a qualified worker, is
like a PhD. But it's easier, in Russia, to be
a worker than an engineer.
DATAMATION: Less trouble?
LEONID: Sure.
DATAMATION: What about housing?

Do
you get different housing, different
apartments or anything?
No, no.
It's the same for workers and
engineers, the same.
STELLA:
LEONID:

DATAMATION:

So'your neighbor might be

peripheral device, the one we were working on, a laser facsimile receiver, we
needed information on special kinds of
film. It's like a thermal film, or Diazo. We
called it Visikolor. And we needed nonsilver halide film. So we'd go somewhere
where they could produce it.
DATAMATION:
LEONID: Yes,

Do you have a patent?

for a laser facsimile, but it's
not only my patent. I share it with two
others.
DATAMATION: Laser facsimile is very advanced. Would it be limited in application? That is, mus(you have a microwave
medium to transmit laser facsimile
across country? If you're in Moscow and
want to send something by facsimile to
Leningrad, can you dO,it?
LEONID: Yes.
DATAMATION:
LEONID: No,

By laser facsimile?

not laser now; it's ink facsimile, using a pen. We're only working on
the laser unit in our lab at the institute.
We were building the device especially for
the Ministry of Topology and Geography,
for sending high resolution maps.
DATAMATION:

How big an image can you

send?
Oh, big, maybe three or four
feet square-a meter square.

LEONID:

DATAMATION:

Can they send color

images?
LEONID: We can prepare one negative for
red. another for blue, and a third for
green.
DATAMATION: I see, and reproduce the
color as we would for a magazine page,
photographically.

We dedicdte a computer to run
the facsimile transmission; an ES 1040,
the most recent.
LEONID:

The 1040 is the most recent machine? That's like a small 360,
something over a Model 30. I thought
they had a 1050, and 1060, and beyond.
DATAMATION:

Only on paper, not in reality.
Not in hardware.

LEONID:

DATAMATION: Let's consider da(a transmission for a moment. How good is the
communications medium, especially the
telephone system, in the Soviet Union?
Can it handle your facsimile unit?
LEONID:

We use a special kind of

a worker?

cable ...

Yes.
LEONID: I have friends who are workers;
they are nice people., .

DATAMATION: Coaxial?
LEONID: ... coaxial cable

FAINA:

DATAMATION: You sa,id you traveled on
your job some, Leonid. What kind of
traveling did you do?
LEONID: Business trips to other institutes
and laboratories. I traveled to Moscow,
Leningrad, Odessa, Minsk. And manufacturing places, too. Fo(example, for our
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between Moscow and several other cities, including
Kiev and Leningrad. And for communication between Moscow and Vladivostok,
for example, they use space.
DATAMATION: Microwave?
LEONID: Microwave satellites

for transmitting newspaper, journals and general
information.

DATAMATION:

newspapers?

That's in current' use for
-

Yes. We get the pages in Kiev,
Leningrad, Vladivostok at the time they
are ready in Moscow: We're also working
on electronic mail, trying to use facsimile
for telegrams. But is isn't ready yet. The
Soviet Union does use terminals, with
modems, for communications, but very
often they have foreign equipment, not
their own. In facsimile, they may have
their own equipment and, in parallel,
some from West Germany, Japan" England.
LEONID:

DATAMATION: ,What can you tell us
about other peripherals, printers for example?
LEONID: In our last model, the ES computer, we use a Polish printer with a print
train. But the black material for the paper ...
DATAMATION:
LEONID: Yes,

The ribbon?

the ribbon, it's frequently
out of order. They can't get the ribbons,
and so the computer is down.
DATAMATION: I have heard that disks are
a big problem-they are unreliable, or
can't store much data. Is that true?
LEONID: No, they are nota problem. In
the ES. or Ryad, computers, the problem
was cooperation. The magnetic head is
produced in Poland; the Russians couldn't
produce good read heads.
DATAMATION: It would be interesting to

know what things are in common use.
Most DATAMATION readers would like to
know how fast the printers are., how much
the disks store. What do they use for input most of the time?
Usually, in my plant, we prepared input on paper tape.

STELLA:

FAINA: And also perfocards.
DATAMATION: Punched cards?
FAINA: Punched cards. We call

ufacturing, but also of design, engineering research, and control systems.
them

"perfocards. "
DATAMATION: This seems to be one basic
way that the Socialist countries are differentfrom the rest of the world, in their
use of paper tape especially. Paper tape
died out as a primary input or output medium in the U.S. by about 1960. We still
use punched cards, but usually not paper
tape.

In my office, it depends on how
much data you have. If there is a lot of
data, we usually use paper tape. If not
very much, we might use cards. We don't
have such good equipment for punched
cards.
FAINA:

How is most of the processing done? In batch mode? On-line?
DATAMATION:

Usually, after I had my input
punched, I ran my program when they
gave me machine time. And if my program stopped, another programmer could
use the machine while I went back to correct any errors.
FAINA:

We'd call that batch processing. Is some work also done through
terminals?
DATAMATION:

FAINA:

No, usually through batch pro-

cessing.
DATAMATION: Well, batch processing (lnd
on-line processing are one way to measure the state of the art of computing in a
country. Another way is by the applications. Right now we have avery great interest in data base applications, using
very large data bases, and the kind of
programming you do to use data bases is
slightly different. Do you understand our
concept of data bases?
FAINA:

Yes, we have the same concept.

What other kinds of applications or concepts are most important,
given the highest priority there?

,DATAMATION:

I think that manufacturing
automation is very important to them
now, and not only· the automation of manLEONID:

DATAMATION: Specifically, how much
are they doing in computer-aided design?
Say that you have a display and a light
pen and you are building a part. Can you
picture that part? And turn it? Expand
it? Change it?

Yes, yes. We use those systems
for manufacturing design drawings, architectural drawings, and for manufacturing solid state circuits ...
LEONID:

DATAMATION: In two dimensions?
LEONID: Three dimensional. One system

has three displays. And the engineer sits
near the keyboard. All of the displays
have light pens, and the designer can put
whatever he wants on the screens.

If he changes something
on one screen, is it automatically changed
on the others?
DATAMATION:

LEONID: Yes.
DATAMATION:
LEONID: And

It's a nice system.

Very nice.

when the designer finished
the drawing, he can have a hardcopy on
an output device. More than that, the system may be connected to a manufacturing
automat, such as for solid state circuit
manufacturing. There are special programs which can design the electrical
schematics and build the product.
DATAMATION:
LEONID: The

The plot.

DATAMATION: But you have very good
manufacturing. You're paying-a great
deal of attention to manufacturing automation . ..
LEONID: In the institutes.
DATAMATION: Why don't

they build
more? Are there too few trained people?
What stops them from saying, "In our
nextfive-year plan, we will build 20 more
computer factories. "
LEONID: It's an economic
takes a lot of money.

pro~lem.

It

DATAMATION: In some fields they spend
far more than we do, such as defense.
LEONID: The military field gets everything it needs.
DATAMATION: But computers are key to
military applications.
LEONID: But there are differences in
computers for military purposes and for
general purposes.
DATAMATION: Some differences. Airborne computers are different, but tactical computers on the ground aren't that
much different.

real thing. The circuit. But
there are not many such systems, maybe
two or three in all.

LEONID: In manufacturing these computers, the difference is in detail, in treatment, in special quality.

DATAMATION: After
manufacturing.
automation, what is the next most important application area?

DATAMATION: That's the same as here.
But there are many siinilarities between
military and civilian computers.

I think financial or economic cy-

DATAMATION: Do they do anything in
computer-aided instruction, teaching
machines?

LEON ID: And there are a lot of military
computers that we don't see at all, and
90n't hear about. They are built in special
institutes, at plants that build only for the
military.

LEONID: Yes, even machines that- teach
another machine.

DATAMATION: What about software? Do
they buy programs?

DATAMATION: What is the biggest limitation to the increased production of computers in the Soviet Union?

STELLA:

LEONID:

bernetics.

LEONID:

Hardware: Technology.

I hear that there are maybe two
places where there are Amerian-made
computers, in Kiev, and they have American disks, with software.
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How Honeywelfs
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Minicomputers are copies of DEC and HP systems.

qualified people to fill them-even
though there is unemployment in other
fields.
LEONID: Yes, the Soviets need a lot of
programmers. It's a very fast growing
field.

It seems that you three
won't have great difficulty infindingjobs
in the U.S. Faina has already found ajob,
isn't that right?
DATAMATION:

DATAMATION: Is there any software industry? Where someone has an idea for a
program, writes it, and tries to sell it?
Does that ever happen?

Often. We have special associations of users. And they know where the
software is for that kind of computer.
LEONID:

Do they have conferences?

DATAMATION:
LEONID: Yes.
DATAMATION:

But only for the users of
one kind of computer? Or would all computer users have a meeting?
LEONID: No, because the languages are
different, and they're specialized. The
MIR line is specialized for engineering and
scientific tasks. Minsk is for business and
economic tasks.
DATAMATION: The
LEONID: The ES is

ES?
general purpose, the

most powerful.
DATAMATION: BESM?
LEONID: That's for scientific,

for fast so-

lutions of large problems.

What about the Dnieper?

LEONID: Not very rapidly. For special
applications, for research in medical technology, experiment control, research.
DATAMATION: But not so muchfor gener~
al purpose application?
LEONID: No.
DATAMATION:

What about· microcom-

puters?
LEONID: I don't know. I know that we
tried to prepare an optic computer, however, with fiberoptics and lasers, but only
in a research lab.
DATAMATION:

Do they usefiberopticsfor

anything?
LEONID: Sure, for telecommunications,
for facsimile devices, and they have a special display with fiber optics. You have
such things, too.
DATAMATION: Do people use microfilm a
great deal in the Soviet Union?
LEONID: Yes, and microfiche ... and the
device I built for facsimile is also for microfilm.
.
.

LEONID:

DATAMATION: What about office copiers,
like a Xerox machine?

DATAMATION: Like numerical control, or
process control?

LEONID: Yes, but not of as high a quality.
And it's a funny thing; we'don't have as
many copiers because they can be used for
political purposes.

FAINA: Process.
DATAMATION: What

DATAMATION: Did they do much in optical reading or voice recognition?

DATAMATION:

Oh, this is a very old machine,
quite general. It controls the manufacturing.

do they have in

minicomputers?
I am not familiar with this work,
but I know they discuss it and it's considered a big problem, which way to go.

. LEONID:

DATAMATION: Which way? Minicomputers have been around a long time-just
integrated circuits, small size, perhaps
large memories, 64K or 128K. You mean
they haven't figured out how to go into
minicomputers? Or do you mean microcomputers?
LEONID: Minicomputers. But they have
some copied from PDP machines.

Yes, they had a reading automat, with a reading head that was a ma- .
trix of photodiodes and a light beam. But
the software was very difficult. They
stored a prototype of each character and
had to compare each character read with
what was in memory. It took a dedicated
machine. Voice recognition is still in the
experimental stages.
LEONID:

DATAMATION: Were there laboratory developments of things you haven't seen in
the U.S., that we don't have?

Packard.

LEONID: I don't think so. Because of the
distance between Russia and the United
States, 10 years, or 20 years, especially in
hardware.

DATAMATION: Are there many installed?
Are they building minicomputers very,
rapidly?

DATAMATION: Is there a shortage of data
processing personnel in Russia? Here we
seem to have more jobs than we have

DATAMATION:
LEONID: Yes,

.Oh, DEC computers.
also copies of Hewlett-
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FAINA: With Velsicol [a chemicals manufacturer in the Chicago area].
LEONID: I'm not as optimistic as my wife,
because of my field. The distance between
the U.S. and Russia in hardware technology is very great, so I may have to be a
simple designer or simple engineer for
some time, to advance my technical
knowledge.
DATAMATION: It will be easier for you,

won't it Stella? You can learn IBM assembly language easily.
I already know it.
And there are so many opportunities. I was very surprised when I first
looked at the Chicago Tribune and saw so
many advertisements for jobs, more than
60 pages!
~';-

STELLA:
LEONID:

Since the time of our conversation,
Stella has had several job interviews;
she expects to be working for a Chicago area college very soon. Faina
seems quite happy at Velsico. Leonid,
despite the many pages of c/assifieds
in the Tribune, and despite his superior
language facility, continues to have
more difficulty finding employment,
probably due to the relative narrowness of his specialization. All three are
settled comfortably in the Chicago sub- .
urb of East Rogers Park, which they
feel is "not so much like a European
city, but more like a village. "

R.A. McLAUGHLIN
Mr. McLaughlin
recently became
the director of
communications
and advertising
for Tran
Telecommunications
Corp., a
generalized
networking firm located in Marina
del Rey, Calif. Just prior to joining
Tran, he spent 11 years on the
DATAMATION staff in a variety of
positions, including those of
Technology Editor and Articles
Editor. His dp experience includes
a six-year stint in data processing
operations within Hughes Aircraft's
Aerospace Group in Los Angeles.
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Concise,action-oriented information to: .
. ~ corttrolIMS activity ..
[it' improve servic~
~ simplify planning

Benefits
.

' .

'.

• Installs immediately
• No .,"hooks" into IMS or syst~m
~ No degradation of system· or IMS
performance·
.
• Supports all current releases (including
IMS/VS 1.1.5)
.
• In use at major sites throughout

the U.S.

. ,

• License $7,500. Available immediately.

Find Ollt wltat IMS is really doing...
.. . . . · to you, for you. A
.
Call or write now for 15 day €'<c11uation.
. . • ... .
(602) 264-7241 Capex Corp. P.O. Box 13529 Phoenix,AZ 85002

<i
capex
,V'
~

CORPORATIt;J~

lIelping business do business better.
.
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And that's just the beginning.
Because with the Xerox 9700 Electronic Printing System,
we produce reports, large manuals and high-quality letters (like
this one) for our clients all over the country. At the fantastic
rate of up to 18,000 lines a minute.
The Xerox 9700 takes information directly from a computer
or magnetic tape. And without slowing down or any special
effort, it can easily create a lot more than just lines of print.
Like the distinguished letterhead at the top of this paper.
Or the distinctive signature at the bottom.
The 9700 can also change type styles and sizes instantly.
From Spt.gothicbold to 18 pt. italicized, for example.
So, if you'd like to see the Xerox
9700 Electronic Printing System in
action, just contact Xerox Business
Systems, EI Segundo, CA 90245.
You'll be amazed how easily
it handles all the hard-to-handle
jobs. In fact, since the 9700
proved to be so productive for
us, we now have two of them.
. Which makes our
clients happy_ Because now
we can hand them twice as
many lines.

160 Water Stroot New Yorl<. New York 10038 212952 4400

There's no "crisis
of confidence"· here
at C~mp Whitlow.
SyncSort DOS now
has 500 users!
Call (201) 568-9700.
Find out why
DOS sorting.
is "born again."

Gosh, it was a busy twelve days! During that time we talked
to distinguished visitors from every walk of dataprocessing life.
As we sat on the floor of our rustic sorting retreat -located
amidstthe rugged grandeurofthe Hudson Palisad~swe asked each guest: "What is the future of DOS sorting?"
, Here are some of their replies, chosen from the copious
notes we made on a long yellow legal-pad:
"The future of DOS sorting is SyncSort."
"SyncSort deserves a place in any software cabinet."
"If OPEC controlled SyncSort, we'd really be in trouble!"
Naturally this made us feel pretty good. And we felt even
better when the results of the latest public-opinion poll
.
arrived.
SyncSort DOS now has 500 users. Not bad for a young sort
program that only recently burst onto the national scene.
The reasons forthis surge in popularity are self-evident:

• SyncSort DOS still believes in the independent software
"work ethic." It gives a fair day's sorting for a fair day's pay.
If you benchmark it against anyone IBM's four DOS sorts,
you'll noti~e that your sorting taxes will go down sharply:

•
•
•
•

30-40% reduction in Elapsed Time;
30% reduction in CPU Time;
40-50% red.uction in Disk Work Space;
30% reduction in I/O Time.

• SyncSort DOS is a "team player." If you decide to move
from DOS/VS to OS/VS, you won't have to shake up your
lifestyle. Because all those labor-saving features you got
used to in DOS are included in SyncSort OS. Things like
INCLUDE/OMIT, SUM and OUTREC.
• And let us not forget service to the electorate. We've set
up our own team of DOS customer-service representatives,
and they're masters at cutting through red tape. 70% of all
service requests are resolved within 24 hours, on a sevenday-a-week schedule.

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES-:Dusseldorf: SyncSort Technology GmbH,
Tel.: 49-211-48-03-51
Johannesburg: Computing Benefits Ltd., 46-2083
Melbourne: Shell Co. of Australia Ltd., 613-6020211
Milan: SYNTAX, (39-2) 87.74. 44
Paris: CAP /SOGETI Produits, 33-1-539-22-25
Reading (UK): SyncSort Technology Ltd.,
44-0734-481919
Stockholm: BRA, 468880300
Tel Aviv: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY Ltd., 442697
Utrecht: SyncSort Technology BV, 030-31-26-11

Call us today and we'll help you arrange a face-to-face
meeting between SyncSortDOS and your present sort.
That should make you a regular at Camp Whitlow.
If you opt for SyncSort - as you probably will- you'll no
doubt find you have more time to cope with the really major
problemsofthe day. Things like inflation, energy, and how
to get delivery on a4300.

WHITLOW
COMPUTER SYSTEMS Inc.
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The Read/Write Error Bug.

If the environment's not right,
this bug won't let your computer read/write right.
An unstable environment results in the appearance
of the Read/Write Error Bug. Sudden temperature
changes, dirty air, static electricity, high or low
humidity can nurture this costly pest. And, it's right
at home in minicomputers' as well as large scale
systems.
EDPAC Process Cooling Systems are specifically

engineered to achieve an exact, totally regulated
environment that will prevent such occurrences. So
you can rely on EDPAC to protect your computer
like no regular air conditioning system can.
Before the Read/Write Error Bug plagues you
with another costly error, contact EDPAC today!
FREE BOOKLET. HOW TO GET THE BUGS OUT.

- Please 7ush ~ yo~ ;;-o~ysaving booklet. Name _______________________

099!

Title __________________
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address ___________-'--_____
City __________State _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L __________

Mail to: ED PAC, AC Manufacturing Company,
~erry ~1~':'0803~ 609~~800 _ _ _ _ _ _

EDPAC is a product of AC Manufacturing Company
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ED PAC
ENERGY EFFICIENT PROCESS COOLING
FOR COMPUTERS

More frequent energy shortages will mean more problems for dp and wp equipment users.
En!isting the aid of utility companies \AJiU help decrease the damage.

by Henry H. Petersohn

MINIMIZING
POWER PROBLEMS

Can the utility company be counted on to
protect dp and wp operations from damage and disruption due to power problems?
The question will be increasingly
important in the United States during
t 979-80, as shortages promise to be much
more severe than in previous years.
The spare generating capacity of
utility companies is fast diminishing. The
utility companies' National Electrical
Reliability Council announced months
ago that construction of new generating
plants was insufficient to meet normal increases in electric consumption. Building
new power plants is a long process-typically 8 to t 5 years.
Because of the Three Mile Island
incident, nuclear fueled generating plants
in Massachusetts, Virginia and Pennsylvania have been closed, and other nuclear fueled power plants are being shut
down with little or no public notice. Oil
fired generating plants might normally be
expected to supply the missing kilowatts;
however, oil itself is in tight supply with
refineries allocating gasoline and both
federal and state authorities concerned
about plans to ration gas. Existing coal
fired generating plants do not have the
capacity to fill the gap.
Shortages .in overall supplies of
power will intensify the effects of power
quality deficiencies.
What is the responsibility of the
utility company in providing power?
What are your responsibilities as a power'
user? Where responsibilities are not clear,
what can and should a computer center or
a word processing center expect in the
way of advice to minimize power induced
problems?
.
I will outline five areas in which
utility companies might be asked for assistance.
J. Advance notice of brownouts

notification of brownouts. Advance notice
is rare, often consisting simply of televised
warnings that tomorrow's heat might be
worse than today's and some unspecified
voltage reduction might be necessary.
Perhaps one reason power companies shy
away from providing advance notice of
brownouts is that such predictions could
make the utility company legally responsible if a brownout didn't occur or if an
unpredicted one did occur. Predicting tomorrow's maximum temperature profile
is inexact at best. Also, attempting to provide advance notice would require a
trained staff with a list of contacts for all

computer centers. Then there are the potential hard feelings of customers not notified. Other power users believe they
have critical needs. Can one group of customers be notified and not another?

2. Power companies could tell
users how to cope with brownouts.
In recent television and newspaper
interviews electric power company representatives were asked to tell how they will
cope with short supplies in their area due
to the closing of nuclear generating
plants. Their responses in~luded comments to the effect that they will buy power from somebody else or may institute

could be provided.
Find out the present policy of the
local utility company regarding advance
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rotating brownouts.
With nuclear power plants closed,
there may be no power to buy. Rotating
brownouts may be inconvenient for us as
home owners and apartment dwellers, but
as computer center managers and staff,
our businesses may be shut down.
Find out if your electric company
has a plan to cope with power shortages. If
it does, find out if you can get a copy or at
least pertinent extracts. The plan may
simply state that they will produce power
according to the state P.U.c. tariff, which
may specify only best efforts as judged by
the utility company. Put your request for
information in writing so that it is not lost
or misunderstood. Read their response
and consider how their present plans hurt
or help your organization.
The utility company must be told
in advance about the effects of brownouts
and other power problems on your computer center. Telephone calls are not
remembered. A letter in needed. Suggest
changes to the power company that will
help your operation and get their response. Perhaps your less critical equipment can be shut down by prearrangement to avoid a brownout. Remember,
utility companies are sensitive to public
opinion and do not want to antagonize a
vocal and influential customer.
3. Utility power to the building
could be improved.
.
Electric company power mains to
buildings aim at complying with NEMA.
NEe and other codes and standards. Do
these standards recognize the special
quality needs of computing equipment?
The obvious answer is that these standards are not adequate for computer
equipment, since so many manufacturers
are selling a host of power regulation and
protective equipment. Local power-even
in new buildings-may be inadequate.
Check your computer or word processing
manufacturers for more information.
IBM, Univac and some other vendors provide special booklets about power planning and improvement. Don't hesitate to
ask .your building engineer to provide
more detailed information on the quality
of power you actually receive. It may be
necessary to hire a consulting engineer to
appraise the quality of power in the building.
The problems of marginal and/or
unsatisfactory building power are not
likely to improve without strong user effort. If the utility company is at fault it
will cooperate, but electric utilities' costs
to increase power quality may be very
high, and computers, terminals and word
processing equipment are small power
uses compared to total power supplied by
a utility.
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Another complicating factor is
that other power users in the building may
cause quality problems, either by sudden
demands for power or by creating noise
that circulates through all the power lines
in the building.
4. Computer center power problems can be corrected.
Power supplied by the electric utility varies in quality from place to place
although it commonly meets a minimum
standard. This power company standard,
however,
not always meet the needs of
the computer user.
Serious problems at the utility
company are reflected at the customer's
premises and are acted upon promptly.
Minor power anomalies such as switching
transients and slight brownouts can originate at the power company, on its distribution lines and from power users. These
minor abnormalities are commonly ignored because they are so numerous and
are considered acceptable by the utility
company.
Utility company expertise is devoted to meeting power company standards,
not the more stringent computer requirements. As a result, the utility company
may not have the instruments to define
computer center problems. The utility
company engineers may be ignorant of
the subtle power improvements needed by
the computer user. The utility company
may not be staffed to provide advice to
computer centers and may believe that
this service is beyond its responsibility. In
. fact, it may ignore the issue because of
potential legal liability or damage to its
image.
At best, the' utility company is a
dubious source of advice on computer
grade power. Frequently, advice is available from power protection equipment vendors. The computer manufacturers may
also be able to give advice, although they
may downplay the issue to avoid taking
legal responsibility for equipment performance. (Indeed, there have been some
contracts in litigation because of question
on power quality and requirements.) A
qualified independent consultant may be
the best source of advice.
5. Plan for improved future
power.
What can the computer center do
to ensure that good power will be available and expensive failures avoided? The
commonplace answer is buy equipment.
This is' typical knee-jerk reaction reflecting the fact that power is a complex area
to analyze. This reaction may be as bad or
perhaps worse than the ill it supposedly
cures.
The most sensible approach to protecting your computer is to work with the

will

utility company as part of a logical plan
that leads to timely cost-effective results.
Here is an eight-step plan adapted by permission from Computer Failure and Energy Shortages by Henry H. Petersohn,
1979, The Technology Press, Inc., Box
125, Fairfax Station, VA 22039:
1. Establish the parameters of
the problem. Quantify the apparent costs
and effects. Provide a written problem
statement.
2. Obtain an engineering verifiation. Be certain that the problems are actually power induced. Are the parameters
realistic?
3. Prepare an initial cost-benefit
analysis for management. A decision to
take action makes good sense if you save
dollars. It's an extravagance if the action
is simply "keeping up with the Joneses."
4. Obtain a management decision. Problem solving costs dollars and
takes time. Be certain that management
. wants to study and solve the problems.
5. Request engineering recommendations on alternative solutions.
Hasty purchase of equipment can be a
costly folly. Competent advice can save
many times its cost in determining what,
if any, equipment is needed.
6. Revise the initial cost-benefit
analysis. The most cost-effective alternative can only be determined if precise
figures are used.
7. Commission a formal engineering plan for implementing the preferred solution .. If equipment is needed,
installation costs will be minimized with
good planning. Although the document is
primarily an engineering plan, management, data processing and other knowledgeable parties should contribute.
8. Request a management decision based on a review of the power study.
Circumstances change between the start
of a power study and its conclusion. Top
management may have important longterm objectives to consider. They should
have an opportunity to optimize the proposed pian while lending official support.
#

Dr. Petersohn's
20 years in the
dp field include
work in
management and
applications
analysis and
design. He does
consulting work in
the areas of general management
and dp, including data "
communications, dp operations
and dp power.
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Electrical and electronic equipment-computers t6
N/C machines-must be operated at rated voltage
for peak performance and reliability. Fluctuating
power can cause erratic operation and dama'ge
components. Equipment failure,substandard operation and reduced equipment life are the result.·
The sensitivity of computers and
peripherals can cause plenty
of headaches. The inrush of
start-up current can spike up
to ten times the operating
amperage. Memory and
programs are lost,
schedules jammed
and hardware damaged.

Sudden increases and
decreases.in voltage
spell trouble for sensitive X-ray, diagnostic
and patient monitoring
equipment. Fogged plates
or data error can result from
high frequency transients.

Numerically controlled
machines are subject to
line voltage fluctuations
in the power distribution
network. And they operate in an electrically noisy
environment. Equipment
damage, production
problemsand downtime
are the common result.
Fortunately, these sines of trouble can
avoideq
with power conditioning equipment from Superior
Electric. STABILlNE® Power Conditioning Equipment
can help you regulate incoming voltage, reduce
,
. downtime and protect against erratic operation. For
more information and applications assistance, call
Joe McMahon atThe Sl:Jperior Electric Company,
Bristol,CT, 06010,
(203) 582-9561.

+Superior Electric
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. ' We want you to know.

The new standard adds structured programming and generally
simplifies the programmer's task.

by Robert Fried and
Robert McKenzie

. THE NEXT
COBOL STANDARD

The COBOL language is about to take another step forward in its continuing evolution. Before the end of 1981, we can expect a new American National Standard
COBOL to replace the current 1974 standard. The next standard will contain important changes and additions to the 1974
. language, just as the current standard significantly enhanced COBOL 68. There will
also be some deletions. And not all of the
changes described here will appear in the
next COBOL standard; some of the
changes may be rejected as the ANSI
COBOL Comrnittee (X3J4) continues its
work.
Computer manufacturers and
others will develop compilers to meet the
new standard. (Presumably, some are
working on their compilers now.)
Not every compiler will have every
feature. The standard contains several
modules, and it describes the features of
most of them in levels. Compiler developers can (and will) choose to include some
modules and not others, as they have in
the past.
Most vendors also include extensions to the standard in their COBOL compilers. The extensions often reflect special
features of a vendor's hardware, operating system, or other system software. But
we can also expect some compilers to continue supporting items deleted in the revision of the COBOL standard.
Possibly the most important addition to COBOL is structured programming.
It allows the programmer to explicitly delitnit a statement in the Procedure Division. This feature can simplify COBOL
coding that previously required additional
GO TO statements and procedure names.
The example below shows the
READ ~nd IF statements using structured
programming. The statements after ENDREAD are executed regardless of whether
the AT END condition occurs. Similarly,
the MOVE after END-IF is executed regardless of the value of FILE-END.

I

=

IF ITEMA
ITEMB
READ FILE-A AT END
MOVE 1 TO FILE-END

CLOSE FILE-A
END-READ
MOVE ITEMB TO ITEMC
IF FILE-END
1
DISPLAY ITEMC
END-IF
MOVE ITEMD TO ITEME.

=

- The following verbs -have structured programming delimiters:.
ADD
CALL
COMPUTE
DELETE
DIVIDE
EVALUATE
IF
- MULTIPLY
PERFORM
READ

first example, 1 is moved to REGION if
equals "AO 1",2 if OFFICE is in the
range "A02" through "CI6", and so on.
If there is no matching value, 0 is moved
to REGION.
The second example shows how
EVALUATE can be used with more than one
variable, as in a decision table. (See Table
I. The reserved word ANY tests TRUE for
any value.)
The new CONTINUE statement
transfers control to the next executable
statement. It can take the place of a conditional or imperative statement. In the
example, the MOVE statement is executed
regardless of whether the READ detects
end-of-file:

OFFICE

RECEIVE
RETURN
REWRITE
SEARCH
START
STRING
SUBTRACT
UNSTRING
WRITE_

PERFORM ~as been changed to al;
low in-line PERFORM statements similar
to DO WHILE or DO UNTIL in other languages.ln the example, if the first occurrence of iTEMB is not equal to "X": (1) the
in-line PERFORM statements are executed,
moving an"X" to the first 10 occurrences
of ITEMB; then, (2). the message is displayed.

=

IF ITEMB (1) NOT
"X"
PERFORM
VARYING ITEMA FROM 1 BY 1
UNTIL ITEMA < 10
MOVE "X" TO ITEMB (ITEMA)
END-PERFORM
DISPLAY "ARRAY INITIALIZED"

The new EVALUATE statement
adds a CASE capability to COBOL. In the

IF NEED-RECORD
READ FILE-A AT END
CONTINUE
END-READ
MOVE ITEM A TO ITEMB.

Changes in interprogramcommunication simplify the programmer's attempts to write modular programs:
• Programs can now be contained
in other programs.
• The PROGRAM-ID paragraph can
identify a program as INITIAL or COMMON. INITIAL causes the program and
programs in it to be initialized every time
they are called. COMMON allows a pro. gram to be called from outside the program that contains it.
'. Data can be declared as EXTER_NAL; other programs iri the run unit can

EVALUATE OFFICE
WHEN "A01" MOVE 1 TO REGION
WHEN "A02" THRU "C16" MOVE 2 TO REGION
WHEN "C17" THRU. "L86" MOVE 3 TO REGION
WHEN "R20" THRU "R99" MOVE 4 TO REGION
WHEN OTHER MOVE 0 TO REGION.

-

-

WEEKLY-USE.LOCAL:'VEND~R ON-ORDER

EVALUATE LOW-STOCK
WHEN "Y", 16 THRU,999,
WHEN "Y", 16 THRU 999,
WHEN "Y", 8 THRU 15,
WHEN "Y',', 8 THRU 15,
WHEN "Y", 8 THRU 15,
WHEN "Y", 0 THRU 7,
WHEN "N", ANY,

ANY, 'iN"
ANY, "Y"
"N", "N"
i
"N", "y ,
"Y", "N"
ANY, liN"
ANY, "Y"

~O
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO

TO RUSH~ORDER '
TO NORMAL-ORDER
TO RUSH-ORDER
TO. NORMAL-ORDER
TO NORMAL-ORDER
TO NORMAL-ORDER
TO CANCEL-ORDER

Table 1.
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If you were among the thousands who
attended last year's Federal Computer
Conference, you helped set a record.

The event attracted more
attendees than. any pr.evious ,
Federal c:;omputerconference in
\lJashington history!
That isn't surprising. The 1978 Federal
Computer Conference was the first to
combine a comprehensive program with a
full-scale exposition for Federal ADP
users. From the wide range of ~ession
topics to the first-class Exposition in the
Sheraton-Park's exhibit halls, the scope of
the Conference was unprecedented a tota/learning experience.
Now generally recognized as the foremost
conference for Federal computer users,
this year's presentation promises to be
even bigger and better. You'll have a wideranging program of sessions and workshops. You'll have more-and biggerexhibits to visit in the expanded Exposition. And, you'll almost certainly find more
of your colleagues planning to participate.
Attendance is expected to surpass even
1978's record turnout.

StruCture~ \viththe guidance of
Federal ADP leaders
The Conference's Program Advisory
Group includes top-level members of the
Federal ADP community-individuals you
know, or perhaps even work with. These
leaders understand the kind of program
you want and work closely with the Program Chairman to provide it.

The only Federal conference
co·sponsored by
o~:::rTI=I M I=ITICN® magazine
Again this year, DATAMATION magazine
has joined forces with Federal Education
Programs to sponsor the Federal Computer Conference. It is the only such Con':'
ference sponsored by the leading data
processing publication.

Easy to get to ... ea~y on
costs ••• special discounts, too
Held right in Washington, D.C. Little or no
travel expense for a majority of attendees.
And modest registration fees, bundled for
ease and simplicity, cover everything inclLiding session notebooks and luncheons
featuring prominent speakers. Special
discounts for Federal personnel.

Comprehensive program plus
full·scale Exposition
Three full days of seminars and sessions
covering major areas of interest to you
and every member of the Federal ADP
community. Plus-a massive two-day
,Exposition featuring the latest offerings
of leading companies in the computer
industry.

Nov. 6·8,1979
Sh.raton·PQrk Hot.l
WQshington, D.C.
Send the coupon for brochure
containing full information
and Registration Form. Or call:'
800·225·5926 toll-free.
In Massachusetts,
call 617·358·5181 collect.

1-------------------,
.1
I
I

II
I
I

III

Federal Computer Conference • P.O. Box 368 • Wayland, Mass. 01778

o Please send Conference brochure with Registration Form.
0 My company may want to exhibit. Please send details.

~~g:;zat;on

Title

Tel. (
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City ,

State

Zip

I
I
I

---------------_-~ __ I

Co-sponsored by t:U:::ITRMRTICN~ magazine and Federai m:duccrtion ~rogrrQms
,

(Federal government not a sponsor)

,
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Evolution of the New Standard
development is a continuing
process. The COBOL Committee of
CODASYL continually reviews and acts
on proposals to update the COBOL language. The Committee periodically,
publishes a Journal of Development"
(JOD) to document its development of
the language. The latest version of the
JOD was published in January 1978.
, Last year, the ANS COBOL Committee (X3J4) took this version of the
JOD and the 1974 standard as the basis
for its revision. Since then, it has been
reviewing the elements of COBOL on an
item-by-item basis, working toward the
next standard.
For each item (and deletion) in
COBOL

then refer to it. A program can also have
This data can be referenced
by other programs contained in the same
program.
• The CALL statement can pass data by CONTENT or REFERENCE. CONTENT
causes the data itself to be passed to the
called program. REFERENCE is the same
mechanism used in COBOL 74.
Here is a list of new features that is
not all-inclusive, but is intended to suggest the forward direction of the COBOL
language.
• A new format of the RECORD
clause explicitly specifies variable- length
records. Also, a Working-Storage data
item (LENGTH-A in the example) contains
the size of a variable-length record after
an input (or before an output) operation:

the JOD, ANSC X3J4 decides to include it
as written, recommend changes to the
CODASYL COBOL Committee, include a
subset of the item, reject the item, or
include the item as it was described in
the 1974 standard.
In addition, ANSC X3J4 reviews
proposals that the CODASYL COB'OL
Committee has adopted since publishing the JOD. ANSC X3J4 does not make
additions to the language unless they are
in the JOD. And it often includes more
recent CODASYL changes if they clarify
or solve problems in the JOD.
The COBOL language changes
discussed here reflect ANSC X3J4's actions through May 1979. These changes

GLOBAL data.
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#

COBOL.

03
03

ITEMA
ITEMB

PIC X(15)
PIC 99

VALUE IS "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO".
VALUE IS 10.

MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE

ITEMA
ITEMA
ITEMA
ITEMA

(2:3) TO ...
(ITEMB:2) TO ...
(ITEMB/2:ITEMB - 6) TO ...
(ITEMB:END) TO ...

Value Moved
BCD
JK
EFGH
JKLMNO

Table 2.
03
03
03
03
03

ITEMA
ITEMB
ITEMC
ITEMD
ITEME

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

ITEMA
ITEMB
ITEMB
ITEMA
ITEMA
ITEMB
ITEMA

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

111
111
111
111
111

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

B"001".
B"110".
B"111".
B"011".
B"OOO".
Value

RECORD VARYING FROM
50 TO 200 CHARACTERS
DEPENDING ON LENGTH-A.

• Reference modification is a new
way of referring to data. Statements can
access part ofa data item by specifying its
data-name, a starting position, and a
length. The examples in Table 2 show how
reference modification works:
• Boolean expressions, data" items,
and literals have been added to the language. The examples in Table 3 show the
results of relational conditions using
Boolean expressions:
• The INITIALIZE' statement sets
selected types of data fields to predetermined values. It can operate on group or
elementary items. In the example in Table
4, N/A means that the statement does not
affect the data item:
Many of the enhancements to current features make it easier to write
COBOL programs. Others extend the language to make it more powerful and versatile.
• The compiler must allow qualification to 50 levels; the 1974 standard requires only five.
• Tables can have up to 48 dimensions, rather than the three in COBOL 74.
• The alphabetic test now treats
lower-case letters as alphabetic. For example, IF ITEMA IS ALPHABETIC is true if

represent the probable highlights of the
next standard.
After ANSC X3J4 completes its
work on the revision of the 1974 standard, it will submit a Draft Proposed
American National Standard (dpANS)
for comment by the user community.
The dpANS and· the procedures ANSC
X3J4 followed in developing it are then
reviewed by parent committees as part
of their normal approval process.
Following approval, ANSI will
publish its new American National
Standard for Programming Language

=

OR ITEMB
ITEMC ...
OR ITEMD = B"111" .. '.
EXOR ITEMD
B" 111" .. .
EXOR ITEMB
ITEMC .. .
EXOR ITEMB
NOT ITEME ...
AND ITEMD = B"010" .. .
OR B"010"
ITEMD .. .

=
=
=
=

TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

Table 3.

01

1)
2)
3)

ITEMA.
03 ITEMB
03 ITEMC
03 ITEMD
03 ITEME
03 ITEMF

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

XX.
999.
$$,$$9.99.
111.
9(5).

Statement
1 Value

Statement
2 Value

Statement
3 Value

spaces
N/A
N/A
000
N/A

N/A
012
N/A
N/A
00012

spaces
000
$0.00
000
00000

INITIALIZE ITEMB ITEME.
INITIALIZE ITEMA REPLACING NUMERIC BY 12.
INITIALIZE ITEMA.

Table 4.
Result
"DATAMATION"

INSPECT ITEMA CONVERTING "IPRT" TO "MTAI".
INSPECT ITEMA CONVERTING "OPRT" TO ':DBAC" AFTER
INITIAL "I".

Table 5.

03
03

Table 6.

(

"DAPRIABCDN"

.

ITEMA PIC Z9/99/99.
ITEMB PIC 9(6).

Value
Before

Value
After

9101179

9/01179
090179

??????

,
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Nhan V. Chu. Computer Systems

, I came to make a Ilvmg...
I found awayof life."
"I discovered that Boston is a very
liveable city. Public transportation is
good; the highway system is superior .
And the suburbs just add to Boston's
flavor. Each community has a certain
charm and character all its own. Yet,
each is so close to the city, it's still
very much a part of it.

"Last year, I moved to Massachusetts
from the Midwest to join Honeywell
as a computer systems engineer.
The wealth of high-technology
companies on and around the Route
128 electronics belt convinced me
that Massachusetts could be much
more than just a transient place for
my career.
"My career is really developing
here. Which isn't surprising. What is
surprising is how incredibly attached
I've become to Massachusetts, and·
the Massachusetts' way of life.

.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Commerce and
. Development .
P.O. Box 8881
Boston, MA 02114

In return, you'll receive two
booklets: ;IIMassachusetts In Perspec. tive," a description of the state, and
"Most important of all, real
"Massachusetts: Because You Have
estate here is truly affordable. As a
A Choice," a list of high-technology
bachelor, I initially looked for an
companies and the opportunities they
apartment. Instead, I bought a house. have available.
,Before moving to Massachusetts, I explored the possibilities of New York
and the West Coast. Nowhere else
did I find the wide range of affordable homes that I found here in
Massachusetts.

Massachusetts:
Because You Have
A Choice.

"I came to Massachusetts to make
a living ... and I found a way of life,
that I love. It's easy to describe exactly how I feel about my relocation to
Massachusetts. Very simply, I'm here
to stay."

If you'd like to explore what living
and making a living in Massachusetts
are all about, just fill in the coupon,
and mail it to:

Ir--------------~
.
0 I
I NAME'
I

I

I

ADDRESS

I CITY
II STATE.

I
II
ZIP
I~om
L
________ _____ I
~

Sponsored by the Massachusetts Employment Impact Council and the Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development.
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ITEM A contains "Massachusetts".

• The iNSPECT statement contains
a new format that replaces characters in a
data item. It replaces the characters specified in one operand by the corresponding
characters in another. In both examples in
Table 5, the original value of ITEMA is
"DAPRIRPTON":

• In the VARYING phrase' of the
PERfORM statement, the compiler can alIowan unlimited number of AFTER ... BY
... fROM ... UNTIL phrases. In the 1974
standard, the limit is two.
• The MOVE statement now performs de-editing. A numeric edited item
can be moved to a numeric item, removing the editing symbols. The example in
Table 6 shows the results of executing the
statement MOVE ITEMA TO ITEMB:
• I~ the OPEN statement, the EXTEND option now applies to relative and
indexed files, as well as sequential. The
1-0 and EXTEND options create a file if it
doesn't already exist.
• The SET statement cim now
change the value of a conditional variable.
In the example, the SET statement is the
equivalent of MOVE "NP" TO ITEMA:
03 ITEMA PIC XX.
88
PROFIT-MAKING VALUE "PR".
88
NON-PROFIT
VALUE "NP".
88
NOT-FaR-PROFIT VALUE "NF".
SET NON-PROFIT TO TRUE.

The SET statement can also be used
to change the value of external switches.
• The MERGE and SORT statements can now have multiple GIVING filenames.
• The SORT statement can now
specify a stable sort: records with identical key values remain in the original order
after sorting. The GIVING file-name can
now refer to an indexed or relative file.
• The ACCEPT statement now has
a DAY-Of-WEEK option. ACCEPT ITEM A
fROM DAY-Of-WEEK stores the day of
the week in ITEMA. The values
1 through 7 represent Monday through
Sunday.
• The OPTIONAL phrase of the SELECT clause applies to indexed and relative files as well as sequential.
COBOL programs will be easier to
write. Some additions will remove restrictions and requirements that exist in the
current standard. They apply mainly to
program punctuation and required entries.
• The comma, semicolon, and
space characters can be used interchangeably. In. the 1974 standard, the comma
and semicolon can be used in some places
and not in others.
• The Environment, Data, and
Procedure Divisions are optional. In the
Environment Division, the word IS is now
optional (as it was in the other Divisions);
and the Configuration Section is optional.
• fILLER is no longer a required
word in data description entries; and FILLER can be used in a REDEFINES state180 DATAMATION

ment:
03 ITEMA PIC 9( 10).
03 FILLER REDEFINES ITEMA.
05 ITEMS PIC 99.
05
PIC X(6).
05 ITEMC PIC 99.

• The word THEN has been added
as an optional word in the IF statement. It
had been deleted in the 1974 standard.
• CALL statement parameters
need no longer be 01 or 77 level data
items. Any elementary item can also be
passed as a CALL parameter.
• In the 1974 standard, user-defined words must be unique or capable of
being made unique. The next standard requires uniqueness only if the word is referenced.
The next standard contains several
changes and deletions that could require
modifications to current programs. In
some cases, ANSC X3J4 has included
transitional items. These items will probably be deleted in later revisions; they are
called transitional to warn against continued use. COBOL users can also use the
transitional period to remove the items
from existing programs.
Some of the deletions listed here
may, of course, appear in some compilers
as extensions to the standard.
• The ALTER statement is deleted.
• The REVERSED phrase of the
OPEN statement is deleted.
• The Identification Division can
no longer contain comment entries or the
paragraphs:

AUTHOR
INSTALLATION
DATE-WRITTEN
DATE-COMPILED
SECURITY
Of course, comment lines (an asterisk in
position 7) can contain this information.
• The MEMORY SIZE clause is deleted from the OBJECT-COMPUTER paragraph.
• The revision deletes the PICTURE
character "A" and the category alphabetic for data items. The 1974 standard does
not specify semantics for the alphabetic
PICTURE. Therefore, this deletion requires
only a minor change in current programs.
• The ENTER statement' is deleted.
• The BLOCK and CODE-SET
clauses are moved to the SELECT statement. However, they can continue to be
used in. the File Description Entry for
transitional purposes.
• The ACCESS MODE, RECORD KEY,
ALTERNATE RECORD KEY, and FILE STATUS clauses are moved to the File Description Entry. For transitional purposes,
they can continue to be used in the SELECT
statement.
• The CORRESPONDING phrase of
the ADD and SUBTRACT statements is
transitional. It will probably be deleted in
a future revision.
• The RECORD CONTAINS clause
has been changed. If it is not used, a pro-

gram writes fixed-length records whose
size equals the longest record.
• RERUN is no longer active during
SORT and MERGE operations.
• INSPECT with both TALLYING
and REPLACING is a transitional item.
This combination format will probably be
deleted in a future revision.
• The revision deletes the "integer
TO integer CHARACTERS" option of the
RECORD CONTAINS clause.
• In the evaluation of arithmetic
expressions and operations, the intermediate data item is now defined as exactly
18 digits (the most significant).
• The composite of operands is no
longer limited to 18 digits for arithmetic
operations. This could cause some programs to operate differently because
more precision may be used in intermediate results.
• The values in FILE STATUS items
for end-of-file conditions are different
from those in the 1974 standard, and
some new values have been added.

'*

Comments and suggestions on the upcoming standard should be sent to:
ANSC X3J4
CBEMA/X3 Secretariat
1828 L Street NW
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20036
--ed.

ROBERT FRIED
Mr. Fried is a
project leader for
COBOL
documentation at
Digital Equipment
Corp. Prior to
joining DEC last
year, he held dp
pOSitions with the
State Univ. of New York College at
Oneonta, where his responsibilities
included design and development
of both applications and systems
software. Before joining SUNY in
1970, Mr. Fried held dp positions
with the ITT-Sheraton Corp. and
RCA, and worked as an
independent systems consultant.

ROBERT MCKENZIE
Mr. McKenzie is a
member of the
ANS COBOL
Committee X3J4
and a supervisor
of COBOL at DEC.
Before joining DEC
in 1976 he was
an instructor at
the Univ. of Southern MissiSSippi.
Mr. McKenzie was a systems
developer I programmer for
Burroughs Corp. for five years
prior to joining USM; he has also
worked as a independent
consultant.

TVI-912

TVI-920

standard
• Upper case and lower case
• 15 baud rates, 75 to 19,200 baud
• Dual intensity
• 24 x 80 Characters
• 12 x 10 Character resolution
• Numeric pad, 14 keys
• Programmable reversible video
• 80 storable tabs
• Character insert/delete
• Line insert/delete
• Self test mode
• Protect mode
• Block mode
• Tabbing
• Addressable cursor
• Microprocessor controlled
• Programmable underline
• Non-Glare Screen
• Current Loop, 20 mA
optional
• Printer port for hard copy
• Second page memory
1920 characters

TVI-920 spec. is the same as TVI-912! but has
additional 11 special function keys, 6 editing keys,
and 2 transmission keys for operator's convenience.

fm'I !~!~~.O'i!~"~!?iAI9!:!C.
I.D.J
(408) 246-5428TWX 910338-7633 "TVI VIDEO"
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./i'WeJve got the .

PO··· ER
for OEM's and large systems users
The new DELTA 7000 Series 16-bit microcomputer display terminals ... More power
to you for data preparation, text editing and distributed processing applications
The DELTA 7000 Series of multifunctional terminals is a unique combination of hardware and software designed to
meet sophisticated applications in large computer systems. This combination offers you achoice of display terminals with
truly outstanding performance features, including:
• 16-BIT MICROCOMPUTER for superior programmability and wide applications flexibility
• MULTIPLE SPLIT SCREEN allows you to divide the
screen into independent display areas
• MULTI-CHARACTER FUNCTION KEYS permit one
key to display or send a string of multiple characters or
codes
• DYNAMIC FONT GENERATION enables you to design

special symbols, or modify existing characters from the
keyboard and have them. immediately available
~ EXTENDED CHARACTER SETS provide display of up
to four 248-character sets which can be PROM resident
or RAM loaded
• LARGE TEXT MEMORY from 6K up to 36K characters
adds applications flexibility and terminal power to meet
your needs

Put the power at your fingertips with a DELTA 7000 Series video display terminal. Zing us a line, or
call for more information, literature or applications assistance.
'

1..1DeIta..
Data Sys...~.

.

.

I~rns

.

Corporation
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U.K. Subsidiary:..
.
DELTA DAT"" SYSTEMS LTD.
Welwyn Garden (07073) 33833

Woodhaven Industrial Park
Cornwells Heights, PA 19020
(215) 639·9400

Service in over 150 locations in the U.S., and 14 Eu~opean countries and Canada.
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See us at INFO, Booth 2646

Data Collection, pure and simp
From the moment your
employees entered the front gate
until they left for home, they've
always been on their own.
And no matter how dependable
they were it's been almost impossible to hold them accountable for
their actions and their whereabouts ..

Accounting for the heretofore
unaccountable.
The Identification Network "from Rusco Electronics gives you
accountability for people and facilities that you never thought possible.
It monitors and reports employee
whereabouts and actions. And gives
you an accurate, immediate record
of who, what, where, and when.
Now basic data entry is available
anywhere. For instance, you can
control the locking and unlocking
of doors on a pre-programmed
time schedule.
Parking lot entrances and exits
can be tied into the Identification
Network. So you can always find out
if an employee is on the premises.
You can account for the use of
the copying
machine and
knowhow

many copies each employee makes.
You can create an electronic
time and attendance log of your
employees ins-and-outs for automatic payroll processing.
You can even restrict after
hours elevator use. For certain key
people and certain floors.
Those are just a few examples.

How the Identification Network
works.

or the machinery will not work.
And a central printer immediately tells your security people
that an attempted unauthorized
entry has occurred, where it occurred,
and when.
.
It's that easy to account for
(and control) unauthorized access
and activities. And that easy to
save money.

Each of your employees gets an
Identification Network EntryCard™
with a personalized code. Each room
or piece of equipment that requires
accountability has a single, compact
CARDENTRYTM reader.
You simply tell the Identification
Network which employees are
allowed into each room and which
employees are authorized to use
each piece of equipment.
If someone attempts to enter
a room or use a piece of equipment
that's off limits to them, the door
will not

•

ReSI

RUSCO
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS

A DIVISION OF .\.Tn

We give you controlling interest.
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Want 400-1600 Kbytes? Choose our SA801/
851 series. With the SA801 8-inch floppy,
you have a choice of 400 or 800 Kbytes in
single or double density, on the same drive for
the same price. More than 400,000 of these
standard-setting drives have been specified
by OEM's around the world. They know that
they can count on Shugart's proprietary
read/write head technology to deliver media
life of over 3.5 million passes per track, and
head life of more than 15,000 hours. That's
headstrong performance. And the doublesided SA851 drive gives you even more capacity.
It stores 800 to 1600 Kbytes using single or double
density recording. The 851 's proprietary Fasflex™band
actuator improves track-to-track access time to a fast
3 ms. There's also a programmable door lock and
write protect. The headstrong SA801/851.
Solid performers from the leader in floppy technology.

Moving

UQ to 14.5-29

Mbytes? Check the SA4000 fixed disk drives.
They come in 14.5 and 29 Mbyte versions with the lowest
cost per Mbyte in their capacity range.
You can get an optional 144 Kbytes
of head-per-track storage, too. And
these newest members of the Shugart
family of high performance, low cost
disk drives use proven Winchester
head and media technology to ensure better data integrity and longer
trouble-free life. The Fasflex™ II band
actuator reduces heat dissipation to
200 watts (typical) and requires no
field adjustments. The drives weigh
only 35 pounds, use only 5.25-inches
of panel space, and mount easily in a
RETMA rack. You can lower your
systems costs too, because SA4000
drives can share a power supply with
your floppy drives. The SA4000 fixed disk
drives. The head of the family in capacity
and cost/performance.

Need 110-440 Kby-tes? The famous MinifloQQY ™
is the right choice. The Minifloppy stores from 110
to 440 Kbytes in a package about half the size of
a standard floppy. We invented the Minifloppy
family just two years ago and there are already
well over 150,000 installed world wide.
Compact size, reliability, and lowest cost per
function are the reasons. Minifloppy drives have
the same headstrong read/write head technology
as their big brothers. The servo-controlled DC drive
motor eliminates AC power requirements and the simplified
actuator with direct drive spiral cam gives you track-to-track access
as fast as 25 ms. The little drives offer the lowest heat dissipation of
any floppy d rive and featu re positive med ia insertion, write protect, and
activity light. Minifloppy. The original, and still the most popular.
5~-inch floppy drive in the world.

The Shugart Family. Headstrong and Qroud of it. We're headstrong about our commitment to
our customers. This means supplying you with a family of highly reliable, low cost disk drives in the
quantities you need. And it means providing you with the best technical support and documentation in
the industry. But it goes deeper. Like maintaining in-house control over the design and manufacture of
100% of ourfloppy read/write heads. And the continuing investment of financial and human resources in the development
of new products and the most modern high volume
manufacturing facilities in the business. This is the
commitment that keeps our family growing.
Headstrong? You bet. And proud of it. Shugart
Associates Headquarters: 435 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 7330100; West Coast Sales/Service: (408)
737-9241;' Midwest Sales/Service:
(612) 574-9750; East Coast Sales/Service:
(617) 893-0560; Europe Sales/Service: Paris
(1) 686-00-85; Munich (089) 176006;
Shugart products are also available off the
shelf from local Hamilton Avnet outlets.

~®Shugart
The Headstrong Company
CIRCLE 44 ON READER CARD
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See Versatec at Systems '79 (Munich), SIeDB (Paris), Peripherals Expo (London),
Instrument Show (Amsterdam), IFIP (London) and Datakontor (Stockholm).
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Magnuson
provides
a proven
alternative
to the long,
long wait for
4300 power.
If you're a 360/370 user, chances are
you're waiting for a new 4300. Waiting up
to two years or more.
That's fine if rapid growth or sheer
economics aren't pressing for more computing power sooner. But what do you.
do if you need to upgrade CPUs now? .

There is an
a Itemat ive.
Magnuson.
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For example, Magnuson ends the
agony of changing out computers every
year or so. Once the M80 is installed,
you can increase computing power up to
four fold without changing mainframes.
The M80 is a single chassis computer
system so powerful and flexible it can
grow with you over the full IBM 360/370
and 4300 range. And since the M80 is
totally IBM compatible, you can build on
your existing software investment.
In fact, our M80 family performs
precisely to IBM operating principles.
Yet it uses dramatically fewer
components, delivers twice the price/
performance and is only a fraction the
size of 360/370 mainframes.

RETHINK your
CPU upgrade path.
360/370 users know that each CPU
change out costs more than just cash and
trauma. It also forces you to pay for
much more computing power than you
need, then grow into it. And nothing
inhibits growth like a dead investment.

)
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The Magnuson alternative is called
Strategic Architecture. Strategic Architecture means the M80 is organized
strictly by function. Each subsystem and
each circuit board in the M80 is
dedicated to a specific purpose. The
result is a modularity far surpassing that
of any other computer to date. In fact,
a modularity so flexible that it enables
Magnuson to adapt the M80 to the
360/370 and 4300 requirements today
and into the future.
Because of its modularity; Strategic
Architecture allows you to grow in
measured, building block fashion. When
your company needs 10% more power,
you can add just 10%. By simply plugging
in additional circuit boards, you can
increase power incrementally - up to
four times original capacity; if needed.
This flexiblity means a smooth upgrade
path and a vastly extended life cycle
for your Cpu.

RETHINK ...
then call us.
Get the full story on how the M80 can
improve both your processing and your
profitability; and details on the variety of
lease plans we can tailor to meet your
specific financial needs. Just contact any
of our regional offices listed below or
Magnuson Systems Corporation, 2500
Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Or call our Customer Support Department at 408/988-1450.

Magnuson introduced mid-range
architecture even'more advanced than
IBM's 4300, and a full year ahead of them.
And our M80 is totally hardware
and software compatible with both the
360/370 and 4300 line.
Today Magnuson is delivering proven
M80 IBM-compatible CPUs without delay
to customers who just can't wait.

Magnusol7ll

RETHINK
computer economics.

SYSTEMS
CORPORATION
California: Los Angeles 213/475-0371,
San Jose 408/241-8101. Connecticut:
Westport 203/226-7385. Illinois: Chicago
312/671-7650. Massachusetts: Boston
617/843-6730. Michigan: Detroit
313/569-3010. Texas: Dallas 214/688-1061.
Houston 713/460-9300. Virginia: Falls
Church 703/821-0025.

Delivery is just one reason Magnuson
makes sense. When you look at us
closely you'll see several other
important advantages.
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Managers need an understanding of how application software
behaves, what factois can be contiollad and what
factors are limited by the process itself.

ESTIMATING
SOFTWARE
COSTS
by Lawrence H. Putnam
'and Ann Fitzsimmons
Few managers are able to predict the time
and resources needed to develop largescale software systems. Progress is often
measured by the rate of expenditure of
resources rather than by some count of '
accomplishments. Unrealistic estimates
often result in last minute efforts to get
code written quickly, resulting in cost
overruns and poor quality software.
Software development can be
brought under control. It requires an understandi'ng of how application software
behaves, what factors management can
control and what factors are limited by
the process itself.
The basis of effective management
is the fact that the software development
process exhibits a characteristic behavior,
which can be exploited, so that the expensive results of unrealistic approaches can
be avoided.
Traditionally, managers make two
incorrect assumptions about software development: that people and time are interchangeable and that productivity levels
are relatively constant for all software
projects within the same organization.
The first assumption is that development effort is simply the product of
people and time and that the time can be
specified arbitrarily by management.
Thus, the manning level is the development effort (in man-years) divided by the
predetermined development time (see
Fig. I).
For example, suppose that the organization has to work under constraints.
If the manpower available were limited to
25 people, the time would be determined
as 100 man-years divided by 25 people, or
four years. However, if the system had to
be finished in two years, the relation
would become: Manpower equals 100
man-yearsj2 years, which equals 50 people.
Managers arrive at the second asI

sumption by taking some overall productivity figures from previous projects that
they think are similar. However, they do
not examine closely the precise characteristics of that similarity. An estimate of
total source statements derived from the
specifications is divided by the productivity figures to give a man-year estimate.
For example, assume that we have to
build a system of 100,000 source statements (SS = 100,000) and our productivity is 1,000 source statements per manyear, by analogy with a previous project.
The development effort thus equals
100,000 SSjl,OOO, which equals 100
man-years ..
Unfortunately, our experience
shows that these relationships are too simole, except in the case of very small programs, such as those of less than 7,500
source statements, or that employ a few
people for a few months ..
For larger programs we now know
that peopl~ and time are not interchangeable. Fred Brooks, manager of the IBM
360 operating system project, has described this phenomenon so graphically
that a variant of it has become known as
Brooks' law: "Adding people to a late
project only makes it later." The reason is .
clear. As the number of people on a project increases arithmetically, the number
of human interactions increases geometrically. More and more time must be spent
on human communication and less and
less on productive work. The only way to
avoid this inevitability is to reduce the
number of people who must interact by
stretching out the time.
We also now know that productivity is not co'nstant. Rather, it is a complex
function of the effort, time and technology tools being applied to the development
task. You can't improve productivity
without changing these factors. It is not
unusual for a group of programmers to
achieve a productivity of, say, 5,000
source statements per man-year on a
small, relatively simple business application while doing only 1,000 source stateSEPTEMBER 197918
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ments per man-year on a large real-time
system.
With this kind of variation in productivity, it is little wonder that estimates
based, on the constant productivity assumption are not reliable.

SOFTWARE
LIFE
CYCLE

Over the last five years we
have studied the manpower vs. time pattern of several hundred medium- to
large-scale software development projects
of different classes. These projects all exhibited the same life cycle pattern-a rise
in manpower, a peaking and a tailing off
(see Fig. 2). Use of the manpower curve
and the corresponding equation allows us
to determine the number of people needed
at any time t. The time of peak effort is
denoted by td; this time is very close to the
development time for the system, wHich is
also the time when the system reaches full
operational capability. The falling part of
the curve corresponds to the operations
and maintenance phase of the system life
cycle. During this phase the principal
work is modification, minor enhancements and remedial repair (fixing bugs).
The data points shown on the manpower diagram indicate that there is scatter or noise in the data underlying the
process. Empirical evidence suggests that
the noise component may be up to ± 25
percent of the expected manpower value
during the rising part of the curve. This
part of the curve corresponds to the development effort.
.
The form of the equation is:

MANPOWER
(PEOPLE-MY IYR)

MANPOWER
(PEOPLE-MY fUR)

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0
2

3

4

2

5

TIME (YEARS)

3

4

5

TIME (YEARS)

Fig. 1. The assumption that 50 people for two years is equivalent to 33 people for
three years turned out not to be valid for large-scale software development.
CUMULATIVE EFFORT
(MY)

MANPOWER
(PEOPLE-MY IUR)

K

-----------

DEV
EFFORT
.4K

y= Kjtde tee-t'Qta
TIME

where:
Y is the manpower at any time t.
K is the area under the curve and corresponds to the total life cycle effort in
man-years.
td is the development time (time of peak
manpower).
Large software systems and some
small ones seem to follow this general pattern, called -the Rayleigh curve. Other
small systems, however, seem to have a
more rectangular manpower pattern (see
Fig. 1), probably because the manpower
applied is determined by management or
by contractual agreements. Many small
projects are established as level-of-effort
contracts, leading to rectangular
manloading.
Rectangular manloading patterns
are seldom found in large projects, apparently because managers have so little intuitive feel for the resources needed to do
the job that they hesitate to specify the
loading pattern. Rather, they tend to react to the needs of the system. This reactive approach results in time lags and on
occasion in underapplication of effort, but
the overall effect is a reasonable approximation to Rayleigh manloading.
As we have seen, the manpower
equation allows us to determine our
manloading-if we know the total effort
(K) and the development time (td). We
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Fig. 2. The curves defined by this equation, originally applied by Lord Rayleigh to
describe other scientific phenomena, have been found to fit reasonably well the
manpower pattern of software development, at least within the "noise" of the
data points (Iefthand cu~ve).
can find K and td once we know the expected size of the system, but first we
must obtain the best estimate of the system size, and do it before development begins.
Before we begin to size the system,
we should decide what we really want
from a sizing technique. Obviously we
need an estimate of the expected number
of source statements. We use source statements rather than machine language instructions because they are what people
write and what people can most easily relate to. People have some intuition for the
size in source statements, whereas to get
machine language estimates requires an
uncertain conversion which introduces
additional possibilities for error.
Less obvious is the need for an estimate of the uncertainty (or range) of the
source statement number. The uncertainty estimate allows us to project the risk
associated with our source statement estimate-something every manager should
have. It also permits us to generate risk
estimates for cost, schedule, and manpow-

er-information we never had before.
At least three different estimates
should be made before development of the
system begins. They should be made once
during the systems definition phase and at
least twice during the functional design
and specifications phase.
More than one estimate should be
made because better and better data are
available as we go from early systems definition into the functional design phase. A
look at the system life cycle (Fig. 3) helps
us decide when these estimates can be
made.

FEASIBILITY
SIZING

During the early systems
definition phase we need
broad estimates of the ultimate system size, development time and cost so that we can establish basic economic feasibility. At this
point we have no hard data about the system we are considering because it is too
early-no design has been done. Therefore, all we really can do is make an intelligent guess as to the range of size of the
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THE SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE
MANPOWER (PEOPLE/YR)

II
SYSTEMS
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN,
II
DEFINITION
SPECIFICATION
DEVELOPMENT
I
~-~~--~I-~--~ I ..
(CUS~~MER
(CONTRACTOR)
II
II
CONTRACTOR)

o

2

DEVELOPMENT
WORK ~ 40% OF TOTAL
EFFORT

3

Fig. 3. Formal development begins at time 0, but before that,
as information about the system is developed in th~ systems
definition and functional design and specifications phases, it
system, based on what we've done in the
past and what little we do know about it.
I f we let a equal the lowest possible
number of source statements and let b
equal the highest possible number of
. source statements, we can determine the
expected size and its standard deviation
(or uncertainty) by using the laws of statistics and probability.
Let us assume that we are two
weeks into the systems definition of a
large-scale inventory control system called SAVE. Based on past experience and
what we know about this system at this
point, we might broadly estimate it to be
between 50,000 and 140,000 source statements. Using our statistical equations, we
know that the expected number of source
statements is:
SS = (a + b)/2 = 190,000/2 =
95,000
The standard deviation is:
aSS = Ib -

al/6

90,000/6

15,000
The expected size is:
95,000 ± 15,000
By "expected" statisticians mean
that there are 68 chances out of 100 that
the true size lies within one standard
deviation of the mean, i.e., between
80,000 and 110,000 source statements.
'There are 99 chances out of 100 that the
true size falls within three standard deviations of the mean, i.e., between 50,000
and 140,000 source statements and less
than one chance that it lies outside these
limits.
While this method results in what
seems to be a disconcertingly large range,
it is important to understand that it is as
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II
II

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
(CUSTOMER)

MODIFICATION AND ENHANCEMENT
WORK ~ 60% OF LIFE CYCLE EFFORT

TIME

becomes possible to estimate the size of the system with
increasing precision at points 1, 2, and 3.

Function

Smallest

Most Likely

Largest

Expected

File Handlers
Utilities
System Procs

25000.
5000.
12000.

40000.
15000.
36000.

70000.
26000.
50000.

42500.
15167.
34333.

7500.
3500.
6333.

92000.

10422.

Total

Std Dev

--- ---

Table 1. A polling of the project team for SAVE at the early functional design
phase provided the smallest, most likely, and largest estimates (average of
team) of the number of source statements in each subsystem. From each
range the expected value and its standard deviation was calculated.

good as we can do at this time, considering that we have almost no solid information about the system we want to build.
Managers who insist on getting better estimates (meaning smaller ranges or even
absolute numbers) must learn instead to
work with averages of the quantities and a
measure of the variability of the quantities, i.e., the standard deviation.
This isan important philosophical
point because it means that only a certain
level of accuracy and precision is possible
at this stage and all efforts to do better are
futile. As Aristotle wrote, "It is the mark
of an instructed mind to rest satisfied with
the degree of precision which the nature
of the subject admits and not to seek exactness when only an approximation of
the truth is possible."
As we continue into the life cyCle
and learn more about the final system, the
statistics improve and' uncertainty is reduced. Thus, as we approach the start of
detailed design, we can reduce our risk to
ranges that are considered to be within
the limits of engineering accuracy in other branches of the engineering art. We

achieve this result by breaking the system
into pieces and estimating the pieces separately. Then we combine the pieces by
means of our equations, letting the statistics of aggregation reduce our uncertainty.
Toward the beginning of functional design, we should know what the major
subsystems will be. At this point, the
members of the project team who have
worked on the systems definition should
estimate the size of each of the major subsystems as follows:
Let a be the smallest possible size
(in source statements).
Let m be the most likely size.
Let b pe the largest possible size.
The averages of these estimates for
SAVE-in effect, a Delphi polling of experts-resulted in the first three columns
of Table 1.
ParentheticalIy, we might note
that we went through this procedure with
several groups of systems engineers and
they are quite comfortable with it. Most
analysts or engineers are reluctant to give
a single estimate of size. When they are

•
Weyerhaeuser
logs data with
TIs 743.
Weyerhaeuser, the
world's largest wood
products company, is
cutting production costs
down to size with TI's
Silent 700* Model 743
Electronic Data Terminal.
Weyerhaeuser brought
TI's 743 on board as a terminal
in their computerized produc!tion system that electronically
scans the sweep and diameter
of all logs, to determine their
most productive value and end
use as lumber.
The field proven 743 goes
to work right in Weyerhaeuser's
mill, where it logs detailed
sawing operation information
using its reliable 30 charactersper-second thermal printhead.
It issues quantity, volume and
shift productivity reports for
mill production, and detailed
figures for calibrating and maintaining the mill's equipment.
And the 743's typewriter-like
keyboard makes it easy to handle a pile of information without
creating log jams.

After three
years on the job with a
virtually service-free record,
the 743 has proven itself no
run-of-the-mill data terminal.
Weyerhaeuser isn't the only one
logging information with TI's
743. Banking, real estate and
insurance industries are trimming their paper work with TI's
compact, efficient 743.
Producing quality, innovative products like the Model 743
Electronic Data Terminal is what
TI is dedicated to. And TI's over
200,000 data terminals shipped
worldwide are backed by the technology and reliability that comes
from over 30 years of experience
in the electronics industry.

Supporting
TI's data terminals is the
technical expertise of our
worldwide organization
of factory-trained sales
and service representatives. And TI-CAREt, our
nationwide automated service
dispatching and field service
X11101YMP1C
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mation system. That's
why TI has been appointed the official com/
puter and calculator
company of the 1980 Olympic
Winter Games.
If you would like more
information on the Model 743
Electronic Data Terminal,
contact the sales office nearest
you, or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, P. O. Box 1444,
MIS 7784,Houston,
Texas 77001, ~o
or phone
UI
(713) 937-2016.
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HUNTER LEAVES CI
The Hunter, featuring 16MB removable
and up to 80 MB fixed, is about to make a clean
sweep in the cartridge disk feature race.
It employs a filtering system that removes
particles downto.3 microns-=-proven in thousands of Tridents.
Unlike competition, it has a tunnel cover
which keeps contaminants from reaching the
pack area.
What's more, the Hunter reminds operators
not to leave the cartridge
bottom cover out to gather
contaminants during oper..
ation.
And finally, the Hunter
clean air seal isn't broken .
when the drive is serviced.
(The competition's seal must
be broken just to replace
a fuse.)

Hunter wins hands up.
At this level of performance, you need a solid,
rigid frame to help· maintain accuracy and
reliability. _No tilts allowed.

And with Hunter, you get it.
Now, we wouldn't want to point the finger
at anybody in particular, but some frames
actually twist visibly when you lift one corner.
Try it.

Price fight.
We use an industry-standard 5440-type
cartridge of proven reliability. It has no
unusual features that could limit the number
of media manufacturers or drive the price up. Like
a servo surface. The competition, on the other
hand, uses'a unique cartridge that requires a written

-servo surface. Future availability and pricing
could obviously be affeCted.

Saves 3-8 minutes 'in copying.
The Hunter is designed to be right on tracktime after time - in copying fixed to removable
media. Simply, the Hunter
preserves the cartridge
advantage by using a
single fixed disk

. . . . . . . . . . . .11
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servo surface to position on the cartridge disk.
Seeks are faster and surer than the competition
by a time factor of more than 13 to 1.

Our .loader is really tops.

For example, the power supply, power
amplifier and transformer can be disassembled
from the unit by removing only four screws. No
de-soldering necessary.

The Hunter cartridge receiver is as simple
as can be.
Complex mechanisms with bearings, rods,
plates and switches just aren't needed.
On the top-loading. Hunter, gravity does
the loading. And gravity behaves the same way
time after time.

16 MB 5440-type cartridge

/

Score another poinf- a "scoreboard!'
To avoid unnecessary service calls, the
Hunter has a prominent front panel display that
indicates operator or program errors
plus malfunction inJormation.

Made for fast "pit stop"
service.
The Hunter utilizes self
diagnostics and a modular component concept for fast, costeffective servicing with a
minimum of downtime.

Hunter "scoreboard"
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Call now for your eyaluation unit.
Full comparison details are available from
your nearby Century Data sales office. Now is the
time to pick your evaluation unit and compare
us and them side by side.
Century Data Systems, 1270 N.. Kraemer
Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92806. Phone (714) 632-7111.

WE FEEL LIKE
ANEW COMPANt
Century Data Systems
A Xerox Company
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forced to do so, they will bias it on the
high side. They prefer to give a range of
sizes, because they can make this range as
large or as small as they need to, depending on what they know about the system
at the time. Psychologically, giving a
range is not a threatening commitment.
The estimates for the three subsystems in SAVE resulted in a broad range of
possible sizes. Note that the distribution
is skewed on the high side in each case.
This bias is typical of the beta distribution, the characteristics of which are used
in PERT estimating. The PERT technique
has been used successfully in other fields
for more than 15 years and we adopted it
here in order to find the overall system
size range and distribution.
1. Expected value. An estimate of
the expected value of a beta distribution
is:
Ei = (a + 4m + b)/6
This formula simply biases the result so
that the expected value falls on the side
about which we are more uncertain. The
expected value for each subsystem is
listed in the fourth column. Then the overall expected value is just the sum of the
individual expected values.
2. Standard deviation. An estimate of the standard deviation of any distribution (including the beta) may be
found by dividing the range within which
99% of the values are likely to occur by
six:
ai = I b - al/6
The standard deviation of each subsystem
is shown in the fifth column. The overall
standard deviation is the square root of
the sum of the squares of the individual,
standard deviations. This value turns out
to be much smaller than one would guess
by just looking at the individual ranges.
The reason is that some actual values will
be lower than expected and others will be
higher. Such variations cancel each other
to some extent.
At this phase the results for SAVE
were:

Expected value: SS = 92,000
Standard deviation: a = 10,422
68% range: 81,578 to 102,422
99% range: 60,735 to 123,264
The chances are fifty-fifty that the
actual value will turn out to be either
greater than or less than 92,000 source
statements. In each case the chance that,
the ultimate size will be in the range
shown is qualified by the proviso that the
input estimates do not change. Note that
we have reduced the uncertainty significantly-from 15,000 to 10,422-simply
by knowing enough about the system to
divide it into three major subsystems.

FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN
PHASE

When the functional
design is a little more
than half complete, a final investment decision
must be made, as well as a manning plan,
a life-cycle cost and a milestone schedule.
At this time the preliminary specification
and system design is nearly completed or
at least reasonably well defined. System
analysts and engineers should now be able
to break the system down into its major
functions and have a fairly good idea of
the size range of each one.
Now we simply repeat the statistical process we have described, using the
larger number of different functions. In
effect, breaking the system down into
more functions enables us to reduce the
uncertainty in our estimate and to obtain
a better estimate of the expected size.
The results with the greater
number of functions now available are
shown in Table 2. At the time of this analysis the project team had been working on
the system about 12 weeks, and the key
results were:
Expected value: SS = 98,475
Standard deviation: a = 7,081
68% range: 91,394 tol 05,556
99% range: 77,231 to ) 19,718
, Several properties of the successive sets of data may be noted. The expected value of the siz~ has remained

Pert Sizing
Title: Save (Functional Design Phase)
Function

Maintained
Search
Route
Status
Browse
Print
User Aids
Incoming Msg
Sys Mon
Sys Mgt
Comm Proc
Total

Date: 15-Feb-79

Smallest

Most Likely

Largest

Expected

Std Del'

8675.
5577.
3160.
850.
1875.
1437.
6875.
5830.
9375.
6300.
5875.

13375.
8988.
3892.
1425.
4052.
2455.
10625:
8962.
14625.
13700.
8975.

18625.
13125.
8800.
2925.
8250.
6125.
16250.
17750.
28000.
36250.
14625.

13467.
9109.
4588.
1579.
4389.
2897.
10938.
9905.
15979.
16225.
9400.
98475.

1658.
1258.
940.
346.
1063.
781.
1563.
1987.
3104.
4992.
1458.
7081.

Table 2, Midway through the functional design phase of SAVE, the project team
had enough information to break out 11 functions, At this level of detail the
uncertainty (standard deviation) was reduced to less than half that of the first
set of estimates, Moreover, at about ± 7 percent the uncertainty is no worse
than that of many other engineering values.
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within one standard deviation of the previous estimates. The size of the standard
deviation has steadily declined-from
15,000 to 10,422, and on the third iteration to 7,081. In addition, what may be
called our uncertainty ratio (standard
deviation divided by source statements, or
aSS/SS) has dropped from 16% to 7%.
Moreover, the results of applying
this sizing technique to SAVE-from early
systems definition through functional design phase-were similar to our experiences with groups 'of analysts on other
projects.
~
(This is the first in a series of three articles. Part 2 will appear in the October
issue.)
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Raytheon's.AR~I8r II

The distributed
proce!!sing
machines.

Distributed processing means·
different things to different
people.
To Raytheon, it means delivering the maximum number
of capabilities within a user's
data communications network
at the lowest possible cost.
That was one criterion for designing our PTS/1200 MARK I
and MARK II distributed processing systems. Judge for yourself if the capabilities of the
MARK I and MARK II meet the
standard we set:

Multiple emulation capabUlties. The system can operate

up to 128K-byte controllers capable of managing up to 20
peripheral devices.
terminal power. Multiple
screen sizes, up to 24 terminals
per controller, a variety of keyboard options, programmable
function keys, and numerous
operator prompting aids are
available with every terminal.

Rapid appllcatlons expansion.

immediately in most existing
networks. MARK I and II support 3270 interactive (dumb
and intelligent), 27~0 and 3780
batch, HASP remote job entry,
and a variety of non-IBM protocols, with SDLC batch/interactive in the future. Concurrent
interactive and batch operation
is supported on some models.
Intelllgent controllers. You can
program as little or as much
power as you want into your
system. PTS/1200 systems offer

Every MARK I and II comes with
a feature we call intelligent
3270-type operation. It lets your
3270-type applications add
local format storage, local
printing, direct data base access and updating, and either
batch or transaction operations.
The MARK I or II applications
program decides when to go to
the host, so your operators
never have to get involved.
Data base storage, for local
applications processing.

PTS/1200s are expandable
from 10MB to 252MB of disk
storage, with powerful memory
management software techniques that assure efficient data
base operations.
Network enhancement. A distributed processing system with
truly enhanced capabilities
should allow you to do more
with your network than simply
transfer data. PTS/1200 systems
let you add teleprinters to your
terminal lines, or run batch and
interactive jobs concurrently, or
perform remote program development in any host CPU language, or debug, load and operate downline multipoint lines.
Not bad features for a system
that is priced starting at $850 a
month, including maintenance,
for a four-terminal, 10MB disk,
165 CPS I?rinter configuration.

When we decided to call
MARK I and II "The Distributed
Processing Machines," we
wanted to be sure they were
worthy of what you want in a
modern terminal-based
product.

Raytheon terminals.
60,000 now,
and growing fast.
Tell me more about Raytheon's
MARK I and MARK II distributed processing systems.
My current network consists
of: ___ terminals using
____ protocol linked to
____ host mainframe.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Slreet: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cily: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Slale: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ __
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Price is US list.

Our Automated
Funds Transfer s,stems
AaD do ,our
bank awor.Id
Oood•
V. .,

As a commercial bank,
worldwide funds transfer is a vital
part of your operation. Streamline
thisvital function, and you'll go a
long way toward maximizing profits. Improving your competitive
position. Attracting and holding
new accounts, too. And that's precisely what the new Rockwell-'
Collins Automated Funds Transfer
Systems are all about.
As the first fully integrated,
upward-compatible family of advanced, computer-based systems,
ourAFTS interfaces all of the
available funds transfer networks.
Automates much of the internal
hand Iing. Cuts costs. Reduces
delays. Gives you up"to-the-minute
visibility.

~

.

~

.

AFTS works by integrating
transaction processing with communications processing and message handling. Say good-bye to
error-prone file reference. Interdepartmental hand carry. Manual
record keeping. Say helloto automatic storage for incoming transactions. Automatic processing for
fixed-format transactions. Automatic recording of processing events.
Local data base of account information. Balance checking. Current
position. Reformat to match wire
type. And finally, automatic recording and reporting on work load distribution by priority.

Can one of the new
Rockwell-Collins AFTS systems
make your operation run more
efficiently? You can bank on it.
For details, contact your nearest
representative listed below.
Collins Communication
Switching Systems Division,
Dept. 420-200,
Electronics Operations,
Rockwell International, Dallas,
Texas 75207. Phone:
214/996-2336.

41~
".~

Rockwell
International

...where science gets dcmn to business

Dallas, Tex. (214) 996-2336. New York, N.Y. (212) 661-6530. Newport Beach, Calif. (714) 833-4645. Chicago, III. (312) 298-5177
Atlanta, Ga. (404) 996-7112. Washington, D.C. (703) 6S5-2679

Brussels 242-404B. Cairo 894531. Frankfurt (0) 6106-4093. Hong Kong 5-274-321. Kuala Lumpur 27283. London 01-759-9911. Manila 892-742. Mexico City (905) 533-1846
Melbourne (Lilydale) (03) 726-0766 • Paris (Rungis Cedex) 687-31-02. Rio de Janeiro (021) 246-3276. Riyadh 69060 • Rome (0) 6-862-415 • Seoul 74-9276 • Tehran 685-180
Tokyo 478-1278 or 478-1279. Toronto (416) 757-1101. Jeddah 54600
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··Rece~rstudiesindiC()te·· that,.···in order·to I~eep
programscurrentwith .environmental change, up
to. 70o/~ ofthe efforts of a typical programming
department' are spent .modifying or entirely rewriting programs that were done at least once before.
.Even though the average program has Q life
expectancy ofonly 14 months.
How can you get the time to develop
productive new systems? .
RAMI 5 II.
The data independence built
into.RAMIS·1I dr()matically r~duces
time. spent on maintenance .. This 01I()ws more tir:ne.tocreate pew syste.ms~
With RAMIS II, ne'N system.s are developed in
no more than one-fifth the . time required using
conventional· means:.· That's because.RAMIS II
is bothodat()· base management system and a
completeEnglish~H1~e .·nonprocedural·language.

j"

."

""
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WithRAMISH, you just say what yoLJ'-AIont.:YoLJqon't
have to tell.the computer how.to produce.it.
A simple request gets you information' fromarlY~
whereinthe data bose. And; you don'thavetomal~e
time-consuming application changes every time
you change the. database.
There are 175 ways RAMIS II san improve your.
data processing. We' dUl~eto tell you aboutt~em
in our free RAMIS II factbool~.'
.
We're Mathematica,atechnicalcohsulting,
policy research; and computer softWare
firm. involved' in." thE?. improvernerit
.ofdecisiorv·mal~ing. technigues:
""'_'""."'"

Yes! I'd like the free RAMS II Factbook.
Send to: Motnemotico Products Group
P. O. Box 2392, Princeton, New
08540 /000·257·9576

ZIP

i''''''"'.%<.,,,.~.:;;,.",,;,;,;;..j,

~

(~m ~~~~~ 711~
. . . because YOU asked for it!

Here at last ... COMDEX '79 ... a new concept designed to bring together
manufacturers and third-party sellers. of computers, word processing
systems and related products.

COMDEX '79. December 3-5 at the MGM Grand Hotel, Las Vegas .

.If you are a m
gives you a u
display new a
attract the thi
Unlike broad-b
expositions, CO
focuses on
the needs of manufacturers to be
ad~~~~~~~~~~~.

COMDEX '79
The INTERFACE Group
160 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701

Yes! 0 Please call me. I am interested in exhibiting at

o

COMDEX '79.
Please send me full details of the conference.

Name
Title _________________________
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tel. No.
Street _____________________________
City ____________ State _ _ Zip
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. . . because YOU asked for it!

Another Conference and ExpOSition from The INTERFACE Group
Producers of: INTERFACE, INTERFACE WEST, FEDERAL DP EXPO
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Auser's evaluation of "the most exciting calculator
ever designed."
She showed me the device with 76.027
staring at me in red readout. Suitably impressed, I requested her to go through the
now decoded instructions for her limited
father. "Use this button twice like it says
here," she said, proving the so-simple-achild-can-use-it adage. It is a most illogical method that uses the same key for two
separate inputs, but it yields the instructed results.
Back to the forms with renewed
energy. I promised myself I wouldn't look
at the results sheets (carefully clipped
each day from The Los Angeles Times)
until I had done at least four days' race
cards of nine races each. I lasted one card
and then broke down and looked.
The first trial had produced three
winners out of nine races, six places (second horse) and seven shows (third horse).
Considering that the best public handicappers produce only about 30% winners
in the long run, this first attempt looked
promising, and I felt some of the advertised excitement. Three more race cards
produced the following statistics which in
my opinion, as a long-time handicapper,
are somewhat (but not very) short of speciacular.
Out of 35 races (one race lacked
the necessary statistics to input into the
calculator) there were 14 winners (40%),
21 places (60%), and 27 shows (77.7%).
How about the payoffs? In this particular
sample, the return on the win bets was 6%,
on the place bets 18%, and on the show
bets 8%-on the order of a healthy savings account· rate except that these returns are per bet, not per year. Herein lies
the intrigue of playing the horses.

I'

FROM· NAGS
TO RICHES

It was with great anticipation that I tore
open the small cardboard box that came
in the mail from the Starshine Group in
Santa Barbara. Memories of Captain
Midnight decoder rings came rushing
back as I lifted the small undistinguished
plastic calculator from its bed of polyurethane balls. I searched for the involved
instruction sheet on how to manipulate
"The Racetrack Computer," thatreputedly held the key to fortunes in winnings,
and found a small folded green paper
printed on one side with hand sketches of
the ~calculator and perhaps a dozen
sentences outlining the example problem
that inevitably accompanies computer in-

struction booklets.
I quickly keyed in the four required numbers, one at a time, as instructed. My answer was 21.793; the instruction booklet said 76.027. I tried againsame result. Must be broken, I thought,
but to salvage something, I went ahead
and tried a few races from the cupboard
full of old Daily Racing Forms that all
horse players hoard like gold. Nothing
much turned up, so I resigned myself to
repacking the calculator to return for repair. As a last resort, I had my daughter
go through the steps that by now I was
sure were written by a Korean bicycle
manufacturer. "Is it supposed to be this?"

I decided that 100 races should be
a sufficiently large sample to smooth out
any statistical aberrations that might be
giving a falsely optimistic note to these
early returns. Along about the 15th race
in, I noticed a stray decimal point cropping up. Being an old hand-held calculator buff, I immediately tooled to the corner drugstore for a long-life alkaline
battery. This cured the stray point problem, and I went back to the main point of
amassing race outcomes.

PLAYING
IN EARNEST.

After some thought, I
decided the next phase of
the test should be without
any hint of possible bias
on the part of the experimenter, so I took
the next few weeks one race day at a time.
Each day I bought the new Form and did
the racecard beforehand. The next morning (sometimes that afternoon, I must
confess), I would record the results of the
experiment on paper (and sometimes in
cashed or torn parimutuel tickets). The
results of the total of 12 days handicapping over 102 races is shown in Table 1.
These results show a healthy re-
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SIEMENS

Whetteveryour data communications need,
Siemens has the terminal to meet it ...
h:!liallly, continuously, quietly.
Siemens terminals are versatile, smart, and silent. A wide variety
of standard features and options enable them to handle your present
andfuturerequirements.They are ideal for... data applications such
as Time,Sharing, Data Base Access and Specialized Services ... Pointto-Point, private Wire and Polled Network Data Communications ...
Common Carrier services such as TELEX, TWX and DOD.
WithSiemens terminals,operation is easier and efficiency is
gre(iter-thankstoa hostof operator conveniences and advanced
features. Add-on optionsinclude a Mini-Diskette for line speeds up to
~400baudasynchronous, with an edit-store memory of 200,000
characters. Basic design allows easy addition of technological
advahcements. Modular construction assures simplified
.maintenance-replacement parts can be
pluggedinonthe spot.

For further information
contactM r.. P.. Bartuska:

Siemens Corporation
Data Communications Division
.186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, New Jersey 08830
(201) 494-1000
CIRCLE 80 ON READER CARD

The T-1 000 Telex
or Private Wire Terminal

The All-electronic terminal with superior
built:'in and add-on features. Local operating
speed of 133 wpm (100baud), with automatic
switching to 66 or 100 wpm on-line. Built
for continuous-duty performance. Can be
utilized for 83B3,81 01 and plan 115 private
wire protocols.
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The PT-80 TWX/DOD/Voice Terminal'
A truly versatile terminal. Employs RJ11C
Direct Line Connection (DLC). Switches .
automatically from basic 110 baud TWX
mode to 300 baud computer input-output
mode, with speeds adjustable from 110, 150,
200 and 300 baud.Standard typewriter
keyboard eliminates operator training.
Typewriter touch means faster off-line prep:aration. 12, x 9 matrix assures excellent print
h
qualitY,with paper size for 80 or 120 characters. Super silent i'nk-jet printing optional.}'
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NUMBER

RACES
102

DOLLARS

204

%

WINS
39

38.2

260.80

27,8

PLACES
54
....
231.20

%
529
13,3

SHOWS
69
2()3,60 .

%
67:6
. ..

0

Table 1, Race results for 12-day trial.
turn in both the win and place pools, and
no profit at all in the show pool. The win
percentage is about the same as the early
test, but the place and shows percentages
have dropped somewhat. Nevertheless,
for a handicapping procedure as easy and
mechanical as "The Racetrack Computer" provides, these returns are substantial. By the end of the trial I had become
sufficiently at ease with the procedure to
handicap a total racecard in less than 45
minutes-about five minutes per race.
The simplicity of the input almost guarantees an error-free calculation once the
user masters the somewhat obscure directions. It would be possible for the handicapper to go to the races and handicap
each race between races, and still have
time for beer and peanuts.
The system is, indeed, simple. Four
numbers are input to the calculator for
each horse in the race: two speed figures,
today'srace weight, and the sum of the
last three races finish places.
The speed figure of a horse is a relatively direct measure of how quickly a
given hor'se got from the start to the finish
the last time. Many computer studies
have shown that recent speed is the most
powerful single predictor of a horse's next
performance. Studies I show that the top
recent speed figure horse wins in 27% of
sprint races and 31 % of route races. Since
the test workout achieved almost 40%
winners, there must be additional predictive power in the other inputs.
Highweight horses-that is, those
horses that are assigned the higher
weights in today's race-win about 50%
more often than a randomly selected sample of horses. Now, weight does not help
horses run faster. In order to try to equal-

ize a given race, the rules of thorough bred
racing place more weight on horses that
have been running well lately. Hence, a
higher assigned weight in today's race is
an indicator of a superior horse. The calculator algorithm is designed to make use
of this fact.
The final input-the sum of recent
finish places-is another direct measure
of the demonstrated ability of the horse to
do what we want: finish up front. Taken
together, the speed, weight, and recent
finish data improve the win predictability
from the 30% for raw speed to the almost
40% achieved with the calculator in the
test.
The chip in the calculator is probably quite simple, comprised of three additions, one subtraction, a square and a divide function.

ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT?

The speed figures
contained in .the Daily
Racing Form are far
from a perfect measure of the actual speed of the horse. The
Form definition of speed is based on the
track record at the distance run. Track
records vary from track to track, and this
variance is reflected as inaccuracies in the
speed figure. Additionally, the track itself
varies in inherent speed from day to day
due to weather changes and differences in
track preparation. In the case of extreme
weather changes such as rain, the track
can actually be as much as three seconds
slower for a race t,hat takes about one
minute to run.
The Form does annotate its data
when the track is "off," and if you use the
calculator, it is advisable to avoid using
data where the track is labeled anything

but "fast."
There are methods to correct for
track record variations, track speed variations, and track changes. 2 It is quite possible that the win percentage can go as high
as 45% when using precise speed figures.
Whether this· increase is worth the time
and expense is dependent on the intensity
of the handicapper's quest for the Holy
Grail of perfection.
.
The results from the brief test
show that "The Racetrack Computer"
can project winning horses reasonably reliably, and with sufficient frequency to
produce a profit for the careful bettor.
With a 40% win probability, the intelligent bettor should be prepared to face a
loss string at a 95% confidence level. This
means that the bet size should be much
less than 1/6 of the "bank" to avoid "tapping out."
Let's make believe that we start
with a bank of $100 'and go over to
Hollywood Park or Aqueduct (or both if
you are in Las Vegas). Ifwe use the actual
results from the first 14 race days that
were done for this article, we see the progression in Table 2. (We used $10 win bets
to make the arithmetic easier.)
So after 14 days, a bank of '$100
has produced $451 profit by wagering the
stake multiple times. Note' that the bets
are the same size-"flat betting," in horse
players' language-and the compounding
is derived from spending the same dollars
over and over again. Although a 25% return may not seem much, it can total up
rapidly if you are fortunate enough to visit
the track on one of the winning days.
Three out of the 14 are losing days.
One of those days half the money was lost,
a most discouraging occurrence if that
happens to be the day you choos'e to go
from paper profits to real money. So, although the expected return in the medium
run is quite positive, there is about a 20%
chance that you will lose money on any
given day that you choose. For this reason, caution should be exercised. Also,
. one must remember Murphy's Law. For
example. I actually tried out the new betting system at Hollywood Park five times
and managed to hit two of the three losing
days noted in Table 2.
Is the calculator the most exciting
calculator ever designed? It depends on
how you like an occasional day at the
races with a much higher than average
bettor's chance to win. I wouldn't mortgage the house right now, but I am saving
up a little kitty to get the money back
from that day I lost half of what I bet.

-Tom Barber

Table 2, Starting bank $100.
L Davis, Frederick S., Thoroughbred Racing: Percentages and Probabilities,
Millwood Publications fnc., New York, 1979
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2. Quiren. William L., Winning at the Races: Computer Discoveries in Thoroughbred Handicapping, William Morrow & Co., New York, 1979

Tom Barber is manager, Electric and
Hybrid Vehicle Project, Energy and
Technology Applications, at the Jet
Propulsion Lab in Pasadena, Calif,

1~'At CORNELL, our FPS Array Processor

is providing IBM 370/168 users
with 20-100 times more processing
for their computing dollar."
Dr. Alec Grimisen,
Physical Sciences Suppert Ceerdinater,
Cernell University

Substantial Savings
When the Cern ell Cemputer Center
attached an FPS AP-190L Array Precesser
to. their IBM 370/168, their users ceuld run
numerically intensive scientific computatiens at substantial cest savings. The cest
to. users fer CPU time en the FPS Array
Precesser is 15 to. 35 times less than that en
the IBM 370. What's mere, in certain
applicatiens there is an advantage in
precessing time as well, leadIng to. further
savings.

High Performance
I

Accerding to. Alec Grimisen, applicatiens
such as a Mente Carle simulatien in
statistical mechanics, when programmed
in the array proceser assembly language
(APAL)' have run en the FPS AP-190L frem
2 to. 3 times faster than en the IBM 370/168.

~:~:s~;:~!~:

cembined high perferIlnarlce
AP-190L Array Precesser is a reducti
by as much as 95-99% - that's "20 to.
computing dollar."
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L._C_._.~· SYSTEMS,,"" INC.

. P.Q.B6x~3489tP6rtla~d,OH97~23 ".
•(503) 641.3151.TLX:360470FLOATEOIN:rPTV
PI'S S(l!es.~nldS~n:i.ceWdrlcl~id~;13ostbn. chicCI~O.\.i{·': . •. . . ,
Dallas, Denver. Detroit. Houston, Huntsyille; Los, ..,.:;;: '. .
Angeles; N~wYork.erlando. ettawa •.• PhiladelphH:x;!;••.•.. •..•
Phoenix.Portland,SanFrancisco. Washington.D;C~· 1.; ,
International offices: Geneva; London, Munic~.Pa!is;'
Tel Aviv (Eastronix. Ltd.), Tokyo (Bakuto Co, Ltd.)' .' .
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•

UPPER / LOWER CASE

•

80 CHARACTERS X 25 LINES

•

FULL EDITING CAPABILITIES

•

EXTREMELY PR ICE COMPETITIVE

•

FLEXIBLE DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE CAPABILITIES

•

BUFFERED AND CONVERSATIONAL OPERATION

•

EASILY SELECTED DATA COMMUNICATIONS SPEEDS - UP TO 19.2K BAUD

•

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATING MICROPROCESSOR AND LSI DESIGN
CONCEPTS

•

CODE COMPATIBILITY WITH TEC MODELS 501 /502 PROVIDES EASY MEANS TO UPGRADE
EXISTING SYSTEMS

1E '"

----------

DISTRIBUTOR
INQUIRIES
WELCOMED

TEe, Incorporated
Corporate Headquarters: 2727 N. Fairview Ave.eTucson, Arizona USA 85705e(602) 792-2230eTWX 910-952-1377
Eastern Regional Sales Office: 333 Sylvan Ave.eEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. USA 07632 e (201) 871-0244
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European Sales Office: Avenue Louise 148-Box 6e1050 Brussels, Belgiume (02) 649-8154eTLX 846-63553
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Solid engineering and long-life components make the TermiNet 340 a more rugged, productive line printer.
Don't let the compact size of the
General Electric TermiNet 340 line
printer fool you. Because no matter
how hard you work it, it won't quit on
you. It's that tough, that dependable
and that much better than typical line
printers. And it's available now.

A true 100% duty cycle printer
Unlike ordinary line printers, the'
TermiNet 340 can take the punishment
of the broadest range of operating
environments -from front office to
factory floor - without complaining.
The key reason? A tough, ruggedly
engineered design. As a result, it keeps
on performing under tough-use conditions when other line printers would
sputter and break, down.

Engineered to stay on the job
From top to bottom, the compact
TermiNet 340 lineprinter is engineered
with long-life components designed to
keep the printer on-line. And businesses
on schedule.
One reason: extra-thick, heavyduty, environment-resistant materials
chosen for the base and housing. Together, they provide this rugged printer
with the impact strength, dimensional
stability and resistance to adverse environments needed to keep working.

More reasons: print and ribbon
systems that won't wear out prematurely and"won't cause 'the problems
other line printers do. Which is why
the. proven rotatin~-belt print ~ystem,
~hi:ch has no movmg parts, 'YIlllast
b.Ilhons of Ch,'aract~rs. ~d ~hy the
nbbon cartndge wIll mamtam very
high print quali,ty for at least 100 million characters.

Fewer service problems keep it
working longer
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The fact is, TermiNet 340 line
printers are such productive workers,
they require very little attention and
very little maintenance once they're up
and running. Should service be
needed, you can count on getting these
printers back on-line in a hurry. That's
because of convenient self-test features
that make troubleshooting easy and
fast. And because of a responsive
nationwide service network that keeps
downtime to a minimum and operating
costs low.
Find out for yourself. Mail the.
coupon today and see why so many
companies have chosen the more pr~
ductive TermiNet 340 line printer to
get their work done.

D

~

pe~ormers
II~

Mail today to:

J. Walsh,
General Electric
Company,
TermiNet 794-43,
, Waynesboro,VA.22980
Telephone:(703) 949-1474.

I

.' .0 Send me more information about
.the TermiNet 340 line printer.

o

Quality that will make a lasting impression

o

Have a sales representative contact me.

I'm also interested in a TermiNet 340 line
printer demonstration.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GENERALe ELECTRIC
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD

J Title, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
lCompany _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·'City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
; Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Theres a good reason why Printronix
can give you a full one-year warranty
when most other printers draw the line
at 90-days.
The reason: Unequalled reliability.
Our reliability comes not only
from what we put into our printers, but
also because of what we leave out. For
instance, Printronix printers have 50 percent fewer components than mechanical
font printers. So there's less to go wrong!
And this same simple design has
given our printers a head life 4 to 8 times
longer than serial printers. And while
drum, chain and belt printers require
periodic adjustments of hammer flight
214 DATAMATION

time or character alignment, Printronix
printers never do.
So, before you buy a printer, read the
fine print on their warranty. If they're not
giving you the same full one-year warranty that Printronix offers, then its a sure
bet they're not giving you the same solid
reliability that Printronix gives.
For complete information on our 150,
300 and 600 line-per-minute printers call:
(714) 549-7700. Or write: Printronix Inc.,
17421 Derian Ave., P.O. Box 19559, Irvine,
CA 92713.

CIRCLE 119 ON READER CARD

PRINTRONIX
It's simple, to be reliable.

----------------

Iiilllgto~;roCompull!rs for D313Communic31ions™
MICOM SYSTEMS, INC .• 9551 Irondale Avenue. Chatsworth, California 91311 • Telephone 213/882-6890. TWX 910/494-491 0
CIRCLE 130 ONREA.DER CARD
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The French Revolution was only one of
the problems facing M. Jacquard
when he sought acceptance of his
"programmed" loom.

THE

.

LOOMOF
LYONS
by Molly G1eiser

His eyes alight with anticipation, a boy in
his late teens descended the stairs to the
cutler's workshop. Today was the day his
pa tron had agreed to the trial run of his
machine to make knife blades. He opened
the door and stared, aghast. There in
ruins, smashed wood and bent iron, lay
the machine he had worked on so many
hours by candlelight.
"Patron," he cried, "who would
have dared ... ?
"Your machine," replied the man
who might have made a fortune from it,
"has upset my workmen. Perhaps they are
right. They have their habits and anything that threatens to change them
makes them apprehensive. Enough!" He
held up his hand, silencing the boy. "I employ you as workman, not inventor. Get
on with your work and shut up."
Knife blades seem a far cry from
computers, yet this boy, Joseph Jacquard,
was the man whose invention of a loom
that wove patterns led directly to the
punched card still used today.
Joseph-Marie Jacquard was born
in 1752, a time of unprecedented peace
and prosperity, in the village of Couzon,
about three miles from Lyons in central
France. Lyons, the second largest industrial city in France, located at the junction
of the Rhone and Saone rivers, hummed
with the noise of silk looms; there the
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weaving trade flourished. Both of Jacquard's parents worked in the trade. His
father, a weaver of gold and silver embroidered silks, and his mother, a pattern
maker, were a modest, practical couple
who believed in the virtues of thrift, loyalty, and hard work.
Jacquard never went to school, but
was taught to read by his mother, and
showed mechanical ability early, making
models of houses and wagons from old
scraps of wood. At the age of ten, over his
mother's protests, his father took him to
work at the drawloom. At that time, it
was the only machine that wove patterns,
and it was operated by raising the weighted vertical warp threads by hand in strict
succession, returning them in exactly the
same sequence, and repeating the process
indefinitely. The space behind the loom
was cramped, and children as young as
five, "drawboys," were used for this operation, becoming part of the machine in
producing the pattern.
Jacquard remained hunched over
this work for two years until his mother,
frightened by his poor health, sneaked
him away as an apprentice in a bookbinding shop owned by a cousin, Jacques Barret, where he learned the rudiments of
machine design. At 16, he transferred to
the cutler's and when the catastrophe
with his first machine occurred, left for a
typefoundry, everywhere making small
improvements in pieces of machinery.

His mother~s death brought him
home and when, a few years later, his father died, leaving him the house, two
looms, and a small sum of money, he became interested in effecting improvements in the drawloom. His ambition was
to abolish the function of the drawboy.
Through research in the libraries of Lyons he became aware that the only inventor who had managed to completely eliminate the drawboy had been Jacques de
Vaucanson. Vaucanson, a maker of automata had made a mechanical duck that
ate, quacked, waddled, and digested food,
as well as an automatic chess player and a
flute player. Vaucanson had worked in
Lyons at one time as ail inspector in silk
factories. He was still alive but his loom
had been lost.
At first, Jacquard devoted only
evenings to his invention, but then it began to occupy his daylight hours as well.
"I am obsessed by my research,"
he once said. "I start (to weave) a fabric
and suddenly an idea comes to me. I abandon the loom and jot down a few notes on
paper. 1 am absolutely sure that one day 1
shall succeed ... "
Of course under these circumstances, his business did not prosper and
Jacquard was saved from bankruptcy by a
large loan from his bookbinding cousin.
Even that did not suffice. When it was
exhausted, Jacquard, thinking that out of
sight of the loom he would forget it, took a

job as a laborer in a limemaking factory.
ACALL
But the Revolution did not
But his obsession continued.
TO ARMS . decrease the price of bread
Luckily for him, he had married,
and now bands of starving
some years earlier, Claudine Boichon, the .
brigands roamed the land. A
daughter of a gunsmith. Claudine resentcall to arms was sounded and with people
ed being restricted to a domestic life, and
no longer able to afford weavings, Lyons
had somehow acquired the milliner's
suffered particularly badly. There was
trade. She now took a job in a hat factory
trouble on the border, too. Austria and
and her earnings kept Jacquard, herself,
Germany, their own monarchies
their son, Jean-Charles, and the weaving
threatened, declared war on England. An
maching going. Jacquard worked on it for
internal reign of terror rose, and anyone,
almost 20 years without even a glimmer
aristocrat or peasant, even suspected of
of success.
being against the French Revolution
Meanwhile, times were changing.
could find himself under the blade of the
In the winter of 1789, temperatures in
guillotine, his head in a basket or disParis fell to 20 degrees below zero and
played on a pike.
followed a bad harvest. Through court exJacquard must have been thrown
travagance, the Treasury was empty.
into a tremendous state of conflict by the
Taxes climbed, and many workers spent
Revolution. With his experience as a child
half their wages on bread alone, while the
laborer, his sympathies were with the ununemployed starved. The cry of "Liberty,
derdog. Yet, like his fellow tradesmen, the
Equality, and Fraternity" went up. The
revolutionary excesses horrified him. The
ensuing period of Jacquard's life is covFrench Revolution raged.

Jacquard's portrait woven with colored thread gave 8abbage the idea of
using punched cards in his Analytical Engine.

ered in confusion. Some accounts simply
state that he fought for the Revolution.
. But his most recent biographer, Pierre
Chanlaine, in his Vie de Jacquard, is
quite clear. When his bookbinding cousin
announced, "(The people of Lyons) refuse to accept the tyranny of bloodthirsty
brutes .. .! am signing on in the army ofthe
insurrection," Jacquard left his wife at
the milliner's and joined. his cousin and
fellow townsmen as sergeant in this antirevolutionaryarmy.
The revolutionaries at once placed
Lyons under seige and kept up a never
ending. stream of cannon fire. With overwhelming forces, they battered their way
into Lyons and when the starving people
surrendered, they set about reducing the
.
city to a mass of rubble.
Jacquard, meanwhile, terrified of
instant execution, hid in a basement while
a patrol combed the remaining buildings
for stragglers. Only his son knew where he
was hiding, and the boy, because of his
youth-he was 15 at the time-was free
to roam the town. He hung around the
recruiting officers of the revolutionary army, chatting until he managed to persuade them that he wanted to join them in
the defense of his country against Germany. Then he talked them into giving him
two passes out of the city and some
"clothing" (presumably uniforms). Soon
after, he and his father found themselves
fighting on the banks of the Rhine in the
Regiment of the Rhone and Loire on the
revoluntionary side. And there, responding to a cry of "Forward!" against a superior enemy, Jean-Charles was shot and
died at his father's side.
Returning home, Jacquard found
the hat shop where Claudine had worked'
was closed. He traced her to a sordid laundry; privation had taken its toll, and she
never did recover from their son's death.
But Lyons, through a clever move,
saved itself. The town sent word to Paris
that the ruin of Lyons would give great
satisfaction to the enemy in England. The
decree against luxury fabrics was rescinded and the weavers returned to their trade
-Jacquard, among them, buried his grief
by immersing himself in his invention. He
made continual improvements and in
1801, though it was still not perfect, he
won a bronze medal for figure weaving at
an exposition in Paris, the first success he
had had in almost 30 years.
Soon after this, a friend told him
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When you need
.
electronic equipment without waiting,
can
have it
Leasametric
•
••
on Its way to you In minutes.·
•

Whether your requirement is for a week, a month
or a year, there's one way to get the latest in electronic
test equipment or terminals without waiting. Rent it
from Leasametric. '
Instantly, our nationwide on,line computerized
inventory system will check our dozens of regional
inventory centers to pinpoint the unit closest to
you. Within minutes, your order is being
processed and, in most cases, your equipment will be in your hands in less than
24 hours.
And, the Leasametric
name means the equipment you rent is in working
order when we ship it. Our
regional maintenance lab,
oratories are traceable to
the National Bureau of
Standards and every
piece is thoroughly
calibrated before it goes
out the door. When you rent
it from Leasametric, it works!

In the West

But renting from Leasametric means more than
immediate possession.
the one effective way to get
the new equipment you need without going back to
management for more money. There's no major capital
investment with a Leasametric rental.
Plus, renting gives you a chance to
check out the very latest models without
committing to one manufacturers hard,
ware. Our continuously expanding
inventory includes a multi,million
dollar rental pool of over 33,000
items from the top 500 elec,
tronics manufacturers including most items from the
HP and Tektronix catalogs.
When you need it now,
depend on Leasametric.
To order, or for our latest
rental catalog, call one of the
relaxing toll free Leasametric
numbers shown below. We'll
get the equipment you need
on its way to you in minutes!

Its

Rent it and relax.

Call 800-227-0280
In California, call (415) 574-4441

In the Central U. S.

In the East

Call 800-323-2513

Call 800-638-4009

In l11inois, call (312) 595-2700

In Maryland, call (301) 948-9700

Leasatnetric
1164 Triton Drive, Foster City, CA 94404
A Trans Union Company
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Our .... . . . . ..........

<500p. ,.'. ..'
Industry's most dependable tape drive~the '
MFE 250B~and the industry'slongest list of
standard microprocessor-controlled functions:
string search, edit, RAW, CRC, PARITY, auto
answer, and more.
.
.,
Plus an impressive 215,000-character storage
capacity.
But if your application doesn't caUfor all of the
Model 5000's advanced features-or if you're .
looking for even more storage-you'll be inter.:
ested in our economical new Mode12500.
It incorporates our new 450B tape drive, which
allows recording on both sides of the tape-,-for .
an unequalled 350 ,OOO-character capacity~
And since we gave the Model 2500 fewer
standard features, we were able. to give it a very
attractive price ~about $800 less thanthe
Model 5000.
,
Both terminals can be madecomp~etely TI~or
NCR-compatible, and can operate llP to 2400
baud. TTY and RS232C interfaces .are standard.;,<
CompareeithertheMode150000r.theModel·
2500 with any other termil1alfor your specific;
timesharing or data-logging operati¢n. You'll se~~
for yourself that we're our own best competition~
, Call toll free 800-258-3884 .,MFEqorp~,
Salem, N.H. 03079.
In Europe: MFELimited,
West Lothian, ScotlandEH54 '.
9BJ,.Thl. (0589}410 242.1vIFE:
Products Sa, Vevey,Switzer-> ....'."
.'.' ...•.. ',
land. TeL02152,80,40;(MFE hasco~plete
worldwide representatiqn. Oontact u~ for ~hereI>
neaI'estyou.)
,
'.
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By 1812, 11,000 Jacquard looms were in use in France.

that the Society of Arts in London had
offered a reward for a machine that could
weave fishnets. Not to be outdone by
London, the French Society for the Encouragement of National Industry also
offered a medal and 10,000 francs. Jacquard had made such a machine and had
shown it to friends, but he had thrown it
aside. Luckily, when the Prefect of Lyons
heard about it, he ordered Jacquard to
show it to him and then sent it to Paris
where Napoleon had already begun his
attempts to revitalize French industry.
Under orders from Napoleon, Jacquard was arrested and escorted to Paris
under guard. There, he and his machine
were presented to Napoleon and Carnot,
the famous mathematician who served on
various commissions to examine the merits of French inventions.
"Are you the man who can do what
God cannot-tie a knot in a taut string?"
Carnot asked.
"I cannot do what God cannot, but
what God has taught me," replied Jacquard and, with a clear demonstration of
the machine, he won the medal a:nd the
10,000 francs. In addition he was given
the job of repairing and arranging the
models and machines in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers.
There, while still struggling with
his own invention, Jacquard heard from a
manufacturer in Lyons that the missing
. Vaucanson 100m lay in storage in the Conservatoire itself. Jacquard searched the
attics; three days later, the cobweb-covered machine was in his hands.

other threads are regularly woven. The
way in which the holes are punched programs the pattern.
The loom superbly accomplished
his mission of eliminating .the work of the
drawboy and a commission soon voted to
adopt it throughout the silkweaving industry. However, Jacquard's difficulties
were not over.
In order to keep the weavers fully
employed, Napoleon, after he crowned
himself Emperor in 1804, declared that
all robes of state must be in silk. He ordered new silks for draperies and upholsteries for the various palaces, Fontaine-

bleau, the Tuileries, and Saint-Cloud, for
headquarters in Rome and Florence, and
for his Empress and young son.
But the weavers of Lyons had not
forgotten the unemployment of the
Revolution. They held a meeting. It was a .
one-man machine. It would put half of
them out of work. It eliminated the work
of the drawboy. How would they support
their wives and children?
Protest against Jacquard mounted
and_ the cry went up: "Throw him in the
Rhone!"
The mob surged down the Rue de
la Grande-Cote,. gathering strength. A

VOILA! LE

The Vaucanson invention
involved guiding the warp
threads by means of holes
punched in cards, an idea
Jacquard had already heard of. It had
originated with Basil Bouchon in Lyons in
1725, and was further developed by another inventor, M. Falcon, who replaced
the punched roll of paper used by
Bouchon with punched cards. But the
Vaucanson machine was the only one that
entirely eliminated the work of the
drawboy, and would have been invaluable
had its mechanisms not been so complex,
so expensive, and limited to very small
patterns. However, it greatly simplified
Jacquard's work, and when he returned
home to Lyon~ he based his loom on the
ideas of Vaucanson.
In the Jacquard machine (which is
still in use today), horizontal steel rods
with springs at the end "sense" the holes
punched in a rectangular piece of·cardboard. When a rod "feels" a hole it passes
through and activates a mechanism for
lifting the appropriate warp thread, which
is then skipped in the weaving, while the

PUNCHED
CARD
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. This model of the Jacquard loom was a co"mplete success and in widespread
use in France before the fall of the Empire.

"We need NCR's Direct Processing to keep
everybody always current;' says
James W Walker, .M. D., president of PIMCO.
WALKER:
When PIMCO was formed,
in 1975, we began looking
at computer hardware immediately. And we looked
beyond the hardware. We
also considered each manufacturer's history and
reputation for integrity and
the quality of service provided. When all the information was in, we selected
the NCR 8200. I am
happy to report that your
users herein Florida-and
everywhere else -rate
NCR service as excellent.
NCR's MIDDLETON:
Did you anticipate moving
Up to the NCR 8430?

WALKER:
I've been pleased, too, with
the relationship which has
developed between PIMCO
and NCR. NCR has done
everything you've promised us, and then some.
And that's important, because I am making this
system the central reference point in our business.
I am resisting the tendency
of the typical insurance office to depend on files in
manila folders. We need
NCR's Direct Processing' to
keep everybody always
current.
MIDDLETON:
That is the outstanding feature of the transactiondriven, interactive 1-8430.
You go directly to the central files through the terminals. If you enter new
information, the central file is updated instantaneously.
The new information is available for any subsequen!
operation. The central file is always current.

James W. Walker, M.D., (right) is president of Professional Insurance
Management Company (PIMCO) of Jacksonville. Paul Middleton is his
NCR account manager. The photo was taken in the formal garden
behind the PIMCO offices on the edge of the 8t. John River.

WALKER:
Not specifically. After all,
ours is the first 8430 installed and wasn't available then. But as an agency
sponsored by the Florida Medical Association to
handle insurance for all the doctors in the state, we
surely foresaw very rapid growth. And we were pleased
by NCR's assurance we could move up to more powerful systems without obsoleting our software.
MIDDLETON:
That is NCR's Migration Path Engineering. You can
move from one system to the next larger without
paying a software penalty.

In the NCR office nearest you, there is an account
manager like Paul Middleton who knows your industry
and knows NCR systems. He can help you.
To learn more about what an NCR system can do for
you, phone him at your local NCR office. Or write to
EDP Systems, NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton,
Ohio 45401.

Complete Computer Systems
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1980 World seminar

project management
HOW YOU CAN PREVENT FOUR COSTLY MISTAKES
In project management, yesterday's cut-and-dried PERT and CPM network
methods may be the source of your scheduling and budgeting problems,
particularly in a turbulent environment combined with austerity economiCS.
You can tum your planning power into dollar power
for productive management of your projects with the
Global Method by attending the upcoming 2 day World
Seminar - Project Management conducted by A.P. Martin,
President of Proactive Management Group Inc. Prior to
designing this unique workshop, Alan Martin has .directed
several multimillion dollar 'projects, consulted senior
executives in nearly every facet of project management and
delivered seminars on four continents. He is the recipient
of several awards from General Dynamics for the introduction of innovative methods to- Canadrur's industrial
engineering in the 60's and the designer of an advanced
project networking scheme for Du Pont in the early 70's.
His diverSified experience includes the management of distributed data base systems, export market development,
microwave engineering, World Bank highway development
and TV election coverage projects. He has' deSigned
resource allocation heuristics for international airports,
participated in tripartite consultations in the Middle-East
and evaluated projects ranging from an engineering school
in Iran through Prairies' grain handling, food inspection
policy, government printing, law enforcement, process
control networks, to normative budgeting and urban
planning.
.
US and Canadian participants in this program found Mr.
Martin "competent, experienced, practical, sensitive to
participants' needs, time conscious and with a friendly
sense of humour". Client references are available upon
request.

Until recently, project managers had no alternative
between the simple but weak barchart and the overly complex critical path networks which rarely extended beyond
scheduling and cost reporting phases. Computers became a
necessary evil to track progress with PERT /CPM networkbased techniques. The losses which occurred in organizations due to the non-productive management of these planning and implementation issues are enormous.
It's time you took a fresh look. A new technique, the Global
Method, is quietly revolutionizing the project management
climate. Originally developed to overcome the weaknesses of
networks (PERT, CPM, LOB), this method now effectively addresses the four Achilles' heels of project management: pro·
Ject definition, schedule control, cost visibility and work
accomplishment evaluation.
Nowhere is the need for the combined efforts and cooperation of different levels of power, authority and multidisciplinary skills greater than in project management. To
this end, the unprecedent~d capability and simplicity of the
Global Method make it a truly universal tool for communica·
tions, planning and control. It is readily accessible to all
levels of the hierarchy from the president to the front-line
supervisor regardless of the project environment from New
York to Peking via Paris and Kuwait. Its contribution can be
summed up in a few words "value for money and visibility in
projE!ct management with or without computers".
----------------------~------------------------------

..................................................... .
REGISTRATION COUPON
Please reproduce for multiple registrations

Upcoming sessions will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. In:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Seattle
Vancouver
Calgary
Minneapolis
Chicago
Detroit
Toronto
Montreal
Boston

Jan. 7-8
Jan. 10-11
Jan. 14-15
Jan. 17-18
Jan. 21-22
Jan. 24-25
Jan. 28-29
Jan. 31-Feb. 1
Feb. 4-5
Feb. 7-8
Feb. 14-15

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New York
Washington
Atlanta
Miami
New Orleans
Houston
Mexico
Europe
Kuwait
Japan & China
Latin America

Feb. 19-20
Feb. 21-22
Feb. 25-26
Feb. 28-29
March 3-4
March 6-7
April 1980
June 1980
Sept. 1980
Oct. 1980
Nov. 1980

•

Name: ___________________

Position: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company: _________________

Division: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: ______________________________________

•

City & State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• ZIP or Postal Code: __________

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Preferred seminar location & date - -_______________________
If seminar is fully booked, please:
Keep me on stand by
• 0 Return the enclosed cheque
Register me In (City & Date): _________________________

o
o

---------------------------------------------------- ................

;

.................................... .

Enrollment is restricted to project managers and corporate executives and will be limited to maximize the learning climate. Individual fee $595, group
rate for three or more $495 each (payable in advance), includes sessions, luncheons, Martin's upcoming book "Breakthroughs in Project Management"
and a comprehensive set of reference materials. Cancellation is subject to either a $100 service charge or full credit for participation in future events.
Attendee substitution may be made prior to seminar date.
To register either return coupon, call (613) 523-3333 or Telex 053-3159 POI/OlT. Please include the name, title, company, address, pnone number of each registrant, the seminar date and city.

POI provides worldwide management services. Both the organization and its president, Dr Herbert Shepard, are widely recognized in consulting. In training. POI
has attracted the most reputable and prominent experts to chair its sessions.
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IS A WILD IMS LOOSE IN YOUR
SHOP? GET IT UNDER CONTROL
WITH UCC-IO.
The UCC-lO Data Dictionary/Manager is
the only software package that controls the
entire IMS environment - applications,
databases, data communications and message format services.
UCC-lO is a real workhorse in both a development and production environment. It
can significantly improve the productivity of
your development staff and assure the integrity of your production system - while enforcing standards and improving security.
In fact, UCC-lO is much more than just a
data dictionary. It is the tool for managing
and controlling your investment in people,
programs and hardware.
Call us about UCC-lO at 1-800-827-8012 (in
'Texas, call 214-383-7312) or circle 90
And while you're at it, ask us about:
A 'Tape Management System that protects
data from loss or destruction (UCC-I).
Circle 91
A DOS Under OS System that lets you
execute DOS programs under OS without
program conversion (UCC-2). Circle 92

A Disk Management System that can save
the cost of new disk drives (UCC-3).
Circle 93
.
A PDS Space Management System that
eliminates PDS compression (UCC-6).
Circle 94
A Production Control System that makes
scheduling systems obsolete (UCC-7).
Circle 98
A Job Recovery Management System that
makes restarts and reruns simple (UCC-lS).
Circle 96
A GLlFinancial Control System that fills
the bill for Accounting (UCC-FCS).
Circle 97
IMS System Aids to help manage your installation more effectively (Uee System
Aids). Circle 98
A broad line of application software for
the Banking and Thrift industries.
Circle 99

WE'RE WAITING TO HELP YOU AT
1-(800)-527-5012
SOFTWARE

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY • DALLAS • LONDON • TORONTO • ZURICH

\

gendarme failed to disperse them, and
they arrived at the quay just as Jacquard
appeared for his daily constitutional.
Jacquard tried reasoning.
"My loom," he argued, "will increase Lyonnaise industry. At present only the rich can afford our fabrics. Tomorrow, by the grace of my machine, all
classes of society will use them. What you
will lose, you will get back double. I shall
bring about a prosperity to the ma~1Ufac~
turers that will be a: source of well-being
to the workers."
"Yes," came,:the reply, "and while
we wait we shall:· be begging in the
streets."
..
And the cry went up, "To the
water!"
.
Jacquard w~s s¢ized by both arms \
and legs. The mob attached stones to his
feet, and had hauled him to the edge of
the quay when the gendarme who had
previously tried to disperse them reappeared with police for.ce.
This was the first of several attempts on Jacquard's life. At one point,
the Conseil des Prud'hommes, a Ku Klux
Klan-like organization that had appointed itself guardian of the public inter-

est, publicly broke up the machine on the
Place Sathony, and as Jacquard later said
sadly, "The iron was sold for iron and the
wood for wood." Finally, however, the
French weaving industry felt the effects
of foreign competition, and was forced to
usc the machine.
In 1806, Napoleon, declared the
machine on which Jacquard held a patent
public property. In exchange, Jacquard
received a modest annuity of 3,000 francs
for each machine sold. By 1812, 11,000
Jacquard looms were in use in France.
Claudine died, and Jacquard retired with an old family servant, Toinette,
to Oullins, southwest of Lyons. He was
'not forgotten. In 1819, the jury of the .Lyons Exposition voted him a gold medal,
and King Louis XVIII-the monarchy had
been restored-named him Chevalier of
the Legion of Honor.
In 1834, when 30,000 Jacquard
looms were in use in .Lyons alone and
many more all over the world, Charles
Babbage admired a portrait of Jacquard.
About 30 inches square, precise as a line
engraving, but made in beautiful colors, it
had been woven in silk thread on a Jacquard loom, using some 24,000 cards,

SCflEDUUZE
with'
Controls
I

FIE

16 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE
:

REPRESENTATION THROUGHOUT
MOST OF THE UNITED STATES
• SHOW FACTS INSTANTLY
.. CHANGES MADE IN SECONDS
• ELIMINATE FILE REFERRALS
• SYSTEMATIZE YOUR WORK FLOW.
• GET THE JOB DONE

For Scheduling· Programming • Personnel • Sales •
Shipping • liwe'ntory • Maintenance • Production •
Quotations • Computer • Special Situations
. .
201-938-6000
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each punched with 1,050 holes. It inspired
Babbage with the idea of "programming"
his "Analytical Engine" by means of
punched cards.
In 1844, Jacquard died at the age
of 82; a few years later, a statue of him
was erected in the Place Sathony in the
exact spot where years earlier his loom
i,',:
had been publicly destroyed.

MOLLY GLEISER
Dr. Gleiser was
born in England
and came to the
U.S. as part of
the fabled brain
drain in 1952, to
work at places
such as Ohio
State Univ. and
MIT. Later she worked on solar
energy, long before it was
fashionable, at the National
Physical Laboratory of Israel. After
doing more on thermodynamics at
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
until 1970, she turned to freelance
writing and editing.

In by 8:00:00
Out by 8:02:40.
Introducing our new
360 ips Mark X, the
world's fastest
magnetic tape
cleaner. It can
clean and rewind
2400 feet of tape
in 160 seconds
flat. That's 20%
faster than the best
our competitors can do. The
Mark X uses two patented rotating,
self-sharpening cleaning cylinders - guaranteed
for the life of the equipment. Contaminants are
removed by an efficient vacuum system. No costly
blades or tissues to replace. You save on time
and supplies, tape errors are reduced, tape life
lengthened. Whether you buy, rent or lease, the
Mark X can pay for itself in less than a year
under normal circumstances. For more
information call us at (213) 998-2900.

Data Devices
Data Devices Intemational
20235 Bahama Sf., Chatsworth, California 91311

70 ASBURY AVE., FARMINGDALE, N.J. 07727
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You can buy financial software
that's full of
surprises•.•

Fast, flexible, meaningful reporting. First
class service and support. Our continual
enhancement plan. And
no surprises. 0 Our software
packages are designed by a
team of both financial and data
processing experts. They've been
audited by the "big eight" accounting
firms~ Given top ratings in the 1978
Datapro Users' Survey. Selected
by some of the world's most critical
financial executives. And installed
in over 800 companies, including
dozens of the Fortune 500.
o Now it should come as no
surprise to you that 7 out of
10 companies we talk to end up
doing business with us instead
of somebody else. Shouldn't
you talk to us too?

At ·McCormack & Dodge, we
don't believe in surprises. When
you get a general ledger, accounts
payable, fixed assets, capital project
accounting, purchasing or other
software package from us, you
know exactly what's in it. And what
isn't. Right up front. 0 You'll
. never have to worry about "phantom"
programs that are supposed to be
there but aren't. You won't suddenly
find yourself with dozens and
dozens of programs to load and
unload. Or programs that take
all day to run. You won't discover you can't generate the
reports you need. Or that
there's no way to prevent
obsolescence. D Instead
you'll get a streamlined,
easy-to-use system. A minimum number of programs .

.or you can talk to MCCormack CtDoqe.
Talk to us. ~~•• MCCORMACK& DODGE CORPORATION
_

•

560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights, MA 02194. (617) 449-4012

Atlanta, Chicago, Phoenix. San Diego, Washington D.C. • United Kingdom/Netherlands, RTZ Computer Services, London • Australia/New Zealand. Adaps Software Ltd .• Melbourne. Sydney
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EVERYONE BANKS
ON COMPUTERS.
People in business, transportation,
medicine, education, communications, insurance, yes, even bankers
rely on computers. Most of them are
learning to live with that fact, maybe
even enjoy it.
This business of data processing
may be the most ubiquitous industry
in history. And if computers are everywhere, so are the DP professionals
who put them to work. They are the
people who plan systems, control
budgets, approve expenditures

often sharing their authority only
with top management.
DP professionals buy 80% of the
goods and services in this huge $80
billion market and wherever they
turn up, DATAMATION magazine
will be there with them ... 129,000 of
them around the world. You can bank
on it.

Technical publishing
acompan)'of
DUn I!i Bradstreet Corporation
DB The
35 Mason 51 • Greenwich. CT 06830 • (203) 661-5400

DRTRMRTICN®
magazine
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OEM
America Meets

i

I

at the Invitational Computer Conferences
In Boston ... in Ft. Lauderdale ...
in Palo Alto and seven other cities,
OEM decision-makers meet the
country's top computer and
peripheral manufacturers at the
Invitational Computer Conferences - th~ only seminar/displays
designed specifically for the
unique requirements of the
quantity user.
In one day, at each 1979/80
ICC, guests will receive a concentrated, up-close view of the newest
equipment and technology shaping our industry. Some of the
companies which participated in
the 1978/79 ICC Series were:
CalComp, Cambridge Memories,
Inc., Centronics, Cipher Data
Products, Inc., Compugraphic
Corp., Computer Automation,

Inc., Computer Design, Computerworld, Control Data Corp.,
Data 100 Corp., Datamation,
Datamedia Corp., Dataproducts
Corp., Dataram Corp., Data
Systems Design, Inc., Datum,
Inc., Diablo Systems, Inc., Digital
Design, Electronic Engineering'
Times, Honeywell Information
Systems, Houston Instrument,
ISS/Sperry Univac, Kennedy
Company, Lear Siegler, Inc.,
MDB Systems, Inc., Microdata
Corp., Mini-Micro Systems,
Monolithic Systems Corp.,
National Semiconductor, NEC
Information Systems, PCC/
Pertec Division, Perkin-Elmer
Data Systems, PerSci, Inc.,
Pioneer Magnetics, Inc., Plessey
Periperhal Systems, Powertec,
Inc., Printronix, Inc., Remex,
Rianda Electronics, Ltd., Shugart
Associates, Storage Technology
Corp., Sykes Datatronics, Inc.,
Tally Corp., Tektronix, Inc., Teletype Corp., Telex Computer
Products, Inc., Texas Instruments,
Inc., Trilog.

The schedule for the 1979/80
Series is:
Sept. 6, 1979 Palo Alto, CA
Sept. 27, 1979 Minneapolis, MN
Oct. 10, 1979 Newton, MA
Cherry Hill, NJ
Nov. 1, 1979
Nov. 15, 1979 Southfield, MI
Jan. 15,1980 Orange County, CA
Feb.6,1980
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Mar. 25, 1980 Dallas, TX
Mar. 27,1980 Houston, TX
Apri I 28, 1980 Atlanta, GA

Invitational
Computer
Conferences

Invitations are available from participating companies or the ICC sponsor. For further
information contact: B.J. Johnson & Associates, 2503 Eastbluff Drive, No. 203, Newport Beach, CA 92660. (714) 644-6037
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Talos introduces the

See us· at the
Mini·Micro Show
September 25 - 27
Anaheim, CA

Class III adds a new dimension

to the extensive line of Talos
digitizers. Developed specially
for graphics input, this new
digitizer provides super durability and real convenience.
The digitizing surface is super
thin, only 1/2 inch thick, making
operation very natural. This
low profile surface is constructed of hard formica
encased in a sturdy metal frame
so Class III is ready to stand up
to heavy-duty use.
As an added feature, Class III

comes equipped with a new
Talos exclusive, a completely
electronic pen with no mechanical parts to wear out. And
the tip of the pen is tapered to
. improve work visibility.
Class III offers 400 lines per
inch resolution, switch selectable point and run modes, and
a choice of three interfaces,
16 Bit Parallel Binary and BCD,
RS232C, or GPIB.
Class III is reliable, durable, and
very affordable. Ask about our
OEM discount schedule.

----------

For more information,
write to the
inventive people at

TALOS SYSTEMS INC.
7419 East Helm Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(602) 948-6540

TALOSSYSTEMS INC.
Progress in Technology • Quality in Products
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PEOPLE
HE CAME
BACK TWICE

Not many people leave a company twice,
only to return.
One such is Richard A. Foster,
since last January president of Interstate
Electronics Corp., Anaheim, Calif. A major charter he has been handed as president is to get the company away from dependency on military work into a higher
concentration on commercial activity.
"We want to sell more products and fewer
systems," said Foster. "There's a higher
return on sales with products."
The company, which had $60 million in sales last year, still does better than
90% of its business in government markets but Foster hopes within five years to
get the commercial product business up
from 25% to 50% of total.
He's banking on two high technology lines, voice data entry systems and
plasma display products. In the voice data
entry area they have been marketing an
end user system for more than a year and
this month will introduce an oem product,
"what we call the low price product." The
average price for the existing product is
$40,000. The new, single board product
will sell for between $1,000 and $3,000.
In plasma display, Foster said they
already have terminals that are fully price
competitive with Mil Spec crt terminals
"and we have the technology to make
them price competitive with commercial
crt's. We hope to have working models by
the end of this year and demonstrable
models in 1980. What we have done is to
simplify the electronics and reduce the
number of components."
How did Foster happen to leave
and rejoin the company twice? The first
time, leaving was a matter of following
the company's founder, Paul Reedy. Foster joined Interstate in 1957, the year he
received his electrical engineering degree
from Stanford (he received a masters in
engineering from UCLA in 1966). In his
first eight years at the company he served
as project manager, project engineer,
field office manager and electronics engineer.
When he left to follow the company founder in 1965, he became manager
of engineering for The Reedy Corp., organized the engineering department, and
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RICHARD A. FOSTER lot of retreads."

"We have a

participated heavily in customer contact,
marketing planning, and proposals. The
company was involved with digital data
systems and instrumentation. It lasted
one year then was absorbed by Garret
AiResearch which had provided its original capital.
Foster was offered a chance to return to Interstate in marketing. "I'd always wanted to get into marketing."
His second departure eight years
later was a result of "one of those offers
you can't refuse." He was asked by Peter
Swerling, who in 1973 was leaving the
Rand Corp. to form a company to do in. terconnect work for private telephone systems, to join him as vice president of marketing.
The 1974 gas crunch had a lot to
do with his second return to Interstate. "I
was commuting from my home in Fullerton to Santa Monica. It was getting to
the point where I was thinking I'd have to
move, when Dave Scott (then Interstate
president) offered me the chance to become general manager of the Systems
Div. It had always been my long-term objective to get into general management."

He doesn't consider his being a
two-time returnee to I nterstate to be all
that unusual. "We have a lot of retreads."
But he couldn't think of anyone else who
has returned twice.
He relates the history of Interstate
as if he'd never been away, which isn't
surprising since both breaks were only for
a year. "A number of years ago we had
one source of income, one Navy program
called, at different times, Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident. In the mid-'60s we began a diversification effort into other government-related business. In the last two
or three years we have concentrated on
diversification into high technology product areas."
Interstate got into voice data entry
when it hired "a couple of people" from
McDonnell Douglas who had been involved in speech recognition research activity McDonnell Douglas closed down on
the West Coast. "They brought this activity to the attention of management and
the decision was made to invest R&D dollars. Then a small company, Scope Inc. in
Reston, Va., which had a product, decided
to divest itself of it and we bought it. The
McDonnell Douglas guys improved on it
and we brought it to market."
Foster thinks Interstate has a time
window for the product of "a year or two
before the big boys get in. By then we will
have defined our markets."

LIAISON

TO THE

OUTSIDE

If enthusiasm for a job is a guarantee of
success, Bill Marston should become one
of the most successful small company
presidents of all time.
Marston is the new president of
Pick & Associates, IrVIne, Calif., producer of the Evolution small business system.
"It's the most fantastic thing I've
ever seen," he says of the firm's product.
"These people are geniuses," he says of its
staff. 'Tve never had more fun in my
life," he says of his job.
"All the company needs at' this
time," he said, "is day-to-day organizational capability." He thinks he has

~\Wll show youhOlvto
. ~yourdata

front llyting the dust!'

Don Tomisak
Technical Service Manager
Data Recording Products
Division/3M
The use of disk drives in non
·clean-room enviroments, plus increased
recording densities and reduced head
flying heights, has created a critical need
for magnetic media maintenance
programs. And once again 3M has the
answer, for both front- and top-loading
disk cartridges.
3M Brand Disk Cartridge Qeaners
give you a simple, low-cost way to remove
dust, oxide redeposits and other
harmful contaminants which can cause
data errors and headcrashes. Just add our
unique cleaning solution plus pads,
and the job is done in a matter of minutes.

Free $20.00 Cleaning

Kit:~

Let us show you how well our cleaner
works on one of your disk cartridges,
and we'll give you a free 3M CK-90
Multi-Purpose Cleaning Kit for your
recording heads and other critical components. ~'Suggested list price 'is $20.00.

Name______________________
Tidc:..e_____________________
COmpany_______________
Addres,,-s___________________
City,_______________________

State_ _ _ _ _ _ _--L..,Z,ip,_ __
Disk Drive Make and Model #_________
Return to: 3M, P.O. Box 33255, St. Paul, MN
55133
Offer expires December 31, 1979, Good in
L _
_ _ (Void
___
__
________
U.S.A
where
prohibited.)

~

If it's worth remembering, it's worth ScotcltData Recording Products.
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Singapore to Sweetwater

PEOPLE

Over 500 business minicomputer users
worldwide depend on IPI's BUS/COBOL
Operating System.
Based on 1974 ANS COBOL, BLiS/COBOL
offers users:
'
Hardware Independence for DG'S
NOVA®and compatible systems and
the freedom to choose peripherals
from over 50 different manufacturers.
Mult!~~er and Multiprogramming Capabilities where up to 30 on-line users
can simultaneously run, separate or
identical programs. BLiS/COBOL gives
you the hardware transparency you
need to protect your programming in-

vestment. This is the way COBOL was
meant to be!
On-Line Debugging Flexibility without
affecting other users.
Powerful Multiuser Features like communications, spooling and comprehensive, utilities.
User-oriented Documentation and
technical support in over 25 countries.
Find out why a recent DATAPRO Survey
rated BLiS/COBOL "Excellent" for ease
of use.

_ ,
BLIS '" 'COBOL" 11m'
-. ' .

,
MULTIUSER OPERATING SYSTEM

(l!,

1850 Lee
Winter
ParkRoad
(Orlando) Florida 32789
Telex (1WX) 810-853-5033
Phone (305) 647-2200

BILL MARSTON Prez."
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Tyingup
the

,

s

Heading into the '80's, two major questions face systems managers. First, how
do you keep up-to-the-minute with ever-changing systems methodologies? Second, how do you combine the benefits of the various techniques? Ken Orr is in
the forefront of developing such approaches, and because of this, he has a deep
understanding of the approaches of the major systems scientists: Wamier,
Jackson, Constantine, Ross, and DeMarco. Ken Orr can tie these ideas together for you in his most recent seminar, "Blueprinting the Future." This stateof-the-arts seminar is aimed at profeSSionals who are already heavily involved in
structured systems development, and is an outgrowth of his 1978 comparative
design m~thodology course. The author of Structured Systems Development,
Ken Orr IS one of the leading developers of structured technology. He has designed this seminar to address the rapid convergence of the different structured
trends, incorporating major advances based on his own work in the application
of structuring to data base, teleprocessing, and distributed systems design.
Seminars will be held only in New York Oct.
22-26, in Chicago Nov. 5-9, and in San Francisco ~
Dec. 10-14, with one-day management overviews
preceding these dates. For early registration or in~rmatlon, contact Bob Otey, Langston/Kitch, 715
. 8th, Topeka, KS 66607, (913) 233-2349.
& ASSOCIATES,INCORPORATEO

t
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"I'm a floating

brought them that. He sees himself as
something of a liaison between the "geniuses" and the outside world. "I'm the
only one who wears a tie." One of the first
things he did' as president was to discontinue the annual party "which tended to
become a little wild and to spill out into
the company parking lot." Instead he
started a weekly luncheon to maintain the
camaraderie among the employees. It's a
potluck. "The food's always good, especially when Anna brings her Swiss steak."
Marston's enthusiasm is matched
by his optimism. The company installed
10 systems in the year ended last June 30
and he's planning for installation of 307 in
the current fiscal year. He sees a potential
of doing $23 million in business in two and
one-half years but ''I'll be tickled if we do
half that."
The Pick firm has an arrangement
with Intertechnique, a French firm, under
which it takes Intertechnique hardware
and Intertechnique sells Evolution systems in Europe under a royalty arrangement. "We were profitable last year even
without the royalty income."
He said people in the U.S. "tend
not to realize that Intertechnique is a
$100 million company rooted back in the
French unde'rground. Its founders were
buddies of Charles de Gaulle."
Marston first met Dick Pick,
founder and chairman of Pick & Associates, in the early ',60s when they were living in adjoining beach communities. "We
played volleyball together." Marston, at
the time, was selling copiers for Xerox

SYSTEMS

-

SOLUTIONS

If you have a problem that can be solved by a computer-we have a systems solution.
• Two central processors with maximum RAM capacities of 56K and 384 K bytes
• Three types of disk drives with capacities of 175K, 1.2M and 16M bytes
• Two dot matrix printers with 80 and 132 line capacity
• A Selectric typewriter interface and a daisy wheel printer
Match these to your exact need, add one or more of our intelligent terminals and put together
a system from one source with guaranteed compatibility in both software and hardware.
Southwest Technical Products systems give you unmatched power, speed and versatility. They
are packaged in custom designed woodgrain finished cabinets. Factory service and support on
the entire system and local service is available in many cities.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
(512) 344-0241
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216
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Corp. in the Los Angeles financial district.
A native of Pasadena and a political science graduate of UCLA, Marston
completed a stint with Army Intelligence
in 1960 and deCided to settle in Newport
Beach. "I figured if money was going to
be handed out that was the place to be."
He decided he wanted a service business
and became a stockbroker. "In 1963, at
the age of 25, I decided I couldn't live on it
(his stockbroker's salary)~"
So he joined Xerox. A friend, another former stockbroker, became a salesman for Teleregister with the same territory. "At about the time Teleregister was
acquired by Bunker Ramo, he (the other
former stockbroker) introduced me to
Tony Barnett (now with Telenet) who
hired me to work for Bunker Ramo." He
worked first on the West Coast then
moved to Chicago. "Dick (Pick) and I
kept in touch."
From Bunker Ramo, Marston
went to a company called Numeridex,
which was producing a microprocessorbased numerical control program, as vice
president of marketing. "I opened up
their West Coast sales office right next
door to Pick & Associates," he recalled.
His next stint was in marketing for
the Microfilm Products Div. of Bell &

Howell Co. in Chicago. "I never really
liked Chicago." He joined Pick last May.
He said his new company is 44 employees strong and growing. They're outgrowing the present facility, said Marston, and "we're looking for a new one
which we can move into by next April. I
don't even have an office. I'm a floating
Prez."
He hopes to see Evolution-type
systems adapted to microprocessors, systems that would sell for under $20,000.
"We've never really done any good market research. We need to know what's
needed. There's nothing to prevent us
from adding peripherals. I may even do it
(the research) myself."
The Pick firm sells its systems
through dealers it likes to call "Associates." The company had 15 associates in
early summer and was "seeking new ones
every day." Its best source? "Microdata
dealers," said Marston.
Dick Pick is credited with being
the architect of Microdata's Reality System and Evolution is promoted as being
equal to "two Reality systems." His company currently is involved in litigation
with Microdata but Marston's only comment on that was: "Ask Dick Pick."

MAN OF

MANY

DISCIPLINES

Leon Levinson is a believer in a multidiscipline approach to solving problems.
As director of research for Image
Resource, Westlake Village, Calif., it
would seem he is in the right position for
one with this belief. John Cool, Image Resource president, describes his firm as one
"concentrating on the field of computer
graphics with a special emphasis on film
technology and color processes."
Levinson has worked with film
technology and color processes for more
than 30 years, first with Technicolor
Corp., later as president of the Color Div.
of Dymat Photomatrix Corp., and most
recently with his own company, PhotoScience Research Laboratories.
Cool's background includes 24
years in electrical research, computer design, technical support, and computer applications. Other expertise in the twoyear-old firm includes: Jerry Droll, vice
president and operations director, 15
years as a consultant in graphics processes
and devices; Edmund Newbert, computer
design, 12 years in digital computer design and technical support; Dick Lewis,
programming director, 21 years in programming; and Robert Bittner, mechani236 DATAMATION

LEON LEVINSON - Chemistry,
psychology, photographic science
and computers.

cal director, 24 years in mechanical packaging design.
And what does this diverse combination of talent hope to do? For one thing,
said Levinson, "advance the cause of hard
copy color output' for computer graphics.
It's in its infancy. What does exist is expensive and inflexible. We're working on a
device of our own for producing color
hard copy directly from video signals
which overcomes both these problems."
They call the device a laser camera and
have filed a patent application for it.
Levinson's multidisciplined thinking goes way back. He began college as a
chemistry major at UCLA in 1941. After

two years, he was drafted and spent three
years in the South Pacific as an infantryman. Then back to UCLA to study chemistry, math and physics, after which he
transferred to the Univ. of California at
Berkeley and became a psychology major.
"I had a strong interest in experimental
psychology. "
He was graduated. in psychology
and enrolled in graduate school in Berkeley. "But then I decided it was time to get
out and find a job in the real world. I took
a leave of absence from grad school and
I'm still on it." This was in 1949. Real
world jobs were hard to find. Through the
influence of his father who was manager
of Kodak's Hollywood processing laboratory, he got a temporary job at Technicolor. He stayed there for 22 years.
His interest in computers began
while he was head of Technicolor's Research Div. in the '60s. "I knew the company had a large computer capability
(Spectra '70s). Through our accounting
people I arranged to take a one week
course in FORTRAN." But when Levinson
was instrumental in getting a terminal into his division it was on the Allen Babcock
Time Sharing Service and he had to learn
PL-!'

The terminal was obtained for and
primarily used for engineering research,
mostly in optical design, but Levinson
soon developed a sideline. The company
was asking for return on investment analyses from each of its divisions and the
divisons were having difficulties doing
this in a reasonable amount of time. "We
found we could do it with a half-hour
turnaround so we started selling this service to the other divisons."
Levinson left Technicolor "regretfully" in 1970 because the company was
phasing out its dye transfer color processing process, a process he felt was "never
'carried as far as it could have gone. It is
most cost effective in quantity production," he explained. "In 1970, with the
impact of television on the motion picture
. industry, the ordering practices of producers changed. They began ordering
film prints in small quantities until they
were sure their films would go over." So
Technicolor moved to the color negativepositive process used by other labs and
Levinson move to Dymat Photomatrix
Corp., a company started by another
Technicolor alum. While with this firm,
he became involved, among other things,
with hardware for the micrographics industry. He left Dymat in 1975 when the
division he headed, dependent solely on a
large government contract, suddenly
found itself with no work because of a
budget cut. He and his wife, also a former
Technicolor employee, formed PhotoScience Research Laboratories which happened to be located across the street from
Image Resource. And so the beginning of
Levinson's latest multidisciplinary venture.
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A SPECIAL REPORT TO BE PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 1979.

MOVING INTO THE 80's.
The 1980's are upon us-a new decade of
change-and it's time to separate reality from
rhetoric, fact from fiction.
"Moving Into the Eighties", DATAMATION
magazine's first-time-ever special report, will
examine these realities with straight talk from
both industry experts and top-notch DP pros.
What can the computer user expect from
emerging new technologies? How will DP manufacturers and suppliers confront the changes
foreseen during the next decade?
Along with this high reader interest will come
generous additional circulation: 10,000 top corporate executives in the top 1000 industrials,

4000 key figures within the computer industry
vendor community, 2000 financial and investment analysts and 13,500 overseas computer
users concentrated in Europe.
Take advantage of this rare promotional opportunity for DP vendors. Closing date for advertising in this special report is Oct. 19, 1979.

Techmcal PUbliShing
a company of
Dun &: Bradstreet Corporation
DB The
35 Mason St .• Greenwich, CT 06830 • (203) 661-5400

DRTRMRTICN®
magazine
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When it comes to flexibility, the Infoton 400 Data Display terminal
can hand you all you need.
Designed around the Z-80 microprocessor, it offers
complete control of all Blocking and Editing functions through
software settable modes. One thing that's especially easy to handle
about the 1-400 is that it's the most versatile terminal you can get
your hands on for the price.
More information on the 1-400 is quickly within your grasp, Callinfoton toll-free today at
(800) 225-3337 or 225-3338. Ask for Barbara Worth. Or write Barbara Worth today at
Infoton, Second Avenue, Burlington, MA 01802. We have offices throughout the United
States, Canada and Europe. In Canada, contact Lanpar Limited, 85 Torbay Road,
Markham, Ontario, L3R 1C7, (416) 495-9123.
Created by Chickering/Howell Advertising, Los Angeles
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HARDWARE
PRINTERS

OFF-LINE
Harris Labs of Marshalltown,
Iowa has given a new twist to
the definition of "home
. computer." The firm markets
what it calls a Home Control
System, a microcomputer
control system to be installed
in new homes at the time of
construction. The system, based
on a TI 9900 microprocessor, ~an
control as many as 256 electrical
circuits (light switches, wall
outlets). Instead of light
switches, the contractor
instalis TouchSensors. The
system also has a Master Panel
(more than one, if desired)
that shows the status of
each circuit (don't forget
to turn out the bathroom light).
The micro also functions as
a calendar/clock, so any circuit
can be programmed to switch
on or off at a given date and
time. Or the Home Control
System can turn your radio
on at 7 a.m., Monday through
Friday, skip it altogether
on Saturday, and get you up at
6 so you can make it to the
links Sunday morning. The
Home Control System adds
about $3,000 to $6,000 to
the price of the house; the
developers expect prices to
drop as sales volume climbs.
Floating Point Systems
delivered its 1,OOOth array
processor at the end of July.
Chevron Geophysical Co. in
Houston took delivery of the
AP-190L which will be used
with an IBM 3033.
The Southern California Computer
Dealers Association has
initiated atoll-free telephone
referral service. Calling
(800) 432-7257, extension 815,
puts a potential customer in
touch with a "friendly vo:i,ce
(not a computer)" that will ask
for the caller's location. The
caller will be given the names
and address~s of three nearby
computer stores.
240DATAMATION
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The microprocessor-based IPS-5000 family
of dot-matrix impact printers comes in
80-column and 132-column versions.
Characters from the 96-character upper
and lower case ASCII set are formed on a
nine-by-nine dot matrix at 150cps; the

printer's microprocessor and 256-character buffer support bidirectional printing.
The pin-feed'tractor drive accepts paper
widths from 1V2-inch to 10-inches; an
original and up to five copies can be
printed. Standard interfacing is in the
form of an eight-bit parallel TTL level interface, with RS232 and current loop interfaces available as options; serial interfaces run to 9600bps. In single quantities,
an SO-column IPS-5000 sells for $975, and a
132-column version is $1,075. Oem quantity discounts are offered. DATA ROYAL,
INC., Nashua, N.H.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 415 ON READER CARD

DISKS
Within the span of a week, this vendor
brought out a large (635MB per spindle)
disk subsystem for mainframes, and an
eight-inch, 11.7MB rigid disk for use with
small systems.
For use with IBM mainframes and
compatible processors, the 3652 disk subsystem uses a.dual spindle, double capacity version of the vendor's 3350-equivalent
drive, providing 1,200MB capacity per
module. An Intelligent Dual Interface
(101) feature provides dynamic dual-port
access to each spindle, two-string switching, and automatic backup of a disk string
via one of two controllers. The 3652 also
offers 2.2SMB of fixed-head storage per
spindle; moving heads have an average access time of 22msec, rotational latency
averages S.4msc at 3,600rpm, and the

transfer rate is 1. 198MBpS. A standard
3652 configuration, consisting of a 3655
Primary Storage Control and Disk Drive
Module, two 3652 Disk Storage Modules,
and one 3656 Alternate Storage Controller and Disk Storage Module, sells for
$191,000, or leases for $6,845 per month
on a two-year contract. Each 3655, 3652,
and 3656 packs 1,200MB of data on two
spindles.
Oem's building small systems can
get by with a few orders of magnitude less
storage than the gigabyte 3652. The
model 101 eight-inch rigid disk drive
stores 11.7MB on two fixed disks. The
Winchester-technology drive is packaged
for mounting in place of a floppy drive.
The 101 has an average access time of
70msec, and an average latency of
10.1 msec. In lots of 100, the model 10 1
sells for $1,560. MEMOREX CORP., Santa
Clara, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 416 ON READER CARD

SMAll BUSINESS SYSTEM
Multiprocessing, increased throughput,
increased memory, and support for up to
six terminals, characterize the BCj7-900,
an upward compatible, new top-of-theline in this vendor's BCj7 family of small
business systems. The BCj7-900'S multiprocessing capability supports up to four
.concurrent jobs. Built around a new
processor, the system is said to run about
1.5 times as fast as the previous top-ofthe-line BCj7-800; additionally, the 900

r:;;.:~.·
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HARDWARE
supports twice as much memory-256KB.
Memory cycles at I usec per' two-byte
fetch. For secondary storage, the system
can support up to 4MB of diskette storage
and' a pair of 20MB cartridge disk drives.
The BCf7-900 also offers spooling transparent to applications programs, file sharing between users, and user program sizes
to 48,152 bytes. Users can develop programs using RPG II or the vendor's proprietary ESCORT applications language. A
BCf7-900 with 256KB of memory, 40MB of
disk storage, four workstations, and diskette storage can be leased for $1,846 per
month on a five-year agreement; the same
system sells for $76,587. First deliveries
are slated for the second quarter of next
year. SPERRY UNIVAC, Blue Bell, Penn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 417 ON READER CARD

FLOPPY CONTROLLER
The model 204 Universal Flexible Diskette Controller interfaces single density
standard size and minifloppy diskette
drives to 8-bit and 16-bit microcomputers
built around the Intel Multibus. The 204
uses the vendor's 8271 floppy disk controller chip and can control two singlesided or one double-sided drive; an additional controller chip can be added to the
204, doubling the number of drives it can
handle. The 204 supports IBM 3740 formats. For special applications, the controller can handle up to 2KB sectors on
minidiskettes or 4KB sectors on full-sized
diskettes. Data transfers are handled by
DMA. Software customizes the 204 for use
with a number of drives, including Shugart, Memorex, Pertec, and Wangco offerings. A single 204 controller sells for
$680, with discounts available on quantity purchases. INTEL CORP., Santa Clara,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 418 ON READER CARD

WP BELLS &WHISTLES
Several peripherals, synchronous communications, and a mathematics package
have joined the options for this vendor's
model 8000 line of word processing systems. The Rotary VII printer is a 26.3inch wide, dual headed daisywheel printer
that allows use of two type fonts or character sets in one document; the Rotary VII
sells for $7,200. For use with the new
printer, or the existing Rotary V, and VI
printers, an $1,895 sheet feeder can insert
standard-sized single sheets or multiple
part forms. For users needing a migration
path from IBM Mag Card II systems, a
$3,995 mag card reader lets users transfer
information from cards to diskettes. Synchronous communications (IBM 2780
compatible) operates in background
mode, transmitting data at speeds ranging from 2000bps to 4800bps. The $1,000
package can run while an operator enters
or edits a document. The math package
242 DATAMATION

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT

SYSTEMS
The S800 now tops this vendor's line of
number-crunchers. Spoqing 48-bit pipelined architecture and 6KB of cache, S800
systems are designed to accommodate up
to 128 interactive users performing scientific, engineering, and commercial applications. The vendor's Vulcan virtual
memory operating system lets each user
perform concur,rent time-sharing, multistream batch, RJE, and real-time processing. Software support includes a macro
assembler, and language processors for
APL, BASIC, COBOL, FORGO, FORTRAN-77,
and SNOBOL; the TOTAL data base management system also is available, as is an
interactive text editor.
As for performance, the vendor

says the S800 is nearly twice as fast (1.8 is
the factor given) as its previous top-ofthe~line S500 (said to be in the same class
as DEC's VAX-I 1/780). The comparison was
made over a mix of APL, BASIC, COBOL,
FORTRAN, and RPG compilations and executions.
Initially, the S800 is offered in two
configured systems. The S850 system
supports up to 96 users, and the S870 can
handle 128. Both systems include an S800
processor with integral Scientific Arithmetic Unit (hardware floating point
processor) and a Maintenance Aid
Processor (MAP) for diagnostics and monitoring. The S850 comes with 960KB of
error correcting memory, system console,
MAP console, ,80MB of disk, 45ips tape,
600 lpm printer, DMA communications
processor (two asynchronous or one synchronous port), and software; it carries a
$285,000 price tag. The larger S870 system comes with 2MB of main memory,
300MB of disk, additional power supplies
and cabinetry, <J.nd the rest of an S850
system. The S870 is priced at $370,000.
Deliveries are scheduled to commence in
the first quarter of next year. HARRIS
CORP., Computer Systems Div., Fort'Lauderdale, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 414 ON READER CARD

supports operations ranging from column
and line totaling to calculating scientific
formulas. Ten memories are provided for
intermediate results. The math package
carries an $800 license fee. CPT CORP.,
Hopkins, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 420 ON READER CARD

6250BPI TAPE SYSTEM
For use with POP-II'S and VAX-I 1/780 processors, this vendor's model 804 tape system sports 6250bpi recording and media
compatibility with IBM systems. Model
804 combines a dual density (6250bpi/
1600bpi), 9-track, 75ips tape transport
and formatter manufactured by Storage
Technology, with this vendor's controller
adapter' board. The board, built with bitslice technology, fits into a Small Peripheral Controller (spc) slot in the host's
chassis. It includes 4KB of RAM, and it can
operate in word or byte transfer mode.
The model 804 system is said to run under
all DEC operating systems using'the TMII
handler. Deliveries begin this month, with
quantity one pricing starting at $28,200
for a single transport system. AVIV CORP.,
Woburn, Mass.
FOR 'DATA CIRCLE 419 ON READER CARD

SCREEN PRINTER
The EX-8S0 Video Printer can make a hard
copy of graphics and alphanumerics on

aluminized, 5-inch-wide electrosensitive '
paper. Using a raster-scan printing technique, the EX-8S0 forgoes the need for a
digital interface by accepting a standard
video signal (composite or separate video
and sync) from a user's crt terminal, video
monitor, or computer capable of generating a video signal for output. Since the EX850 copies the screen, without regard to its
contents, any character set, alphabet, or
font can be printed. The screen copy function can be initiated by a front panel button or from an external command; a
screen copy takes 13 seconds. A single EX850 sells for $1 ,250; in lots of 100, the price
drops to $937. AXIOM CORP., Glendale,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 421 ON READER CARD
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UDS has leapfrogged current LSI technology with
nanosecond microprocessor performance! All components are industry standards - no custom or
single-source parts are used.

o

o
o

Bell compatibility. Available in 208A (four-wire)
and 208B (two-wire) configurations, one-third
Bell's size.
Reliability. A drastic reduction in total number of
components results in a longer MTBF.
Multi-channel opportunity. A 7" x 19" rackmountable enclosure accommodates up to eight
single-channel cards.

Created by Hall & McKellll(\ IIIC , Winter Park, Florida

o

Cost/effectiveness. Microprocessor power and
innovative design make the UDS 208 your best
buy for data communications at 4800 bps.

For further details on the UDS 208 or our lower
speed modems (103s, 201s, 12 • 12s etc.) contact
Universal Data Systems, 4900 Bradford Drive,
Huntsville, AL 35805. Phone 205/837-8100; TWX
810-726-2100.

Confidence in Communications

CIRCLE 9 ON READER CARD

HARDWARE
OEM TAPE TRANSPORT

DIAGNOSTIC TERMINAL

With the introduction of the 0-451 tape
transport, this peripheral controller manufacturer has entered a new market. The
45ips microprocessor controlled tape
transport can be configured for seven- or
nine-track NRZI and Phase Encoded formats; PE recording density is 1600bpi, and
, NRZI densities can be SOObpi, 556bpi, and
200bpi. An imbedded formatter can control up to four transports. Production deliveries are to begin next month; quantity
one pricing starts at $3,900. DATUM, INC.,
Anaheim, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 423 ON READER CARD

Two models-the user diagnostic display
and the support center diagnostic display
-comprise this vendor's diagnostic display terminal offerings intended for use
by oem's building systems around the vendor's cs family of business systems. In addition to functioning as Dasher display
terminals, the two units (dubbed Oasher
D4 and 05) provide voice communications between a user and a central support
center; additionally, when two of theterminals are linked, both can participate in
a dialog with the computer-whatever is
keyed in at one terminal or received from

Putanendto
power-related
computer problems
'New ISOREGTM Computer Power Module
isolates :computer from voltage spikes,
regulates voltages, and provides energy for

FOR DATA CIRCLE 425 ON READER CARD

DISK EMULATOR

riding through very brief power outages.
Voltage irregularities raise havoc
with computers. Transients and
insufficient or excessive voltages
can wipe out data, issue phantom
commands, cause unwanted shutdowns, and even damage equipment.

I1
j

I
!,j

You can ensure clean, stable power
for your computer with an ISOREG™
Computer Power Module. In a single device, ISOREG™ combines the
benefits of super-isolation transformers and static voltage regulators.

il
!

I
I

Designed to emulate RF08 fixed head
disks, the DE08 is a 256K-word solid state
bulk memory system for use with PDP-8
minicomputers. Software compatible
with existing operating systems, the DE08
operates at the same speed as main memory. Data transfers can range from one
word to 4096 words. The DE08 sells for
$13,500. COMPUTER EXTENTION SySTEMS, INC., Houston, Texas.

fractional cycle power outage without a complete voltage collapse. ,
ISOREG™ Modules are rated from

250 VA to 25 kVA Single phase, and
7.5 kVA to 75 kVA three-phase. Input
and output voltage levels are selectable for 60 Hz or 50 Hz power systems in use around the world. Some
ISOREG™ models can serve as
step-down transformers as well.

FOR DATA CIRCLE 422 ON READER CARD

THERMAL PRINTER GRAPHICS
Graphics capabilities have been added to
this vendor's T-SO thermal matrix printer.
Text and graphics can be interspersed on
the SOcps printer. Graphics are formed
,using a raster scan technique; alphanumerics are formed on a five-by-seven dotmatrix. Resolution is 70 points per inch,
horizontally and vertically. The upper /
lower case ASCII T-SOs can use eight-bit
parallel interfacing or RS232 or 20m A serial interfaces. A T-SO with plotting capabilities sells for $1 ,330; oem 100 pricing is
$S75 per unit. DATAPRODUCTS CORP.,
Woodland Hills, Calif.

ISOREG™ keeps voltages within
±V2% even when line voltages deviate from nominal by +15% to -25%.
If the line voltage shoots to 200%
of nominal, the output voltage rises
only 2% above normal. Even a 1000
Volt spike is filtered so that it is not
even perceived by the computer.

II
j,
I

I

I

The ISOREG™ Module provides
reserve energy to ride through a

1

\

II

For Free Brochure contact

TDe, ADivision of Frequency Technology, Inc.,
P. O. Box 486,410 Great Road, littleton, MA ,"460.
Telephone (617) 486·3539
TWX 710·347·6974 TOC LTTN
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the host appears on both crt screens.
When a user experiences trouble with his
system, a phone call to a central support
center' can bring a service representative
on-line. User and service rep can talk over
the problem using the terminals' voice
communications capabilities. Using the
data communications facilities of the terminals, the two can demonstrate and attempt to solve the problem. The user terminal (D4) has an integral communications controller, while the support
center model (05) uses a table-top communications controller; these controllers
use a custom modem and support both
voice and data communications (full-duplex, and split speed). In diagnostic mode,
the user's terminal transmits to the support center at 2400bps, while the support
center responds at 150bps (quite fast
enough for messages originating at a keyboard). When used simply as terminals,
the units function as earlier Oashers, using upper and lower case ASCII, and communicating over RS232 interfaces at
speeds of up to 19.2 Kbps. The 04 sells for
$4,500, and the 05 for $6,500; both are
FCC approved. DATA GENERAL CORP.,
Westboro, Mass.
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3270 RESPONSE MONITOR
The Tp·270 monitors 3270 bisync traffic in
both directions from the EIA interface.
Operated from the central computer site,
the TP-270 measures response time in the
network, as well as specific elements contributing to the response time. For a speci-

HARDWARE
fied remote terminal address, the TP-270
can provide event counts and interval
measurements. With an optional printer
and interface, the TP-270 can log individual functions, or print a complete status
report. The TP-270 Remote Network Analyzer sells for $2,195. TELEPROCESSING
PRODUCTS, INC., Simi Valley, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 427 ON READER CARD

SYSTEMS
. A pair of virtual memory systems represent new entry levels to this vendor's S500
and S 100 computer families. Both sys-

tems run the Vulcan virtual memory operating system, and both can be field upgraded within their families. The S530,
priced at $170,000, comes with 384KB of
error correcting MQS memory (expandable to 3MB), 80MB of disk, 45ips mag
tape, system console, and Direct Memory
Access Communications Processor
(DMACP). The smaller S123B comes with
144KB of error correcting memory (expandable to 384KB), system' console,
40MB of disk, 45ips tape, 180cps printer,
and asynchronous controllers for two additional terminals; the S 123B is priced at
$89,000. Vulcan is included with both sys-

tems. HARRIS CORP., Computer Systems
Div., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 428 ON READER CARD

WORD PROCESSING
WordSmith 1 comprises a full-page (63line by 96-character) crt display, serial
printer, and magnetic storage optionsIBM-compatible mag card unit and/or
floppy disk. The mag card unit handles
both single- and double-sided cards; cards

R

MI
OrIginating on IBM equipment can be
read, edited, and rerecorded for later use
on IBM machines. Cards also can be copied to or from floppy disk. Each full-size
floppy holds up to 200 pages of text, as
well as 200 pieces ·of boiler plate. WordSmith 1 list prices start at $11,900.
DOCUPRINT INC., subsidiary of Documation Inc., Melbourne, Fla.

Four full pages of memory
in the new concep-t 104
video display let you see
where you've been; help
you reduce your
dependency on hardcopy tenninals

FOR DATA CIRCLE 424 ON READER CARD

DISK

Now you can put four full pages of display memory at your fingertips, and do it at a price
that's guaranteed not to make your budget knuckle under.
It's yours in the concept 104, the innovative display terminal from Human Designed
Systems that adds a truly new dimension to your applications development and
implementation arsenal. Enabling you to store lengthy forms, programs, or text, and
easily access it by scrolling forward or backward, a line or page at a time. Or
"window" to any portion of the screen.
Other standard features in the industry's best price-performance package include: •
windowing (multiple subscreen) capability. multiple user-selectable character sets .1/0
capability for networking between up to 3 lines. large buffer for high-speed operation.
expanded memory for function key programming • advanced text editing, data
entrylretrieval and business graphics softWare.

HDB human designed systems,inc.
3700 Market Street

0

Philadelphia, PA 19104

0

215-382-5000

-------------------------------,

.-I o

I'd like a good look at the concept 104.

Please have a sales representative contact
Name
I
I
me to arrange a demonstration.
Title
Phone
I
Company
I
I 0 Please send additional information on the
~
IL _______________________________
concept 104.
Address
o Tell me about your APL terminal.
City
State
Zip
I
Boslon - (617) 444-8132; New York. City Area - Infocon: (516) 759-9276; New York State - Naco Electronics: Syracuse
(315) 699-2651. Rochester (716) 223-4490; Delaware - Infocon: (302) 239-2942; Washington, D.C. - International Systems
Marketing: (301) 986-0773; Chicago - Resource Data Systems: (312) 564-5440; Canada - Allcom Data Ltd.:Ottawa (613) 226-2340.
Montreal (514) 288-8784. Toronto (416) 492-9231; Switzerland - Mitek AG: 01662252. DISTRIBUTORSHIP INQUIRIES INVITED.
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Add another well-known peripheral maker to the growing list of contenders in the
rapidly developing 8-inch Winchester
disk market. The vendor's D8000 packs
20MB on the three recording surfaces .(a
fourth surface is used for servo tracks);
the entire disk package is said to fit into
the same space as a full-size floppy drive
(4.62 inches high, 8.55 inches wide, and
14.25 inches deep). Performance specs
call for an average seek time of 50msec,
and transfer rates of 870KBpS. The disk's
interface uses a bidirectional command/
status bus and byte-oriented data transfers. It is said oem's should be able to alter
the design of their current floppy disk
controller for use with the 08000. In lots
of 100, the D8000 sells for $1,800. Evaluation units should be available by December; production shipments are slated to
begin in March of next year. PERTEC
COMPUTER CORP., Peripherals Div.,
~
Chatsworth, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 451 ON READER CARD

INCREASEYQUR
PRODUCTIVI'!'Y

,GROW
PROFESSIONALLY
AT
~INrERE4CE WEsr.

OCTOBER 30,31~ NOVEMBER 1, 1979 .
ANAHEIM CONVENTION CENTER • ANAHEIM, CA

TWO CONFERENCE "PROGRAMS
SMALL COMPUTER. WORD .' . .'
PROCESSING AND OTHER OFFICE
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND
DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING
. A comprehensive program covering these and other
data communications topics:
• DDP
• New Directions/Extended Networks'
• Data Communications and Data Base Management
• Transmission Services
• Hardware Update
• Digital/Voice Integration
• Government Regulation
• Electronic Mail

A
•
•
•
•
•
•

program covering:
Choices in Small Computer Software
Profitable Approaches to Office Automation .
Productive Management of People and Computers
Applications Highlights
Wor.d Processing
Office Systems Shoppi'ng Guide'

NEW:

NEW:

• A series of in-depth, full-day seminars on key data
communications topics; run concurrently with the
conference.
• The outstandingly successful Datacomm School for
newcomers.

• The one-day Small Computer "College," an
introduction to small computers, word processing
and other office automation systems for the business
executive new to the field.

PLUS.• THE
LARGEST COMPUTER EXPOSITION ON THE WEST COAST ...
MORE THAN 125 EXHIBITORS WILL DISPLAY THEIR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
I.

~INrERE4CE

WE$[.

The Third Annual Conference and Exposition on
Data Communications/DDP & Small Computer,
Word Processing and Office Automation Systems
CoSponsored by [ j R T R M R T ION MagaZine
Conference and Exposition Produced by

The INTERFACE™ Group
160 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701
Toll-Free (800) 225-4620, In Mass. (617) 879-4502

i------------------

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

INTERFACE WEST '79,160 Speen St., Framingham, MA 01701

0 Yes. I am interested. Please send full details of the conference.
'0 I am interested in exhibiting. Please call me.'
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,--_ __
Company - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City

State _ _ Zip~_ _ __

Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - -
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES

SERIES/1 DATA BASE

A PDP-II/60 running the Forth
language/operating system is
being used as an on-line
monitoring and record keeping
system by the Department of
Pulmonary Medicine of CedarsSiani Medical Center in Los
Angeles. The system collects
data from five on-line sources~
maintains a data base of this
information, and prepares
reports. Patient admittance
and intensive care patient
records enter the system via
on-line terminals; other data
come from an automated blood
gas lab, pulmonary function
test equipment, and an
exercise lab.

RMS is a data management system for the
IBM Series/I under the RPS operating system. The system supports sequential access, based on multiple indices, as well as
direct access through a system-supplied
hashing, algorithm. Variable-length
records, dynamic space allocation, multivolume files, and password protection are
available under RMS. A "transaction
mode" helps users check out new applications with real data-in this mode all
modifications to the data base are temporary until explicitly made permanent. A
single copy of RMS can be had for $7,800,
with discounts available to volume purchasers. All prices include the first year of
maintenance. DATA STRUCTURES INC.,
N'ew York, N.Y.

ATLAS (Abbreviated Test Language
for All Systems) is an
abbreviated English-like testoriented language that allows
the expression of test specs
and procedures for manual,
automatic, pnd semiautomatic
testing. Use has reached into
the industrial, commerci~l, and
military communities, from
ATLAS's initial application
in avionics. The IEEE has
recently published "Standard
ATLAS Test Language," which has
been approved by ANSI and adopted
by the Department of Defense.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

When NASA's Space Shuttle begins
operations (slated for sometime
next year), live tv coverage
will bring Earth-bound NASA
personnel, as well as the general
public, into space with the
astronauts. NASA ground stations
will receive signals originating
in the shuttle; these signals
will be sent among NASA
facilities by RCA Americom's
satellite tv network. This
shuttle tv network also can
feed commercial broadcasters.
The title and marketing rights
to Betacomm have been sold by
Informatics to Retida, a Saddle
River, N.J., firm owned
principally by Bengt Holmgren,
Betacomm's original author.
250 DATAMATION
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"Class-C," a program support service, is
this plug compatible mainframer's offering to users who no longer can get. IBM
support for noncurrent operating systems
and back-level releases of current sysfems. Class-C provides central site telephone support (a toll-fr~e 800 number)
with 24-hour answering, access to support
specialists; problem research and determination; monthly identification of
known fixes; and resolution of new problems (charged on an hourly basis). ClassC support covers: DOS, DOS/VS (through
R33), OS/MFT, OS/MVT, VS/I (through
R5), svs (through R1.6), MVS (through
R3.0), and VM/370 (through R4). Monthly support rates are: $175 for DOS; $200
for MFT and MVT; $250 for VSI, SVS, and
VM; -and $300 for MVS. ITEL CORP." Data
Products Group, San Francisco, Calif.
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TRS-SO FORTH
Forth, whiCh we've heard described as a
cross between a programming language
and an operating, system, can be had for
the ubiquitous Radio Shack TRS-80 personal computer. The structured lariguage,
which uses reverse Polish notation, is said
to be sufficiently conservative in its use of
memory to make a 16KB disk-based system practical. The package includes its
own disk I/O; it runs on the TRS-80 without
Radio Shack's TRSDOS. Provision is made
for the user to add extensions to the system; new commands can be compiled into

the language and used immediately (deletion also is possible). Assembler code also
can be imbedded in Forth programs.
This implementation of Forth includes virtual memory support, double
precision integer arithmetic, in-line editing, BASic-like string handling and arrays, user-callable disk and tape I/O, and
line printer support. Most of the package
is supplied in source form, as the majority
of the Forth package is itself written in
Forth.
Candidly the vendor says the package "is not recommended for the neophyte programmer." The vendor recommends reading the microForth Primer
($15) as an introduction to the system.
The package, which goes by the unpronounceable name of MMsForth, comes on
diskette (with demo programs) for $65.
MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES, Natick, Mass.
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APPLE DISASSEMBLER
For Apple users curious about how a purchased piece of object code works its magic, this vendor offers a two-pass disassembler. The disassembler generates an
assembly language program, complete
with symbolic labels, from raw machine
code. Invalid opcodes and unrecognized
instructions are listed as data. The disassembler creates a text file that can be
listed totally or in part; the text file also
can be used as input to the assembler. On
cassette tape, the disassembler sells for
$35; on disk it goes for $39.
MICROPRODUCTS, Redondo Beach, Calif.
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CICS AID
Written as a release-independent CICS application, the CICS Display Utility (CDU)
packag~ lets the system programmer
monitor data internal to CICS. Both general and s'pecific data can be inspected.
General monitoring features of CDU provide for displaying the sta tus of termirials,
files, programs, transactions, and VTAM
and system control information. Specific
data available via CDU include the contents of memory 10c3:tions, and the display
of ISAM, BDAM, or VSAM records with
translation. CDU also provides facilities
for core and file updating. CDU is written
to use a 3277 model II display. The package carries a perpetual license fee of·
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A§II/ImTCWllJIIIElY
Now, ASI/INQUIRY lets you
access your DL/1 data bases
on-line through IMS or TSO
faster and more efficiently
than you ever could before.
And ASI/INQUIRY lets you
save the time and money
you've been spending to
write and debug those highly
procedural programs usually
required to access data bases
in a message processing
enviroriment.
Here's why organizations like Exxon, Hughes Aircraft,
Standard Oil of Indiana, Dow
Chemical and Hydro-Quebec
- are using ASI!INQUIRY
to process thousands of
inquiries every day:

To find out why more IMS
installations are using
ASI/INQUIRY than any
competing product, call
or write - today!
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ASI/INQUIRY Is Easy To
Learn and Easy To Use

ASI/INQUIRY Assures Fast
Response Time.

ASI/INQUIRY Provides
Complete Security

Because inquiries are stated
in simple English, nonprogrammers can learn to use
ASI/INQUIRY quickly. DL/1
structures are completely
transparent to the user. You
need not understand the complexities of multipathing or
mUltiple data base access.
Comprehensive diagnostic
messages simplify error correction. ASI/INQUIRY automatically displays data in the
appropriate format - horizon tal, vertical, or overflow.
Or you can specify any desired screen format. Repetitively executed queries can be
saved in an on-line catalog.

ASI/INQUIRY operates as an
IMS Message Processing Program executed from any IMS
DB/DC supported terminal.
Execution priority and time
slicing is dynamically controlled through automatic
program message switching.
High initial priority assignment assures fast response.
Subsequently, priority au tomatiCally adjusts to the rate
that to-be-displayed data is
encountered.

ASI/INQUIRY has built:.in
safeguards that protect data
at the system, terminal, and
data base levels. Data base
administrators define the
data oases users can access,
their user-associated passwords, and the terminals
from which individual data
bases cari be accessed.

Applications Software, Inc.
21515 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90503
(213) 540-0111
Member SIA

~

Software Industry

ASS~ciation

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

$4,800. COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
AIDS, Canton, Mass.
f-----------------.------------------I
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cassette, an audio cassette, and a booklet
HEALTH EDUCATION
Vita Facts is a series of educational pack- containing introduction, instructions,
ages written for popular personal com- glossary and, in some cases, illustrations.
8048 CROSS-ASSEMBLER
The 8048 cross-assembler, for this ven- puters (at this time the Apple II, Commo- The user loads the program cassette and
starts program execution. At this point,
dor's Starplex Development System, lets dore PET, and Radio Shack TRS-80).
users translate 8048/49/50 source into Wr'itten for the layman, each package ad- the user starts the audio tape, listening to
object code for subsequent loading and dresses a health topic. The first six offer- the presentation until the announcer intesting on the target micro. The cross-as- ings are: Heart Attacks, Birth Control, structs the user to do the first set of exerYour Blood Pressure, Teenage Drinking cises on the computer. This sequence of
sembler accepts Intel mnemonics; additional assembler directives also have been· and Drugs, Growing Up, and Talking "listen then do" continues to the end of
implemented. The cross-assembler for About Sex. A number of additional titles the lesson. Each VitaFact title sells for
8048 micros sells for $350. NATIONAL are said to be in the works. Each lesson is $19.95. RICHMOND SOFTWARE., Ottawa,
SEMICONDUCTOR CORP" Santa Clara, approved and endorsed by The College of Ontario, Canada.
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Family Physicians of Canada.
Calif.
Each lesson includes a program
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TRANSACTION PROCESSING
Designed for use on the vendor's recently
announced Series 3200 minicomputers,
the Reliance transaction processing system is comprised of a COBOL compiler,
data management system, and transaction processing software. Reliance is said
to support as many as 128 terminal users.
The system's COBOL compiler conforms to
the ANSI 1974 standard, and includes table handling and interprogram communication facilities. Data base management
functions are provided by DMS/32, which
includes a number of integrity features
such as automatic record locking and unlocking, transaction rollback, and recovery capabilities. Reliance also lets the
user interactively design program-independent screen forms. Under Reliance, all
users share terminal and data management system modules, increasing system
resource utilization. Each transaction
needs only the resources unique to it. Reliance carries a $12,500 price tag, which
includes three weeks training, installation, and one year of maintenance. An implementation of RPG II, priced at $2,500,
also is offered for use with Reliance.
PERKIN-ELMER CORP" Computer Systems
Div., Oceanport, N.J.
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quires 128KB of memory, and an SDLC
adapter for each line, in addition to the
hardware requirements of RPS. SNAP can
be had under two pricing plans. Under
one, the first Series/ I IS licensed for
$6,500, and subsequent processors are licensed for $3,450 apiece. The second plan
calls for a one-time payment of $2,000,
plus a monthly fee of $250 per processor
on a 24-month agreement. THE DMW
GROUP, INC., Ann Arbor, Mich.
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SERIES/1 UTILITIES
Written to run under IBM's Event Driven
Executive (EDX), this pair of utilities for
the Series/ 1 may prove useful during program development and maintenance
projects. EDXREF produces a sorted crossreference directory and, optionally, a list
of source statements. EDXDMP prints disks
or diskette records in the user's choice of
hex or character format. One or more record can be printed; the user can specify
the beginning record and number of
records to be printed. EDXREF and
EDXDMP each carry a one-time charge of
$95, which includes source code, documentation, and one year of maintenance.
LEGLER SYSTEMS CO" Orinda, Calif.
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SNA SUPPORT

BASIC

The System Network Architecture Program (SNAP) runs under RPS on a Series/
I and allows non-SNA terminals to participate in SNA networks. With the mini functioning as a cluster controller, SNAP lets
IBM 4978 and 4979 crt's emulate 3270 record mode interfaces and participate in
the SNA environment. The SNAP software
allows these terminals interactive access
to IMS and CICS programs. Two levels of
user interface are provided: a batch mode
providing read/write access to the network for communications to and from the
host cpu, and an interactive interface supporting as many as eight 4978 /79 terminals. In both cases, SNAP allows multiple
concurrent sessions, with each session
having an SDLC line to itself. SNAP re-

BASIC for the 16-bit Intel 8086 microprocessor has been added to the list of language processors available from this wellknown microcomputer software source.
Known as BASIC-86, the language is said to
conform to the ANSI subset standard for
BASIC. Programs written under the vendor's 8080 BASIC (reportedly, there are
more than 200,000 such installations) run
without modification under BASIC-86. BASIC-86 offers conventional features such as
double-precision arithmetic, PRINT USING, nested IF-THEN-ELSE, trace facilities,
error trapping, and renumbering. It also
supports additional features, including
WHILE-WEND, CHAIN, and COMMON
statements, variable names of up to 40
characters, and dynamically allocated
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strings. Two versions are offered, both for
the Intel SBC 86/12 microcomputer. The
"Extended" version sells for $350, and the
sta ndalone disk version is $600.
MICROSOFT, Bell~vue, Wash.
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CROSS-ASSEMBLER
Users running 8080-type microcomputers
under cP/Mcan also develop programs for
the 65XX family of microprocessors by
using this vendor's cross-assembler. The
cross-assembler accepts MOS technology
mnemonics and generates a hex file that
can be loaded into the target processor via
a suitable monitor (TIM, SIM, KIM,
AIM" .. ). Provision IS made for converting this object file into Intel format
for burning into PROM at a later time.
Source code can be entered in free form.
Labels can contain up to eight characters.
The cross-assembler requires 7KB of
memory. It selIs for $350. JSK CONSULTANTS, New York, N.Y.
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POWER/VS UTILITY
Bimspool retrieves output from the DOS/
vs POWER/VS spooling queue, and via.
CICS, prints the output at a local or remote
3270-type terminal printer. The package
allows printing at remote locations without resorting to RJE equipment; it reduces
the delays associated with output routing;
and it enhances the confidentiality of data
by printing it at the site or department
responsible for the data. The utility includes a crt function for performing control functions, such as displaying queues,
starting printer tasks, and flushing undesired output. Intervention at the crt is not
required for printing, which can run unattended so long as forms changes are not
needed. The package can be purchased
for $4,000, with an annual maintenance
charge of $500 per year (after the first
year). It also can be licensed for $2,000
per year or $200 per month, with maintenance included. B I f\lOYBLE ASSOCIATES,
Minneapolis, Minn.
~
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Small Business Systems SUIVeyed

Microdata Reality Gets Top User Rating
Microdata Corp.'s Reality,
Basic/Four Corp.'s Model 400
and the IBM System/) models
6, lO and 15 reaped the highest
marks in Management Information Corp.'s (MIC) fourth
annual small business systems
users survey.
To assess how well small
business systems are meeting
users' needs, MIC polled 568
companies that use 689 small
business CPU's.
Each respondent was asked
to subjectively rate the vendors and their products on
performance (whether stated
equipment specifications have
been realized), reliability
(uptime vs. downtime), ease
of use (amount of time necessary to train new personnel),
service (maintenance) and
vendor support (such as advance training and program
assistance ).
A four-point rating scheme
was used (l = poor, 2 = fair,
3 = good, 4 = excellent). The
survey results were given as
averages of the ratings assigned to each product in each
of the five categories.
The Microdata Reality,
Basic/Four 400 and System/3
Model 10 and Model 15 were
the only small business systems to receive ratings of 3.0
or higher in allfive categories.
Taking the average of all
five categories, the Microdata
Reality topped the field with

a score of 3.66 (based on 27
respondents using 55 units).
The Reality earned 3.8 in
performance, 3.8 in reliability,
4.0 in ease of use, 3.4 in
service and 3.3 in support.
Based on nine respondents
with nine units, the average
for the IBM System/3 Model
15 was 3.6. This system was
rated 3.6,3.8,3.6,3.7 and 3.3
in performance, reliability,
ease of use, service and support, respectively.
Eight users with 17 Basic/
Four 400's gave that system
an overall rating of 3.5. In
performance, reliability, ease
of use, service and support,
the system was rated 3.5, 3.4,
3.8, 3.4 and 3.4.
Following this order, the
IBM System/3 Model 10 was
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rated 3.3, 3.5, 3.3, 3.3, and 3.3,
respectively, by 34 users with
45 units. The System/3 Model
6 received 3.4, 3.7, 3.7 and
3.1 ratings in performance,
reliability, service and support, respectively, by eight
users with eight units.
Copyright © 1979,
CW Comrnunications/lnc.,
Newton, MASS 02160
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BOOKS

1-------------------1

PRINCIPLES OF DISCRETE EVENT
SIMULATION
by George S. Fishman
USING
MODELLING AND ANA I1YSIS
L
" Q-GERT NETWORKS
by A. Alan B. Pritsker
MODELLING LARGE SYSTEMS
by Peter C~ Roberts
"It is the mark of an instructed mind to rest
satisfied with the degree of precision which
the nature of the subject admits and not to
seek exactness when only an approximation of the truth is possible."
Aristotle

Since the advent of the electronic digital
computer in the mid-forties, mathematical modeling and discrete event simulation, using the computer and a high-level
modeling language, has considerably extended the forecasting horizons of sociologists, economists, businessmen and engineers into territory that had been the
exclusive preserve of mathematiciansand, perhaps, seers, sorcerers and stock
'
brokers.
Fortunately, although many of the
prominent problems facing the world today still cannot be adequately dealt with
using this tool, most network and queueing problems that one encounters in the
macro-world-inventory control, jobshop scheduling, PERT networking, route
optimization, trunk-line utilization-now
can be analyzed to the degree of accuracy
and at a cost commensurate with the
problem requirements.
The three books reviewed here are
nicely representative of the dynamic
growth, both in depth and scope, that simulation and modeling languages are undergoing. The first is a comprehensive
and difficult textbook written for the
graduate student who has a good grounding in statistics and some familiarity with
programming. It is the type of book in
which, to paraphrase an old cliche: if you
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interweaving of this arcane subject with
have to ask the meaning of ergodicity, you
can't afford to take the time to read it. On modeling practices that makes this book
the other hand, professor Fishman has unique. All in all, this is a book strictly for
impeccable credentials: his work is part of the advanced student with a lively interest
the Wiley Series on systems engineering in questions relating more to statistical
and analysis; his papers have appreared rigor than to language and technique.
The second book is concerned with
in, among others, the Journal of Operations Research Society of America; he Q-GERT, an acronym for Graphical Evalu.has published at least one earlier text on ation and Review Technique, with the
simulation. And he deserves to be studied. "Q" appended to denote that queueing
About one-fifth of the book is oc- analysis plays an important role in this
cupied with detailed listings and explana- recently developed language. The fact
tory sections demonstrating four of the that its name sounds something like PERT
major simulation languages-sIMsCRIPT, suggests that this system is an extension
SIMPL/i, SIMULA and GPSS. But this is on- of PERT methods. As noted early in the
ly subsidiary to the major thrust of the text, the language is proprietary (Pritsker
work. Emphasis is placed on the knotty " and Associates, Inc., Consultants in Systems Engineering, P.O. Box 2413, West
pro~lems always associated with statistics
Lafayette, IN 47906) and has been writsuch as convergence, bias, variance, normality, replication, etc. It is the author's ten in ANSI FORTRAN IV for ease of under-
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"It's the Nielsen ratings people. VYhat do we tell them?'
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esc
COMPUTER/COMMUNICATIONS

You'll find more of it at the Systems Division of CSC. The systems
include some of the world's biggest. Some are at least a decade ahead of today's
state of the art in hardware. They include Military systems ... and Civilian
systems. And they carry with them some of the finest professional
opportunities available today for computer/communications
engineers experienced in any of these subjects:
Systems Testing

RF

Test & Evaluation'
Management & Planning
Software Verification
& Validation
Digital Systems
Proposal Evaluation
Training: Plans & Evaluation

Satellite Systems .
Transmission
System Control
Hardware/Software Interface
Networking
System Acquisition
Hardware Requirement Analysis
Quality AssLirance
Interoperability

For a prompt response, call Mark Havard
at (703) 533-8877, or (800) 336-0429 toll free.
Or, mail your resume in full confidence to .
the Director of Professional Staffing, MC/218-BT

WE AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION
. . . . SCIENCES 6565 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church, VA 22046
CORPORATION Major Offices and Facilities Throughout the World.'
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standing and portability on any operating
system that supports the FORTRAN compiler.
The book documents Q-GERT in a
manner easily followed by a potential user. Basically, the activity on branch concept is used where a branch represents an
activity involving processing time or a delay and where the nodes represent decision points and waiting queues. According to the GERT family tree, 16
predecessor languages were developed
before Q-GERT evolved, so it should be a
mature language. There are five basic nodal types-source nodes for general
transactions, statistical nodes for statistical maintenance, sink nodes to specify
stopping conditions, regular nodes for the
functions of receiving and routing, and Qnodes for holding transactions and collecting queue statistics. These operations
are extensively treated in the text.
The book includes a good set of example problems, 18 in all, and each chap- '
ter has a set of exercises to implant and
extend the ideas just presented. Sampling
from various important probability distributions is very convenient and programs
up to about one thousand nodes are said to
have been built. Using a CDC 6500 system, total cpu time operating in a multiprogramming environment for the example problems ranged from 4.1 to 32.0
seconds. This included load and compile,
input and echo check, simulation and output. A very creditable performance.
According to a recent listing, approximately 80 commercial and academic
institutions are presently using this interesting network language. I expect a
number of others who take the time and
effort to learn its form and syntax will
find its convenience and graphical documentation rewarding.
The third title -is an exciting and
important book-but not in the manner
the title implies. It is not an update of the
"limits to growth" genre (Meadows, The
Limits to Growth; Mesarovic & Pestel,
Mankind at the Turning Point). It is exciting because of the sweep of Roberts'
view aild it is important because the technology he is talking about-simulation
modeling, of course-may emerge as the
most effective way of our understanding
the world's problems. This is a little book
about the concepts of modeling and, as
noted in the introduction, '~The text is introductory-and should perhaps be made
compulsory reading for anybody wishing
to express an opinion on a world model, let
alone build one."
Because it is such a cornucopia of
ideas beautifully stated in that uniquely
British style (the author is head of the
Systems Analysis Research Unit of the
Department of the Environment in the
U.K.), I hesitate to say much more except
buy this book and discuss it with your
friends. There is something for everyone
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within these short 120 pages; the book includes comments on celestial mechanics,
commodity cycles, security and truth,
Forrester's Model (and seven others) arid
the next generation of world models.
This brief quotation, randomly se-

lected, gives a flavor of Roberts' style:
"--Consistency, parsimony of parameters
and predictive power are the hallmarks of
successful models." Aristotle would be
pleased.

PRIVACY -HOW TO PROTECT
WHAT'S LEFT OF IT
by Robert Ellis Smith

the Social Security number, tax records,
and telephone use. The remaining portions of the book treat privacy issues that
are not related to information or recordkeeping and, hence~ not directly related to
computers. But they do cover other aspects of applied technology-wiretapping, automatic identification (voice and
fingerprint comparison), polygraphs and
other stress analyzers, and assorted electronic surveilhmce devices.
The author of Privacy-How to
Protect What's Left of It has been involved with privacy concerns since as long
ago as 1973. It was in 1973 that the
American Civil Liberties Union received
funding for a Washington-based Privacy
Project, and Robert Ellis Smith was retained as associate director. He edited the
monthly newsletter of the Project, the
Privacy Report, which was published
from August 1973 through September
1974. At that point, the ACLU's Privacy
Project underwent a severe budgetary retrenchment: the operation was moved to
New York, and the Privacy Report, under
new editorship, resumed publication in
January 1975. Smith remained inWashington, where he promptly began publication of his own newsletter, named the Privacy Journal, the first issue appearing in
November 1974.
In its over four years of publication, the Privacy Journal has become a
standard information source on the privacy scene, and Bob Smith has become indispensable in his role of collector, reporter, commentator and professional gadfly.
Smith's book is written in much
the same style as the Privacy Journal it-

The handling of information and the
transfer of data by businesses and by government agencies has become an issue for
both the organizations and the individuals
involved. Privacy has become both an industry catch phrase and an issue of citizens' rights, as well as the subject of a
'growing body of legislation. The following two reviews are meant to address the
privacy issue from two perspectives in or, der to probe the subject more deeply.
Our reviewers are James L. Rogers, associate professor of Computer Engineering arid Information Sciences at
Case Western Reserve Univ. in Cleve-,
land, Ohio, and Naomi Lee Bloom, staff
consultant in the management consulting
divi,sion of American Management Systems, Inc., an Arlington, Va. systems consulting firm specializing in financial information systems. -ed.
This book does two things very well: it
presents a report of the current state of
affairs with regard to privacy and due
process protections, and it provides detailed information on how the citizen can
invoke those protections. The roughly
60% of the book that does this is subtitled
"Informational Privacy," and it covers record~keeping practices and protections in
banking, criminal justice, consumer credit, consumer investigations, employment
records, federal and state government, insurance, mailing lists, medicalcare, privileged communications, education, use of

- John Alrich

PRO(ESS COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

Aramco offers up to 40% ,-remium,
unique travel benefits wliile you work
on world's biggest proiects.
"

'W~despread

application of process
computer systems to Aramco projects in all areas has stepped up the
need for experienced computer

~pechilists.

, Read all about challenging job
opportunities on some of the
world's largest projects in gas
gathering, petrochemical' processing, water treatment, power distribution and security systems.
U.S.-based and Saudi Arabian
opportunities open.
.A.ramco, the principal oil company
helping Saudi Arabia develop its
energy resources, is involved in
projects that are staggering in scope,
complexity and inventiveness. We're
committed to applying process computer
systems to all areas, and that's why we
need some very talented process
computer specialists.
If you have the experience we need,
and you're interested in a tax-protected
premium of up to 40%, plus very attractive travel opportunities in Europe,
Africa and Asia, keep reading.

, engineering, math or computer sciences,and 3 to 5 years' experience
in various real-time processes or
SCADA projects.
We also need process engineers with
BS degrees in chemical engineering and
3 to 5 years' experience in computer
applications of plant process control.
Process computer hardware systems
engineers are needed with BS degrees
in electrical engineering, computer
science or engineering technology-plus
3 to ~,years' experience in designing
and maintaining process computer
and instrumentation systems.

Work in U.S., Saudi Arabia
or in both
If you do come to work for Aramco,
you'll have several options. You could

We'll pay more because
you're worth more
You can earn ,up to 40% more taxprotected premium with Aramco in
Saudi Arabia because' your skills
are worth more to us. Here's what'
we need:
, We require process 'computer software ~ngineers with BS degrees in

.

'w'orkin the U.S. with vendors developing hardware and software for our
overseas projects; and then spend time
overseas interfacing between Aramco'
and the vendors when the equipment is
installed. Depending on our needs and
your career development, you could
also work exclusively for us in the U.S.,
or spend time in both' countries. As the
challenges develop you'll have a choice.
Of course, only overseas employment
qualifies for the 40% tax-protected premium, and the 40-day paid vacation.

There's a lot more than money
and travel
If you have a family, 'you'll be interested
in learning about the exceptional educational facilities Aramco offers your children. We also pay transportation and
travel expenses for your entire family to
the States and back every year. You will
have 40 days' paid vacation every 12112
months in Saudi Arabia.
Think about the interesting job, the
extra income and the travel opportunities available in Saudi Arabia. And
about the opportunities for career development if you work for Aramco in
the U.S. If you're interested, call Jerry
Hollingshead for an application, or
send your resume in confidence to:
Aramco Services Company, Department
DM090079JHA, 1100 Milam Building, Houston, Texas 77002. Call toll-free:
1-800-231-7577, ext. 4114. In Texas,
call collect: (713) 651-4114.

CHALLENGE BYCHOICE

ARAMCO·
SERVICES COMPANY
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Kybe cleaners 'and testers are firstwith' .",
the highest throughput speeds. Fir'stwlth,
the m6stelfeciveCIeaning and te~ting ';"'.';
t~chniques.First in precision retensi.on'::~',il
log and restacking. And first in
'
~aseof operation. That's why all
O'Iajor mainframe manufacturers
use Kybeequipment.lt's also why
more tape manufacturers and,
, more tape Ubrariesinstall Kybe
~quipment than all ,others
combined.
.
F.in~' out'for yourself. The best
equipment, competitively .'
priced. \. : from Kybe.
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KYBE CORPORATION,

"
132 Calvary Street, Wanham. Mass,
Tet(617) 899·0012; Telex 94·0179
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.----OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH - - - - - - ,
is seeking an

ASSISTANT TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
FOR OCEAN SCIENCE
This is a Senior Executive Service (SES), General position, ES·1 through ES·4,
with a salary range of $44,756 to $47,500, depending upon qualifications.
Salary increases to potential $50,000 maximum on October 1,1979. Theposi·
tion is located In Arlington, Virginia.
'

The Assistant Technical Director provides staff assistance to the Technical
Director of the Office of Naval Research in all matters related to Ocean
Science Programs under the purview of the Office of Naval Research; He/She,
assists the Technical Director in the formulation of ONR's policies concern·
ing basic and applied research. Reviews, appraises, plans, documents, and
coordinates the naval research program in the ocean sciences within Navy,
with other agencies and with international oceanographic groups in behalf
of the Technical Director and the Chief of Naval Research. The incumbent
will be responsible for implementing policy and plans, critiquing existing
programs, and for developing mutually supportive joint efforts associated
with research in'the ocean sciences.
The position requires outstanding capabilities in creative research, leadership and' management combined with established stature and reputation in
the scientific community.
Interested candidates must send SF-171 or resume no later than September
22, 1979' to:
Ms. Michele Talbot
Office of Naval Research
Personnel Services Division
Code 722
800 N. Quincy St;
Arlington, VA 22217
ATTN: Announcement No.--j'9-·37
U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD
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self; it has the breezy informality one associates with a newspaper's city desk.
Smith moves back and forth with great
ease between reporting and wry comment; in his commentary, he is quick to
note the ironies-the Catch 22s-in the
rna terial he reports.
Each of the chapters in the "Informational Privacy" part covers its particular topic in the same way. Smith first presents a section, which typically takes 75%
of the chapter, summarizing the current
state of affairs-applicable laws (federal,
state, and, in some cases, local); current
operational practices of the record-keeping organizations (especially where these
are in apparent defiance of the laws), and
relevant co'urt decisions. Copious references to the U.S. Code and to published
law cases are provided.
Since record custodians do not
publish state-of-the~art reports describing
how they treat their datasubjects (that is,
the people about whom they collect, store,
and disseminate data), the information on
their operational practices has to come
from the data subjects themselves. As
publisher of the Privacy Journal, Smith
has been collecting this kind Of data for
more than four years from many, sources,
including legislative committee hearings,
newspaper items, magazine and journal
articles, lawsuits, and communications to
the Privacy Journal editor. In addition,
Smith has drawn on his own personal efforts to probe the system (for example, his
three-year fight to see his own data in the
files of the Medical Information Bureau):
Each chapter, then, contains a wealth of
information about how people are actually being treated, information which has
never been assembled in one place.
Each chapter concludes with a section headed· "What Can You Do?" in
which Smith goes back to the earlier material and summarizes how others have
fared in negotiated· resolutions, court
cases, administrative decisions, out-ofcourt settlements, and how they are faring
in on-going battles. He advises about
courses of action that work, and others
that do not. He lists names and addresses
of complaintoffices, information sources,
advocacy groups, etc., and even provides
form letters that can be used to reqJlest
record copies, and to negotiate fair agreements with individual record-keeping or~
ganizations.
Smith also provides an· extensive
index, allowing the reader to locate all the
references to a particular law. It also collects all the references to states and cities
scattered throughout the individual chapters. In fact, one could use the index of
this book to take stich factors into account
in evaluatirig job offers from different localities.
'
,
The single serious flaw in the entire book is the chapter on computers, in
which Smith attempts to provide, in his

own words, a "layman's explanation of
how electronic data processing works."
The result is a disaster. In describing or
defining about thirty basic concepts in'
computing-ranging from key punching
to multiprogramming-Smith errs in
matters both of fact and of accepted usage. The lead in those special (now obsolete) mark-sense pencils did not contain
magnetic particles. Information is not
read from magnetic tape when the
" ... electrical impulse... is 'bounced
back' from the tape to make the circuit ... " The magnetic disks in a disk
pack are not "paper thin." A company
renting its unused computer time to another company is not an example of timesharing. Chess playing on computers does
not involve programmers placing " ... in
the unit all the possible moves in a chess
game ... " Describing cores as "magnetized rings of microscopic wire" is not just
inaccurate: it will confuse anyone who later encounters a description of the essential functions that wires do perform in
core storage. As a final example, the basic
distinction between· program and data
gets lost when we are told that changing
the prices of supermarket products in a
store computer is done by changing the
contents of program.
These kinds of errors are so glaring
and so pervasive that they destroy the
credibility of the author on technical matters. This is a shame, and it need never
have happened. Once the author and the
publisher committed themselves to a
chapter on computers, the editor should
have had the material reviewed. Knowledgeable people could have been contacted at a chapter of the DPMA or ACM, or the
computer science department of a college
or university. In any case, it would have
taken one person about half a day to correct the mistakes, straighten out the confusions, and clear up the terminology. The
time would have been well spent.
Despite this flaw, this is an extremely valuable work. It fills an important need, and provides an invaluable collection of information. Anchor Press/
Doubleday (1979, 346 pp., $10).

. -James L. Rogers

PRIVACY
by Robert Ellis Smith,
If you aren't already sufficiently alarmed
about intrusions on your rights to privacy,
Smith's very readable book catalogues
the horrors of mailing lists, easy government access to bank records, and lax controls over medical claims. While suggesting specific techniques for passive
resistance by the enlightened citizenry,
the book's recommendations will leave
the noncomputer person with a sense of
helplessness. But we know better.
Privacy frequently acknowledges
the enormous boost ~omputer technology

has given the intrusion business. The book
describes how easily various data banks
are searched and matched to learn more
about the unwary who have been so foolish as to buy insurance, obtain credit, earn
taxable income or drive a car.
However, the realities of data processing are left out. Files of different
structure and format, using different and
poorly documented coding schemes, are
not easily or inexpensively consolidated.
Although all of the sophisticated indexing
systems referred to by Smith do exist, I
feel more exposed by the careless handling of paper files and my neighbors' gossipy tongue, than by the threat of an automated FBI search of my employer's and
bank's incompatible data bases.
For the reader interested in privacy issues stripped of their technical subtleties, this is an excellent book. For busy
computer professionals overwhelmed by
the flood of "must read" technical literature, Privacy provides no system design or
implementation guidelines. There are no
recommended file keying schemes for optimizing the often conflicting objectives
of easy access and maximum protection of
personal data. Help is offered to the individual in search of privacy, not to the systems person trying to prevent or at least
control the problem at its root. Privacy
does not attempt to treat the disease, but
it does offer two aspirins for the symptoms.

-Naomi Lee Bloom

VENDOR LITERATURE
USED COMPUTERS
New and used equipment-personal computers, minicomputers, and peripheralsare offered in this vendor's 48-page, illustrated catalog. The selection' includes
PDP-8s, PDP-lIS, and LSI-lIS from DEC,
Novas from Data General, printers from
Centronics, Hewlett-Packard 3000s, and
the Commodore PET and the Apple II personal computers. Crt's and teleprinter terminals, video display boards, modems,
printers, plotters, and tape equipment also are listed. Books and software for the
personal computing market also are offered. The catalog includes prices and ordering information. NEWMAN COMPUTER
EXCHANGE, INC., Ann Arbor, Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 401 ON READER CARD

THERMAL PRINT MECHANISM
A data sheet explains this vendor's model
Q3 thermal printer mechanism for oem's.
Design features, as well as standard and
optional capabilities, are listed. A full
page is devoted to specifications, including interfacing, character fonts, paper
(and feed mechanism), and physical characteristics. A functional block diagram.
and a mechanical drawing of the mecha-

nism are included. COMPUTER DEVICES.
INC., Burlington, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 402 ON READER CARD

FACSIMilE
A colorful fact sheet describes the dex
I 100 family of facsimile transceivers.
Compatibility with other vendor's equipment is stressed, with the fact sheet asserting dex 1100 machines can talk to
"nearly all other fax systems anywhere in
the world." Transmission speeds, copy
quality, portability, transmission reliability also ,are discussed. The three models in
the product line are described briefly, and
specs for the family are provided. GRAPHICSCIENCES. INC., Subsidiary of Burroughs Corp., Danbury, Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 403 ON READER CARD

CARTRIDGE TAPE
This vendor's model 1200 cartridge tape
storage system is the subject of a threepanel fold-out brochure. Descriptions are
provided of the model 1200, the model
200 Minidrive used in the 1200 system,
the formatter, and available interfaces.
System specs and data cartridge specs also are provided. Configuration and options are listed. QANTEX DIV., North Atlantic Industries, Inc., Hauppauge, N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 404 ON READER CARD

COBOL
"Will our programmers be required to
learn a new compiler language'!" "What
are the largest COBOL programs we can
compile on the system?" "What is the status of your documentation and does it renect the latest changes?" These are three
of the ten questions the vendors of BUS/
COBOL suggest potential users ask of software suppliers. Presented in a four-page
nier, the questions are followed by this
vendor's answers; a phone number and a
postage-paid card are provided for readers left with unanswered questions. INFORMATION PROCESSING. INC., Winter
Park, Florida.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 405 ON READER CARD

REMOTE COMPUTING
"You run your operation too well to be
boxed in by computer limitations," opens
a 12-page brochure describing this vendor's worldwide remote computing service. Calling the Mark 3000 Service "the
IBM-compatible remote computing service that helps keep you on top of all your
company's computing needs," the
brochure goes on to enumerate the resources available to expand the user's dp
operation. Applications software, technology, ·and training also are covered. A
postage-paid inquiry card is bound into
the brochure for readers interested in
more details. GENERAL ELECTRIC INFORMATION SERVICES CO., Rockville, Md.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 406 ON READER CARD
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"Mini Starter System," a six-page, foldout brochure, describes a variety of furniture and filing cabinetry of interest to
minicomputer installations. Included are
storage units for diskette and cartridge
disk media, workstations and terminal
stands, decollators, chairs, and filing
cabinets for printouts. MONARCH COMPUTER PRODUCTS. INC., New Windsor,
N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 407 ON READER CARD

COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
A four-page flier presents this vendor's
CC-85 Advanced Communications Processor. The discussion covers hardware and
software design, communications concepts, throughput, and field-proven cap~~
bilities; block diagrams depict a typical
network, CC-85 architecture, and the architecture of the vendor's Network Communication System operating system.
The closing 'page is dedicated to listing
features and characteristics of the CC-85.
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS INC., Torrance, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 408 ON READER CARD

PROJECT MANAGEMENT FORM
This publisher of edp self-study courses
offers a free copy of its Project Management Form to interested readers. Intended to simplify manual control over dp
projects, the form provides areas for task
descriptions, and both planned and actual
usage of time, manpower, and materials.
The form is used in the vendor's Developing User Oriented Systems course. INFO
III, Woodland Hills, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 409 ON READER CARD

FAST -FOOD SYSTEM
A computer-based system in the peopleintensive fast-food environment is explained in an eight-page, four-color

brochure. The booklet examines how the
vendor's Positran fast-food system fits into all areas of operations: cash profits,
sales profits, payroll profits, inventory
profits, drive-through profits, and remote
profits. SCAN-DATA CORP., Norristown,
Penn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 410 ON READER CARD

DATA COMPRESSION
A file compression and encryption software package, Shrink/IMs, is the topic of
a 12-page, illustrated brochure. The
booklet begins by describing Shrink as a
software solution to the hardware problem of increasing storage requirements.
Subsequent discussions cover the package's features said to improve computer
utilization, and the various operating environments capable of supporting Shrink.
The second half of the brochure consists
of a technical overview illustrated with
block diagrams. Included in this section is
an explanation of the Huffman encoding
technique used by Shrink. The closing
two pages of the brochure list some of the
company's other software products, as
well as its national and international sales
offices. INFORMATICS. INC., Woodland
Hills, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 411 ON READER CARD

SINGLE· BOARD COMPUTER
An eclectic design philosophy, explains
this colorful, 12-page brochure, led this
vendor to select components based on virtue, not origin. The brochure continues to
describe the vendor's MSC 8004 singleboard computer. The presentation covers
the board's MULTIBUS compatibility, its
Z80 microprocessor (and the Z80's upward compatibility from the 8080 series),
its read/write and read-only memory, and
its on-board 32-bit floating point arithmetic processing unit. Also covered are onboard programmable interfaces, and support software available from the vendor.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MONOLITHIC SYSTEMS CORP., Englewood, Colo.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 412 ON READER CARD

TECH CONTROL
A 28-page brochure describes this vendor's line of patching, switching, and tech
control equipment. The catalog covers
digital, wide-band, and analog patching
equipment, patching/switching systems,
test equipment, and other products. ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., Alexandria,
Virginia.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 413 ON READER CARD

REPORTS AND REFERENCES
SYSTEM/38: ANALYSIS AND
FORECAST
As part of Creative Strategies International's Impact/Opportunity series, this
volume analyzes IBM'S new small business
computer, its position in the General Systems Div. product lineup, and the opportunities it may create for software and peripherals vendors.
The market potential appears
large. For example, Creative Strategies
notes that some 32,500 S/38 machines
were ordered last year and that by 1983
IBM should have racked up some 136,000
orders. By that time, the report claims, S/
38s will be consuming 147,000 megabytes
of main memory and 76 million megabytes of disk storage, providing significant opportunities for plug-compatible
suppliers. Also included are predictions as
to possible additions to GSD'S offerings:
"System/36" upgrades for the S/38 and
enhancements tothe 5250 crt terminal. A
breakdown of projected S/38 installations shows manufacturing and wholesale
trade users accounting for fully 58% by
1983.
The 12t-page report includes 17
figures, visually well done, and 32 tables
revealing such notable statistics as the average S/38 user will eventually run 1.75
machines.
The report sells for $995. CREATIVE STRATEGIES INTERNATIONAL, 4340
Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 275, San Jose,
CA 95129 (408) 249-7550.

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM MARKET

"We installed everything under the raised flooring,"
,cDATAMATION"
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"The Small Business Systems Marketplace in Western Europe, 1978-1986" is
one of the Market Series from Pactel SA,
an international consulting firm. The other volumes in the series are "Computer
Mainframes," "Business Communications," "Microcomputers," "Data Transmission Equipment," "Minicomputers,"
"Computer Terminals," "Data Entry
Equipment,': "Peripherals and Memory,"
and "Word Processing." Each report has
generally the same outline for ease of reference between reports, beginning with an

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN ENGINEERS - MARKETING PRODUCT SPECIALISTS

GET TO KNOW CODEX
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introduction and executive summary,
continuing with market analysisincluding major product strategies and a financial overview, product markets including
analysis of individual· products, marketing aspects of technology, including user
requirements, and competition including
market shares. The price of one report is
$995. All 10 reports sell for $6,170.
PACTEL SA, 19055 Pruneridge Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014 (408) 725-1140 or
PACTEL SA, Grand Rue 56, CH-1700 Fribourg 2 (Suisse) (037) 23-35-50.

w

Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., has put together a
financial analysis of industry Standard
Industrial Classifications 3573, 7372,
7374 and 7379, which stand for computers and peripherals, programming and
other software services, data processing
services, and other computer related services respectively. The statistical report,
described in the introduction as "the most
comprehensive system for gauging a company's financial and operating condition
that has ever been made available," is
meant to provide information for comparisons at two levels. At the broad industry
level, medians and ranges are shown for
profits on sales, profits on net worth, receivable collection period, sales per employee, inventory turnover, etc. Also
shown is the number of companies in an
industry using short-term and/or longterm borrowings and their relation to annual sales. At the individual level, figures
are meant to allow a business to compare
its condition with that of the industry as a
whole in such areas, for example, as receivable collection period length, cash position, long-term debt, and investment in
fixed assets. Price $165. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., 99 Church St., New York, NY
10007.

DATA BASE PLANNING
Leo 1. Cohen, founder and principal consultant at Performance Development
Corp., specialists in data base systems,
performance management and project
planning, has written a new report entitled "Pre-Data-Base Survey." The report,
edited by Ronald G. Ross, a former DATAMATION author, aims at extending PDC'S
service analysis approach, a requirements
definition methodology. The idea is to begin at the beginning and commit to a series of implementation stages, taking·into
account the needs· of the organization.
The recommended stages are: pre-database survey, service analysis, data dictionary, data base architecture, data base architecture design, DBMS package selection, cost benefit analysis, and
implementation specification. The report
includes a discussion of management's
role in data base planning, measuring user
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We're Codex, producers of high speed state-of-the-art data communications
equipment, and we're known as the best in the industry. Because we're growing at
a phenomenal rate, we need individuals with all kinds of backgrounds, experience,
and interests who'd like the challenge and excitement of working with the leader
in its field.
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YOU WILL NOT BE CALLED unless you indicate interest in Codex by returning
an application or resume to us.
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----------------------Clip out this coupon and send to: Gary Davis, Corporate Employment Mana-·
ger, CODEX CORPORATION, 20 Cabot ~oulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048.
Dear Mr. Davis:
Please send me information about career opportunities at Codex Corporation.
Name
Address
Street

City

State
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If Codex sounds good to you, clip out the coupon and send. it to me, Gary Davis,
Corporate Employment Manager. I'll send you a package of information about
Codex so you can get to know us even better. Then if you think we've got what it
takes to improve your career, send us the enclosed application.
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A SubSidiary 01 MOTOROLA INC

20 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmaiive Action Employer
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SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS - MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN ENGINEERS
CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD

I------OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH-------,
is seeking a

DIRECTOR, MATHEMATICAL and
INFORMATION SCIENCES DIVISION
This is an ES·1 through ES·4, Senior Executive Service (SES),
General position, with salary range of $44,756 to $47,500, de·
pending upon experience. Salary increases to potential $50,100
maximum on October 1, 1979.
The Director, Mathematical and Information Sciences Division is responsible
for encouraging, promoting, planning, initiating and directing a program of
sponsored basic research and development in the fields of mathematics,
statistics, information systems, computer hardware and software, logistiCS,
operations research, and hydrodynamics. The in~umbent advises and
assists the Director, Research Programs in policy formulation and im·
plementation.
Candidates must have Ph,D or equivalent in one of the following fields or any
combination of: Applied mathematics, mechaniCS; statistics, operations
research, computer science or information sciences.
Interested cal.1didates must send resume no later than October 15, 1979 to:
Ms. Michele Talbot
Office of Naval Research
Personnel Services Division
800 N. Quincy St., Rm. 823
Arlington, VA 22217
ATTN: Announcement No. 79·36
U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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satisfaction with dp systems, reasons for
data base system failures, personnel and
hardware needs for data bases, and choosing applications, including isolating a
good first project. The 83-page report
sells for $13.95, or $12.50 prepaid. Performance Development Corp., 1101 State
Rd:, Bldg. P, Princeton, NJ 08540 (609)
921-3770.

THREE FROM FTP

ments will be stimulated by the new IBM
diskette magazine now available on the
S/34, S/38 and Series 1 machines. INTERNATIONAL DATA CORP., 214 Third
Ave., ,Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 890~
3700.
'

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CATALOG
A 600-page catalog of computer products
will be available the first quarter of 1980.
Aimed at executives in systems houses,
oem's and other buyers of computer hardware, software and supplies, the expected
circulation is over 25,000.
Equipment will be indexed by
manufacturer and by product. There will
also be an advertising section. The directory will cost $25. Makers of computer
products, software and accessories are
urged to write for applications for free
listings in Data Guide. SENTRY PUBLISHING CO., 5 Kane Industrial Dr., Hudson,
MA 01749 (617) 562-9308.

FTP (formerly Faim Technical Products)
issues short, informal reports that consist
of transcripts of talks by computer professionals. The transcripts are easy to read
and fun because they are so casual. Available technology"rather than being summarized, is spoken of frankly in detail and
company names are often brought up.
The question and answer sessions, featured at the end of each report, can be
amusing or enlightening, as the presentation on occasion raises the ire of those attending the talk. Also, attendees may
raise questions about a product or subject
that a standard research report might shy NEW FROM DATAPRO
away from. For instance, 'in the report A directory of suppliers and three "All
"Small Business Machines-Their Time About" reports have been reprinted and
Has Come," Vol. VI, No.3, the speaker updated from the Datapro 70 loose-leaf
agrees with the attendee that the uses for information service. "All About PlugCompatible Disk Drives" is a 21-page rewhich micros are being touted may well
be seen as a major threat to corporate MIS port featuring the usual survey of, user
management. The bad reputation of the opinions of equipment. In this case, 129
users rated their total 1,841 installed disk
micro, due to poor software, missing documentation, and unreliable hardware, is drives according to maintenance performdiscussed, and leads into an analysis of ance, hardware reliability, ease of operation, and overall performance. The report
potential vendor liability. Vol. VI, No.1 is
also
contains discussion of the market,
entitled "MIS Management-Future Issues and Concerns"; the speaker is Dick ' guidelines for selection, and equipment
descriptions. "All About Teleprinter TerBrandon. No.3 is entitled "An Update to
minals" covers over 14,700 installed maCareer Planning in Information Managechines
rated by 307 users according to
ment." $25 each. FTP, Inc. 414 Route 111,
ease of use, keyboard feel and efficiency,
Smithtown, NY 11787.
print quality, hardware reliability, maintenance service, and overall satisfaction.
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE MARKET
Specs on 124 teleprinters from 54 vendors
"Worldwide Shipments of U.S. Manufac- and a review of features and applications
tured Flexible Disk Drives" is available of the major types of communications terfrom IDC for $1,500. The 43-page report minals are also included in the 38-page
includes market share data showing Shu- report. "All About Plug Compatible Tape
gart as the undisputed leader in units Drives" features results from 92 users ratshipped. There is a three-page manage- ing a total of 1,272 installed tape drives
ment summary and discussion of the mar- according to overall performance, ease of
ket by product application-processing operation, hardware reliability, mainteterminals, small business computers, per- nance service promptness, and maintesonal computers, word processing sys- nance ~ervice effectiveness. The 18-page
tems, and minicomputers. There are 19 report also discusses product and market
tables and 6 figures. The report concludes characteristics and offers selection guidewith two pages of discussion of the future lines. Each report is $12.
of flexible disk drive technology. It is preThis year's Datapro Directory of
dicted that there will be more plug-com- EDP Suppliers profiles 1,000 companies
patibility among major vendor offerings. that supply "all types of products and serSignificant improvements in recording vices of interest to computer users,plandensities following a change in substrate ners, designers, vendors· and operating
material for disk media are predicted, staff." Information on companies inwith vendors reportedly considering two- cludes location, size, management, finanor three-ply laminated plastic film, fiber cial status, product line, and sales and serreinforced film, and plastic film laminat- vice organization, arranged in charts for
ed on both sides of metal foil. Finally, it is easy comparison. The 204-page directory
predicted that performance improvefeatures 75 more companies than the
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1978 edition. $24. DATAPRO RESEARCH
1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ
08075 (609) 764-0100.
CORP.,

EAC DIRECTORY
The Electronics Association of California,
a trade association focusing on small- and
medium-sized companies, offers an annual directory of member firms. Included is
a "product guide," which cross-references
companies by kind of equipment made.
The paperbound booklet is $25. EAC, 795
Kifer Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)
735-7440.

SEMINARS
YOURDON ADDS DATA BASE
COURSES
Yourdon's schedule of courses to be offered for the rest of the year is now available. Featured are their structured systems
development, structured analysis, structured programming and structured design
classes and workshops, including a class
on structured programming in COBOL to
be offered Dec. 17-18 in Washington. The
data base titles are "Database System
Development," "Database Administrative Workshop," "Database Modeling" &
Design Workshop" and "Database Modeling & Design Intensive." Most courses
are offered in various parts of the country.
Prices range from $200 to $800. Discounts are available for groups of two or
more. YOURDON INC., 1133 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212)
730-2670.

DATAPRO WP AND COMM COURSES
Datapro is offering two sets of seminars
aimed at providing a progression of education from introductory to advanced. Attendees may register beginning with' any
level and for any number of seminars. Simultaneous registration for more than
one level is also possible. Discounts for
multiple registrations by the same person
and for multiple registrations from a company are offered. The word processing
seminar titles are: "Wp: An Overview of
Concepts, Systems and Applications,"
"Wp: Effective Operations Management," "Integration of Wp and Edp Systems," and "Automating Your Office Today: Planning and Implementation
Methods." The communications seminar
titles are: "Data Communications: An Introduction to Concepts and Systems,"
"Data Communications: Advanced Concepts and Systems," "Data Communications: Effective Network Design," "Introduction to Teleprocessing Software," and
"Distributed Systems: Are They Right
for You?"
The seminars are offered at various sites around the country, for $525
($485 for subscribers to Datapro). For a
course outline call (800) 257-9406 toll

free or write: DATAPRO, 1805 Underwood
Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075.

PASCAL PROGRAMMING
A course entitled "Advanced Programming Techniques Using Pascal" is being
offered Nov. 14,.16. Aimed at refining the
skills of Pascal programmers and teach;.
ing them how to build a comprehensive
and effective software development envi-,
ronment, the course does' require a basic
knowledge of Pascal. Class size is limited.
fee: $450. SOFfWARE CONSULTING SERVICES, 901 Whittier Dr:, Allentown, PA
18~03 (215) 797-9690.

PERIODICALS
COMPUTER USE IN SCIENCE
SPECIALTIES
'
A bimonthly newsletter about the use of
computers in psychiatry and clinical psychology, formerly "Micro-Psych," has
been renamed "Computers in Psychiatry /Psychology." Each 13-page edition
contains, a wide variety of short articles~
reviews, and reports 'on conferences and
projects, such as the Mental Health Infor,.
mation Systems Project, an initial step toward a'position paper on "potentially high
impact computer support ,systems."
There is also quite a bit of user dialogue
through letters, and many articles are
contributed by readers. Some' articles
may be of interest to users in fields other
than psychology as examples of tailored
applications. An ongoing 'report, for example, of one reader's battle to analyze
'MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) data with his Apple computer details the quagmires of copyright
'
law.
Vol. 1 articles include "Guidelines
, for User Accessto Computerized Patient
Records," "Why Do Psychiatrists Avoid
Using the Crt?" "A Device Integrating
Computer Assisted & Videotaped In~
struction," and "An Interactive 6800 System for Generating Narrative Text and
Psychiatric Reports." A subscription to
Vol. 2 (6 issues) is $15. The best of Vol. 1,
a 52-page compilation, is available for
$12. COMPUTERS IN PSYCHIATRY/PSYCHOLOGY, 26 Trumbull St., New Haven,
CT 06511 (203) 562-9872.
John Wiley announces a new quarterly, Journal of Computational Chemistry, to appear in spring 1980. Organic,
inorganic, physical, o.r biological chemistry is to' be covered. Papers will be refereed and are expected to be "at or near the
state of the art limits for the particular
area of work." Prospective authors are in;'
vited to contact Dr. Allinger at the Dept.
of Chemistry, Univ. of Georgia, Athens,
GA 30602. Annual subscriptions' will be
$50, from the Subscriptions Dept., JOHN
WILEY & SONS, 605 Third Ave., New'
York, NY 10016.
.
-#

EDPSPECIALISTS
career search opportunities
SR. ANALYSTS to $32,000. "Fortune 100" client seeks Sr. Analysts/Programmers for
challenging involvem'ent in team·oriented environment to design on·line data base
,systems & be responsible for dvlpmt of applications programming. Seek 2-7 yrs exp
in data processing design & programming & knowledge of OS/VSI, IMS, CICS/VS,
DCI. Refer NS.
"
SUPERVISOR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER to $32,000. Ohio based major national consulting group seeks candidate for tech supervision & hardware/software selection
w/state-of·art environment. Req's IBM OS/OS/VS systems programming & VSI
systems generati'on. Deg. Refer AT.
SR. DESIGN to $29,000. Atlanta client seeks individual to lead project team in the
design of turnkey mini mfg & accounting systems. Excellent growth. Refer RS.
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER to $29,000. VA based multi·billion$ consumer products giant
seeks several software pros w/solid OS/MVS or IMS internals expo Outstanding
advancement potential, full career benefits. Refer JS.
PROJECT LEADER, $25,000-$28,000. Two leading Mid·At! mfg co's seek EDP pros
W/exp in dvlpmt & implementation elf inventory & distribution systems. Large scale
,IBM. Challenging oppty. Refer,RN.
SYSTEMS ANALYST to $27,000. "Fortune 200" corp' in ideal VA location seeks
analysts & programmers w/strong financial systems expo Modern IBM, OS, VS shop.
Refer OM.
.'
MINI TECH., SUPPORT to $26,000. Co seeks tech "heavy weight" to support dvlmpt
group.' Req's strong bkgd mini operations systems, data bases & file structures. Data
general eXjJ a +. Atlanta suburbs. Refer RS.
DATA BASE to, $21,000. LIVE ON BEACH. Unusual growth position as IMS data base
analyst, for progressive mfg div of "Fortune 500" corp. DB accessed by 6 other
locations. Req's prog/analyst exp w/analyst exp w/exposure to IMS. Refer HG.

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE ABOUT THESE AND OTHER FEE-PAID OPPORTUNITIES.
OUR UNIQUE, COMPANy-oWNED OFFICE SYSTEM ASSURES PERSONAL, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102-S. Burns, 1500 Chestnut St., 215/561-6300
ATLANTA, GA 30346-R. Spang, 47 Perimeter Center, 404/393-0933
BALTIMORE,- MD 21204-R. Nelson, 409 Washington Ave., 301/296-4500
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202-J. Schwab, 1742 Southern Nat'l Ctr;, 704/375-0600
CLEVELAND, OH 44131-A. Thomas, 5755 Granger Road, 216/749-6030
McLEAN, VA 22101-0. Miller, 7921 Jones Branch Drive, 703/790-1335
NEW YORK, NY 10036-N. Shanahan, 1211 Ave. of the Americas, 212/840-6930
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-J. Beck, 4 Gateway Center, 412/232-0410
.
PRINCETON, NJ 08540-R. Davis, 3490 U.S. Rte. I, 609/452·8135
'
WILMINGTON, DE 19810-H. Greene, 3411 Silverside Rd., 302/478·5150
HOUSTON, TX 77056-G. Lehman, 2801 South Post Oak, 713/877-1600
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017-G. Kaplan, 707 Wi Ishire Boulevard, 213/623-3001

\------~, POX- morris
~---. personnel cans...ltanta ----~
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~---OFFICE

OF NAVAL RESEARCH - - - - "
is seeking a

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
This is a Senior Executive Service (SES) General position, ES·1 to
ES·4, with a salary range of $44,756 to $47,500, depending upon
qualifications. The s~lary level increases to a potential of $50,100
maximum on October 1, 1979. The position is located in Arlington,
Virginia. .
The Deputy Director provides assistance and support to the Director,
Technology Programs in carrying out the functions of the Technology Directorate. ,The Technology Directorate manages the overall ONR exploratory
development program, and identifies, plans and manages innovative and
specialized programs in basic and applied research, exploratory development,
and studies and analyses applicable to Navy and Marine Corps operations.
Establishes overall policy and administrative procedures of the Technology
Directorate. Plans~ develops and evaluates ONR Exploratory Development
Program.
Applicants must have Ph.D. or its equivalent experience in the physical
sciences, mathematics or engineering with at least five years of speCialized
experience in technology base efforts and management directed to the solu~
tion of specific development problems.
Send resume no later than September 22,'1979 to:
Office of, Naval Research
Personnel Services Division
800 N. Quincy.st., Rm. 823
Code 722
Arlington, VA 22217 .
Attn: Announcement' No. 79·35
U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD
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BUY, SELL & LEASE
268
269

The Advanced Continuous Simulation Language Is a powerful but easy to use program
designed for modelling the behavior of dynamic systems. Applications range from control system analysis to c;hemlcal plant models
to urban dynamics.
'
• Interactive or Batch Graphics
• Unlimited Problem Size
• FORTRAN Compatibility
• Stiff Integration
ACSL reduces program development time by
factors of two to ten: ACSL Is available for
CDC 6000/7000, IBM 3601370, UNIVAC
1100, SEL 32,PDP 10/20 and VAX II computers.Access through' UCS, CYBERNET and
other national networks. ,

PAYROLL/PERSONNEL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
GENERAL LEDGER
TAXBREAK/TAXCOST
(Payroll Tax Calculation Modules)

Call us: (415) 444-5954·

ARGONAUT~
Argonaut Information Systems, Inc.
383 Grand Ave .• Suite 6
Oakland. CA 94610 .
Member Software Industry Assoc.
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FINANCIAL MODELING
FOR DEC PDP11 USERS
Your PDP11 can do much more than general
accounting work.
FINAR adds a simulation capability to your
management information and lets managers
build their own conversational models for all
kinds of planning : budgets, forecasts, cash
flows. project, evaluation, consolidations. etc.

FINAR
the Financial Analysis
and Reporting Language.

,FINAR SYSTEMS
132 NassauStreet."'212 New Yor·k·., NY 10038
(212) 222-2784
San Francisco: (415) 348-6810
London: (01) 467-1144
Sydney: (02) 439-5155
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269

l I.................. ™

MSM

269
269
269
269

JOB MARKETPLACE
Logical Options, Inc .•
Management Advisory
Services Inc. ..• ~
Memorial Hospital ••
Mlssou'r,~ State Employment
Security • . . . . • • • • • • • • .
Pacific Stars; and Stripes • •
Parker Page Associates, Inc.
Louis Rudzlnsky Associates.
S~st~matlon, Consultants, Inc.
Systems Personnel, Inc..

Quality packages compatible with any
ANS' COBOL compiler. We set our
standards high and our prices low.

MITCHELL AND
GAUTHIER ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 685, Concord, Ma. 01742
(617) ,369-5115 '

DP MARKETPLACE
American Terminal Leasing
Computer Task Grolip Inc.
~ortek .' . • • . • . • • • • •
C.D. Smith & Associates, Inc..

A software package
doesn't have to be
ex,pensive to be
. good. .

ACSL

SOFTWARE & SERVICES

American Used Computer
,Corporation . • • • •
~.I.I. Publications •••
Unitronlx Corporation

• • • SOFTWARE SERVICES

£I::

~ l!I1!/

Th.. MULTIJOLE, SYSTEMS MANAGE!,!

ElimilMtes the pr,oblems Of Multi-System TAPE Allf!ClltiOfJS
270
270
270

• MSM aulomalically conlrols TAPE ALLOCA TlONS among your
syslems.
• MSM allows MORE EFFICIENT TAPE DRIVE UTILIZATION.

• MSM Is COMPLETEL Y COMPATIBLE with the standard
operating system allocation philosophy.

Your tape drives will be treated as a single combined pool, rather than
several smaller ones. This will have a tendency to reduce overall tape drive
requireme~ts..
'
..

• MSM can be INSTALLED IN 10, MINUTES - NO IPL Is reo
qulred;
• MSM requires NO SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS whatsoever.
• MSM Is TRANSPARENT to your users and operators.
• Additional OVERHEAD caused by MSM Is INSIGNIFICANT.
• MSM runs in conjunction with Super·MSI.- the Multiple
Systems' Integrity Facility.
• Although MSM is currently available only for MVS en·
vironments, support for other systems environments (SVS,
MVT, VS1 and MFT) is expected to be announced soon.

• MSM ALLEVIATES CONFUSING OPERATOR BURDENS.
~it~out IdSM" operators must manually coordinate device usag~ among

270
270
269
270
270

270

the various systems.

.

,

• MSM ELIMINATES COSTL Y JOB RE·RUNS due to Inadvertant
l'
multl·system tape allocation.,.
• MSM PROVIDES A S/NGLE·SYSTEM IMAGE with respect to
device allocation. ,

A

MSAt si":,ply extends it to cover all system,s in your complex.

To Acquire MSM (or for More Infot"nUItion)•••
AL,LEN SERVICES

~CORPORATION

C4l1 Rosemary: .I~~I;!~~~i 800.543.7583 (Ext. 203)
Collect: 513·890·1200
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'. ?AI);:>
,
'. c!J,\!J JiiYl?nc--

Rosemary (MSM)

or write: ~~;~r:~~~:~e~?RP.
21,2 W. National Rd.
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

CP/M®

DATAPOINT

LOW-COST'
MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE'
CP/M®' OPERATING SYSTEM:
• Editor, Assembler; Debugger and Utilities,
• Standard version for BOBO, ZBO, or Intel
MDSI[other versions available.!
• For IBM-compatible floppy discs.
• S1 DO-Diskette and Documentation.
• S25-Documentation[Set of 6 manuals) only.
MACTM MACRO ASSEMBLER:
• Compatible with new Intel macro standard.
• Complete guide to macro applications.
• S90-Diskette and Manual.
SIDTM SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER:
• Symbolic memory reference.
• Built-in assembler/disassembler.
• S75-Diskette and ManuaL
TEXTM TEXT FORMATTER:
• Powerful text formatting capabilities.
• Text prepared using CP/M Editor.
• S75-Diskette and ManuaL
DESPOOLTM:
• . Background print utility.
• Use with CP/M [version 1.4)
• S50. Diskette and Manual.

Computer Business Software
Version II
Accounts Receivable (bal. fwd.) ..... $1250
Accounts Receivable (opn. itm.) .... , 1250
Accounts Payable ., ..... : ........ 1250
General Ledger .. , .. , ............ 1250
Payroll ............... ,......... 1250
ON-LINE/INTERACTIVE

Includes source code & documentation

custOM COMPUTING, INC.
505 Kay St.

P,O. Box 1374

[[I) [)~[j~TflL RESEflRCH ®

Kilgore, TX 75662

(214) 984-0639

P.O. Box 579 • Pacific Grave; CA 93950

. [4081 649-3896
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SERIES!l

Customized P~ogramming

U
project management systems
general business applications
event driven executive .
. computer graphics

U

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
General Ledger
Payroll
Financial Planning
Order Processing
Inventory Control
Job Shop Control
Tape Library System
Computer Time Accounting

·IIms.

INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
375 Concord Ave., Belmont, MA 02178 (617) 489-3~50
THE RSTS/E APPLICATIONS
_SP_E_CI_AL_IS_T_S__________~
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SHARED DASD
INSTALLATIONS
• If you 'have SHARED OASO', your data can
be lost or damaged due to simultaneous
access by sharing systems.
• If you are using device RESERVE to
prevent simultaneous' access, you have
si,gnificant performance degradation .

YOU NEED
SHARED DA TA SET INTEGRITY

'.

ti·til

[ [ ; RaymondG. Lorber,
Incorporated
..
.
Systems & Programming Design
4850 Bank of America Center
~an Francisco, CA 94104

M

DUQUESnE

Cr--,J SYSTEmS Inc
Two Allegheny Center
Pittsburgh. Pa 15212 .
(412) 323-2600

(415) 434-2607
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How do you get Project information
to the top?
Project plans and status often.
have a difficult time getting
from front line management
up through the chain of command in a timely, consistent manner. Now there is a way not to leave that
information hanging in mid-air.
.

PA CII

PAC II is an automated project management system
for planning, budgeting, and monitoring virtually any
work effort.
.
Easily installed and used, PAC II is equally applicable in research, engineering, construction, marketing,
financia'lahddata processing departments.
Local marketinQ and technical support in over 30 countries on all five continents.
.
For more details' about PAC" cor;tact:
..JIf!r
890 Valley Forge Plaza, King of Prussia, Pa. 19406
.

DEC PDP-11
APPLICATIONS

(215) 265-1550

GJ[lIeIllatl011aJ '~".-. - .... ,,,
.
SyStem$GJllc.
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'·[)A$Pi~~;tj~~~an~th~~a~io~~~li;s
th~ syrnP9! ~ortheJastestand rrio~t
ec0r)0mic;al' waY to. tral1slate.·•. QOS"

Assembler Language Pl'<?9ratllS intO
OS~ bnd you'nsaY~~rTlear)dd()n~~
·b¢<;au~.th~. rilajorp()rtionoftl)e
c()nversi()rl feffol1; is. c:'u~rrtatic:..<\>..• ·

-Pr°yisionsal'ferrt~deto~asily.~R;

comOc)ate.· u~ryvri~er)I1'I~c:~o~ar)d

1/9• ·.J"()~tin.~~.•\.·.·.·••·.(.• •·•.•. ·.·.·. .• .•.·•·.• .• ..• • .•..•.•.• •. :. . . . . . . . . . . '• . . •. •.•.•. .•.
to:

•. • .•. Bptthe.best waytoev~l\late is
b¢nchl1'lCl*'()\J • ~l1d.u~ . frorn·oneJo
tengfyour Pfogr"l1'ls, an9~eshg,,!
YOP\Vl1at.\Ve.C;an do_Then, when
you'ref°rtyinced,.weofferyou'Cl5\:.
Vciriety ()f ~eMC;e.op~()ns,ranging'·
fro'!'l u~ .or leasearr~ngerhenu>~o the
complete.D~Q.tPrn~ey.c:oQv~~~on
... .......................... .
pa,c~ge_

seJld·.·?f . calltOdaYf?r ollr.I~.Cost·.·.·.··

~uraCYE:valua4()~·
DNiDCorporati01l
Corporate seJVic:;e~<:enter

Dept.· DAM6-.»... .ii
9045. North Deerwood Drive

ft\iJwaukee~. WlSCon!;in.5;320~

(414)355-3405'

.
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

PASCAL SEMINARS

SCOBOLandSFORTRAN
extend the control structures of COBOL and FORTRAN to permit programmers to code directly from a
structured design without any laborious and errorprone hand translation.

Instructors are Richard J. Cichelli and Martha J.
Cichelli.

Fully nestable while-do-enddo, if-then-elseif-else-endif, select-case-endcase and five other control structures are supported. The precompilers translate programs with these structures into COBOL or FORTRAN. Each system includes a formatter, which
indents programs to reflect their structure, and a
cross-reference program.
The systems are supplied in source form-SCOBOLI
ANS COBOL or SFORTRAN/ANS FORTRAN-for
$1400 each. They are currently being used for

•

An Introduction to Pascal Programming
3 days, October 17-19, $450
Includes hands-on Pascal programming workshop sessions. Learn the basics of good programming in Pascal and learn them right!

•

Advanced Programming Techniques Using Pascal
3 days, November 14-16, $450
Requires a basic knowledge of the Pascal language. Refine your skills and learn to build a ~
effective Pascal based software development enVlrOiiili'en t.

Both seminars emphasize significant programming exercises as well as group and individual instruction.
Class sizes are limited.

production programming on IBM, DEC, Burroughs,
CDC, Univac, Interdata, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell,
Texas Instruments, Data General, NCR, General Automation, and Modcomp computers.

Write or call for course outlines. We'll be glad to discuss
with you which seminar is right for you or your staff.

SOFTWARE CONSULTING
SERVICES

SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES
901 Whittier Drive
Allentown, PA 18103
(215) 797-9690

901 Whittier Drive
Allentown, PA 18103

(215) 797-9690
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PL/l TO COBOL
Dafaware's
Software
Translator
automatically converts from IBM PL; 1
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
Translator IS capable of handling IBM
as or DOS (48 or 60 character set)
source programs as input.

Dataware's
software
translator
automatically converts a high percentage
of SPS 1400 Autocoder source code to
ANS COBOL (DOS or as)
The Translator converts from:

For more information on thiS translator
or the others listed below. please write
or call today.

• IBM 1401
} can be mixed
In a single
e IBM 1401 SPS
source program
• IBM 1410

•
•
•
•

• IBM 7010
For more information on thiS translator.
please write or call today

a
~
~

Dat:aware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
. Buffalo .. N. ew York 14217
Phone: (716) 876-8722
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(on.lieJer (incom
for'
• Data Base Management
Systems
• On-Line Control Systems
• Query and Retrieval Systems.
• Application Software Packages .
• Total Information Systems T~'
TIS™

1~.Cincom JyJ~~mJ, Inc.
•
2300·Montono Avenue
_ . .Cincinnoti, Ohio 45211
•
. 513662-2300
.
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The CYBORG PAYROLL'PERSONNEL SYSTEM
handles multiple companies with hundreds of
separate earnings and deductions. The expandable data base design allows each user
to add, edit and report on as many new fields
as required without any reprogramming.
CYBORG provides a complete payroll system
with all states, city and county taxes and
complete audit and
accounting reports.
CYBORG has automatic check reconCiliation,
historical reporting, labor reports, including
budget to actual compansons with dollar and
variance differences. The CYBORG REPORT
LANGUAGE allows for the creation of special
reports or output files (card tape or disk) to
meet your unique requirements without reprogramming. The system is written entirely
In ANS COBOL and will operate effiCiently on
IBM. Honeywell. Univac and DEC computers.

(JY~()P~SysiBms
2 N. Riverside Plaza. Suite 2225
Chicago, 11160606, (312) 454-1865
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AUTOCODER / SPS
'to COBOL

• IBM 1440

CYBORG
PAYROLL SYSTEM

Learn Pascal, the programming language that is revolutionizing software production.

•

EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
BAL I ALC to COBOL
AUTOCODER (7070) to COBOL
COBOL to COBOL

B
~
~

Da~aWare,lnC.
2565' Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New Yo.rk 14217
Phone: (716) 876-8722
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Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
the Industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or as)
The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage of automatic
converSIOn (approaching 100 0'0) of the
source code

RPG to PL/l
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PL 1 (DOS or as) The
translator achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic converSion (approaching 100 0'0) of the source code
For more information on these and our
other translators. wnte or call today.

B
~
.

.

.

Dat:aware,lnC.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New YOrk. 14217
Phone: (716) 876-8722

.
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EDOS/VS
Theproven enhanced operating
system with advanced concepts
from a pioneering com pany
in systems software

_THE COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
COMPANY
Drive,
6517 Everglades
Richmond,Vir~nia 23225
Teleph<me: 804/276-9200, Telex: 828394
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lolasII
Commercial
RSTS/E Systems
PDP·ll

The Transcomm On·Line Accounting
System - Providing comprehensive largescale applications for Order Processing,
Inventory Management, and General
Accounting.
"The Cadillac of DEC turnkey systems."
From the world's first commercial RSTS/E
timesharing center.

I" Fj,?Sd·: "I ,,'I
Systems for the company looking for the
very best in value and performance.

TRANSCOMM DATA SYSTEMS

SRCCOMPR

IBM

UTILITY

EDP Managers ...
You need aeM

* Compares source programs, JCL and
card data.
* Detects inserted or deleted lines and
continues comparing.
* Shows what changes have been made
on a line by showing the old version
and the new version.
* Can bypass sequencing· columns and
comment cards.

You've tried solving your performance problems
with hardware monitors. sampling software
monitors. unsatisfactory billing systems. SMF and
RMF inadequacies. simulators •...
Now. try something that works I OeM.

oeM is the only complete system that precisely
monitors !ill hardware and software processes;
accurately bills all operations and improves
performance, . ~ on a full·tlme basos:---

Remember•••
- IBM utilities fail on inserted or deleted
lines.
- Panvalet or Librarian changedate-stamps do not show what
changes have been made. '
-OS and DOS versions for $500.
perpetual lease.

Let us show you how OeM has meant control.
efficiency. confidence and dollars to our
customers,
F,lImandma"th.
~OIJPon

Of 1;.11:

,------------------I'm r..dy 10 try ,0000.thlng thlt work'i Pl....
provld. more Informillon .bout OeM.
OMVS

OSVS

OVSl

OMVT

Tille _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HARLAN S. HERSEY, INC.

Orgamzation _ _ _ _ _ _ __

106 Quaker'Drive,
West Warwick, RI 02893
(401) 822-0176

1384 Old Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 • (412) 963·6770'

OSS__ _ _ _

Telephon8 _ _

'---'--------'c:----- - - - - - - -
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NEW LIFE'
FOR
1401 PROGRAMS
CS-TRAN converts your 1401 object programs to COBOL for the mai,nframe or mini of your choice.
CS-TRAN is the only translator that accepts your object programs,
patches and all,yet allows you to include actual COBOL paragraph
names and record definitions.
If you'd like more details about new life for your 1401 programs just call or
write Russ Sandberg.

C·S Computer Systems Inc.
90 John Street. New York. NY 100:J8 • 212':i49':i5:i5
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ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
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uWi'd Cllrds"
IN YOUR DATA
SUPER-

PREVENT

with •••

SHARED DASD USERS:
ConsUlfto - SlJPER-MS.l'H

Version 2 (21 COBOL programs) is
now available with many cost-saving
features and low purchase price.

• PROTECTS YOUR DATA INTEGRITY by preventing simultaneous destructive update. by
Jobl In dillerent 'Yltem ••
• ELIMINATES RESERVE LOCK·OUTS (both performancelock-out. and
"deadly..mbrlc.,',)
• DOES NOT SACRIFICE RELlASILlTY I. do oth.r Ipproach•• to this problem.
• INFORMS OPERATORS andlor TSO USERS <as appropriate) about the precise task Gob,
TSO user, etc.) CAUSING dataset conflicts.
• Provides POWERFUL OPERATOR COMMANDS to CONTROL and MONITER performance
and activity.
• Is TRANSPARENTto USERS, and almost transparent to operators.
• Is INDEPENDENT of system environment-for example, It works equally well with MVS.
MVS-5E, SVS, MVT, VS1, MFT, HASP, ASP, JES2, JES3, etc.
• Can be INSTALLED IN 10 MINUTES without an IPL and WITH NO SYSTEM CHANGES
WHATEVER.
• Is ALREADY INSTALLED IN WELL OVER 100 INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD.

For full details on how this APS software saves time and money call (415)
254-1264 or write:

LEGLER SYSTEMS CO.
23 Chari •• Hill Road
Orinda, CA 94563

For More Infonnatlon
In EUROPE:

h. ALLEN SERVICES
~CDRPDRATIDN
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c.u.

Mr. Kaluzny

or """'-. UNILEVER GMBH

040 3490 2229

or to Order a No-Obligation FREE TRIAL .•• '
In NORTH AMERICA:
Rosemary (MSI)

CAli.

15 Dammtorwall
2 Ham bu rg 36

!:~~#.::..

West Germany

Collect:

or ."...,.. ALLEN SERVICES CORP.
Il00-543-7583 XI.a
513-890-1200

f,~t~r~~:J'na::~~~t

Vandalia, OH, 45377
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

EDP PERFORMANCE REVIEW

(Floppy and hard disk systems)
Medical Systems for Doctors
Word Processing for Attorneys
Membership for Churches
Inventory for Auto Dealers
Client Accounting for CPA's
Listings for Realtors
Fund Raising for Agencies
Financial Systems for all Companies
If you are planning or developing business and accounting applications in the above areas for sale in the
national marketplace, our company will review and
evaluate your software to determine its suitability to the
small business environment. We will arrange marketing
channels for your firm, and establish acceptable royalty
provisions for all of your products sold to our customers. If interested in further Information about our
National Microcomputer Software Marketing Plan,
send a list of your applications with sample report and
screen layouts, and hardware specifications to:

II
-IlL
~GASTONIA,
II
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FCOS-the Videocomp800 composition language is now available for proceSSing in an
OS environment. Many enhancements have
been added to the language and page dummies are printed to speed program development. A wide variety of output devices can
be accommodated.

•
•
•
•
•

ATSCMP-a simplified composition system for
typesetting ATS or ATMS (or other word
processing system) documents. Typeface
changes are based on underscoring or fielding. Most typographic functions-rules,
leaders, fractions, dashes, pi-charactersare available through simple keyboarding
conventions.

Tutorials
Experiences
Products
Literature
Conferences

Includes the annual survey of
performance-related software
packages, plus a comprehensive
bibliography of CPE literature.
Write for a free sample issue.

MICROTEL, INC.

P. O. BOX 1098
NORTH CAROLINA 28052
704-866-7157
.

A monthly
report on
performance
evaluation and
improvement

12 Monthly Issues - $48. per year

SOFTWARE REVIEW STAFF

I

11K ~"'H:5I)

~~~

I

OS TYPESETTING SYSTEMS

APPLIED COMPUTER RESEARCH
p,O, BOX 9280. Phoenix. AZ 8506B

CCSCMP-a simplified compOSition system
similar to ATSCMP but designed for processing normal data records. Typeface
changes are based on flags or fielding.
Upper/lower casing capability is included.
Available on lease, purchase or job
processing basis.

CC Systems, I,nc.
Box 11289 • Chicago, Illinois 60611 (312) 977·7545
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EKPand YOur performance with

TSX
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Shanng
Expanded)

transforms AT·l1 into a full
multj·terminal,multlprogramming operating system
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>saDIBOL,"compatible
compiler for AT ·11 & TSX.
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Data IIl1J1klet on specialized
software information
systems covering:
*IiENEBAl SD"WABE
*DATABASE SDITWARE
*MICRDIiMINI SDITWARE
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A. P. Publications Ltd

4929. WltshlreBWd;,9th FI
LosA"seles;calil. 90010. Telephone (213) 935:l131.•. Tele
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322 ST. JOHN STREET • LONDON, E.C.1
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BUY, SELL, LEASE
OVER

5000 UNITS IN STOCK

RSX-11 MID • lAS

•
•
•
•
•
•

i

.

UP TO 15 KEYS
INTEGER, REAL, ASCII, EBCDIC, RAD50
ALL FCS FILE TYPES
$600/YR RENT-FULLY WARRANTED
FORTRAN-CALLABLE OPTION
1-MO. TRIAL COPY-$50 (MAG TAPE)

PENNINGTON
SYSTEMS

65 SOl'TIl MAIN STRE.ET
PENNINGTON,

INCORPORATED

08534-

Call NOW: 6J7-26J-lJOO
for COMPLETE HARDWARE LISTING

*Jf..A*lf-ic
~*it**:

AMERICAN
USED COMPUTER
PO IOIl.68,KENMORESU.,80STOH,MA. 0221.5.

(609) 737·272'7. CABl.E: PSIUSA
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N.J.
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BUY, SELL, LEASE

--

The Southeast Directory
of Computer Installations

BROKER IN

Gives up-to-date information on more
than 1200 computer installations in 8
states.

DEC SYSTEMS

Lists all pertinent information such as
equipment. languages. applications. and
contact's name and title.

& COMPONENTS

Organized alphabetically by state. the directory also includes a cross reference
section listing companies by equipment
and by industry.
All information has been verified by mail
or telephone contact within the last few
months.

S90.00 by calling or writing:
C.I.I. PUBLICATIONS
233 Peachtree St. NE
Atlanta. GA 30303
(404) 586-0143 .

Available for

....

C.D. SMITH &
ASSOCIATES, INC.
730 N. Post Oak Road,
#301
Houston, TX 77024
713-686-9405
CIRCLE 276 ON READER CARD
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WHEN YOU NEED

DEC .. ·

o

. ..

TTE-11 TIME-SHARING TERMINAL EMULATOR
Uses an AAM-11L to transfer files, over dial-up phone lines, between your RT-11 system and a remote site. Dial out under
_
software control. Option binary transfer protocol. $900

LSI/11 MODULES
.'
.

..
-

u
UIITIOIIX

MDL-11 MAINTENANCE DATA LINK
Develop and maintain software systems remotely. Using an
AAM-11L, the MDL-11 allows a remote computer or terminal to
become the console device of an RT-11 system. Any command or
action available to the local console may be executed from the
remote site. $900

CORPORATION

(201) 874-8500
198 Route 206 • Somerville. NJ 08876
TELEX: 833184

N Drt e k

2432 N.W. JOHNSON STREET
PORTLAND, OREGON 97210 (503) 226-3515
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DP MARKETPLACE

JOB MARKETPLACE
EAST

Professional
Services

CrG

Computer Task Group Inc.
• consulting • design
• analysis
• programming
• implementation
For more information, call or write:

COMPUTER TASK GROUP INC.
110 E. 42nd St., Suite 1310
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 867-1990

WEST
NORTH
TOLL FREE 800-426-0342

SOUTH

A position that meets your objectives .... .location, advancement, more money, new experience,
increased responsibility, growth potential, challenges, etc. Our client companies need EDP professionals
at all levels.

':

- ,-: , : ness
decision. Choose the best
in performance.
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AAM-11L AUTO-ANSWER/AUTO DIAL, LOW SPEED MODEM
Combines serial interface, control, dialer, and modem circuitry on
one dual height board that plugs directly into the LSI-11 bus .
Requires only a "CBS type" DAA unit to provide automatic fullduplex communications over the direct dial phone system. $650

POP11 103 SYSTEMS
,

CALL 617-261-2700

TO YOUR LSI-11 COMMUNICATION NEEDS

• LA36
• LA180

. ..

• 90-DAY LEASES!
·'-DAY SHIPMENT

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

TERMINALS
• VT-100
• LA120

TELETYPE 43 DIABLO 1620-3

SALARIES RANGE FROM $18,000 - $45,000
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ANALYSTS
PROJECT MANAGERS/LEADERS
SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
PROGRAMMERS/ANALYSTS
T. P. SPECIALISTS
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS

E.D.P. AUDITORS
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS
MARKETING REPS
CICS PROGRAMMERS
REAL TIME PROGRAMMERS

No fees or contracts. Our client ·companies pay all expenses. The above represents a sample of the
hundreds of jobs available nationally. For more information contact:
PARKER PAGE ASSOCIATES
Bill Isgrig, COP

Ken Carpenter

P. O. Box 12308
Seattle, WA 98111
206-622-4878 or
800-426-0342

240 South White Horse Pike
Audubon, NJ 08106
609-546-6300
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JOB MARKETPLACE

SYSTEMS
ANALYST
for PACIFIC STARS AND STRIPES, a U. S. milItary newspaper and wholesaler/retailer of
books and magazines, headquartered In Tokyo,
Japan. Education and experience in sy§tems
analysis and computer programming in COBOL. Basic pay $15,920 per annum plus hous.ing allowance and other liberal benefits.
.

Applications and requests for further information should be sent ItO:

Pacific Stars and Stripes
ATTN: PSS-CMP-CPO
APO San Francisco 96505

NOTICE OF JOB OPENING
Electronic Systems Engineer sought by
St. Louis corporation; minimum B.S.
degree, 2 yrs. training and 1 yr. job
experience. Service, repair, test and
modify developmental and production
electronic equipment. Refine, convert,
and program data for electric data processing. Must be skilled in data and
word processing and electronic systems.
Starting salary $15,000 per yr. Send
resume to Ms. Helen Jenkinson, Missouri State Employment Security, 8671
Olive Street, Rd., St. Louis, MO. Equal
opportunity employer.

PROGRAMMERS
ENGINEERS.
with systems programming/software
dev exp IBM/OS & other large systems
or minicomputer assembly language
sought by quality energy, mfg. systems
& consulting cos. Software, hardware &
real time applications oPPtys. $1932,000 SW, SE, W, MW & NE. Other
clients seek business applications analysts & programmers, with financial, mfg.
or energy co applications exp Cobol,
PL!, RPG, assembly $18-29,000 SW &
SE.
Confidential contacts controlled by you.
Resume to J. L. Gresham, BChE, MBA
will contact you at home first. Est. 1966,
member AIChE. Fees paid. (713) 7829701.

Systemation Consultants,
Inc.
_ employment service

,P.O. Box 42212'
CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD
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EDP JOB SEEKERS:
COMETOA
"STATE-OF-THE-ART"
AGENT!

DP PROFESSIONALS
WE ARE NOTI
PROFESSIONAL SEARCH
CONSULTANTS-YES

The EDP job market is booming.
How does the EDP pro keep up with
the pace? Who's offering the best
technology, the best salary, and the
best growth opportunity? At
Logical Options we believe that stateof-the-art jobs deserve state-ofthe-art job placement. We're experts
in facilitating your move into
exactly the EDP career you want. To
accelerate your pace, your logical
first move is to us. Call, come in, or
.
send your resume.
Employer Retained Career
Placement Service

We make no pretense of having special knowledge
of DP H/W or S/W systems, languages or environments. But we do know the researchers and developers,' the manufacturers and users of H/W, S/W
and their languages, sytems and environments
here in Massachusetts-and we are affiliated
across the U.S. If you are a DP professional, with a
background In programming, H/W or S/W design,
test and evaluation, signal processing/display,
mlnl/mlcro-processors/computers, data base,
telecommunications, and have a BS/MS in EE,
Math, Physics or Computer Science (we can use
the buzz words, too), our clients have a need for
you. Send us a resume; you will be surprised at the
quick turn-around a Professional Search Consultant can provide.
Raymond H. Brown
Loui. Rudzin.ky A••ociate.
Executive Search Con.ultant.
1656 M••••chu.ett. Avenue
Lexington, Ma ••achu.ett. 02173
(617) 862-6727

Houston, Texas 77042 -

,

Programmer Analysts ...
Project Leaders, Systems
Programmers IBM, Honeywell,
Mini's ... Salaries to $40,000
No fees or contracts. Career conSUltation prior to referral. Send resume
with salary and location aesired to:
Systems Personnel, Inc.
Suite 100 - P.O. Box 14
Haverford, PA 19041 - (215) 565-2920

~~
.~,:,:~
=20140 San Francisco. CA 94105 415/777-3900
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BURROUGHS B6800
SYSTEMS ANALYST
Must have experience with 8urroughs 6700 or 6800 OMS 11.
Excellent opportunity for the
right person, with growth potential in a 2x2 86800 environment.
Send resume with salary required in first letter to Employment Manager, Memorial Hospital, 1901 Arlington. St., Sarasota,
FL 33579
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"THE RECRUITING FIRM FOR THE
COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL"
Local and National Opportunities
Salaries Range From
$20,000 to $45,000
If you're a Manager or Technical Contributor in the
INI, MICRO or LARGE-SCALE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY fields
we would like to speak with you.
.

CALL COLLECT (617) ~73·1740 or subnlit resume.
Available Monday & Wednesday until 8 PM.

Manasement Advisory Services

Inc

16 New England Executive Park, Burlington, MA 01803
Executive Search & Placement Consultants
Representing Equal Oppor.,tunity Employers.
CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

If you use
computers as
models of
'dynamic
systems ...

Software
Engineers

you

Near Los Angeles
Airport

Interna~ional

are
'a

Hughes Support Systems offers youbig challenges
in a small company atmosphere. Our growing busi':'
ness in automatic tesfsystems involving major radar
~lVionics, missile and. electro-c;>ptical programs and
the mission train/simulatior areas has created important opportunities for software professionals alall
levels.
' '
,

simulationist
and
you are invited
to join the Society
for Computer
Simulation
and receive
our monthly
technical journal,

Programmer/Analysts
Requires experience in real':;time systems development.Wili design, code and che'ck out computer
pro'grams and modules used in ,mini/micro based
trainer/simulators and ATE. Other positions require
software engineers with solid background in quality
assurance and program validation techniques.

SIMULA nON,

Sr. 'Systems Programmers

every mon th ,

Requires extensive eXperience in real-time e'xecutives, operating systems and I/O device handler
developments to work 'these areas on a variety of
existing and future programs.

The Society for CO~lputer Simulation (SCS) is the only society
whose central focus is simulation,
and SIMULATION is the leading
monthly journal devoted exclusively to simulation & closely allied
compu~er arts.
,If you are working in our field,
we think you would find membership in SCS useful' in many ways.
In addition to your membership
in the Society for Computer Simulation, you'll receive a subscription
to SIMULA TlON, the benefits of
meeting and interacting'with internationally 'recognized authorities
in the field at SCS regional'meetings and at national and internationalconferences cosponsored by
SCS, and the knowledge that the
information )Iou receive through
yo'ur membership in SCS will keep
yoa iriformed'inthe rapjdly advancing art of simulation.
Write for a free sample copy 0/
SIM ULA TloN and members/lip
inlo("!ation.

THE
SOCIETY
FOR
COMPUTER
,
4

~IMULATION

(Simulation Councils, Inc.) ,

P.O. Box 2228 -D
La ) o!la,Calif. '92038

I

Sr. Systems Analysts
Requires strong software engineering background with experience'in modern systems development techniques to assist in implementing same
in a new organization envirqnment. Other positions
require skilled, experienced analysts' with ,heavy
data base management and distributed processing
systems background.

Sr. Software Engineers
Requires senior level professionals who can generate clear and concise software requirem'ents into a
software implementation actiVity. ConceptuaJ and
preliminary design experience is vital, as is knowledge of real time applications in both mUlt!-programming and ,multi-processing environments ..
So come and enjoy all the benefits, stimulation and
security of being part of Hughes, electronics leader,
with its 'backlog of over $4 billion' from more'than
1,SOO varied prog~ams. For ,immediate considera, tion, s~nd 'your resume to Bill Campana, Professional Employment, 130/4" Hughes Support Systems~ Dep't.23-42, P.O. Box 9PS1S;'Los Angeles, CA
90009, or call (213) 641-6691 collect.

r------------------,
1
I

HUGHES

L __.

~~

,"
______________

HUG HE 5

A I RC RAFT

l
J

I

C.OM PANY

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

u.s.

CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Equal opportunity M/F/HC,employer

'sC~'sC~,'sC~'sC~'sC~
L.:. =.J L; :J L.:. =.J L.:. :J L;, =.J
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Even Webster's
KnolNs About
GUEST"

You're
Too Good
. For'The'Sa'me
Old Job.
You've put in your time. Now
it's time to put your valuable
experience to work for

DASD.
We'll give you:
• Variety ... of computers,
languages, applications
• Challenge ... and the
chance to be recognized
for your unique contribution
• Potential ... to move up in a
fast growing companx

• Training ... constant up·
dating in computer
technology advances
• Great Benefits; .. higher
than average salary,
paid overtime, paid holidays and vacations;
comprehensive health
and dental care, life and
disabilitYin-surance,
managerial profit~haring
programs.

Immediate Openings Nationwide For Programmer/
Analysts With 3 or More Years Experience
DASD Corporation • Corporate Services Center
Dept. DM20 • 9045 North Deerwood Drive
Milwaukee. WI 53223 • (414) 355·3405

QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest.
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the
computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees,
interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep
personal commitment to relate to each candidate. as an individual with
individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of
experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct
hands-on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.)
4. Quest is presently searcnfng for programmers and analysts (commercial, SCientific, systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in
the U.S. Quest has openings- in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5.
Methodology - see Questsystem.
.
QUESTSYSTEM (kWest.sis/tem). n. 1. Discussing with an' individual
What he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2.
Analyzing ~he realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job
marketplace. 3; Contact1ng client companies and other Quest staff
persbnnelto identif1'positions·of possible interest. 4. Introducing the
job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete
details,to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of
everyone's time. 5 .. Arra'nginginterviews. 6. If employment offers are
extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensation and opportunities. (and relatestflose to the initially stated objectives). rhe Questsystem has been working for thousands of professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past
dealings with 'quest. Then,put the Questsystem to work for you. For
additional information on this subject,. please inquire directly to Quest
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to
immediately and in confiqence.)

Q .
[l].. ~:~~~~~~'~~~~1~2~4!~loo
Call Toll Free

(800) 821-7700, Ext. 114

Baltimore.~ (301) ?88~3500· Philade/phla:(215)265-8100

Offices Nationwide • An Equal Opportunity Employer
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SCZBNCB/SCDPB
Ma~jor developments toward an optical filter that can be tuned electronically to
specific wavelengths of light have been reported by Hughes scientists. The
device is tuned by a microprocessor that varies the electric field distribution
onto an electro-optic crystal. One filter with a lithium-tantalate crystal hap
been operated across the visible light spectrum from deep' blue to deep red.
Another has been tuned into the infrared portion of the spectrum. The device
promises to find important uses in pollution monitoring, multispectral imaging,
and monitoring color consistency in a wide range of commercial products.

Using digital techniques to perform image processing tasks like scan conversion
and information storage, a new microprocessor-controlled display system is finding a wealth of applications from medical diagnoses to non-destructive testing.
The system, called the Hughes Anaram 80~ digital signal processor, is designed
to cr.eate images with the natural look of analog displays while providing the
data-handling benefits of digital techniques. The system can display 60 images
per second, freeze one picture for an hour, enhance obscured detail, and display
four pictures simultaneously for comparative analysis. Uses include medical
ultrasonography, X-rays, radar, graphics terminals, and image transmission.
The way in which the brain processes visual information has been used to develop
a set of rules to portray how combat pilots locote ground targets. The concept,
which draws on years of research involving realistic simulations, was created by
Hughes to improve equipment, procedures, and training. It divides the pilot's
search into three stages -- an orientation, a preliminary look, and an examination of likely targets. Each step, the pilot makes decisions based on what he
sees or expects to see. Because the concept follows the pilot's thinking, engineers can determine which stage of the target acquisition process is most difficult, and how it might be simplified by the design of more efficient systems.
Hughes is seeking engineers to develop advanced systems and components for the
following satellites: GOES D, E, and F for NASA; Anik C for Canada; GMS II for
Japan; LEASAT for the U.S. Navy; and SB5, the next-generation domestic system.
Fields with immediate openings include advanced communications, scientific and
engineering programming, systems test & evaluation, microwave & RF design,
structural design, spacecraft stress analysis, power systems design, data processing systems, control electronics computers, operating systems, and network
systems. Please send your resume to T.W. Royston, Dept. SE109, Hughes Space &
Communications Group, P.O. Box 92919, Los Angeles, CA 90009.
Two weapon-locating radars have achieved significant cost savings by equipping
them with a computer using current microprocessor and memory technologies. The
AN/TPQ-36 mortar-locating radar and the AN/TPQ-37 artillery-locating radar, in
production at Hughes, are designed to track enemy shells in flight and determine
their origins in an instant. Though the original computer easily met most .
requirements, Hughes developed a new one that would be more effective and cost
less to build and maintain, while still being compatible with existing hardware.
Estimated savings over the life of the program are $28.7 million to the Army.
Creating a new world with electronics
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 90230

Readers' Forum is designed for an exchange of ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.
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COMPUTER BUFFS
SHARE EXPERTISE
THROUGH CLUBS
Two and one-half years ago, when Ijoined the fledging New York
Amateur Computer Club, we hobbyists formed a virtually secret
society. Most of our members were hardware buffs who spent
most of their leisure time soldering chips onto boards and debugging completed Altairs and IMSAI'S, which arrived via mail order
with little more than a schematic.
Painfully, these hobbyists learned assembler language so
they could write their own operating systems and I/0 interfaces.
My parents, representatives of the lay community, responded
with a mixture of horror and skepticism when I arrived, flushed
with enthusiasm from an early computer fair, insisting that great
numbers of people would have microprocessors installed somewhere in their environment in the not too distant future.
Today, Radio Shack advertises its "take home and plug
in" computing appliance on major tv networks, local and national news media abound with tales of home computing applica-

tions, BYTE and Interface Age are dispensed in my Greenwich
Village bookstore, and even my Mom has drawn graphics on a
TRS-80. Meanwhile, our computer club population has diversified
to include software enthusiasts, and has attracted increasing
numbers of new members who have never before interacted with
a computer.
In this highly inflationary economy, the price of computers continues to drop and equipment itself becomes easier to
use immediately following purchase, thanks to complete plug-in
systems that bring up BASIC at the push of a power switch. Those
of us who began as informed computer professionals before turning to home computing as an avocation must take responsibility
for enforcing an orderly evolution of standards.
Our computer world is one of interdependence. The tools
we employ are so complicated that the volume of specialized
knowledge needed to use them precludes their mastery by every
individual. Therefore, each of us must choose an area of specialization and use it to help solve the problems encountered in maintaining the gadgets that are becoming an integral part of our
lives. Each new gadget we buy that is package9 in a manner that
allows us to use it with a minimum of instruction is a building
block provided by someone else's area of expertise. We can expand on that block, embellishing structure and function and
watching human knowledge grow to great, sophisticated proportions. Gone are the days of divergent home-brew systems painstakingly constructed one connection at a time.
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The New York Amateur Computer Club provides a major forum for just this type of sharing. Our members gather in
general meetings and in specialized users groups to ask questions
for the purpose of receiving aid from those of their cohobbyists
who have already tackled and solved a problem with which an
enquirer is currently faced. We are able to use equipment soon
after purchase, happily expanding the hardware, building software for novel applications, using canned software for creation
of games, art, music, accounting or controller functions, or pursuing whatever use we desire to make of our new tootto further
our individual area of interest.
Sharing knowledge means that the components we employ become standardized modules of hardware and software.
The Tower of Babel is breaking down as increasing numbers of
users buy modules of equipment and software from warehouse
shelves or exchange for free via the exchange facilities offered by
home computing periodicals and organizations. Our aim is communication and this can only be engendered via consistency.
Since such a large percentage of home computer owners
now attempt to regain their investment by putting their machines to commercial use, it is important that these amateursturned-entrepreneurs aim at developing their products in a manner that provides this consistency for the potential consumer.
The growing user community must be able to articulate its problem in a common jargon so they can be understood by others.
Membership in a society of fellow home computer buffs naturally enforces the consistency born of standardized development
because building blocks of experience are shared among mem-Abby Gelles
bers.

TIE STRUCTURED
PROGRAMMING
CONSPIRACY

Everyone has an opinion on Structured Programming.
Some say it's the best thing to hit the software field since
higher order languages.
Others say it's a fancy window dressing for what most
programmers have been doing all along.
Still others say that it's a mild-mannered improvement
over traditional practices, but nothing to write home about.
And then there's my opinion. I believe, or at least I find it
fun to believe, that Structured Programming is part of a fascinating plot-a political maneuver to end all computing political
maneuvers-and a failure at what it set out to do.
To understand my somewhat paranoid belief, you have to
understand something about the history of computer programming languages.
Most of you know that Jean Sammet is the greatest living
historian of programming languages. Her roster of languages,
published regularly, lists a mind-boggling assortment, with
enough languages on the list to practically guarantee that no one
has heard of all of them.
But most of you know that Jean Sammet's list, though
valid, is also a smokescreen behind which hides the fact that
there are really only two programming languages-FoRTRAN
and COBOL. Sure, there are other languages and a lot of useful
work is done in them, but from a statistical point of view none of
the others really count for much at all. If all the programs in the
world were stacked in histograms categorized by languages,
FORTRAN and COBOL would be the skyscrapers, and all the
others would look like Mom and Pop grocery stores.
That is not, however, to say that FORTRAN and COBOL are
exceptionally good programming languages. To the contrary,
FORTRAN and COBOL are. archaic, clumsy and barely adequat~
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languages for the tasks at hand. FORTRAN is badly lacking in
capability to deal with a variety of data types, especially data
structures; and COBOL, which has wonderful data structures, is
verbose and hard· to modularize. When it comes to quality in
programming languages some Mom and Pop grocery stores suddenly get exceedingly tall.
What we have, in fact, is a form of institutionalized inertia. Nearly everyone agrees that FORTRAN and COBOL have
grown ungracefully gray, but there is such a massive investment
in existing programs written in those languages and programmers trained in those languages and compilers to support those
languages that their success continues on regardless. It is a classic case. FORTRAN and COBOL are exceedingly popular precisely
and solely because FORTRAN and COBOL are exceedingly popular!
Now, what has this to do with Structured Programming?
The answer is, a lot. Whatever·else FORTRAN and COBOL are and
aren't, they are crummy Structured Programming languages. If
the writing of structured code involves constraining the programmer to a limited set of control constructs-namely the sequence, the IF-THEN-ELSE, the CASE and the LOOP (DO-WHILE
and DO-UNTIL), with an adequately nested BEGIN-END structure
to support it, then look at the score. The ELSE was invented after
FORTRAN. The CASE is beyond the capabilities of both. The LOOP
is more powerful than anything offered by either. And most
importantly, BEGIN-END structure is totally absent from both.
The fact that FORTRAN and COBOL are archaic is not, of
course, news. FORTRAN was made obsolete a few years after its
birth by Algol 60, but it was already too well entrenched to be
dislodged. COBOL, mandated by the U. S. Department of Defense, was spared competition for almost ten years, but then was
also one-upped by a still-clumsy but better PL/l. What is most
remarkable about these languages is that they have survived, in
spite of all reason, any attempt to improve what they, offer.

FRUSTRATED
LANGUAGE
DEVELOPERS

Think, now, of the frustration of generations of
language designers, offering up superior programming languages to the great god Digita nus, only to have them spurned. Take your
Algols, and your Lisps, and your APL'S, and your PL/l'S, and any
other language you care deeply about, and trashcan them-that
was the mes~age that persistently repeated with each new language.
I was one of those advocates of a better language. Don't
laugh, but I was one of a small cadre of people who believed that
Neliac was the right language! Not only was it a better language
per se, but we planned to add to its basic scientific capabilities a
strong commercial capability, making it a strong competitor of
both FORTRAN and COBOL. We failed, of course, but that failure
is another story told in another place.
Now all of this is background for my theory that Structured Programming is a political plot. It's time to get specific
about what the plot is, and why.
All of the better languages that came along after FORTRAN and COBOL could be considered to be confrontations to
those entrenched languages. That is, they were attempts to replace FORTRAN and COBOL by offering something better. Frontal attacks on an entrenched position. From a political point of
view, if the replacement languages were seriously viewed to be
really replacement languages, then the method of approach to
change was overt, out front, and straightforward.
But as years of this kind of confrontation went on, it
became obvious that the better mousetrap approach was not
going to work. FORTRAN and COBOL could not be overwhelmed
from the front; but perhaps they could be undermined from
within.
What if, goes my paranoid theory, the language advocates who knew FORTRAN and COBOL had to go, began casting
about for a way to do that undermining?
What if, con.tinues my theory, they decided to invent not a

new language but a new methodology?
And what if, after its dramatic acceptance in the marketplace, it became obvious to all that FORTRAN and COBOL were
incompatible with it?
Could not this new methodology be a Trojan horse which
would, in effect, destroy FORTRAN and COBOL from the inside?
Had you set out to define Structured Programming to be
precisely thatnew methodology, you couldn't have done a better
job. We have already seen how lacking the required forms those
languages really are. Imagine, if you can join that far in my
theory, the anticipated joy that accompanied the realization that
the proper methodology had been found ..
And imagine further, the incredible exCitement of having
Structured Progamming become dramatically popular, nearly
instantly-at long last, the instrument for displacing FORTRAN
and COBOL had been found, and was at work.
I love irony. Perhaps that's why I love this theory. Because what happened next, if you accept my theory, is the greatest computing irony of all time.
Everyone did indeed realize very quickly that FORTRAN
and COBOL and Structured Programming did not mix. And,
wonder of wonders and irony of ironies, everyone stepped up
immediately to the task of solving that problem. Far.from destroying FORTRAN and COBOL, Structured Programming stirred
up a hornet's nest of new activity for them. Ten thousand Structured Preprocessors, give or take a few 1,000, were built to allow
FORTRAN. programmers to write in a structured variant of the
language and have it translated into standard FORTRAN. A gross
of books, give or take a dozen, were written on how to create
Structured COBOL. Consulting firms sprang up all across the
country to present in-company lectures on making the old programs into newly structured ones. Program design languages
were invented, using FORTRAN or COBOL as a base. In short,
FORTRAN and COBOL thrived. The Trojan horse, moved stealthily into the enemy's camp, never got its doors open.
There is one tantalizing question that remains unanswered. If a frontal attack won't dislodge FORTRAN and COBOL,
and neither will an explosively successful undermining, then
what will?
Now there's a question to really sink some thought into!

Set your COURSE·
. for the 80's
Your success depends on effectively applying the
latest electronic and computer technology. You can't
afford to fall behind, or navigate by trial and error.
Our intensive short. courses have. already. h~lped
thousands of working engineers and managers;
These courses provide a comprehensive, structured
presentation of the latest technology in your .area of
inter.est, and give you the opportunity to interact with
instructors experienced in "real-world" applications.
The training you receive will be practical. It Will ann
you with the working knowledge you need to costeffectively apply the latest technology within your
organization. Phone or write today for your free course
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AUTUMN SHORT COURSE SCHEDULE
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Distributed Processing
" Computer Networks
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WASH., D.C. OCT 3D-NOV 2
SAN DIEGO JAN 22-25

-Robert L. Glass

LOCAL NETS:

TtE BROADBAND
COMETH

From the commentary and material curreniIy available describing local networks, one might be inclined to believe there are
very few working installations, and also that the installations on
line are all isolated lab experiments. The reality of the situation
is that there are many, many users who have decided to use local
networks, and have already installed them. Several years ago,
when I first became involved with thes'e networks, my experience
was limited to having read material about Aloha, Ethernet, and
other "exotic lab" systems.
There is much talk also about standards, and the magical
$100 black-box interface device, designed to allow the user to
connect anything from a mini or terminal to a Crayon this also
magical medium (the Ether, as Bob Metcalf described it). There
are some standards evolving now, especially in the fiber-optic
applications market. The largest problem, as I see it, is recognition of what constitutes a "local network."
. The primary systems in use today that may become any
kind of a standard arc: baseband coaxial, fiber optic, and broadband coaxial. These arc most commonly implemented.

Computer Graphics
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•
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•
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READERS' FORUM
The most confusing medium at this poin't is the baseband we define thebroadb~lnd system as? The other pressing need in
system. The researchers whodeveloped the technology only real~ network definition is the dissemination requirement. Are you
ly agree on one point-the cable has to be.driven, and let's drive one of the people who didn't know what the broadband system
.it with pulses. Capacities range from I-megabit rates, as the NBS' was? You should-because in cost-effective planning for the
system defines, to about 50 megabits for the Network Systems large systems of the present and the future, the local network
approach. These are all single-channel bit streams, totally reli- people agree on one thing: the broadband is coming.
ant on protocol and attached-device intelligence. They generally
-Mark Athens Dineson
are limited to a two kilometer diameter of service area, due to the
characteristics of the passive coaxial backbone.
Fiber optics is indeed a wave of the future,and with all of
the attributes of isolation on its side, why not? It has been shown
to carry tremendous data rates over short distances, and in some
cases reduced data rates over distances of up to 300 kilometers (a
Canadian application).
At this point, a dozen or more manufacturers are offering
their version of fiber links for use in data communications environments. Some applications require,or are atJeast able to use
. the relatively short standard pieces offered. Again, the two-kilometer diameter limitation has been invoked for local networks of
this type, and this two-kilometer limitation appears again and
BOB •••
again in articles defining the size of a local network.,

COMPUTER
STRoKES

I KNOI'I' HOW HARD YOU \'lORKED THIS PAST YEAR.
BELIEVE ME, I KNOW - I HAVE ALL OF THE FIGURES
WHERE ARE The principal systems are in the laboratories. It
INSTALLED is here they were' born and here they reside
TO PROVE IT. WE BOTH KNOI'I' HOW MUCH YOU EARNED
(Ethernet, for instance). Baseband coaxial sysSYSTEMS?
THAT PROMOTION TO VICE PRESIDENT.
tems reside. also in places like Lawrence
Livermore Labs in California (50Mbps), NASA Houston, and
IMAGINE THEIR REACTION NEXT YEJI.R WHEN YOU
Brookhaven Labs in Long Island. You've probably noticed that
BREAK ALL SALES RECORDS AGAIN! IT. WOULD BE A
the whole section regarding broadband local networks is missing
-it really isn't.
FIRST FOR THE COMPANY - THr.y COULDN'T IGNORE
The most common installation in a commercial facility is
YOU THEN! MY YEAR-TO-DATE SALES FIGURES SHOW
not fiber optic, or baseband coaxial. It is broadband coaxial. This
THAT
IT CAN BE DONE. JUST THE THOUGHT OF IT
sytem is installed and operational in General Motors plants and
offices, Ford Motor plants, American Motors plants, Dow
IS SO EXCITING Chemical plants and offices, colleges; universities, military ba** TWO RECORD SALES YEARS IN A ROI-1 !! ** ...
ses, and between banking organizations in Manhattan.
The main reason for this quiet proliferation is cost-effectiveness. While still lacking in some areas of standards, such as
modems, the coaxial broadband approach is backed by a .l0-year
history of development. MTBF ratings on cable equipment is up to
480,000 hours; it can support data rates of 100 plus Mbps in full
duplex mode; it can multiplex thousands of low-speed (up to
9600bps) data circuits on one cable, and multidrop thousands of The big machine worked a few extra milliseconds last night.
times over several tens of miles. It also can carry television, Today, Program 87-5B, "post-Promotional Executive Soothsecurity, and voice analog signals concurrently. To top all of this ing," will work its magic again:
When promotions were announced yesterday, the compaoff, the coax can power its own repeaters up to several miles, can
branch or star or hybrid in its topology, and you can TDM via ny ended up with at least one wounded ego. How could Bob have
your own protocol on any of its available spectrum. There is one been left out? Hadn't he been the rising star? How could they
other reason: the network is available-you can get it; there are ignore the record sales of his division? And what about the
countless evenings he had spent at the office, the missed dinners,
people out there making these systems.
There are several vendors who are doing this ,work. 'De- the cancelled tennis dates?
Bob was more thana little subdued this morning-cersign of the system is handled by either CATV consultants in consort with data consultants, or by companies such as Network tainly not hisfast-frack self. As he dragged past the rows of
Resources, providing the reduction of requirements to hardware desks to his office, he thought about that call he got last month
requirements and specifications/recommendations. These con- about an out-of-state job. But those thoughts vanished as he
sultants are generally responsible for aiding in the installation, reached his office door. On his desk the message was waiting.
also. They recommend contractors, equipment vendors, and aid His office never has been the same since that terminal arrived.
And now he stared at the ~creen-which, strangely, was already
in the training of technical support people.
The reason this support is already in existence is simply on as he walked in the door. _
It was hard to tell when he stopped actually reading the
the time that the CATV people have been doing their job, wiring
up cities and plants. They have been improving and documenting message because his. eyes were on that screen for so long. But
their progress a lot longer, on a cost-effective basis, than the clearly his mind had wandered-he had that distant gaze we are
other local network technologies. The cost of broadband coaxial all prone to having early in the morning-when he caught himplant cabling can be as low as $1.41 /ft. The effective coverage self and sat down to recover.
By. the time he finished his first cup of coffee, Bob had
area for local systems is greater that 20 miles in diameter; in
fact, the city of Portland, Oregon, is wrapping up a 50-mile settled down quite a bit. He idly scanned the sales forecast on his
system, including data, voice circuits replacing leased lines, and desk and thought that he probably wouldn't follow-up on that
.other job today after all. In fact, if he worked late tonight, he just
video services for municipal services (such as safety films).
The term local networks needs definition. If we are to go might be able to finish that big sales report for the presentation
by the now-defined two-kilometer general description, what will tomorrow. . .
- William Agresti
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Introducing the Tape Transport

Atleasfthat's what our custom.. ers' tell us.
They report that
the Teletype* model 43
printer is the most
. reliable machine
they've ever ...,'U" .......
Ahd that downtime
tically nil.
'.
For example, Mr. Holmes'
, M<;Lendon of Management Response Corp.
writes us to say that with "high average unit '
-,. reliability, the model 43 teleprinter makes our
.selling job quite easy, and our customers very
.L,L ....

c

"accofding'·to'~6Yf;re.C<Jtd~;tJ1e
rate,ranges b.etween

1V2%and 2%~'
And. while . that
surprise some
people, it's no
surprise to us. .'.
. Becausethe.reasonfor the

m~del. 43 ~elepri~t~r'~ amC!Z~ng

rehabllIty IS sImple:' sImplIcIty.
Now LSI (Large Scale Integration) circuitry
performs almost all of the.@1ctions that· used
to be done mechanically. So less, moving part$
means less chance of downtime. ; .'
.
pleased~'
And less downtime meails le$s aggravation. And isn't that the kind 'of printer you
Thanks, Mr. McLendon.
.
And Mr. Robert Jones of Leasametric, a want working· for you?
company that currently rents out over 1000
The Teletype"model :43 printer. It's the
Q( the model 43 teleprinters, reports that
kind 9tmachine that gets fan mail.
..

'N:

Teletype Corporation
5555 Touhy Avenue, Dept. 3185
Skokie,IL 60077
Telephone (312) 982-2000

*Teletype is a trademark and service mark of the Teletype Corporation.
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